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Abstract
This thesis is motivated to tackle the problem of decreasing sensor nodes’ energy consumptions in
wireless communications and extending the lifetime of wireless sensor networks (WSN) in providing
satisfactory services of data sensing and transmission. To this end, studies in this thesis are focused on
theoretical aspects, aiming at developing communication algorithms in the network layer to effectively
organize sensor nodes and in the physical payer to directly reduce a node’s energy expenditure in
wireless communications, respectively. Via simulations the theoretically developed algorithms and the
performances of the sensor networks based on the developed algorithms are evaluated.
As for the network layer algorithm, the Slotted Waiting period Energy-Efficient Time driven (SWEET)
clustering algorithm is developed. The SWEET algorithm aims at organizing sensor nodes in the form of
clusters where energy-rich Cluster Head nodes are selected and distributed evenly over the network area
to coordinate the communications among cluster member nodes. The SWEET algorithm uses the
distribution of nodes’ remaining energies to achieve its design goal. To organize densely deployed sensor
nodes, the SWEET algorithm is decentralized using the distribution of the residual energies of nodes in a
node’s neighborhood area. The empirical probability density function of neighborhood node energy
distribution is obtained via Hello Message Exchange (HME). The procedure of HME is carried out based
on the Birthday protocol and the Carrier Sensing Mini-Slot algorithm which is modified from the
solution for the initialization problem. The time and the node energy required for the procedure of HME
based on the considered methods are investigated with respect to the message exchange sufficiency.
By simulations, the effectiveness of the SWEET and the decentralized SWEET algorithm is confirmed.
Also by simulations, the performances of the networks based on these two algorithms are evaluated. The
simulation results show that the developed algorithms outperform several competing clustering
algorithms in significantly improving the network lifetime and data capacity at various cluster radii and
network node densities.
As for the physical layer algorithm, chip-interleaving signal processing is employed to save a node’s
energy in transmitting data in fading channel. The Bit Error Rate (BER) expressions of two Direct
Sequence Code Division Multiple Access (DS-CDMA) systems with embedded chip interleaving are
derived to determine how effective the chip interleaving is in decreasing the signal power loss due to the
channel fading. With the derived BER expressions, the energy savings of networks based on sensor
nodes that use the direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) transceivers with or without embedded chip
interleaving are analyzed. The considered DSSS transceivers are compliant with the physical layer
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specifications in the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. The randomly deployed nodes are organized based on the
studied clustering algorithms, in particular the SWEET algorithm.
By simulations, the correctness and accuracy of the developed BER expressions are confirmed.
Simulation results also show that the lifetime of a cluster-based WSN can be extended to a great extent
when the chip interleaved transceivers are used by nodes to transmit data in flat Rayleigh fading channel.
In summary, the energy efficiency of a sensor network can be significantly improved by utilizing the
SWEET algorithm and the chip interleaving technique, individually or in combination.
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Chapter 1 Thesis Introduction
1.1 From Wireless Digital Communication Systems to Wireless Sensor Networks
1.1.1 Wireless digital communication systems
Advances of wireless radio devices and signal processing techniques have been boosting the
implementation of many wireless communication applications that shape the ways of communication
in modern societies. In Europe the WiMAX (Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access) and
mobile broadband have provided alternative platforms for fast wireless Internet access in the areas
where the wired broadband networks are unavailable [1]. By April 2009 the number of subscribers to
various types of cellular mobile services, e.g., GSM (Global System for Mobile communications),
CDMA (Code Division Multiple Access) and TD-SCDMA (Time Division Synchronous Code
Division Multiple Access) services, in China alone had reached more than 650 million [2].
Harvesting the technological developments in microelectronics, sensing material, digital signal
processing, wireless communication and networking, the advent of Wireless Sensor Network (WSN)
in the 1990s [3] has envisioned the promising ubiquitous computing system. In such next generation
network system, users will be able to network anywhere and anytime to communicate with anybody
or have access to any desired information about the physical world [4-6].
1.1.2 Wireless sensor network
A WSN comprises many sensing and computing devices that are networked via low power wireless
communications [7-9]. These devices are called sensor nodes which are often battery-powered and
deployed in vast area of interests. A sensor node reads the physical environment using onboard
sensors, and reports the real-time readings, such as temperature, humidity, vibration, etc, to network
users via multi-hop relay through the intermediate sensor nodes [9, 10].
WSN is a quickly growing opportunity that has aroused well-deserved attention in the global
business market, academic research and industrial standardization in recent times. In September 1999,
Business Week magazine ranked the WSN technique as one of the 21 most important technologies
for the 21st century [10]. In 1995 several companies in America succeeded in commercializing WSNs
[11, 12]. Since July 2002 the Commission of the European Community has sponsored the setup of
sensor networks across Europe [13]. In 2003, IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers)
has announced the IEEE 802.15.4 standard for Wireless Personal Area Networks (WPANs) made of
low-data-rate, low-power, and low-complexity short-range radio frequency devices [14]. This
standard was quickly adopted to be the de-facto industrial standard of transceivers for WSNs based
on the Zigbee protocol which is maintained by a group of influential Original Equipment
Manufacturers (OEM) [15]. In 2006 China launched a national research project that uses an
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application-driven methodology and aims at addressing the real-world serious social and
environmental problems [16]. The market value of WSNs was expected to reach USD $5.9 billion in
North America by 2010 [17].
The development of WSN technology is of significant national importance by virtue of typical
applications directly related to New Zealand’s agriculture, horticulture, fishing, forestry and tourism
industries, which account for more than half of this country’s exports [18]. WSN Applications in
precise intelligent farming and environment monitoring may assist in providing an environmentally
sustainable New Zealand and enhancing the competitiveness of New Zealand’s products in
international market.
1.1.3 General challenges and requirements
Despite of many potential uses, the design of WSN, particularly the development of WSN
communication protocols, is extremely difficult. It is impossible to have a one-for-all design that
meets the requirements of all applications [7]. The hardware constraints, the dense node deployment
and the infrastructural-free network organization also pose unprecedented challenges to the effective
operation of WSN.
A sensor node is often solely powered by the finite energy of a non-rechargeable battery. Hence, the
energy conservation is one of the core requirements facing the development of WSN communication
protocols. To reduce the hardware cost, a sensor node is often embedded with a cheap processor of
low computing ability. To counter this constraint, the WSN communication protocols must be of lowcomplexity and easy-to-implement without jeopardizing the reliable and efficient node-to-node
communications. Sensor nodes are often densely deployed in the area where infrastructure may not be
set up beforehand. Therefore, WSN communication protocols need to organize sensor nodes and meet
the scalability requirements free of infrastructure or human intervene.

1.2 Thesis Motivation, Objectives, Methodology and Significance
Facing the stringent node energy resource, this thesis is motivated to reduce the energy
consumptions of sensor nodes in wireless communications and to extend the WSN lifetime in
providing satisfactory services of data sensing and transmission. Of particular importance to this
thesis is to determine the key factors that affect the energy expense of a node in wireless
communications and developing communication algorithms in relevant protocol layers to reduce the
energy expenditure of sensor nodes.
The objectives of this thesis are as follows:
1. Understand the nature of node energy consumption caused by wireless communications.
2. Develop energy-efficient network layer algorithms that effectively organize the densely
deployed sensor nodes.
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3. Explore alternative energy-efficient low-complexity algorithms in lower layers (below the
network layer) to directly save a node’s energy in carrying out wireless communications.
4. Evaluate the performance of sensor networks based on the developed networking algorithms
with and without using the developed lower layer algorithms.
To achieve the above objectives, the methodology taken in this thesis is to develop algorithms in
theory, and then to verify the theoretical algorithms via simulations.
For the first and second objectives, we studied the WSNs that are organized in mesh, tree or cluster
topologies by using the protocols surveyed in [19-22]. Cluster-based topology is focused on in this
thesis as it accomplishes highly scalable node networking [23] and has substantial impacts on the
WSN developed in the star topology as per the IEEE 802.15.4 standard [14]. In cluster-based WSNs,
Cluster Head (CH) nodes are selected to coordinate the communications among cluster member
nodes [24]. The method of selecting CH nodes and forming a cluster-based network is termed the
clustering algorithm. In literature many influential clustering algorithms consider selecting CH nodes
either by the node’s remaining energy or the node’s location [24-25]; however, few papers investigate
the selection of CH nodes by the node’s remaining energy in conjunction with the spatial distribution
of CH nodes.
To this end, the Slotted Waiting period Energy-Efficient Time driven (SWEET) clustering
algorithm is developed. The SWEET algorithm aims at selecting energy-rich CH nodes and
distributing CH nodes evenly over the network area. Sensor nodes fairly compete for the CH role
throughout rounds of network operation. To achieve the design goals, the SWEET algorithm exploits
the distribution of the remaining energies of nodes in the entire network. To organize nodes that are
densely deployed in a vast network area, the SWEET algorithm is decentralized using the distribution
of the residual energies of nodes defined in a node’s neighborhood area. Such distribution is
developed through the procedure of Hello Message Exchange (HME). This procedure is carried out
by the Birthday protocol [26] or the Carrier Sensing Mini-slot (CSMS) Algorithm that aim at
achieving an arbitrarily high sufficiency of HME in a resolvable time period.
By studying WSN networking algorithms, a significant part of node’s energy is found to
compensate channel fading in wireless data transmissions. Therefore, fading-mitigating techniques
are investigated, with the intention of employing the appropriate one as the lower-layer algorithm to
achieve the third research objective of the thesis. Many signal processing techniques, which exploit
the diversity of signal transmission in space, time and frequency, have been used to reduce sensor
node’s energy consumption in fading channel, for example, dynamic modulation scaling [27], multifrequency assignment [28], cooperative communications [29-31], collaborative communications [3234], Multi-Input-Multi-Output (MIMO) signal processing [35-37]. In this thesis, the chip-interleaving
signal processing technique is investigated and employed as an alternative WSN physical layer
3

algorithm to save node’s energy in wireless communication. To the author’s best knowledge, this is
the first study that introduces the chip interleaving technique to improve the energy efficiency of
WSNs.
In [38-42] via simulations the chip interleaving technique has been confirmed effective in reducing
various types of fading without significantly increasing the signal processing complexity. To have
clear understanding of how effective the chip interleaving technique is, we develop the theoretical Bit
Error Rate (BER) expressions of two Direct Sequence CDMA (DS-CDMA) systems embedded with
chip interleaving in the presence of flat Rayleigh fading and Additive White Gaussian Noise
(AWGN). These BER expressions are useful theoretical tools for analyzing the energy savings of
sensor nodes that use Direct Sequence Spreading Spectrum (DSSS) transceivers with and without
chip interleaving to transmit data in fading channel. The DSSS transceivers without chip interleaving
are considered in compliance with the IEEE 802.15.4 standard.
To achieve the fourth research objective, randomly deployed sensor nodes are considered to be
clustered using clustering algorithms, including the SWEET algorithm. Moreover, the clustered nodes
employ the DSSS transceivers or the Chip-Interleaved DSSS transceivers. The attainable energy
efficiencies of such cluster-based WSNs are evaluated by theoretical analyses and simulations.
The SWEET algorithm and the chip-interleaving technique, individually or in combination, are
found to significantly improve the WSN energy efficiency. Hence, the significance of this thesis
resides in its contribution to the theoretical development of WSN communication algorithms that can
lead to the development of new WSNs of higher energy efficiency. Although the studies in this thesis
are presented from the algorithmic perspective, the thesis outcomes are likely to guide the WSN
designers by providing a firm theoretical ground that may impact the standardization approaches.

1.3 Contributions and Thesis Structure
The primary contributions of this thesis are summarized as follows
1. The remaining energies of nodes in the network and in the neighborhood area of a node are
characterized to be the distribution of Network Residual Energy (NRE) and the distribution of
Neighborhood Average Residual Energy (NARE), respectively. These two distributions are
proven to approximate Gaussian distribution if the network nodes are densely deployed.
2. The SWEET algorithm is designed basing on the distribution of averaged NRE. The SWEET
algorithm aims at selecting energy-rich CH nodes and distributing the CH nodes evenly in the
network area. The performance of the SWEET algorithm in accomplishing its design goal is
theoretically analyzed.
3. Simulation-based investigations are carried out to confirm the theoretical proofs of the Gaussian
distributed NRE and the theoretical performance of the SWEET algorithm. Also, via
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simulations the lifetime and data capacity of the networks based on the SWEET algorithm as
well as several competing clustering algorithms are evaluated for various cluster radii and
network densities.
4. The SWEET algorithm is decentralized using the distribution of NARE which is developed via
the method of HME.
5. The discovery ratio (<1) that defines the sufficiency of HME procedure is related to the
distribution of NARE in order to quantify the precision of the empirical probability density
function of NARE.
6. Aiming at achieving an arbitrarily high discovery ratio in a resolvable time period, the Birthday
protocol is employed and the CSMS algorithm is designed to carry out the procedure of HME.
The formulae which present the time duration and the node energy expenditure required by
these two algorithms are derived. These formulae are functions of the discovery ratio, the data
transmission rate, the node density and the length of a hello message.
7. Simulations are conducted to verify the theoretical analyses of the Birthday protocol and the
CSMS algorithm. Furthermore, via simulations the effectiveness of the decentralized SWEET
algorithm in achieving its design goal is confirmed. Also, the energy-efficiency of the network
based on the decentralized SWEET algorithm is evaluated with respect to a more realistic HME
model.
8. To explore energy-saving means in the lower protocol layers, the chip interleaving technique for
DS-CDMA systems to mitigate channel fading is investigated. The BER expressions of the
coherent and the non-coherent Chip-Interleaved DS-CDMA (CIDS-CDMA) systems are
developed in the presence of flat Rayleigh fading, AWGN, Multiple Access Interference (MAI)
and noisy phase error. The time synchronous and time asynchronous models are considered in
calculating the MAI which is accurately computed without approximation.
9. Simulation-based investigations are carried out to verify the derived BER expressions of CIDSCDMA systems. The BER curves of CIDS-CDMA systems are compared to those of the
corresponding DS-CDMA systems, showing that the CIDS-CDMA systems outperform the DSCDMA systems in attaining significant signal-to-noise ratio gains in the fading channel.
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10. To save the senor node’s energy in wireless communications, the chip interleaving technique is
introduced into the design of the WSN physical layer algorithm. Several WSNs are proposed to
base on sensor nodes that use transceivers with the embedded chip interleaving technique.
11. Using the DSSS transceivers with or without chip-interleaving, the energy savings are analyzed
for nodes in the random deployment scenario to communicate in the presence of flat Rayleigh
fading. The considered DSSS transceivers are compliant with the IEEE 802.15.4 standard.
12. Simulation-based investigations are conducted to verify the theoretical energy savings that the
chip interleaving technique brings to the nodes which are organized in the form of clusters using
the studied clustering algorithms, including the SWEET algorithm.
There are eight chapters in this thesis. Figure 1.1 shows the route map which presents the
interconnections among these chapters in structuring this thesis as follows.
Chapter 1 introduces the motivation, objective, methodology, significance and primary
contributions of this thesis.
Chapter 2 presents the study of some basics of the physical layer of wireless digital
communications. The study is focused on the signal power loss in fading channel and the channel
access among multiple users, determining their fundamental importance to the development of node
energy consumption models. These models are used in analysing the energy-efficiency of WSN
communication algorithms.
Chapter 3 provides a comprehensive introduction of WSNs, putting WSNs in a broader perspective
that covers the applications, the hardware of a sensor node, the WSN communication protocol stack,
the core challenges of designing WSN communication algorithms, the state-of-the-art research and
the industrial standardization.
Chapter 4 begins with the study of several representative WSN clustering algorithms. Based on this
study, the node energy dissipation is investigated from the stochastic perspective to find the
distribution functions of the network residual energy. Also, the SWEET algorithm and the
decentralized SWEET algorithm are elaborated. Simulation results of the SWEET algorithm as well
as the performance of the network based on the SWEET algorithm and several representative
clustering algorithms are presented.
Chapter 5 reports the investigation of the HME procedure based on the Birthday protocol and the
CSMS algorithm. The theoretical analyses and the simulation results about the time duration and the
node energy consumption in the procedure of HME by these two methods are presented. Also
simulation results about the performance of the network based on the decentralized SWEET
algorithm with respect to various discovery ratios are shown.
Chapter 6 presents the study of coherent and non-coherent CIDS-CDMA systems in AWGN
channel with flat Rayleigh fading. The procedures for developing the closed-form BER expressions
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of these two systems are shown. Also, numerical results of the simulations and the analytical
expressions are demonstrated.
Chapter 7 introduces the development of WSNs using nodes that are embedded with chipinterleaved transceivers. It also presents the theoretical energy savings of nodes using transceivers
with or without chip interleaving signal processing in the random node deployment scenario. The
numerical results of node energy savings obtained from the theoretical analyses and simulations are
illustrated and discussed.
Chapter 8 concludes this thesis, summarizes the key research findings, and makes suggestions for
potential further work.

1.4 Publications
Relevant to the research carried out to date, the publications in a chronological sequence are
[1]

Shudong Fang, Jinsheng Sun, and Stevan M. Berber, “ATQL: Adaptive Target Queue Length
Adjustment for AQM controllers to meet dynamic traffic environment,” in Proc. AusWireless’06,
2006.

[2]

Shudong Fang, Stevan M. Berber, and Akshya K. Swain, “An overhead free clustering algorithm
for wireless sensor networks,” in Proc. IEEE GLOBECOM’07, 2007, pp. 1144-1148.

[3]

----, “Analysis of neighbor discovery protocols for energy distribution estimations in wireless
sensor networks,” in Proc. IEEE ICC’08, 2008, pp. 4386-4390.

[4]

----, “Performance of a clustering algorithm for high density wireless sensor networks,” in Proc.
IEEE TENCON’08, 2008, pp. 1-6.

[5]

----, “Characterization of hello message exchange for estimating distribution of network residual
energy,” in Proc. ACM IWCMC’09, 2009.

[6]

----, “Closed-form expression of average BER for Chip-interleaved DS-CDMA system
performing M-ary communication and non-coherent modulation in flat Rayleigh fading channel,”
in Proc. IEEE APCC’09, 2009.

[7]

----, “Energy consumption evaluation of sensor nodes using IEEE 802.15.4 transceiver in flat
Rayleigh fading channel”, in Proc. IEEE WCSP’09, 2009.

[8]

S. H. A. Naqvi, S. M. Berber, Z. Salcic, and S. Fang, "Energy efficiency of collaborative
communication with imperfect phase synchronization over Rayleigh fading in wireless sensor
networks," in Proc. IEEE WCSP’09, 2009.

[9]

Shudong Fang, Stevan M. Berber, and Akshya K. Swain, “Energy distribution-aware clustering
algorithm for dense wireless sensor networks,” International Journal of Communication Systems,
in production, 2009.

[10]

----, “Derivations of Closed-Form BER Expressions for Chip Interleaved DS-CDMA System in
the Presence of Noise, Fading and Phase Errors,” submitted to IEEE Trans. on Commun., 2009.

Due to time constraints, some research results are still being prepared for submission to
publications or to be patented. Planned publications are the following:
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[11]

Shudong Fang, Stevan M. Berber, and Akshya K. Swain, “Closed-form expressions of average
BER for Chip-interleaved DS-CDMA systems using optimal non-coherent demodulator to
mitigate flat Rayleigh fading,” in preparation for submission to IEEE Trans. on Commun, 2009.

[12]

----, Network energy distribution characterization using energy efficient Hello message exchange,
in preparation for submission to International Journal of Communication Networks and
Distributed Systems, 2009.

[13]

----, Energy efficient data communications in wireless sensor networks using chip-interleavd
DSSS transceivers, in preparation for patenting.

[14]

----, Energy efficient data communications in wireless sensor networks using chip-interleavd DSCDMA transceivers, in preparation for patenting.
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Chapter 2 Wireless Digital Communication System
2.1 Introduction
Wireless communication covers an enormously wide range of topics that are impossible to present
in the size of one chapter. This chapter aims at acquainting the reader with some basics about the
physical layer of wireless digital communications. Comprehension of these basics is necessary,
because few communication algorithms in the upper layer protocols of Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSN) are unaffected by the physical layer [1]. We focus on studying the effects of channel fading
on the signal power loss and the channel access among multiple users, and determining their
fundamental importance to the development of node energy consumption models in the energyefficiency analysis of WSN communication algorithms.
The study begins with the primary components in the transmitter-to-receiver communication
system. Functions of the considered components are explained in Section 2.2. Terminologies of
wireless digital communication system introduced in this section will be adhered to in the subsequent
chapters.
In Section 2.3, the study underlines signal power loss in the presence of fading free of multi-user
interference in the wireless channel. For most practical wireless channels, signal power loss is wellknown that arises from signal power path loss, shadow fading and small-scale fading [2]. Signal
power path loss and shadow fading together refer to as the large-scale fading. The small-scale fading
is also known as Rayleigh fading. Field-test measurements have confirmed that shadow fading and
Rayleigh fading affect signal propagations between sensor nodes deployed in the indoor and the
outdoor environments [3, 4]. In literature several mathematical models are presented to calculate the
estimates of signal power path loss under the effects of channel fading. These models will be
explained for their significance to the development of node energy consumption models in Chapters
4, 5, and 7.
From the practices of many realistic wireless communication systems, it has been found that
Rayleigh fading alone causes severe power impairment of received signals [2, 5]. In Section 2.4 we
explain fade margin as one of the most conventional engineering means of compensating for signal
power loss due to channel fading. Many existing WSN communication algorithms adopt this
approach [6, 7], which nevertheless results in considerable node energy consumption. This motivates
us to consider reducing node energy consumption by means of fading mitigation using appropriate
signal processing techniques, as studied in Chapter 6.
In Section 2.5, our study extends to multi-user communication systems where the wireless channel
is shared by multiple users to transmit data. In the multi-user environment, the received signal from
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the intended user is at high risk of being exposed to the interfering signals from unwanted
neighboring users in the absence of effective multiple access control. The multi-user interference
degrades the receiver error probability and may give rise to data collision. In case the data are
received in error, data retransmission is often executed in practical communication systems [1]. In
WSNs transmit energy is required on the data retransmission for the transmitter node. In this regard,
effective channel multiple access becomes necessary to alleviate the Multiple Access Interference
(MAI) among sensor nodes in WSNs, in particular when nodes are deployed in high density such that
multiple neighboring sensor nodes are likely to transmit data concurrently. To this end, we present
several typical multiple access techniques, including Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA),
Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA), Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA), and the
contention-based methods.

2.2 Wireless Digital Communication System
This section presents the study of primary components in the wireless digital communication
system (DCS). Figure 2.1 illustrates the block diagram of the primary components in a simplified and
typical DCS in which the signal is transmitted from a single transmitter to a single receiver via a
wireless channel [8]. The essential components are in greyed boxes, whereas the optional ones are in
plain boxes. The components that the signal gets through in the transmitter, for the most part, are
reversed in the receiver. The functions of considered components are explained in the following.
Format. The source information is formatted into the form of bits. Then a set of bits may be grouped
to specify a digital message, also known as message symbols. Each symbol, denoted as mi where i =
1, 2, …, Ms, takes a specific value from a finite alphabet set of size Ms. Thus if Ms = 2, the symbol mi
is binary; or if Ms>2, the symbol communication is termed the M-ary communication by which each
symbol mi represents Kb = log2Ms number of bits.
Source encoder/decoder. For analog sources, the source encoder coverts analog signal to digital
signal and removes redundant information. The source decoder may convert the received digital
signal into analog form using the digial-to-analog conversion in the receiver.
Channel encode/decode. In the channel encoder, a sequence of message symbols is transformed into
a sequence of channel symbols, also known as the channel code. Channel coding aims at enabling the
transmitted signal to better resist the impairing effects of noise, interference and fading in wireless
channels. The channel decoder coverts the received channel codes into the message symbols.
Pulse shaping. The pulse shaping filter confines the bandwidth of the transmitting message symbols
within the desired frequency spectral region.
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Bandpass modulation/demodulation. Before the bandpass modulation block, information remains
in the digital form of a symbol sequence. The bandpass modulation transforms the message symbol
into the form of signal waveform which is suitable to be transmitted via the wireless channel. Hence
the modulation scheme in use needs to make the modulated signal compatible with the requirements
of the wireless channel. The bandpass demodulation is the first step towards recovering the message
symbol from the received signal waveform.
Frequency spread/de-spread. Frequency spread is the process by which the frequency bandwidth of
the input signal is significantly extended to be several times wider, depending on the defined
spreading factor. The frequency-spread signal is relatively invulnerable to the noise and interference
induced in the wireless channel. The frequency de-spread converts the frequency-spread wideband
signal to the narrowband signal.
Multiple access. The multiple access component allows the signal to effectively access the public
wireless channel, in particular, in the multiuser communication environment where the channel is
shared by signals from many users. Several multiple access techniques aiming to efficiently utilize
the channel bandwidth and capacity will be explained later in Section 2.5.
We should note that the positions of the frequency spread block and the multiple access block may
vary among the upper blocks, dependent on the particular technique in use.
Transmitter/Receiver. For clarity of presentation, the transmitter and the receiver presented in
Figure 2.1 are considered to include the frequency-converter, the power amplifier and the antenna,
although the modulation/demodulation and the frequency spread/de-spread components are often
regarded as part of the transmitter and the receiver. A device that contains a transmitter and a receiver
is termed the transceiver.
Detection. The detection component makes decisions about the meaning of the signal waveform
demodulated by the bandpass demodulator according to the defined decision rules.
Synchronization. Most DCS using coherent modulation often requires synchronizations in phase,
symbol duration (time) and frame. Symbol synchronization is often carried out in the demodulator
and the detector to identify the time start and the time end of the symbol signal waveform. For DCS
based on the non-coherent demodulation, the requirement on determining the exact value of the
incoming carrier phase (phase synchronization) can be removed; yet the frequency synchronization of
the carrier is needed in the receiver.
Wireless channel. During propagation, signals undergo noise corruption, reflection, diffraction,
scattering, among other possible deterioration factors in the wireless channel. Hence the signal power
attenuation is heavily affected by the nature of the wireless channel, as explained in the following
section.
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2.3 Signal Power Loss in Wireless Channels
Consider that the signal needs to be transmitted from a wireless device u to a wireless device v
across the Euclidean distance d between devices u and v. Let Pt stand for the signal transmitting
power of device u. The received signal power at device v is denoted Pr and may be expressed as

Pr (d ) = Pt / g(d ) ,

(2.1)

where g(d) denotes the signal power loss as a function of the transmission distance d, Pr(d) means
that Pr is a function of d.
It is widely assumed that the communication link between two devices is established if and only if
the signal-to-noise ratio SNR (or the signal-to-inference-noise ratio SINR in the multi-user case) in the
receiver is greater than a threshold [9]. The SNR is the ratio defined as the power of received signal Pr
to the power of noise in the receiver, and the threshold is dependent on the acceptable receiver error
probability. In this regard, the signal power loss imposes a decisive influence on the establishment of
the wireless link.
The signal power loss g(d) is known as rising from large-scale fading coupled with small-scale
fading [2]. In literature a number of empirical and mathematical models of g(d) are presented to
calculate the estimates of signal power path loss under the effects of channel fading [1, 2, 9, 10]. In
this section several typical mathematical models of g(d) are explained. These models are the
perquisites to the sensor node energy consumption models that were developed and utilized for the
design and analysis of many WSN communication algorithms [6, 7, 10]. These signal power loss
models will be carried on in Chapter 4, 5 and 7 for the same use.
2.3.1 Free space signal path loss model
It may be easy to begin the study with the free-space signal power path loss model (or the freespace model for short) which assumes that the receiver collects signals radiated from the transmitter
along a clear line-of-sight (LOS) path without any obtrusions. In this ideal case, the power of
received signal Pr(d) may be modeled in the following expression given in [1, 2, 10] as

Pr ( d ) =

Pt G t G r λ 2w
( 4π ) 2 d 2 L

,

(2.2)

where Gt and Gr are the transmitter antenna gain and the receiver antenna gain, respectively, λw is the
wavelength equal to C/fc, C is the speed of light, fc is the carrier frequency, L ≥ 1 is the system loss
factor not related to the signal propagation. Although the signal power loss estimates calculated on
the basis of the free-space model are inaccurate, the free-space model is widely adopted in literature
for the simplicity of its form.
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2.3.2 Two-ray ground signal path loss model
In comparison to the free-space model, the two-ray-ground signal path loss model leverages the
accuracy of the signal power loss estimates to a higher lever [10]. The two-ray-ground model
considers the LOS path and a ground-reflection path. The signal power loss predicted using the tworay-ground model is reported to have high accuracy [1]. The received signal power defined by the
two-ray-ground signal path loss model may be calculated using the expression given in [1, 2, 10] as

Pr (d ) =

Pt Gt Gr ht2 hr2
d 4L

,

(2.3)

where ht and hr denote the height of the transmitter antenna and the receiver antenna, respectively.
It is worth noting that the free-space model and the two-ray-ground model were used to develop a
node energy consumption model extensively considered in the design of many energy-efficient WSN
algorithms. This node energy consumption model will be presented in Chapter 4.
2.3.3 Log-normal shadowing signal power loss model
The log-normal shadowing signal power loss model is derived by combining the analytical and
experimental methods. This model represents signal power loss in the presence of shadow fading.
The shadow fading is affected by prominent terrain contours between the transmitter and the receiver
that attenuate the signal power through absorption, reflection, scattering and diffraction [1]. In the
log-normal shadowing model, the mean value of the received signal power decreases logarithmically
with the transmission distance d. At a given distance d, the path loss is a random variable which
follows the log-normal (normal in dB) distribution. The power of the received signal in the lognormal shadowing signal power loss model may be computed using the expression in [1, 2, 10] as

Pr (d ) dB = Pt dB+10log10 (

λw 2
d
) −10χ log10 ( ) + Xσ ,
4πdo
do

(2.4)

where do is the reference distance for the antenna far-field, χ is the path loss exponent, X σ is a zeromean Gaussian distributed random variable in dB with standard deviation σ also in dB. Random
variable X σ represents the effect of shadow fading on the signal power loss.
The value of χ is dependent on the signal propagation environment. In the indoor environment, the
value of χ may be set to 5 or even greater, whereas in the outdoor environment, χ may take low
values, such as 2 or even lower. The value of σ is known as site- and distance-dependent. By
convention the values taken by σ are between 6dB and 10dB, if not greater [2].
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2.3.4 Simplified signal path loss model
For general trade-off analysis of various system designs, sometimes it is convenient to use a simple
model that preserves the essence of signal power loss without resorting to the path-loss models in
complex forms. In [1], a simplified signal path loss model is induced to approximate the analytical
models, in particular the free-space model and the two-ray-ground model, and to exclude the effect of
channel fading from the expression. This simplified path loss model is claimed to present the signal
path loss in a simple form without sacrificing the accuracy of the signal power loss prediction in a
given signal transmission distance [1].
Using this simplified signal power path loss model, the power of the received signal is given in [1]
in the following form
Pr (d ) = Pt (

λw 2 d0 χ
) ( ) ,
4πd0
d

(2.5)

where the value of χ depends on the signal propagation environment. The important feature of Eq.
(2.5) is two-fold. Firstly, it presents the signal path loss defined in (2.2) and (2.3) in a generalized
form. Secondly, it excludes the effects of shadow fading and small-scale fading on signal path loss
from the calculation of the signal path loss. In this regard, this simplified signal path loss model
allows us to evaluate the effect of the Rayleigh fading on the node energy expense and the node
energy saving arising from the fading mitigation techniques, as studied in Chapter 7.

2.4 Signal Power Loss under Small-scale Fading
When the attenuation becomes strong, the direct path between the transmitter and the receiver may
end up being completely blocked. The absence of a direct signal path does not necessarily mean that
the receiver cannot receive signals from the transmitter. The receiver is most likely to receive a large
number of signal waves reflected and scattered by nearby objects, e.g., hills, trees, buildings, etc. In
this regard, the amplitude and the phase of the received signal experience significantly changes. This
phenomenon is termed small-scale fading, also known as Rayleigh fading.
2.4.1 Rayleigh fading
The nature of Rayleigh fading can become very complicated, depending on the channel coherence
bandwidth and the mobility of the transceivers. An insightful tutorial about the Rayleigh fading
channel can be found in [2].
Given that the transmitter and the receiver are moving (at a very low speed) or in an environment
with moveable surroundings, Rayleigh fading is considered to be flat if the frequency bandwidth
required by the data transmission is no greater than the channel coherence bandwidth; otherwise, the
Inter-symbol Interference (ISI) is induced and Rayleigh fading becomes frequency-selective. The
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channel coherence time is explained in [2]. If the transmitter and the receiver are moveable, the
Doppler frequency drifting phenomenon and the frequency-selective nature need to be considered in
characterizing Rayleigh fading. Rayleigh fading between mobile transmitter and receiver is termed to
be fast Rayleigh fading. Clearly the nature of fast Rayleigh fading is more complex than the nature of
flat Rayleigh fading. In the low-rate stationary WSN, the channels between static sensor nodes may
be characterized as having flat Rayleigh fading in the worst case.
Although in literature many advanced signal processing techniques have been proposed to mitigate
Rayleigh fading, adding an adequate fade margin is taken as one of the most conventional
engineering methods, as explained in the next subsection.
2.4.2 Fade margin
Fade margin refers to the power added to the transmitter to compensate the signal power loss due to
channel fading. In the practice of many wireless applications [2, 11], a considerable amount of fade
margin is needed to compensate channel fading, in particular Rayleigh fading. For example, fade
margins for the cellular system are reported in [2] and shown in Figure 2.2.
In Figure 2.2, the mean path loss may be calculated using (2.2), (2.3), (2.4) or (2.5), depending on
the accuracy requirement of the signal power loss estimate. In the near-worst case, the typical value
of the fade margin for shadow fading is often set to be 6-10 dB. In the near-worst case, the typical
value of the fade margin for Rayleigh fading is often set to be 20 dB to 30 dB.
Clearly, in comparison to the fade margin for compensating shadow fading, the fade margin needed
to compensate small-scale fading becomes dominant. The large amount of necessary fade margin
suggests that a significant amount of transmit power is required by the transmitter to ensure that the
received signal has enough power left to reach the SNR threshold in the receiver. This large power
consumption holds in the design of many WSN communication algorithms, such as those reported in
[6, 7]. Hence, we are motivated to save the sensor node’s transmit energy by using appropriate signal
processing techniques that effectively mitigate the channel fading.
Research on mitigating channel fading has been well conducted, harvesting many effective
solutions on the basis of advanced signal processing techniques, such as channel equalization, Rake
receiver, maximum ratio combining, and the transmitter and receiver diversity in space, time and
frequency [1]. Channel fading has been claimed to be effectively mitigated by exploiting these
methods, however, at the expense of high signal processing complexity or much extra hardware.
Although it is often assumed that the energy required for signal processing is small, the results in [12,
13] argue that the energy expenditures for complex signal processing are significant.
In recent years the chip-interleaving signal processing technique has been reported to efficiently
reduce the channel fading effects on the received signals. Despite the fact that a few signal processing
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components need to be added into the transceiver, the chip interleaving process does not significantly
increase the signal processing complexity. Therefore, the chip interleaving technique will be studied
in Chapter 6 and utilized to achieve energy-efficient data transmissions between sensor nodes over
flat Rayleigh fading in Chapter 7.
In the next section, our study extends to the multi-user communication environment where MAI is
induced at the receiver. Several well-known medium access approaches are presented.

2.5 Multiple Access Methods for Multi-user Communication Systems
In the multi-user system, the public wireless channel is shared by an arbitrary number of users who
may concurrently access the channel. Hence the nature of the multi-user system becomes more
complicated than that of the transmitter-to-receiver system studied in the previous section. In the
multi-user environment, a receiver captures signals from the intended user as well as the interference
signals from unwanted neighboring transmitters. The interference signals are often regarded as noise
to the intended signal. In this view, the signal-to-interference-noise (SINR) ratio is decreased, and
thereby the receiver error performance significantly degrades.
To effectively use the public wireless channel, the channel multiple access is often carried out in
many practical wireless communication systems. The major channel multiple access methods
reported in literature which relate to WSNs are Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA), Time
Division Multiple Access (TDMA), Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA), and the contentionbased channel access, as explained in the following subsections.
2.5.1 Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA)
To conduct FDMA, the available frequency bandwidth is split into a number of narrow bandwidth
channels, as shown in Figure 2.3 (a). In the multi-user system, each pair of users is assigned a
particular narrowband channel which is not shared by other users in vicinity. Using FDMA, multiple
pairs of neighboring users are allowed to communicate concurrently in the time domain free of
mutual interference in the frequency domain.
2.5.2 Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)
To conduct TDMA, the time for system users to transmit data is divided into slots, as shown in
Figure 2.3 (b). Each pair of users is assigned a particular time slot in which to communicate. At any
given time, a pair of users occupies the entire available frequency bandwidth of the system. Thus the
data transmission for any users in a TDMA multi-user system is not continuous, but occurs in bursts.
Because the time is slotted in TDMA, the time-synchronization needs to be established between the
transmitter and the receiver for the data transmission to proceed.
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Figure 2.3 FDMA, TDMA, and CDMA in the time domain and the frequency domain.
2.5.3 Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA)
CDMA refers to the direct sequence multiple access method which is based on the Direct Sequence
Spread Spectrum (DSSS) technique.
Through the DSSS technique, the narrowband message signal is converted into a wideband noiselike signal by multiplying it with a pseudo-noise (PN) chip sequence. The bandwidth of the converted
signal is several orders of magnitude greater than the minimum bandwidth required by the
narrowband signal, depending on the spreading gain defined by the PN sequence.
To conduct CDMA, the PN chip sequences assigned to different pairs of users need to be
orthogonal. Hence, in the CDMA multi-user system all users can transmit concurrently and
continuously utilizing the same available frequency band at the expense of multi-user interference
induced in the receiver as shown in Figure 2.3 (c). This means that the receiver collects signals from
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the intended user and undesired users. Due to the orthogonality of spreading codes employed by
different users, the receiver may draw signals from the intended user by conducting the time-domain
correlation of the received signals.
2.5.4 Contention-based channel multiple access
The contention-based channel access methods have been widely employed in multi-user systems
where users intend to access the same frequency channel in a random manner. If two transmitting
nodes access the channel simultaneously, strong mutual interference is induced in the received signals
at the corresponding receiving nodes and thus causes data collision. Many contention-based multiple
access methods can be found to minimize the data collision and to maintain the fairness of channel
bandwidth shared among competing users, such as the Carrier Sensing Multiple Access (CSMA)
algorithm and many of the follow-up algorithms such as those reported in [14]. However, mutual
interference cannot be completely eliminated by using these methods, due to the hidden/exposedproblems [14].

2.6 Chapter Conclusions
This chapter presents the study of some fundamentals about the physical layer of wireless digital
communication. The physical layer is important to the design and analysis of WSN communication
algorithms, in the sense that few upper layer algorithms are unaffected by the performance of the
physical layer. Several typical mathematical models that present the estimates of signal power loss
were explained. These models will be used to develop the models of sensor node energy consumption
in Chapters 4, 5 and 7. Large fade margin is shown in need to compensate the signal power loss due
to the channel fading. This motivates us to investigate fading-mitigating techniques in Chapter 6 to
save sensor node’s energy on communication. Appropriate channel multiple access methods are
needed to reduce the data collision and to support the energy-efficient operation of communication
algorithms in the higher layers of network protocol stack. The TDMA and CDMA techniques are
used in the cluster-based WSNs which will be introduced in Chapters 4 and 5.
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Chapter 3 Introduction of Wireless Sensor Networks
3.1 Introduction
Chapter 2 presents the study of some fundamentals of wireless digital communication systems. This
chapter includes a comprehensive introduction to Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). The
introduction looks at WSNs from a broad perspective, covering the applications, the sensor node
hardware, the communication protocol stack, the core challenges to the design of WSN
communication algorithms and protocols, the state-of-the-art research and the industrial
standardization.

3.2 Applications of Wireless Sensor Networks
The WSN system has witnessed a tremendous upsurge coming along with numerous applications,
e.g., battle field surveillance, environment monitoring, disaster detection and rescue, biodiversity and
habitat monitoring, precise and intelligent agriculture, medicine and health care, environment-friendly
buildings, and logistics [1-5]. Two WSN applications for precise and intelligent agriculture are used
as examples and explained as follows. In vineyard sensor networks, the high resolution monitoring of
the temperature, humidity, airflow, and soil pH scale in the vineyard by means of a dense close-toground WSN can prevent grape plants from over-heating or freezing and thus considerably increase
the plant value and the wine quality [4]. Another WSN application serves livestock farming [5]: by
attaching to each livestock a sensor node which measures and reports the animal’s health status, e.g.,
the body temperature and any pest infection, farmers can be alerted to react in time to any potential
disease outbreak in the herd.
In view of application diversity, it is difficult to set up a one-for-all node hardware framework and a
standard communication protocol stack that satisfy the specific requirements of every application.
Nevertheless, certain common traits among applications exist, resulting in a basic node framework
and a compelling communication protocol stack well-accepted in literature. These traits are presented
in the following two subsections.

3.3 Hardware Framework of a Sensor Node
In many realistic WSN applications, a large number of small sensor nodes are needed to constitute a
WSN. It is desirable to create the node hardware using simple and cheap electronic components in
order to reduce the size and the cost of the sensor node. A typical sensor node is often considered as
having five basic components: the sensor(s), the wireless communication device, the computing
device, the memory and the power supply [1, 2, 6].
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Communication
device
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device
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Figure 3.1 Sensor node hardware framework [1, 2, 6].

Application layer
Transport layer
Network layer
Data link layer
Physical layer

Figure 3.2 A compelling communication protocol stack of Wireless sensor network [1, 6] .

The interconnection among these five components is reported in [1, 2, 6] and presented in Figure
3.1. Sensors allow the node to capture signals from the physical environment. The wireless
communication device enables the node to establish wireless connections with other nodes to form a
network. The computing device executes an arbitrary program to drive the communication device to
fulfill communication tasks. The memory resource is used by the computing device to store data. The
power supply component provides the driving force for the other four electronic components.
In conventional WSNs, a battery is the only power supply for other onboard electronic components
of a sensor node. Due to the large number of nodes and the vast area of node deployment, the node
battery is less likely to be replaced or recharged. Hence, in choosing products for the computing and
wireless communication devices, the tradeoff among the products’ energy consumption, cost and
performance in meeting the application requirements need to be balanced [7]. It is common for the
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device’s performance to increase in proportion to the device’s cost and power consumption. Clearly
the processors in modern personal computers and the transceivers in cell-phones are far too costly for
sensor nodes. Instead, microcontrollers are often favored as the computing device, mainly due to their
low power consumption and flexible programmable/reprogrammable capability at a reasonable
expenditure [1]. A wide range of low-cost wireless transceivers are available on the market and can
be utilized as the sensor node’s wireless communication device. These transceivers support data
transmission rates ranging from tens of kilo-bits-per-second (kbps) to hundreds of kbps and a
relatively short transmission distance varying from tens of meters to hundreds of meters at acceptable
error rates and reasonable energy consumption.

3.4 Wireless Sensor Network Communication Protocol Stack
In [1, 6] a compelling protocol stack is proposed to facilitate the establishment of node-to-node
communication. This stack preserves the advantage of protocol modularization well and allows the
design of each layer to optimize the use of the node energy resource, as demonstrated in Figure 3.2.
In the presented protocol stack, there are five layers from bottom to top. These layers are the
physical layer, the data link layer, the network layer, the transport layer and the application layer.
The physical layer directly attaches to the wireless channel. It defines the physical specifications for
the wireless transceiver to access the wireless channel, such as the operating frequency band, the
modulation scheme, signal transmission power, etc. The physical layer is meant to provide reliable
signal transmission and reception for the data link layer. The data link layer is responsible for packet
flow control and medium access control. For example, in case the received packet is found having
erroneous bits, the data link layer drops the wrong packet and makes decisions on whether, how and
when to request packet re-transmission from the sender. The network layer has a decisive role in
shaping the WSN topology and the network traffic flow. The transport layer provides reliable packet
transmission and reception for the application layer on the top. In the application layer various WSN
applications are embodied. On the back of these five layers, three planes, i.e., the power management
plane, the mobility management plane (optional) and the task management plane (optional), provide
information regarding node power, mobility and task fulfillment for each layer to perform possible
operation optimization.
Clearly WSN communication algorithms and protocols have significant effects on the performances
of node-to-node communication as well as network-wide data transmission. Understanding the
challenges that confront the design of WSN communication algorithms and protocols is the first step
towards yielding effective solutions. From the WSN application requirements and the sensor node
hardware constraints, several core challenges are drawn and explained in the next section.
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3.5 Challenges in Designing Wireless Sensor Network Communication Algorithms
Many challenges present in designing the WSN communication algorithms have been documented.
Several core challenges widely-agreed on in literature [1-3, 7] are summarized in the following.
•

Energy efficiency. The node lifetime is severely dependent on the scarce node energy resource. It
is reported in [9] that the energy depletion of a few nodes may cause serious connectivity issues
and end up in network breakdown. Hence, energy efficiency is the key requirement and the
primary goal in the design of WSN communication algorithms and protocols.

•

Simplicity. Due to the node’s limited computation capability, communication algorithms need to
be greatly simplified to ease a protocol implementation in the computing device without
damaging the protocol’s effectiveness.

•

Decentralized operation. By convention, WSN is deemed an infrastructure-free network. This
means that the infrastructure and human intervention are absent since the nodes start to operate
freely. To this end, WSN communication protocols need to be decentralized and autonomously
executable by every node without infrastructure or human assistance.

•

Scalability. The protocol scalability refers to the performance of communication protocols in the
cases where the number of nodes increases to a large value [1]. For applications requiring high
data resolution, the WSN may include a large number of nodes. Protocols that work well on
connecting a few nodes may not be justified in the dense node deployment scenario.

•

Time synchronization. The node operation is dependent on the time clock generated by the
oscillator onboard. Due to the oscillator’s time-drift, different nodes may have different time
readings [10]. The independent node operation introduces the time synchronization issue which
creates fundamental challenges to the execution of communication protocols.

•

Fault resistance. Due to the cheap hardware in use, sensor nodes are prone to hardware failure.
Communication protocols must be tolerant of the hardware outrages. In the case of node failure,
communication protocols need to support the network re-organization.

3.6 Related Work in Designing Wireless Sensor Network Communication Protocols
In the past few years, research in the design of WSN communication protocol has aroused immense
interest in both academia and industry, rendering innumerable solutions to cope with the design
challenges. In this section, only a few representative and influential solutions are presented. The
presented academic solutions reside across the five layers in the protocol stack shown in Figure 3.2.
Hence, for clarity of presentation, the review of solutions starts from those in the bottom layer and
then rises up to higher layers. The concept of cross-layer design is then explained. In industry, the
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design of WSNs often adopts the Zigbee protocol [12] on top of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard [13],
which will be briefly explained at last.
3.6.1 Solutions for the physical layer
Solutions for the WSN physical layer are mainly implemented via adopting advanced signal
processing techniques in transceiver. For example, it is claimed that node energy efficiency is
achieved using dynamic modulation scaling [13], adaptive channel coding [14], multi-input-multiout-put signal processing [15, 16], the spread spectrum (direct spreading or frequency hopping) [1720], etc. Dynamic voltage scaling, as introduced in [21], is able to save the node energy, exploiting
the electronic nature of the transceiver that charges less energy at low voltage.
3.6.2 Solutions for the data link layer
In literature great efforts have been put on designing Medium Access Control (MAC) algorithms in
the data link layer for WSN. The MAC algorithms allow multiple sensor nodes to efficiently utilize
the public wireless channel for data transmission. In [1], a number of representative MAC algorithms
are summarized, which, in general, aim at reducing data loss due to channel collision and
consequently saving node energy from retransmitting the lost data.
Several node scheduling algorithms [22-24] are often regarded as the WSN data link layer
algorithm, because these algorithms optimize the node energy consumption by making decisions on
when and for how long the node turns on its transceiver to transmits data; during the rest of the time,
the node shuts down its transceiver to sleep. Since the power consumption of the node in transmitting
status is much higher than the power needed by the node in sleeping status, significant energy saving
can be achieved using the scheduling algorithms [22].
3.6.3 Solutions for the network layer
To save node energy, in general the data transmissions from sensor nodes to other nodes and the
data sink are on the basis of multi-hop routing. Multi-hop routing can be realized by a plethora of
network routing algorithms as summarized in [1, 25]. The routing algorithm shapes the WSN
topology, according to which data traffic flows from sensor nodes to the data sink. The primary
network topologies often taken in forming WSNs are the tree topology, the cluster topology, or the
mesh topology that are shown in Figure 3.3 (a), (b) and (c), respectively.
In the tree topology, the central root node resides in the data sink by convention. Sensor nodes far
away from the root node forward data to intermediate nodes which are closer to the root nodes in
physical distance. Different sensor nodes may have a common intermediate node such that the data
traffic is converged towards the root node, forming a tree-like network topology.
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Figure 3.3 Primary topologies of wireless sensor networks.

In the cluster topology, also known as the star topology, a group of sensor nodes transmit data to
one leading node which is termed the Cluster Head (CH) node. The CH node then forwards the data
to the data sink. The CH node often resides in the center of the cluster. The data traffic converges to
the CH node first, and then flows to the data sink. The cluster-based topology is particularly suitable
for WSN applications, such as environment monitoring and intelligent agriculture, where the network
data flow pattern is characterized to be “many-to-one” [1, 25, 26].
In mesh topology, wireless links can be established between any two sensor nodes. This makes it
possible to take advantage of some redundant links for sensor nodes to transmit data to the data sink
in order to improve the data transmission reliability.
3.6.4 Solutions for the transport layer
Reliability remains as the key requirement in the design of the WSN transport layer. Several
transport layer algorithms are reported in [1, 27], aiming to quickly restore reliable packet
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transmission between communicating nodes in case the wireless link is interrupted or jeopardized due
to the large packet error rate, the node hardware failure, or the packet reception congestion.
3.6.5 Solutions for the application layer
Solutions for the WSN application layer may change significantly subject to the application
requirements. Although applications vary from one to another, many applications agree on
aggregating the data before transmitting them [22, 26]. Data aggregation is favored because the node
energy charged on wireless data transmission can be thousands of times larger than the node energy
consumption for local data processing [28].
3.6.6 Cross-layer design
Despite that the layered structure presented in Figure 3.2 has been widely accepted in literature, it
does not necessarily mean that interconnections among these layers must be performed in a vertical
manner. Due to hardware constraints, in particular the scarce energy resource, the optimal operational
point of a given protocol layer is driven by considerations in other layers [7]. This advocates the idea
of cross-layer design that aims at optimizing the tradeoffs between the performance of protocols and
the hardware constraints relative to the application requirements. Cross-layer design can be found in
many techniques that have emerged recently, e.g., cooperative communication [29-31] and
collaborative communication among sensor nodes [32-34], which exploit the transceiver diversity to
achieve the desired packet error rate at less node energy expenditure. However, the cross-layer design
can make it difficult to maintain the codes of the protocol stack where modifications may propagate
across multiple layers [7].
3.6.7 Industrial standardizations of the wireless sensor network
In 2003 the IEEE 802.15.4 standard was proposed defining the protocol and interconnection of lowrate, low-cost, low-power wireless communication devices in a Wireless Personal Area Network
(WPAN) [13]. In IEEE 802.15.4, the physical layer and the data link layer of the communication
stack are specified. IEEE 802.15.4 was soon adopted as the physical layer and the data link layer of
the Zigbee standard which was advocated by the Zigbee alliance [12] as the de-facto industrial
standard to implement WSNs. The Zigbee standard defines the protocols of the network layer and
upper layers subject to the application requirements. Recently, a large number of transceivers in
compliance with IEEE 802.15.4 and Zigbee standard have become commercially available on the
market [35, 36].
In IEEE 802.15.4 two types of devices are defined. One type is called the Full-Function Device
(FFD) and the other is called the Reduced-function device (RFD). Of interest to this study are the
physical layer specifications of these devices and the topology of these devices in constituting a
WPAN. For brevity of presentation, the physical layer specification is omitted here and will be
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presented in Chapter 7. As for the WPAN topology, IEEE 802.15.4 defines the star (cluster) or the
mesh topology, which are shown in Figure 3.3 (b) and (c). In the cluster-based WPAN, the FFD takes
the role of the CH node whereas the RFDs are affiliated to the FFD in the same cluster.

3.7 Chapter Conclusions
This chapter presents a comprehensive introduction to Wireless Sensor Networks. The introduction
covers the diverse applications, the node hardware framework, the structure of the WSN
communication protocol stack, the core challenges in the design of WSN communication algorithms
and protocols, and the state-of-the-art research on WSN communication protocol design in the
academic and industrial domains.
It is understood that the node hardware constraints, in particular the limited node battery energy
resource, pose an energy-efficient requirement on the design of WSN communication algorithms and
protocols. To be easily implemented on the computing device with limited computation capability,
the complexity of WSN communication algorithms and protocols needs to be considerably low.
Research on developing the energy-saving and low-complexity commutation protocols remains an
open issue, in particular in the dense node deployment where the protocol scalability becomes hard to
achieve. In the rest of this thesis, great efforts are dedicated to designing WSN communication
algorithms along two streams. In Chapters 4 and 5, the first stream involves the study of network
layer algorithms, particularly the clustering algorithm that organizes sensor nodes in the form of
clusters. In Chapters 6 and 7, the second stream involves the investigation of fading-mitigating signal
processing techniques, aiming at employing an appropriate technique to be the physical layer
communication algorithm which directly saves the node’s transmit energy in transmitting data in
fading channel. These two streams converge in Chapter 7 where the energy savings of the clustered
WSNs that consist of sensor nodes employing the fading-mitigating technique are studied.
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Chapter 4 Cluster-based Wireless Sensor Network Formation
Using Network Residual Energy Distribution
4.1 Introduction
Chapter 3 explained the fact that wireless sensor networks (WSNs) carry on many inherent
properties of wireless digital communication systems. There are also unprecedented challenges that
face the design of WSN communication algorithms and protocols. These challenges include the
efficient

utilization

of

node

energy,

decentralized

network

self-organization

and

the

algorithm/protocol scalability in a large scale network deployment.
To cope with these challenges, a viable solution is to organize WSNs in the form of clusters [1-19].
In a cluster-based WSN, a Cluster Head (CH) node is selected in every cluster to coordinate data
transmissions among the affiliated member nodes, as shown in Figure 3.3 (b).The CH node collects
data uploaded from its member nodes. The CH node may then forward data to the data sink(s)
through direct transmission [3-7] or through multi-hop relay via the CH nodes of the neighboring
clusters [7-11]. The method of selecting CH nodes and forming cluster-based networks is termed the
clustering algorithm.
There are a number of benefits that the cluster-based network architecture brings to the operation of
WSNs [1-3, 6-9]. A few of them are summarized herein. Firstly, node energy efficiency is leveraged
in cluster-based WSNs, because of the limited transmission distance between communicating nodes
[1-3]. Secondly, the inter-cluster interference is substantially reduced due to the short-range
communication, accounting for an increase in the network data capacity [1, 3, 8]. Thirdly, network
self-organization is more easily accomplished by clustering nodes in the large scale network [1-2, 9].
Finally, the cluster-based network architecture is adopted in the IEEE 802.15.4 standard which has
been advocated to develop low-power WSNs [12]. According to this standard the wireless
connections between the Function Reduced Devices and the associated Full Function Devices form
the star topology which closely resembles the cluster, as explained in subsection 3.6.7.
In regard to the advantages stated above, the study in this chapter is dedicated to investigating
WSNs developed in the form of clusters. The purpose of this investigation is to understand the cluster
formation procedures of various clustering algorithms and the influence of CH node selection on the
network performance. Of particular interest to this study is to achieve the following.
•

Understand the development of node energy consumption model;

•

Establish a WSN simulator to assess network performances by various clustering algorithms;

•

Design energy-efficient clustering algorithms for large scale network deployment.
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Figure 4.1 Route map of studies in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.
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The studied clustering algorithms will be utilized in the investigation of energy-efficient physical
layer communication algorithms in Chapter 7.
Figure 4.1 demonstrates the route map of this chapter in connection to the study presented in
Chapter 5. The study in this chapter is unfolded in the following sequence.
In Section 4.2, an extensive literature review of WSN-oriented clustering algorithms yields the
taxonomy of these algorithms according to their CH selection criteria and procedures. Two
representative and competing clustering algorithms, i.e., the Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering
Hierarchy (LEACH) algorithm [3] and the Backoff algorithm [6], are judiciously investigated with
respect to their CH selection procedures and node energy consumption models. A WSN simulator is
developed using MATLAB® to confirm the network performances of these two algorithms.
The simulation results lead to understanding the node energy dissipation from a stochastic
perspective. By representing the node energy dissipation as a stochastic process, the network residual
energy, which is defined as the remaining energies of nodes in the entire network or in a node’s
neighborhood area, can be proven to approximate Gaussian distribution, as explained in Section 4.3.
In literature, a handful of clustering algorithms take into account the selection of energy-rich CH
nodes in conjunction with the spatial deployment of CH nodes. In this regard, Section 4.4 presents a
new clustering algorithm which selects energetic nodes to become CH nodes and evenly deploys the
selected CH nodes over the network area. The novelty of this algorithm resides in its CH selection
procedure, in which the Gaussian distributed Network Residual Energy (NRE) is exploited. In the CH
selection procedure, a node becomes the CH node using a timer and a recursively updated probability
over slotted time intervals. The duration of the node’s timer is smaller if the node has more residual
energy. Each node initializes the probability of becoming a CH node using the distribution of
averaged NRE defined in the entire network. Slotted time intervals are designed to encourage
energetic nodes to become CH nodes. The algorithm is hereby named the Slotted Waiting period
Energy-Efficient Time driven (SWEET) clustering algorithm.
To organize nodes densely deployed in the large scale network, the SWEET algorithm is
decentralized exploiting the averaged NRE defined in a node’s neighborhood area, as explained in
Section 4.5. To develop the empirical probability density function of the neighborhood average
residual energy, the well-known method of Hello Message Exchange is utilized. For completeness of
the study, challenges facing the Hello Message Exchange, viable solutions and consequent effects on
the performance of the network based on the decentralized SWEET algorithm will be presented in
Chapter 5.
In Section 4.6, the theoretically expected performances of the SWEET algorithm are analyzed. In
Section 4.7, extensive simulations are conducted to validate the performances of the SWEET
algorithm using the MATLAB®-based simulator. Simulation results have confirmed that the SWEET
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algorithm selects a limited number of energetic nodes to become CH nodes and distributes CH nodes
evenly over the network area for any cluster radius that can be arbitrarily chosen. The SWEET
algorithm is confirmed as outperforming the LEACH and Backoff algorithms in substantially
prolonging the network lifetime and notably increasing the network data capacity.
It is worth noting that the presented network data capacities are simulated on the basis of the bit
error probability in which the channel access interference from multiple neighboring clusters is
computed. In this regard, the presented data capacity approximates the lower bound, and the result
reliability is leveraged to a higher level.
In summary, the contribution of this chapter is three-fold:
1. Taking the node energy dissipation as a stochastic process, the NRE is developed and proven
to approximate Gaussian distribution;
2. An energy-efficient clustering algorithm, SWEET, is designed exploiting the distribution of
NRE to effectively improve network lifetime and data capacity. Using the network residual
energy defined in a node’s neighborhood area, SWEET is decentralized to adapt to the large
scale network in which nodes are densely deployed.
3. Simulation-based investigations confirm that the SWEET algorithm substantially achieves its
design goal of selecting a limited number of energetic CH nodes and evenly deploying CH
nodes over the network area. Via simulations, the lifetime and data capacity of a network
based on the SWEET algorithm are shown outperforming the counterparts of networks based
on the LEACH, gen-LEACH and Backoff algorithms.

4.2 Related Work
4.2.1 Taxonomy of WSN-oriented clustering algorithms
Many clustering algorithms have been reported in literature. A few representative and influential
algorithms, if not all, are cited herein [3-11, 13-19]. According to their CH selection criteria and
procedures, the taxonomy of these algorithms is explained as follows.
Among these influential algorithms, the most extensively cited is the LEACH algorithm [3], which
has affected many follow-up algorithms [4, 5]. For extensiveness of the study, LEACH and one of its
follow-up algorithms, gen-LEACH [3, 4, 9], are chosen as benchmarks to be explained in detail later.
The CH selection in LEACH-related algorithms follows a probabilistic manner. The CH selection
criterion is set as such that the nodes with more residual energy are meant to be selected with higher
probability. The CH node role is fairly rotated among all the network nodes. This prolongs the
network lifetime by balancing the nodes’ energy consumptions. In the CH selection procedure, when
a node decides to be a CH node, it decisively announces its role via network-wide broadcasting.
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In several clustering algorithms [9, 15] a CH node is selected depending on a hybrid criterion that is
related to the number of its neighboring nodes and its residual energy. In the CH selection procedure,
a node wishing to become the CH node has to iteratively exchange messages (termed the overheads)
with its neighboring nodes to settle down its role. These algorithms are particularly effective for the
non-uniform node deployment scenarios; however, it is reported in [11, 15] that significant energy
and bandwidth are wasted in exchanging overheads in the course of CH selection, in particular, in the
context of a dense node deployment.
In [6, 13, 14, 16-18], the distance between CH nodes is considered as an important criterion for the
CH selection. It is reported in [6, 13, 14] that notable network lifetime extension is gained by evenly
deploying CH nodes over the network area. Among these algorithms, the Backoff algorithm is
favored for WSN, because it has a low computational complexity and employs a very small amount
of overheads in the decentralized CH selection procedure. In this study the Backoff algorithm is
chosen as the benchmark algorithm to be explained in detail later.
There are a few clustering algorithms that exploit novel criteria for CH selection, such as the data
transmission noise [15] and the link budget [19].
In the following two consecutive subsections, a network model common to the LEACH, genLEACH and Backoff algorithms is presented, and these benchmark clustering algorithms will be
explained.
4.2.2 Network model
The network model common to the LEACH, gen-LEACH and Backoff algorithms is the following.
There are N-number of static sensor nodes randomly deployed in a square area, denoted as A,
according to the uniform distribution. Thus the network density λ is equal to N/A. For a fixed A, the
network density λ increases when N becomes large. One Base Station (BS) is placed in the centre of
area A. The BS takes the role of a data sink. The BS has a broad radio range capable of covering A.
Each node is denoted ni (i = 1, 2, … , N). Node ni has a transceiver working in half-duplex mode on
the basis of an Omni-directional antenna covering the area defined by the transmission radius dTR.
Node ni is assumed capable of altering the transmission radius by adjusting the transmit power.
i
A node ni is assigned e0 amount of initial energy. Node ni can measure its residual energy ei(t) at

any time instant t. Node ni is considered alive until it depletes its energy. The initial energies of nodes
may not necessarily be the same. It will be shown that even if all the nodes are assigned the same
initial energy, their residual energies become different in a short operation time. We shall note that
the initial energy model considered above is a generalized model which sufficiently relaxes the
identical initial node energy model considered in the LEACH, gen-LEACH, and Backoff algorithms.
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Figure 4.2 Operating timeline of LEACH algorithm.
4.2.3 LEACH and gen-LEACH algorithms
The operation timeline of the LEACH algorithm is demonstrated in Figure 4.2. The network based
on the LEACH algorithm operates in rounds. Each round is divided into two phases: the setup phase
which completes the cluster formation in the entire network, and a steady phase during which
member nodes transmit data to their CH node. The time duration of a round is Tround, the setup phase
lasts for Tsetup seconds, and the steady phase lasts for Tsteady seconds, such that Tround = Tsetup + Tsteady.
To efficiently utilize the formed clusters in one round, the steady phase lasts substantially longer than
the setup phase, i.e., Tsteady >> Tsetup. All N nodes in the network are assumed to be time-synchronized
at the beginning of Tsetup in every round. Then the CH selection procedure starts as explained in the
following paragraphs.
A node ni makes an instantaneous decision on whether to become a CH node using a fixed
probability pi,CH computed as

pi,CH =

k
,
N − k mod(R, N / k )

(4.1)

where k is the desired number of CH nodes in the entire network, R is the number of rounds that node
ni has been through. Function mod(R, N/k) is (R – xN/k) where x = floor(R/(N/k)) if N/k ≠ 0; if N/k is

not an integer and the quotient R/(N/k) is within round-off error of an integer, then x is that integer.
The integer value of k is often set to be much smaller than that of N. Node ni uses an internal
generator to produces a random value for a random variable that follows uniform distribution in the
interval [0, 1]. If this random value is greater than pi,CH, node ni decides to become a CH node and
immediately broadcasts an advertizing message named ADV_CH over the entire network area A;
otherwise, node ni becomes a non-CH node. Note that multiple nodes may concurrently become CH
nodes. In this case, the ADV_CH messages from these CH nodes collide. A non-CH node may
receive ADV_CH messages from multiple neighboring CH nodes. If so, a non-CH node chooses the
closest CH node to apply for membership by replying with a message named Join_REQ. A non-CH
node evaluates the distances to potential CH nodes according to the strength of the received signals
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representing the ADV_CH messages. In case of receiving no ADV_CH messages due to the data
collisions, a non-CH node decides to directly transmit data to the BS. The ADV_CH and Join_REQ
messages are considered to have the same length of lmsg-bits.
By the end of Tsetup, the CH node replies to its member nodes by broadcasting a message which
conveys a spreading code and a timetable. Using the assigned spreading code, a member node
conducts the Direct Sequence Spreading Spectrum (DSSS) signal processing to spread data bits and
transmits them to its CH node in the upcoming steady phase defined by Tsteady. The spreading codes of
neighboring clusters are supposed to be orthogonal. Time slots are scheduled in the timetable for
every member node to transmit data to the CH node in Tsteady. A member node turns on its transmitter
and transmits a ldata-bit packet in a scheduled time slot. When the data transmission is completed, this
member node shuts down its transmitter to save energy. The duration of a time slot lasts for ldata/Rb
seconds, where Rb is the data transmission rate. In this Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)
manner, data transmission collisions among multiple member nodes are completely avoided. It is
understood that the data communications in WSN running the LEACH algorithm are Code Division
Multiple Access (CDMA)-based among clusters and TDMA-based inside a cluster [4, 6]. After
collecting a ldata-bit packet from each of the member nodes, a CH node aggregates the information in
these packets into a ldata-bit packet. Then the CH node sends this packet to the BS. Multiple CH nodes
access the BS using the Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) channel multiple access method.
The gen-LEACH algorithm follows the same operation timeline and the same CH selection
criterion and procedure as those of the LEACH algorithm. Features that differ gen-LEACH from
LEACH lie in the computation of CH selection probability pi,CH . At the beginning of a CH selection
procedure, a node ni calculates its CH selection pi,CH using the following formula given in [9]

pi , CH = kei / ∑ j =1 e j ,
N

(4.2)

where ej is the value of its residual energy ej(t) at time t. The value of k is set to make the value of
probability pi,CH defined in (4.2) no greater than 1. To find this probability value, node ni needs to
know the sum of N nodes’ residual energies, i.e.,

∑ j =1 e j . The value of this sum may be computed at
N

the BS by requesting and collecting the values of node residual energy at the end of the steady phase
in a round. Then the BS broadcasts the computed value of total residual energy to all the nodes in the
network area at the beginning of the next round to proceed with the CH selection.
4.2.4 Backoff algorithm
The Backoff algorithm introduced in [6] has the same operation timeline as that of LEACH and
gen-LEACH. The novelty of the Backoff algorithm resides in its CH selection criterion and
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procedure. The Backoff algorithm takes into account the spatial separation of CH nodes in its CH
selection procedure. The spatial separation of CH nodes is achieved by exploiting the random timer in
the setup phase, as explained in the following paragraphs.
At the beginning of every Tsetup, a time slot lasting for tc seconds is allocated for the CH selection
procedure. All N nodes are assumed to be time-synchronized to the beginning of this allocated time
slot. A node ni sets a timer with a random value ti (δ i ) computed as
t i (δ i ) = −

tc

δi

ln

µi
, δ i = δ min + (δ max − δ min )ei / emax ,
δi

(4.3)

where µ i is a random variable which is uniformly distributed in [0,1], δ max and δ min are two constants
taking values obtained from simulation-based experiments, and emax stands for the largest initial
energy value of all N nodes. At the expiry of the timer, if no ADV_CH message has been heard, node
ni immediately becomes a CH node and broadcasts its ADV_CH message over the transmission

radius dTR. Due to the randomness of µ i , different nodes are most likely to have their timers expire at
different time instants. Thus, the event of selecting multiple neighboring CH nodes that reside in the
transmission radius dTR of each other is proven to have a very small probability [6].
In the next subsection, the node energy consumption model common to the LEACH, gen-LEACH
and Backoff algorithms is presented. This model has been widely adopted in extensive literature
about WSNs [6-9, 14-19, 23, 24]. This model has great importance to the understanding of node
energy dissipation explained in the sequel.
4.2.5 Node energy consumption and dissipation
The node energy consumption model given in [3] clearly represents the node energy costs that are
needed to maintain the operation of the electronic circuit, conduct the wireless data communications
and perform the data sensing as well as aggregation. The energy on transmitting one bit data is
denoted as etx. The value of etx can be computed using the following expression

etx = ε elec + ε amp d χ .

(4.4)

In (4.4) εelec represents the transmitter’s electronic circuitry energy consumption per bit, ε amp
represents the amplifier energy consumption per bit, d is the random distance between the transmitter
and receiver, and χ is the path-loss coefficient. Values of ε amp and χ are subject to the value of d
according to the following formula

( Psen + Pmar )(4π ) 2 L
,
when d < d c ;
 χ = 2, ε amp = ε fs =

Gt G r λ 2w Rb

(P + P )L
 χ = 4,
ε amp = ε tr = sen 2 mar
,
otherwise d ≥ d c ,
2

G
G
h
h
R
t r t r b
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(4.5a)

where λw = C / f c . In (4.5a), d c = 4π L /(ht hr λw ) is termed the close-in distance representing the length of
the line-of-sight path [22]. When d < dc, the free-space radio propagation model (see (2.2)) is
considered to configure ε amp and χ , where ε fs denotes the energy consumption of the transmitter
amplifier based on free space model, Psen denotes the receiver sensitivity, Pmar denotes the fade
margin, L is the system loss, λw is the signal wavelength, C is the speed of light, fc is carrier
frequency, and Gt and Gr represent the transmitter antenna gain and the receiver antenna gain,
respectively. When d ≥ dc, the two ray ground radio propagation model (see (2.3)) is considered to
configure ε amp and χ , where εtr denotes the Energy consumption of the transmitter amplifier based
on two ray ground model, ht and hr represent the transmitter antenna height and the receiver antenna
height, respectively. In [3] Pmar is set to be 30 dB, accounting for compensating channel fading to
achieve reliable signal acceptance in receiver.
The node energy consumption for receiving one bit is denoted by erx and computed in [3] as

erx = ε elec ,

(4.5b)

where εelec represents the receiver’s electronic circuitry energy consumption per bit. It is evident that
the electronic circuitry energy consumptions of the transmitter and the receiver are assumed equal.
The energy per bit a node consumes on data sensing is denoted esens. The energy per bit a CH node
consumes on data aggregation is denoted eDA.
In our study, efforts are made to confirm the results of the LEACH, gen-LEACH and Backoff
algorithms. This study opens the door to understanding the random nature of node energy dissipation.
To this end, a WSN simulator is developed using MATLAB® to assess the network performances
under these clustering algorithms. For brevity of the presentation, the numerical results of relevant
network performances will be shown in Section 4.7. Results presented in the following are related to
the node energy dissipation that contributes to the development of network residual energy
distribution.
Results illustrated in Figure 4.3 are obtained from simulations based on a network scenario where N
= 100 nodes are uniformly deployed over A = 104 m2 area. Each node is assigned e0i = 2 joules initial
energy. Five CH nodes are desired to be selected every round, i.e., k = 5 in (4.1) and (4.2), and dTR is
set to be 30 meters for the Backoff algorithm. Algorithm parameters take the corresponding values
listed in Table 4.1. These values are adopted from [3, 6]. Figure 4.3 (a) (b) and (c) show the energy
dissipations of five nodes by the LEACH, gen-LEACH and Backoff algorithms, respectively. These
five nodes are arbitrarily chosen in simulations.
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TABLE 4.1
ACRONYMS, DESCRIPTIONS AND VALUES FOR LEACH, GEN-LEACH AND BACKOFF ALGORITHMS
Acronym
A

Description
Area size
Energy consumption of the transmitter amplifier
based on free space model
Energy consumption of the transmitter amplifier
based on two ray ground model
Energy consumption of electrical circuitry
Threshold distance between transmitter and
receiver
Data transmission rate

εfs
εtr
εelec
dc
Rb
Tsetup

Duration of the setup phase

tc

Time slot allocated in Tsetup for Backoff algorithm
Parameter for configuring the random timer in
Backoff algorithm
Parameter for configuring the random timer in
Backoff algorithm
Duration of the steady phase
Signal transmission delay
Node overhead message
Packet for uploading data
Energy consumption for data aggregation
Energy cost on sensing data
Receiver sensitivity

δmax
δ min

e5(t) (J)

e4(t) (J)

e3(t) (J)

e2(t) (J)

e1(t) (J)

Tsteady
td
lmsg
ldata
eDA
esens
Psen

Value
104 m2
10 pJ/bit/m2
0.0013 pJ/bit/m4
50 nJ/bit
86 m
1 Mbps
≈ 0 for LEACH;
≥ tc for Backoff
0.01 s
5
2.8
15 s
50 µs
200 bits
4000 bits
5 nJ/bit
≈0
-82dBm
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(a) Node energy dissipation by running LEACH algorithm
Figure 4.3 Node energy dissipations under the LEACH, gen-LEACH and Backoff algorithms (to be
continued).
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(c) Node energy dissipation by running Backoff algorithm

Figure 4.3 Node energy dissipations under the LEACH, gen-LEACH and Backoff algorithms.
One can observe that, even if all the nodes are initialized with the same energy, their residual
energies quickly become different. This justifies our initial energy model set up in subsection 4.2.2.
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Also, it is observed that the residual energy of each node varies randomly over time. Sudden drops of
a node’s energy can be observed at random times, e.g., in Figure 4.3(a) node n2 decreases its energy
significantly at rounds 3 and 14. This may result from the CH node role that a node is selected to take
over rounds. The randomness of node residual energy is consistent with reports in [23-25] where the
data transmissions among sensor nodes are performed regardless of node topology. In practical
WSNs, nodes spend energy on operations, such as data sensing, data transmission, data aggregation,
etc. These operations are dependent on many random factors, such as the frequency of data sensing,
the transmission distance between sensor nodes, etc. [23-25]. Hence the residual energies of different
nodes may be regarded as mutually independent random variables.
In the following section, we will explain two random variables termed as the network residual
energy and the node’s neighborhood average residual energy. We will prove that the probability
functions of these two random variables approximate Gaussian distribution.

4.3 Probability Functions of Network Residual Energy
4.3.1 Network residual energy
The residual energy ei(t) of node ni at the time instant t is a random variable (RV) denoted as Ei. At
time t, the Network Residual Energy and its distribution can be defined as follows.

Definition 1. Network Residual Energy (NRE) E is defined as a sum of the residual energies of all the
nodes alive in the entire network at the time instant t. When N nodes are alive, E can be expressed as
E=

∑ i =1 E i .
N

(4.6)

Lemma 1. E is a random variable converging towards Gaussian distribution as N increases.
Proof. This proof can be drawn from the Central Limit Theorem (CLT) [26]. Affected by many
random factors, the amount of energy that node ni consumes becomes unpredictable over time. Thus
the residual energy of node ni, Ei(t), can be taken as a stochastic process with the following
properties:
1. One realization ei(t) of the stochastic process Ei(t) starts from ei(0) = e0i for t = 0, and ends up at
ei(tend) = 0 for t = tend;
2. ei(t) is a non-increasing function of time t, because the energy is continuously consumed;
3. Ei(t) at time t is the RV Ei that has a non-negative mean µ i and a finite variance σ i2 ;
4. As explained at the end of subsection 4.2.5, since the correlations of different node energy
consumptions are minor, the residual energies of different nodes may be regarded as
independent random variables.
Clearly, Network Residual Energy E is the sum of independent random variables Ei, i=1,2,…N.
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According to the generalized CLT [26], the density function of E approaches Gaussian, regardless of
the nature of the probability distribution that different Ei may have, as shown in Appendix 4.1.
Therefore, the pdf of E may be expressed as

f E (e) =

 (e − µ E ) 2
exp  −

2σ E2


1
2π σ E


,



(4.7)

where the mean µ E and the variance σ E2 of E may be expressed as functions of µ i and σ i2 , i.e.,

µE =

∑ i =1 µ i
N

, σ

2
E

=

∑ i =1 σ i2
N

,

(4.8)

as shown in Appendix 4.1. This completes the proof of Lemma 1.

Lemma 2. The probability distribution of a random variable YN, which is defined as an average of N
nodes’ residual energies as
YN =

∑ i =1 E i / N ,
N

(4.9)

follows Gaussian distribution.

Proof. YN can be expressed as a function of NRE, i.e., YN = E/N. According to the Fundamental
Theorem [27] in the probability theory, the pdf of YN can be found in Appendix 4.2 as

fY ( y N ) =
N

1
2π σ Y

N

 ( y N − µY ) 2
N
exp −
2

2σ YN




,


(4.10)

where the mean µ YN and the variance σ Y2N of YN are expressed as

µ YN = µ E / N =

∑ i =1 µ i / N
N

2
2
2
2
2
, σ YN = σ E / N = ∑ i =1σ i / N .
N

(4.11)

This completes the proof of Lemma 2.
In the next subsection, the network residual energy is defined in a node’s neighborhood area. The
neighborhood average residual energy is proven to approximate Gaussian distribution, provided that
the network has a large node density.
4.3.2 Average residual energy in a node’s neighborhood

Definition 2. For node ni, its neighboring nodes, nij , j = 1, 2 , ... , Nˆ − 1 , are defined as nodes alive
and located in its transmission radius dTR. Node ni can be alternatively denoted by ni0 .
Because nodes are considered to be uniformly deployed in the network model, the number of node
2
ni’s neighboring nodes N̂ may be roughly counted as Nˆ ≈ λπd TR  , where x  denotes the smallest

integer greater than or equal to x. The residual energies of neighboring nodes nij are random
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variables denoted by Eij , where Ei0 is equivalent to Ei . Neighboring nodes nij are in node ni’s
neighborhood which is a sub-network of the whole network.

Lemma 3. The probability distribution of node ni’s Neighborhood Average Residual Energy
Nˆ −1

j
i
(NARE), which is defined as Y Nˆ = ∑ j = 0 E i / Nˆ , follows Gaussian distribution, provided that N̂ is
i
sufficiently large. The pdf of Y N̂ is expressed in the form analogous to (4.10).

Proof: Proof of Lemma 3 follows straightforwardly from the proofs of Lemma 1 and 2 in the context
of node ni’s neighborhood which contains N̂ neighboring nodes. If N̂ is sufficiently large, the proof
of Lemma 3 closely resembles the proofs of Lemmas 1 and 2.
Knowing that its NARE has the Gaussian distribution, node ni can estimate the mean and the
2
variance of its NARE, i.e., µ̂ Y iˆ and σˆ Y iˆ , respectively, using the residual energies eij of its
N

N

neighboring nodes according to the following formulas
N −1 j
2
2
Nˆ −1
µˆ Y i = ∑ j =0 eij / Nˆ , σˆ Y i = ∑ j =0 (ei − µˆ Y i ) /( Nˆ − 1) .
ˆ

Nˆ

Nˆ

Nˆ

(4.12)

Putting the above estimates into the expression in (4.10), node ni can develop the empirical pdf of its
NARE in the following form
f Y i ( y iNˆ ) =
Nˆ

1
2π σˆ Y i

Nˆ

 ( y iˆ − µˆ i ) 2 
N


Yˆ
N
exp  −
.
2σˆ Y2 i


Nˆ



(4.13)

Hitherto the average NRE defined in the entire network area and in a node’s neighborhood area,
i.e., YN and Y N̂i , have been proven to approximate Gaussian distribution. Next the practical meanings
of YN and Y N̂i are explained in order to exploit them in the procedure of CH node selection.
Because YN is a random variable that represents the average NRE, its distribution can be used to
classify nodes with respect to their residual energies. Having the pdf of YN, node ni may estimate the
number of nodes in the entire network that have more (or less) residual energy than node ni itself.
Then node ni can compute its priority to become a CH node accordingly. Since YN follows Gaussian
distribution, it is possible to find the empirical pdf of YN using good estimates of µ YN and σ Y2N which
are denoted as µ̂Y N and σˆY2N , respectively. The calculation of µ̂Y N and σˆY2N may be achieved by
means of collecting the values of nodes’ residual energies, i.e., the measurements of Ei (i=1,2,…N), at
the base station. The computed values of µ̂ YN and σˆ Y2N can be good substitutes for µ YN and σ Y2N ,
provided that N is sufficiently large. Then the BS can broadcast the values of µ̂Y N and σˆY2N to all N
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nodes to proceed with the cluster formation, as assumed in the gen-LEACH algorithm. This idea is
embodied in the design of the SWEET algorithm to be explained later.
For nodes densely deployed in a large scale network, it can be unnecessary and energy-costly to
produce estimates µ̂Y N and σˆY2N by collecting the residual energies of all the network nodes. Hence,
the SWEET algorithm is decentralized, using the distribution of NRE defined in a node’s
neighborhood area that contains N̂ number of neighboring nodes. Because the Neighborhood
Average Residual Energy YN̂i of node ni has been proven to be approximately Gaussian, node ni may
i
2
compute the mean µ̂ Y iˆ and the variance σˆ Y iˆ for the pdf of Y N̂ (see (4.13)) by exchanging hello
N

N

messages with its neighboring nodes. This will be explained in detail in Section 4.5.

4.4 Slotted Waiting Period Energy-Efficient Time Driven (SWEET) Clustering
Algorithm
In the previous section, we have shown that the existing clustering algorithms emphasize on either
selecting energetic CH nodes or making spatial separation of CH nodes. In this section, the design of
the SWEET algorithm is explained as selecting energetic CH nodes and deploying CH nodes evenly
over the network area. By doing so, the network lifetime and data capacity can be significantly
improved. The cluster formation expected by the SWEET algorithm is explained in subsection 4.4.1.
The presentation of the SWEET algorithm starts from subsection 4.4.2 onwards.
4.4.1 Ideal cluster formation expected by the SWEET algorithm
For consistency of the study, the network model introduced in subsection 4.2.2 is continued. Based
on this network model, the ideal cluster formation expected by SWEET has the following properties.
The N network nodes are grouped into k clusters, where k is much smaller than N. In order to
balance the workload among clusters, each cluster has one CH node and on average ( N / k  -1)
member nodes. The ideal cluster would have the shape of a regular hexagon that is defined by its
2
circum-radius dCR and area 3 3d CR
/ 2 . The cluster radius dCR is related to the node’s transmission

radius dTR by a weighting factor α, i.e., dTR = αdCR, α ≥ 1. The number of clusters needed to have full

coverage of the whole area is k = 2


3 A /( 9 d CR ) 

2

 . To reduce the inter-cluster interference to the

acceptable level, the CH node should be a node residing in the centre of its cluster area. The CH node
is ought to have more residual energy than its member nodes in the cluster area.
These ideal clusters have the same radius dCR, which can be arbitrarily set to a length shorter than
the transmission radius dTR. Clearly, for a given network area A, the number of ideal clusters k varies
depending on the length of cluster radius dCR.
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The CH nodes’ energies may be saved if they relay the data towards BS in a multi-hop manner [711]. However, to keep the network structure simple, we assume that every CH node is able to directly
reach the BS. This may require CH nodes to extend dTR by increasing the transmit power.
It was reported in [28, 29] that the number of CH nodes can be optimized depending on a range of
parameters related to the specific node deployment model and node energy consumption model. We
stress that the SWEET algorithm does not pursue the selection of an optimal number of CH nodes,
but yields a limited number of CH nodes via altering the cluster radius that can be arbitrarily chosen.
4.4.2 Operation timeline of the SWEET algorithm
The operation timeline of the SWEET algorithm is presented in Figure. 4.4. Compared to the
timeline of the LEACH algorithm displayed in Figure 4.2, there are notable differences in the setup
phase Tsetup in which the novelty of the SWEET algorithm resides. In Tsetup the CH selection
procedure of the SWEET algorithm takes place over slot-based time intervals. This change is made to
prioritize the energetic nodes to be selected as CH nodes, as explained in this section.
The setup phase Tsetup consists of three time intervals. The first is the Initialization Interval lasting
for Tinit seconds. In this interval every node is activated by a message named ACT, which is broadcast
from the BS, to start the CH selection procedure. ACT conveys the mean µ̂Y N and the variance σˆY2N of
the empirical pdf of the average Network Residual Energy YN. The ACT message also coveys the
maximum value and the minimum value of all the N nodes’ residual energies. Parameters µ̂Y N and

σˆY2 will be used by a node for the CH node selection that takes place in the second time interval.
N

The second time interval is called the CH Selection Interval that lasts for Tdelay_frame seconds. This
interval completes with the clear separation of nodes into two types: one type is the CH node, and the
other type is the non-CH node.
The third time interval is called the Membership Application Interval lasting for Tmb seconds. In this
interval every non-CH node requests the nearest CH for membership. After receiving all the requests,
a CH node broadcasts a spreading code and a communication timetable to its member nodes.
In the subsequent steady phase Tsteady, member-node-to-CH-node data transmissions and CH-nodeto-BS data transmission are performed in the same manner as the data transmissions in the network
running the LEACH algorithm. This was explained in subsection 4.2.3.
The SWEET algorithm is made distinct from other clustering algorithms by conducting the CH
selection over a slotted time interval Tdelay_frame and using the distribution of average NRE in the CH
selection. To keep the flow of the explanation, the slot-based structure of Tdelay_frame is specified first.
Then the theoretical model of the CH selection procedure in the Cluster Head Selection Interval is
explained.
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Figure 4.4 Operation timeline of the SWEET algorithm.
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4.4.3 Slot-based structure of the cluster head selection interval
As shown in Figure 4.4, the CH Selection Interval Tdelay_frame consists of s1-number of subintervals
named delay slots. Each delay slot lasts for Tdelay_slot seconds. Each delay slot is further divided into

s2-number of delay chips. Each delay chip lasts for Tdelay_chip seconds. The duration of Tdelay_chip should
be longer than the propagation delay td for signals to be transmitted from the transmitter to the
receiver. The numerical relationships between these time intervals can be expressed as

Tdelay_frame = s1 × Tdelay_slot;

(4.14)

Tdelay_slot = s2 × Tdelay_chip;

(4.15)

Tdelay_chip

(4.16)

≥ td.

For simplicity of implementation, the values of s1 and s2 are set to be equal to the number of network
nodes, i.e., s1 = s2 = N. Thus, the length of Tdelay_frame should be allocated as no shorter than N 2 t d .
4.4.4 Cluster head selection procedure
In the CH Selection Interval, each node independently executes the CH selection procedure as
explained in the flow chart shown in Figure 4.5. The CH selection procedure consists of two
consecutive procedures. The first procedure lasts for the Initial Waiting Period which is defined by
the timer of each node, say node ni, on the basis of node ni’s residual energy. The second procedure is
called the Backoff Procedure, where node ni becomes a CH node using a probability. The value of
this probability is initialized using node ni’s residual energy and its empirical pdf of the averaged
NRE. This probability is recursively updated during the Backoff Procedure.
The Initial Waiting Period, the Backoff Procedure, and configurations of relevant parameters are
explained in the next three consecutive subsections.
4.4.5 Initial waiting period
i
At the beginning of Tdelay_frame, node ni launches a timer to count time t IWT
that is shorter than
i
Tdelay_frame. Thus t IWT
is ought to be inside one of the delay slots Tdelay_slot (see Figure 4.4). Then node
i
i
i
ni resizes t IWT
to the beginning of this delay slot. The resized t IWT
is denoted by ~tIWT
and called node

~i
. Before the expiry
ni ’s Initial Waiting Period. Node ni persistently listens to the channel during tIWT
i
of ~tIWT
, node ni may receive advertising messages ADV_CH from CH nodes in its neighborhood
i
defined by the transmission radius dTR. If no ADV_CH message has been received in ~tIWT
, node ni

starts the Backoff Procedure; otherwise, node ni decides to be a non-CH node and waits until the end
of Tdelay_frame to proceed with the Membership Application.
i
based on the residual energies of itself and other (N-1)
Node ni determinates the duration of t IWT
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nodes in the network, using a Mapping Function (MF),
i
t IWT
= MF(ei , emin , emax ),

emin ≤ ei ≤ emax ,

(4.17)

i
≤ Tdelay _ frame , emin = min{ei , i = 0,1,..., N } , emax = max{ei , i = 0,1,..., N } . emin and
where 0 ≤ t IWT

emax are the minimum and the maximum residual energies of all N network nodes. In subsection

4.4.2, it was explained that emin and emax could be computed by the BS and broadcast to all the
network nodes.
The Mapping Function MF (ei , emin , emax ) has these two properties:
1. MF(ei , emin , emax ) ∈[0, Tdelay _ frame ] ;
i
.
2. MF(ei , emin, emax) prioritizes node ni with more residual energy by assigning a shorter t IWT

There are many functions satisfying the above properties. To focus on explaining the SWEET
algorithm, this study simply chooses a linear function as the Mapping Function in the following form
MF (ei , emin , emax ) = Tdelay _ frame (emax − ei ) /(emax − emin ) .

(4.18)

i
Hence, if node ni has residual energy ei equal to emax , the duration of t IWT
is zero; if ei has a value
i
between emin and emax , the duration of t IWT
is determined between 0 and Tdelay_frame accordingly; if
i
node ni has ei equal to emin , the duration of t IWT
is extended to the end of the entire delay frame

Tdelay_frame.
i
It can be observed from (4.17) and (4.18) that t IWT
of node ni depends on ei , emin and emax . Thus,
i
t IWT
of node ni may have a duration close to the counterpart of nodes having residual energies close
i
is
to ei over the network, in particular, in node ni’s neighborhood area. Since the length of t IWT
i
i
resized to ~tIWT
, these neighboring nodes of node ni may have the same Initial Waiting Period ~tIWT
as

node ni has. In dense node deployment, there may be a large number of such neighboring nodes
competing to become CH nodes. This necessitates the execution of the subsequent Backoff Procedure
which averts multiple nodes from becoming CH nodes in the same neighborhood by the expiry of the
i
same ~tIWT
.

4.4.6 Backoff procedure
i
Suppose node ni has not received any ADV_CH message before its ~tIWT
times out. This suggests

that none of its neighboring nodes has become a CH node. Then node ni carries out the subsequent
Backoff Procedure as follows.
Node ni keeps on listening to the channel. Meanwhile, it decides whether to become a CH node as
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per a self-generated probability called the probability of CH Selection denoted as pi(,mCH) , where m
0)
starts from 0. With the probability pi(,CH
node ni becomes a CH node and immediately broadcasts an
0)
), node ni
ADV_CH message over the transmission radius dTR; or with the probability (1- pi(,CH
0)
1)
to pi(,CH
according to the following recursive expression
increases the value of pi(,CH

p i(,mCH+ 1 ) = γ ⋅ p i(,mCH) ≤ 1 , m = 0, 1,2,…,

(4.19)

where γ takes a constant value greater than 1, and waits for Tdelay_chip seconds. If no ADV_CH
message has been received during the waiting interval Tdelay_chip, node ni attempts again to be a CH
1)
node with the updated probability pi(,CH
. If ADV_CH messages are received during Tdelay_chip, node ni

becomes a non-CH node, keeps on listening and memorizing ADV_CH messages from nearby CH
nodes, and waits until the end of Tdelay_frame to apply for membership. After every delay chip, node ni
decides to become a CH node with the recursively updated probability pi(,mCH) until it is determined as a
CH node or a non-CH node. There is one exceptional case, where the Backoff Procedure of a node
exceeds the length of Tdelay_frame. In this case, the node cancels its Backoff Procedure and becomes a
CH node immediately.
4.4.7 Parameter configurations
0)
using its residual energy ei and the empirical pdf of the average Network
Node ni specifies its pi(,CH

Residual Energy expressed in (4.10-4.11) as follows
)
p i(,0CH
= 1 /( N λ iCH ) <1,

where

λ iCH

=

∞

∫

ei

f Y ( x ) dx =
N

∞

∫

ei

1
2π σˆ Y

N

 ( x − µˆ Y ) 2 
N
 dx
exp  −

 .
ˆ Y2N
2
σ



(4.20)
(4.21)

i
The value of λCH
suggests the percentage of nodes that have more residual energies than node ni in

the entire network.
In (4.19), the parameter γ defines the increase rate of pi(,mCH) . Hereby the value of γ is configured
taking into account an extreme case, to guarantee that CH nodes are selected from the set of energetic
)
nodes after a limited number of recursive updates of pi(,0CH
. This extreme case has the following

properties:
1. All the N nodes in the network are considered alive;
2. A half of these N nodes have more residual energy than the other half;
3. These N / 2 -number of energetic nodes start their Backoff Procedure simultaneously.
Without loss of generality, suppose node ni is one of these energetic nodes. Thus node ni has
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i
λCH
≤ 0.5 . The initial CH selection probability of node ni is hereby greater than 2/N, i.e.,

)
pi(,0CH
≥ 2/ N .

Let γ be set to a value which ensures that at least one among these N / 2 -number of energetic nodes,
say node ni, becomes a CH node by putting off N-number of delay chips in a delay slot, i.e.,
)
= 2γ N / N = 1.
pi(,NCH) = γ N pi(,0CH

(4.22)

Eq. (4.22) yields γ = N N / 2 . This completes the configuration of γ .
So far, we have explained the CH selection procedure of the SWEET algorithm which exploits the
Gaussian distributed average Network Residual Energy to organize sensor nodes into clusters. It is
shown that the Mapping Function in the Initial Waiting Period prioritizes nodes having more residual
energy by assigning shorter initial waiting periods, and the Backoff Procedure is designed to prevent
selecting multiple CH nodes in the same neighborhood area. In dense node deployment, it may be
unnecessary for every node to conduct the cluster formation using the residual energy of the entire
network. To this end, the SWEET algorithm is decentralized, exploiting the node Neighborhood
Average Residual Energy which has been proven to approximate Gaussian distribution. The nature of
the decentralized SWEET algorithms is explained in the next section.

4.5 Decentralized Slotted Waiting Period Energy-Efficient Time Driven Clustering
Algorithm
The decentralized SWEET algorithm follows the same operation timeline, the same CH selection
criterion and the same CH selection procedure as those of the SWEET algorithm. The differences
between the decentralized SWEET algorithm and the SWEET algorithm reside in the numerical
)
configuration of algorithm parameters s1, s2, emin, emax, pi(,0CH
, λiCH and γ , with respect to the

properties of a node’s neighborhood area.
In the Initialization Interval of the decentralized SWEET algorithm, every one of the N nodes is
considered to obtain the properties of the neighborhood area through the well-known method of Hello

Message Exchange (HME) [9, 19]: a node locally broadcasts its hello messages to its neighboring
nodes in the neighborhood area defined by the transmission radius dTR. The theoretical number of
neighboring nodes may be calculated as

Nˆ ≈

λπ d TR2  .

In a hello message, a node, say node ni, writes the value of its residual energy ei. By reading the
values of the residual energies of neighboring nodes in received messages, node ni becomes aware of
the properties of its neighborhood area: the maximum value and the minimum value of the
neighboring nodes’ residual energies may be denoted as ei, min and ei,max , respectively, where
e i ,min = min{ e i j , j = 0 ,1,..., Nˆ } and ei ,max = max{ ei j , j = 0 ,1,... Nˆ } . Using (4.12) and (4.13), node ni
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2
may compute the estimates of the mean µ̂ Y i and the variance σˆ Y i of the empirical pdf of its
Nˆ

Nˆ

Neighborhood Average Residual Energy (NARE). This pdf has been proven to approximate Gaussian
distribution in subsection 4.3.2.
Although practical, we shall note that exchanging a hello message may cause severe channel access
collisions, particularly in the dense node deployment. For completeness of the SWEET algorithm,
issues related to the procedure of HME in the dense node deployment will be studied in Chapter 5.
(0)
Knowing the properties of a node’s neighborhood area, parameters s1, s2, ei,min , ei,max, pi,CH and

i
λCH
are configured to decentralize the SWEET algorithm in organizing densely deployed nodes as

follows:
1. Parameters s1 and s2 in (4.14) and (4.15) are both set to N̂ which defines the theoretical number
of neighboring nodes in a node’s neighborhood area. The length of Tdelay_frame should hereby be
allocated no shorter than Nˆ 2 t d ;
2. emin and emax in the Mapping Function (4.17) are replaced with ei,min and ei,max, respectively;
(0)
3. A node’s initial CH selection probability pi,CH is computed using the following expression
)
p i(,0CH
= 1 /( Nˆ λ iCH ) ,

where

λiCH

=

∞

∫

ei

f Y i ( y Niˆ
ˆ

) dx =

N

∞

∫

ei

1
2π σˆ Y i

(4.23)



exp  − ( y iNˆ − µˆ Y i ) 2 /( 2σˆ Y2 i )  dy Niˆ ,
Nˆ
Nˆ 


(4.24)

Nˆ

µ̂ Y i and σˆ 2 i are the mean and the variance for the empirical pdf of NARE, respectively.
Y
Nˆ

Nˆ

(m)
4. The increase rate of pi,CH in (4.19) is defined by γ , which is computed to be γ =

Nˆ

Nˆ / 2 .

The decentralization of the SWEET algorithm is completed.

4.6 Performance Analysis of the SWEET Algorithm
In this section, the properties of CH nodes selected by the SWEET algorithm are presented in the
form of several propositions.

Proposition 1. Nodes with more residual energy are most likely to become CH nodes during the CH
selection of the SWEET algorithm.

Proof. Nodes with more residual energy become CH nodes with a higher degree of certainty by going
through the Initial Waiting Period and the Backoff Procedure. If node ni has large ei, it is assigned
0)
i
and a high probability of becoming CH pi(,CH
. Thus, this node
with a short Initial Waiting Period ~tiWT

has higher probability to become a CH node after a short Initial Waiting Period and a short Backoff
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i
Procedure. On the other hand, if node ni has small ei and consequently has a long ~tiWT
and a small

0)
pi(,CH
, it will less likely become a CH node in competing with other energetic neighboring nodes. This

completes the proof of Proposition 1.
One of the key features of the SWEET algorithm is its capability to select CH nodes that are evenly
deployed over the network area. This capability may be understood in the sense that the selected CH
nodes are neither too close nor too far from each other. Hence, the distance between two adjacent CH
nodes selected by the SWEET algorithm is investigated from “the close” and “the far” aspects,
accordingly, in Propositions 2 and 3 as follows.

Proposition 2. The probability that the SWEET algorithm selects multiple CH nodes in the same
neighborhood is substantially small.

Proof. According to the SWEET algorithm, each node, say node ni, becomes a CH node using both
0)
i
the Initial Waiting Period ~tiWT
and the CH selection probability pi(,CH
. These two parameters are

configured based on ni’s residual energy ei and the number of neighboring nodes N̂ . Note that there
are N̂ delay slots Tdelay_slot in the delay frame Tdelay_frame. If N̂ nodes in the same neighborhood have
different residual energies, the Mapping Function defined in (4.18) evenly spreads their Initial
Waiting Periods over N̂ delay slots. Hence the probability of multiple neighboring nodes
concurrently becoming CH nodes is effectively reduced.
0)
i
To exclude the influence of ~tiWT
and stress the impact of pi(,CH
on the CH selection, we consider an

extreme case, which represents a more challenging scenario for the SWEET algorithm to prevent
selecting multiple CH nodes in the same neighborhood. This extreme case has the following
properties:
~

1. There are N number of energetic neighboring nodes having the same Initial Waiting Period
~
~i
tiWT , where N can be as large as N̂ ;
~

~

~

)
= 1 / N , i= 1,2,…, N ;
2. These N nodes have the same CH selection probability, i.e., pi(,0CH

~
~i
3. None of these N nodes hears of any ADV_CH messages before its time interval tiWT
expires.
~

~

Thus these N nodes start their Backoff Procedures at the same time. Let pbr (n~ | N ) denote the
~
probability that n~ out of N nodes concurrently become CHs after m-number of delay chips. The
~
probabilities that a single CH node ( n~ = 1 ) and multiple CH nodes ( n~ ≥ 2 ) are selected among N

nodes after m-number of delay chips can be calculated to be
~
~ ~
~ ~
~
(γ m / N ) 2 − (γ m / N ) N +1
pbr ( n~ = 1 | N ) = 1 −
− (1 − γ m / N ) N ,
m ~
1− γ / N

(4.25)
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~
~ ~
~
(γ m / N ) 2 − (γ m / N ) N +1
~
pbr ( n ≥ 2 | N ) =
~
1− γ m / N

,

(4.26)

respectively, as shown in Appendix 4.3.
~

~

Using (4.25) and (4.26), it becomes easy to analyze the values of pbr (n~ = 1 | N ) and pbr (n~ ≥ 2 | N ) as
~

~

functions of N̂ and m. In Figure 4.6, analytical results of pbr (n~ = 1 | N ) and pbr (n~ ≥ 2 | N ) are presented,
~

considering a practical scenario where N̂ = 100 and N takes values of 5, 25 and 50 in turn. It can be
~

~

observed that pbr (n~ = 1 | N ) increases from 0.63 and pbr (n~ ≥ 2 | N ) increases from 0.1 for all the studied
~

~

~

values of N . When N is greater than 25, pbr (n~ = 1 | N ) quickly increases to be greater than 0.9 after 40
~

delay chips, while pbr (n~ ≥ 2 | N ) always stays below 0.1. Results suggest that the SWEET algorithm
selects a single CH node in the neighborhood with a high degree of certainty after a few delay chips.
~

~

When N̂ becomes greater than 100, similar results for pbr (n~ = 1 | N ) and pbr (n~ ≥ 2 | N ) can be observed.
This completes the proof of Proposition 2. More simulations will be conducted with respect to
variable N̂ in subsection 4.7.1 and 4.7.2 to validate Proposition 2.
2
Proposition 3. Deploying nodes at a density greater than 1 (( 3 − π / 3)dTR
) , the distance between

adjacent CH nodes selected by the SWEET algorithm is shorter than 2dTR which is equal to 2αdCR.

Proof. Let CH1 and CH2 denote two adjacent CH nodes as the outcome of the SWEET algorithm.
CH1 and CH2 lie at the distance dCH2CH > dTR to each other as per Proposition 2. To derive the node
deployment density which ensures dCH2CH ≤ dTR = 2αdCR, the following two cases are considered.

Case 1 is shown in Figure 4.7 (a), where dTR < dCH2CH ≤ 2dTR. If at least one node is deployed in the
shaded area in Fig. 4.7 (a), this node will turn out to be a CH node at the end of the CH Selection
Interval Tdelay_frame, because it can not hear ADV_CH messages from CH1 or CH2. Hence, the distance
from this new CH to CH1 (or CH2) is shorter than 2dTR, provided that the node deployment density λ
is greater than 1/S1, where S1 denotes the shaded area in Figure 4.7 (a). When dCH2CH approaches 2dTR,
S1 can be approximately calculated to be

(

)

~2
~2
2
2
2
2
S1 ≈ ∆ϕ d TR
+ d TR
+ d CH 2CH d TR
− d CH
2CH / 4 − dCH2CH dTR − dCH2CH / 4 ,
~

(4.27)

~

where ∆ ϕ = ϕ 2 − ϕ 1 in radian, ϕ1 = cos−1 (dCH 2CH /(2dTR )) , ϕ2 = cos−1 (dCH2CH /(2dTR )) , and dTR < dTR ≤ d CH 2CH .
~

2
When d TR and dCH2CH both reach 2dTR, S1 is calculated to be ( 3 − π / 3)dTR
. Therefore the minimal
2
node deployment density λmin must be greater than 1 (( 3 − π / 3)dTR
) to guarantee that the distance

between adjacent CHs is shorter than 2dTR.
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(a)

(b)

~
~
Figure 4.6 Probabilities pbr (n~ = 1 | N ) and pbr (n~ ≥ 2 | N ) with increasing m. The number of neighboring
~
nodes N̂ = 100. The value of N is set to 5, 25 and 50 in turn.
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(a) dTR < dCH2CH ≤ 2dTR

(b) dCH2CH > 2dTR

Figure 4.7 Distance between adjacent CH nodes selected by the SWEET algorithm. If there are nodes
deployed in the shaded area, these nodes may become CHs. Hence, the distance between
adjacent CH nodes is limited, provided the minimum node density can be satisfied such
that at least one node is deployed in the shaded area.
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2
Deploying nodes in the density λmin defined by 1 (( 3 − π / 3)dTR
) can be easily satisfied in practice.

For example, when dTR takes 20, 40, 60 and 80 meters in turn, λmin takes the value 0.003, 0.001,
0.0004 and 0.0002 node/m2, accordingly. The density of practical WSNs is expected to be higher than
these values.

Case 2 is shown in Figure 4.7 (b), where the distance dCH2CH between CH1 and CH2 is longer than
2dTR. If at least one node is deployed in the shaded area in Figure 4.7 (b), this node will turn out to be
a CH node at the end of the CH Selection Interval Tdelay_frame due to the same reason as explained in
Case 1. Let S2 denote the shaded area in Figure 4.7 (b), and then S2 can be computed to be

S 2 > d CH

(

~

2 CH

~2
2
d TR
− d CH

2 CH

2
/ 4 − 2ϕ d TR
,

(4.28)

)

where ϕ = cos−1 d CH 2CH /(2dTR ) in radian. Note that, since S2 is larger than S1, the node deployment
density needed to ensure the limited distance between adjacent CHs in Case 2 is even smaller than the
density required by Case 1. Hereby the minimal node deployment density of Case 2 can be
disregarded due to the loss of the practical significance. This completes the proof of Proposition 3.
Combining Propositions 2 and 3, the distance between adjacent CHs selected by the SWEET
algorithm is most likely to be larger than αdCR but shorter than 2αdCR. Summarizing Propositions 1, 2
and 3, we may conclude that the SWEET algorithm can effectively select a limited number of
energetic CH nodes and distribute them evenly over the limited area A. This conclusion is to be
verified via simulations.

4.7 Performance Evaluation by Simulations
This section reports the simulation results to confirm the analytical performances of the SWEET
algorithm. The performance of SWEET is compared with the counterpart of the LEACH, genLEACH and Backoff algorithms. Because the decentralized SWEET algorithm is heavily affected by
the execution of the Hello Message Exchange procedure, the performances of the decentralized
SWEET algorithm will be presented in Chapter 5 for fairness and completeness of the study.
Simulations are conducted using the MATLAB®-based simulator. The performances of the SWEET
algorithm are evaluated in terms of the following metrics: the number of CH nodes, the distance
between adjacent CH nodes, and the residual energies of CH nodes. Then the performances of
network based on the SWEET algorithm and other studied competing clustering algorithms are
presented. The presented performances are the network lifetime and data capacity. The network data
capacity is evaluated, using the bit error probability that takes into account the communication
interference of neighboring clusters.
To have a fair performance comparison, the values for parameters of the LEACH, gen-LEACH and
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Backoff algorithms (see Table 4.1) are utilized in evaluating the performance of the SWEET
algorithm. The values for parameters dedicated to the SWEET algorithm are listed in Table 4.2.
Parameters representing the total number of nodes N and their initial energies e0i are altered in
simulations. Thus the values of N and e0i are specified in the corresponding simulation scenarios.
The design goal of the SWEET algorithm is to form a network approximating the expected cluster
formation with the following three basic features, as explained in subsection 4.4.1. Firstly, k number
of CH nodes needs to be selected among N nodes. Secondly, selected CH nodes are evenly deployed
over the entire network. Thirdly, the selected CH nodes are supposed to have more residual energy
than the member nodes. In the next three consecutive subsections, the capability of the SWEET
algorithm in achieving its design goal is investigated.
4.7.1 Number of cluster head nodes
The SWEET algorithm is expected to select k-number of CH nodes out of N number of nodes in the
network, where k takes the value as per k = 2

2

3 A /( 9 d CR )

 , the cluster radius dCR is defined with

respect to the transmission radius as dTR = αdCR, and α is a weighting factor. Clearly, for a given value
of network area A, the value of k solely depends on the values of α and dCR.
Therefore, via simulations the value of α is set to a constant. Then the capability of SWEET
algorithm on selecting k-number of CH nodes is investigated for various values of dCR.
To configure α, simulations are carried out based on a network scenario having the following
properties. All 200 nodes are randomly deployed in the network area 104 m2. Each node has 5 joules
initial energy. Throughout simulations, the length of dCR increases from 25 meters to 45 meters. For a
given length of dCR, the number of selected CH nodes k is observed when the value of α slowly
increases from 1 to 1.7. Figure 4.8 shows the observed values of k at the given values of α and dCR.
Every value of k is the averaged value obtained from 50 simulations. It can be observed from Figure
4.8 that, by setting the value of α to 1.44, the number of selected CH nodes closely approaches k = 7,
4, and 2. These values of k are the theoretical values computed by substituting dCR = 25, 35, and 45 in





2
k = 2 3 A /( 9 d CR
) . Henceforth α is set to 1.44 in the rest of the simulations.
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TABLE 4.2
ACRONYMS, DESCRIPTIONS AND VALUES FOR SWEET ALGORITHM
Acronym
A
Tinit
Tmb
Tsteady
td
Tmb
ACT

Description
Area size
Duration of Initialization phase
Duration
of
the
Membership
Application Interval
Duration of the steady phase
Signal transmission delay
Membership application interval
Message from data sink in the
initialization phase

Value
104 m2
3s
1s
15 s
50 µs
≈0
25 Bytes

Number of selected cluster heads

11
10

dCR = 25m

9

dCR = 35m

8

dCR = 45m

7
k=7
6
5
4

k=4

3
2
k=2

1
0
1

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6

1.7

α

Figure 4.8 Number of selected Cluster Head nodes under the influence of weighting factor α.
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Figure 4.9 Number of Cluster Head nodes selected by the SWEET, LEACH, gen-LEACH and
Backoff algorithms at variable cluster radius dCR. The number of nodes N = 200.
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(b) Variance of the number of Cluster Head nodes.

Figure 4.10 Number of CH nodes selected by the SWEET, LEACH, gen-LEACH and Backoff
algorithms at variable number of nodes N. The cluster radius dCR = 35meters.
Two groups of simulations are then conducted to investigate the number of CH nodes selected by
the LEACH, gen-LEACH, Backoff and SWEET algorithms, accordingly, at variable cluster radius
dCR and variable number of network nodes N.
In the first group of simulations, 200 nodes are deployed over 104 m2. Each node has 5 joules initial
energy. For the SWEET and Backoff algorithms, the length of dCR increases from 15 meters to 40
meters. For a given length of dCR, the desired number of CH nodes k for the LEACH and gen-LEACH
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algorithms takes the value computed as k = 2

2

3 A /( 9 d CR )

.

The empirical number of CH nodes

selected by the LEACH, gen-LEACH, Backoff and SWEET algorithms are shown in Figure 4.9.
From Figure 4.9 (a), one can observe that the average numbers of CH nodes selected by these four
algorithms are all substantially close to k at the investigated cluster radius dCR. It is evident in Figure
4.9 (b) that the variances of the number of CH nodes selected by the LEACH and gen-LEACH
algorithms are much greater than those of the SWEET and Backoff algorithms at the investigated dCR,
in particular, when dCR is smaller than 25 meters.
In the second group of simulations, the length of dCR is fixed at 35 meters (such that k = 4) and the
number of network nodes N increases from 100 to 1000. Each node is assigned 5 joules initial energy.
The number of CH nodes selected by the LEACH, gen-LEACH, Backoff and SWEET algorithms are
demonstrated in Figure 4.10. It is shown in Figure 4.10 (a) that the average number of CH nodes
selected by SWEET is very close to k = 4 and stays sufficiently constant when N increases. In
comparison to the other three algorithms, the variance of the number of CH nodes selected by
SWEET stay almost constant and substantially close to zero when N increases, as illustrated in Figure
4.10 (b).
Results shown in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 confirm that the SWEET algorithm effectively selects
k-number of CH nodes as expected in the ideal cluster formation. The value of k stays constant
despite the fact that the cluster radius or the network density varies, as theoretically expected.
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Figure 4.11 Distance between adjacent CH nodes at various dCR. Network density λ is equal to 0.02
(node/m2).
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(a) Number of network nodes N = 1000, cluster radius dCR = 20 meters.

Figure 4.12 Spatial distributions of Cluster Head nodes selected by the SWEET algorithm (to be
continued).
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(b) Number of network nodes N = 100, cluster radius dCR = 20 meters.

Figure 4.12 Spatial distributions of Cluster Head nodes selected by the SWEET algorithm. CH nodes
are represented by stars. Non-CH nodes are represented by circles. CH nodes reside in the
center of each Voronoi cell. A Voronoi cell contains member nodes that have the distances
to the CH node of this cell shorter than those to the CH nodes of other neighboring cells.
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(a) Spatial distribution of CH nodes by LEACH.
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(b) Spatial distribution of CH nodes by gen-LEACH.

Figure 4.13 Spatial distribution of Cluster Head nodes selected by the LEACH, gen-LEACH and
Backoff algorithms (to be continued).
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(c) Spatial distribution of CH nodes by the Backoff algorithm.

Figure 4.13 Spatial distribution of Cluster Head nodes selected by LEACH, gen-LEACH and
Backoff algorithms. Number of network nodes N = 100, cluster rads dCR = 20m. CH nodes
are represented by red stars. Non-CH nodes are represented by circles. Clearly CH nodes
selected by LEACH and gen-LEACH algorithms may not reside in the center of the
Voronoi cell. Whereas CH nodes selected by Backoff algorithm reside in the center of the
corresponding Voronoi cell.

4.7.2 Distance between adjacent cluster head nodes
According to Proposition 3, the distance between adjacent CH nodes selected by SWEET is shorter
than 2αdCR = 2.88dCR in networks with node deployment density that can be easily achieved in
practice. To confirm Proposition 3, two groups of simulations are carried out. In the first group, the
network density is set to a fixed value, and then the distances between adjacent CH nodes are
investigated at the variable cluster radius. In the second group of simulations, the cluster radius is set
to a fixed value, and then the distances between adjacent CH nodes are investigated at variable
network density.
In this view, for the first group of simulations, the considered scenario has the following properties.
The network density is set to 0.02 node/m2, i.e., 200 nodes are deployed over 104 m2. Each node is
given 5 joules initial energy. Cluster radius dCR is increasingly set to 25, 35 and 45 meters.
For a given dCR, the distances between adjacent CH nodes are measured. Since there are multiple
CH nodes selected in each round, the longest distance between pairs of adjacent CH nodes in a round
is measured for presentation. The results of the first 20 rounds are demonstrated in Figure 4.11. It can
be found from Figure 4.11 that the distance between adjacent CHs, dCH2CH, is shorter than 2.88dCR
over rounds of simulation time. Proposition 3 is hereby confirmed.
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Figure 4.14 Normalized residual energies of Cluster Head nodes selected by the SWEET algorithm.
Number of network nodes N = 200, cluster radius dCR = 20meters, node initial energy is
equal to 5 joules. Note that the y-axis starts from 0.6.
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Figure 4.15 Distribution of residual energies of all the nodes running the SWEET algorithm. Number
of network nodes N = 200, cluster radius dCR = 20meters, initial energy of every node is 2
joules. The presented results are from one simulation only.
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For the second group of simulations, the cluster radius dCR is set to be 20 meters, and the network
density is altered by increasing the number of network node N from 100 to 1000 in the fixed network
area 104 m2. Each node is assigned 5 joules initial energy. For brevity of the presentation, two
snapshots of the CH node distribution are illustrated in Figure 4.12. These two snapshots correspond
to network scenarios where N is equal to 100 and 1000, respectively. In Figure 4.12, each circle
denotes a non-CH node and each star denotes a CH node.
One can find from Figure 4.12 that each CH node resides in the center of its cluster area. It can be
concluded from the results that Proposition 3 holds for networks with increasing network density.
Hereby the capability of the SWEET algorithm in evenly deploying the selected CH nodes over the
network area is confirmed.
The snapshots of the distribution of CH nodes selected by the LEACH, gen-LEACH and Backoff
algorithms are shown in Figure 4.13. These results are consistent with those reported in [3-6]: CH
nodes selected by the LEACH and gen-LEACH algorithms are not evenly deployed over the network
area; whereas the Backoff algorithm is capable of spatially separating the adjacent CH nodes.
The distribution of CH nodes displayed in Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13 will be used to investigate
the data capacity of network under the studied clustering algorithms in subsection 4.7.6.
4.7.3 Residual energy of cluster head nodes
According to Proposition 1, CH nodes selected by the SWEET algorithm are supposed to have
more residual energies than other nodes in the network. Simulations are conducted to validate this
proposition; using the scenario where 200 nodes are randomly deployed in an area of 104 m2, cluster
radius dCR is set to be 20 meters, each node has 5 joules initial energy. Figure 4.14 shows the
normalized residual energies of CH nodes selected by SWEET in each of the first 20 rounds of one
simulation. The normalization is performed by dividing the CH node’s residual energy to the
maximum energy of all N node, i.e., ei / emax , where e max = max{ei , i = 0,1,..., N } .
From Figure 4.14, it can be found that the majority of CH nodes have their normalized residual
energies close to 1, while only a few normalized residual energies are below 0.7. Results confirm that
the SWEET algorithm encourages energetic nodes to become CH nodes, but cannot guarantee that the
CH nodes have the most residual energy in the network. The CH selection makes a tradeoff between
the node’s residual energy and the spatial separation among CH nodes.
4.7.4 Distribution of average network residual energy
In Lemma 2, the average network residual energy, which is obtained from the residual energies of
network nodes, was proven to sufficiently approximate Gaussian distribution. Simulations are carried
out to confirm this lemma. Consider a network containing 200 nodes. The initial energy of a node is 2
joules. Figure 4.15 demonstrates the distributions of the residual energies of these 200 nodes over
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time. For example, in the 10th round, a Gaussian distribution N(1.53, 0.37) can be found fitting in the
experimental results. The mean µ̂Y N and the variance σˆY2N may take the values 1.53 and 0.37,
respectively, to define the empirical pdf of average network residual energy given in (4.10). This
confirms Lemma 2.
4.7.5 Network lifetime
Network lifetime is often counted from the time instant when the network begins to operate.
However, the end of network lifetime is application-specific [23, 31]. In literature, the span of
network lifetime is counted at the time instant when the first sensor dies [30], or when a certain
percentage of sensors die [30, 31], or when the network partitions [7], or when the loss of coverage
occurs [17, 18]. Taking into account that the operation of the LEACH, gen-LEACH, Backoff and
SWEET algorithms are all based on rounds, the lifetime of a network running these clustering
algorithms is measured by several metrics defined as follows
•

FND denotes the network lifetime at the round when the First Node Dies;

•

HND denotes the network lifetime at the round when Half (50%) of the Nodes Die;

•

AllND denotes the network lifetime at the round when All (100%) of the Nodes Die.

In comparison to FND and AllND, HND is of greater importance for it represents the average lifetime
of network running various algorithms [23].
Two groups of simulations are conducted to investigate the lifetime of networks running these four
clustering algorithms. In the first group of simulations, the number of network nodes N is fixed, and
the network lifetime is observed at variable cluster radius dCR. In the second group the cluster radius
dCR is fixed and the network lifetime is observed at the variable number of network nodes N.
The first group of simulations are based on a network scenario having the following properties. The
network contains 200 nodes. Each node is assigned 2 joules initial energy. The cluster radius dCR
increases from 15 meters to 40 meters. For a given dCR, the simulation of each algorithm is repeated
50 times to render the average network lifetimes as per the corresponding definitions. The results of
one simulation are shown in Figure 4.16 and the averaged values of 50 simulations are shown in
Figure 4.17.
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Figure 4.16 Network lifetime of one simulation. Number of network nodes N = 200, cluster radius dCR
= 35 meters. The steady phase in a round lasts for 15 seconds.
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Figure 4.17 Network lifetime with variable cluster radius dCR (to be continued).
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Figure 4.17 Network lifetime with variable cluster radius dCR from 15m to 40m, number of network
nodes N = 200. (a) Round when the first node dies (FND). (b) Round when half of the
nodes die (HND). (c) Round when all of the nodes die (AllND). The steady phase Tsteady
lasts for 15 seconds.
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Figure 4.18 Network lifetime with increasing number of network nodes (to be continued).
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Figure 4.18 Network lifetime with increasing number of network nodes N from 100 to 1000, cluster
radius dCR is set to 35 meters. The steady phase Tsteady in every round lasts for 15 seconds.
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Figure 4.19 Network data capacity of one simulation, packet received at the CH nodes. Number of
network nodes N =100, cluster radius dCR = 30 meters.
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Figure 4.20 Data capacity of network under LEACH, gen-LEACH, Backoff and SWEET algorithms
observed at the time when all network nodes die (AllND). Number of network node N =
100, cluster radius dCR increases from 15 meters to 40 meters.
Results shown in Figure 4.17 reveal the performances of the studied clustering algorithms: in terms
of FND, SWEET is inferior to LEACH but superior to the other two algorithms. This may be due to
the nature of the LEACH algorithm that makes nodes fairly take the role of CH node over rounds of
network operations. However, in terms of HND and AllND, SWEET is superior to the other three
algorithms on prolonging the network lifetime at all the investigated dCR. Specifically, in terms of
HND, the SWEET algorithm on average prolongs the lifetime by 6%, 15%, and 8%, with respect to
the Backoff, LEACH and gen-LEACH algorithms. In terms of AllND, the SWEET algorithm
prolongs the lifetime by 8%, 18%, and 15%, with respect to the Backoff, LEACH and gen-LEACH
algorithms.
The second group of simulations are carried out based on scenarios where dCR is set to 35 meters,
and the number of network node number N is increased from 100 to 1000. For a specific value of N,
the simulations of each studied algorithm are repeated 50 times to render the average network lifetime
as per the corresponding definitions. The averaged values are shown in Figure 4.18.
Similar observations on the performances of SWEET can be drawn from Figure 4.18. SWEET is
inferior to LEACH but superior to the other two algorithms in extending the network lifetime defined
by FND. However, in terms of HND, the SWEET algorithm on average prolongs the lifetime by 5%,
15%, and 10%, with respect to the Backoff, gen-LEACH and LEACH algorithms. In terms of AllND,
the SWEET algorithm on average prolongs the lifetime by 8%, 18%, and 12%, with respect to the
Backoff, gen-LEACH and LEACH algorithms.
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It can therefore be concluded that the SWEET algorithm is capable of improving the network
lifetime to a great extent, in comparison to the other three clustering algorithms.
4.7.6 Network data capacity
In this subsection, the data capacity of the network running clustering algorithms is investigated,
using the bit error probability as the data acceptance criterion. The bit error probability is computed
taking into account the interference from multiple neighboring clusters, as explained in the following
paragraphs.
Recall the snapshots in Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13 showing the spatial distribution of CH nodes
selected by the SWEET, LEACH, gen-LEACH and Backoff algorithms, accordingly. At time t, a CH
node, say CH1, may receive multiple signals from various sources, i.e., the member node nA of its
own as well as nodes nB, nC, nD, nE, etc, belonging to the surrounding clusters. Signals from member
node nA are the useful signals whereas signals from other nodes are interfering signals in addition to
the Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) in channel. Hereby the Signal to Interference Noise
Ratio (SINR) at CH1’s receiver may be expressed as [32, 33]
SINR =

Pt A / d Aχ
N o + ∑i =1 Pti / diχ
G

(4.29a)

,

where Pt A denotes the transmit power of node nA, d A stands for the distance between member node nA
and CH1, No (in dB) stands for the power spectral density of single-sided AWGN, d i , i =1, 2, …, G,
stands for the distance between each interfering node to CH1, G stands for the number of such
interfering nodes. Because the inference from neighboring clusters is often much stronger than
AWGN defined by No, (4.29a) may be reduced to be
SINR ≈

Pt A / d Aχ

∑i =1 Pti / diχ
G

(4.29b)

.

Assume the data communication is binary. Then the bit error probability of received data may be
computed using the bit error probability expression given in [34], which considers the AWGN
channel with flat Rayleigh fading, as follows

1 
SINR  1 
Pe = 1 −
= 1 −
2
SINR + 1  2 


Pt A / d Aχ

∑i =1 Pti / diχ
G

 PA / d χ
 


t
A
 G i χ + 1  .
 ∑i =1 Pt / d i
 

(4.30)

This bit error probability model is used for investigating the network data capacity in our
MATLAB®-based WSN simulator as follows. At a time point in the steady phase, a receiving node
computes the bit error probability using (4.30) to decide whether or not to accept the received bit.
With (1-Pe), the received bit is accepted by the receiving node; otherwise, the received bit is deemed
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an error, and consequently dropped by the receiving node. If a bit is dropped, the entire packet
containing this bit is dropped.
In this study the network data capacity is defined as the total number of packets received by the CH
nodes at the time when all nodes die. Using bit error probability as the data acceptance criterion, the
network data capacity coming out of our MATLAB®-based simulator approximates the lower bound,
which however leverages the result reliability to a higher level.
To investigate the data capacity of the network based on the LEACH, gen-LEACH, Backoff and
SWEET algorithms, simulations are carried out basing on a network having 100 nodes. Throughout
the simulations, the cluster radius dCR increases from 15 meters to 40 meters. When dCR is set to be 30,
the results of one simulation are shown in Figure 4.19. The average values obtained from 50
simulations at various dCR are presented in Figure 4.20.
From Figure 4.20 it is found that, with respect to the LEACH and gen-LEACH algorithms, the data
capacity of the network running the SWEET algorithm is much greater at the studied dCR. When dCR
is short, the data capacity of the network under the SWEET algorithm is considerably greater than
that of the network under the Backoff algorithm; however, when dCR increases, the data capacities of
the network running the SWEET algorithm and Backoff algorithm respectively become close in
value. This may be due to the spatial separation of CH nodes that is taken into consideration in the
design of the SWEET and Backoff algorithms. One can observe from Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13
that the SWEET and Backoff algorithms both deploy the CH nodes evenly over the entire network
area. This reduces the communication interferences among neighboring clusters. Whereas the CH
nodes selected by the LEACH and gen-LEACH algorithms may be very close to each other, resulting
in significantly inter-cluster communication interference that reduces the data capacity.

4.8 Chapter Conclusions
The chapter focuses on studying wireless sensor networks developed in the form of clusters.
Several representative clustering algorithms, including the LEACH, gen-LEACH and Backoff
algorithm, are investigated to understand the node energy consumption model and the cluster
formation procedure. A MATLAB®-based WSN simulator is developed to confirm the results of
these algorithms.
From the node energy consumption model, a stochastic perspective on the random nature of node
energy dissipation is drawn. At a given time, the node residual energy defined in the network or in a
node’s neighborhood area can be proven to approximate Gaussian distribution. Using Gaussian
distributed Network Residual Energy, an energy-efficient clustering algorithm, SWEET, is designed
to organize nodes that are densely deployed. Then, exploiting Gaussian distributed Neighbhood
Average Residual Energy, the SWEET algorithm is decentralized to organize nodes densely deployed
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in the large scale network.
The SWEET algorithm aims at selecting a limited number of energetic CH nodes and deploys CH
nodes evenly over the network area. Clusters formed by running SWEET algorithms are expected to
have the same cluster radius. The length of cluster radius can be arbitrarily chosen. The theoretical
performances of the SWEET algorithm are analyzed. To confirm these theoretical analyses, extensive
simulations

are conducted

using the MATLAB®-based

simulator. Via simulation-based

investigations, the performances of the SWEET algorithm are obtained and compared to the
counterparts of other competing clustering algorithms at various cluster radii and network node
densities. The lifetime and data capacity of sensor networks based on the SWEET, LEACH, genLEACH and Backoff algorithms are also investigated via simulations.
It was found that, the SWEET algorithm effectively achieves its design goal at the investigated
variable cluster radii and network densities. By the SWEET algorithm, nodes with more remaining
energy are prone to be CH nodes; however the SWEET algorithm cannot guarantee that the selected
CH nodes have more residual energy than the neighboring nodes, since the CH selection procedure of
the SWEET algorithm makes a tradeoff between the node’s remaining energy and the spatial
separation of CH nodes. From simulations it is found that, at the investigated variable cluster radii
and network densities, the SWEET algorithm significantly improves the network lifetime and data
capacity, in comparison to other three competing clustering algorithms. These superior network
performances advise that it is worthy to pay effort to select energetic CH nodes and deploy the
selected CH nodes evenly over the network area. One may conclude that by the SWEET algorithm
the role of CH node is fairly rotated among energetic nodes to balance the energy consumption of
network nodes. Also, the spatial separation of CH nodes by virtue reduces the inter-cluster
interference, resulting in an increase of the network data capacity.
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Chapter 5 Characterization of Hello Message Exchange for
Estimating Neighborhood Average Residual Energy
5.1 Introduction
In Chapter 4 the SWEET algorithm has been decentralized exploiting the network residual energy
defined in a node’s neighborhood area. The empirical probability density function (pdf) of
Neighborhood Average Residual Energy (NARE) was considered to be developed via the wellknown method of Hello Message Exchange (HME) [1-4] in the Initialization Interval.
In [1-4] the HME procedure is carried out assuming that a node broadcasts its hello messages at no
risk of data collision, and thus messages can be ideally received by neighboring node(s). In this view,
the idea of developing the empirical pdf of NARE through HME seems simple: a node locally
broadcasts short hello messages, which contain the value of its residual energy, to its neighboring
nodes; by reading the values of residual energy in the received hello messages from neighboring
nodes, a node estimates the empirical pdf of NARE. But such procedure of HME is oversimplified in
the context of dense node deployment scenarios.
In networks of high node density, the data collision rate may significantly arise from the channel
access contention among many neighboring nodes that intend to concurrently broadcast message
signals [5]. Hence we consider that nodes which have received hello messages do not immediately
acknowledge the sending node; otherwise data collisions may be aggravated analogous to the
broadcast storm problem [6]. In this case a problem appears to be that a transmitting node cannot be
sure that its messages have been received by the receiving nodes, since its messages may collide with
messages from other transmitting nodes and there is no feedback notifying the collision. This problem
closely resembles the issue of collision channel without feedback reported in [7].
In regard to the data collision, the first aim of the study in this chapter is to characterize the HME in
estimating the empirical pdf of NARE in the context of dense node deployment. The second aim is to
evaluate the effectiveness of the decentralized SWEET algorithm and the energy-efficiency of
networks based on the decentralized SWEET algorithm under the influence of a more realistic HME
model.
To achieve the first study aim, the discovery ratio is defined to measure the sufficiency of message
exchange in the HME procedure. The discovery ratio is defined as the ratio of the number of
neighboring nodes from which a node receives hello messages to the total number of neighboring
nodes that this node has. This ratio is shown to have a decisive effect on the precision of parameter
estimates for the empirical pdf of NARE in Section 5.3.
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To efficiently exchange hello messages in a resolvable time interval, two viable solutions are
introduced in Section 5.4 and Section 5.5, respectively. The first solution is the Birthday protocol
which is designed for the purpose of neighbor discovery in [8-10]. The second solution is a set of
channel access rules named the Carrier Sensing Mini-Slot (CSMS) algorithm which is modified from
the solution for the initialization problem of ad hoc networks in [11]. The time duration and the node
energy required by these two solutions are theoretically formulated as functions of the discovery ratio
and key network parameters, including the data transmission rate, the node density and the length of a
hello message.
In Section 5.6, simulations are carried out to confirm the theoretical analyses of time duration and
node energy needed by the studied solutions to conduct HME. To achieve the second study aim,
simulation-based investigations are performed on the effectiveness of the decentralized SWEET
algorithm and the lifetime of the network based on the decentralized SWEET algorithm with respect
to imperfect but practical discovery ratios (<1).
Important findings from the above investigations are summarized as follows. To compute accurate
estimates for the empirical pdf of NARE, a high discovery ratio must be achieved through the
procedure of HME. However, considerable time and node energy are needed to sufficiently exchange
hello messages using the studied solutions, according to the theoretical analyses which are well
confirmed by simulations. Compared to the Birthday protocol, the CSMS algorithm is found to
require much less time and node energy to achieve a given discovery ratio at the investigated node
densities, data transmission rates and hello message lengths. The decentralized SWEET algorithm is
confirmed as achieving its design goal of selecting a limited number of cluster head (CH) nodes and
deploying CH nodes evenly over the network area at various discovery ratios, even when the
discovery ratio is quite low. When the discovery ratio becomes large, the node energy consumption
for exchanging hello messages is notably increased and the lifetime of the network based on the
decentralized SWEET algorithm is significantly reduced. However, by using the CSMS method for
the HME procedure, the energy-efficiency of the network based on the decentralized SWEET
algorithm is attained compared to that of the network based on the Backoff clustering algorithm, even
when the discovery ratio is increased to approximate 1.
In summary, the contribution of this chapter is four-fold:
1.The study investigates the accuracy of estimates for the empirical pdf of NARE with respect to
the discovery ratio that is defined to measure the sufficiency of the HME procedure.
2.We investigate the procedure of HME using two viable solutions, i.e., the Birthday protocol and
CSMS, to achieve the high discovery ratio in a resolvable time interval. The time duration and
node energy needed for the procedure of HME using the studied solutions are theoretically
analyzed with respect to the discovery ratio and several network parameters.
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3.Simulations are carried out confirming the theoretical analyses of time duration and node energy
consumption for the procedure of HME using the studied solutions at various discovery ratios,
network densities, data transmission rates and hello message lengths. The CSMS method
outperforms the Birthday protocol in achieving a given discovery ratio at much less expense of
node energy consumption in a much shorter time duration.
4.Simulations are conducted to confirm that the design goal of the decentralized SWEET algorithm
and the energy efficiency of the network based on the decentralized SWEET algorithm can be
effectively achieved with respect to practical discovery ratios.

5.2 Preliminaries
In this section, the network model, the node energy consumption model, and the time interval
allocated for the procedure of HME in the system operation timeline are briefly reviewed.
5.2.1 Network models
For consistency of the study, the network model presented in subsection 4.2.2 is carried over as
follows. There are N-number of static sensor nodes randomly deployed in a square area, denoted as A,
according to the uniform distribution. The network density λ is hereby equal to N/A. A Base Station
(BS) is placed in the centre of area A. The BS has a broad transmission range that covers area A.
Each node is denoted ni (i = 1, 2, …, N). Node ni has a transceiver which works in half-duplex
mode. The transceiver is connected to an omni-directional antenna which covers an area defined by
the transmission radius dTR. Node ni is considered capable of altering the transmission radius by
adjusting its transmit power. The neighboring nodes of node ni is defined as the nodes within the
transmission radius of node ni. To keep the consistency of notation, the number of such neighboring
nodes is denoted

N̂

, which may be computed to be

Nˆ ≈

λπ d TR2  , x denotes the smallest integer

i
greater than or equal to x. A node ni is assigned e0 amount of initial energy. Node ni can measure its

residual energy ei(t) at time t. Node ni is considered alive until it depletes its energy.
5.2.2 Node energy consumption model
The node energy consumption model introduced in subsection 4.2.5 is carried over as follows. The
node transmission power is denoted Ptx and may be computed as
χ
),
Ptx = R b ( ε elec + ε amp d TR

(5.1)

where Rb is the data transmission rate, εelec is the transmitter electronic circuit energy consumption per
bit, εamp represents the amplifier energy consumption per bit, dTR is the the transmission radius, χ is
the path-loss exponent. Values of εamp and χ are dependent on the value of dTR with respect to the
close-in distance dc as defined in (4.5a).
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The node receiving power is denoted Prx and may be computed as
Prx = Rbeelec.

(5.2)

Furthermore, we consider the node power consumption in the sleep model, denoted as Ps, and the
node power consumption in the listen model, denoted as Pl. The node sleep model is defined as the
state when the node shuts down its transceiver to save the circuit energy, and the node listen model is
defined as the state when the node transceiver listens to the channel yet receives no useful signal. It
can be found in a wide range of low-power transceiver products [12-15] that the value of Ps is much
smaller than the value of Ptx, Prx or Pl. Also, the value of Pl can be found closely approximating the
value of Prx. Henceforth Ps is disregarded, i.e., Ps

≈

0, and Pl is regarded equal to Prx in value. In

reality, it takes some time for a transceiver to transfer from one mode to another. This time duration is
termed the start-up time, which however has an order of microsecond in value [12-15]. Thus the
amount of node energy consumed during the start-up times is ignored in this study.
5.2.3 Hello message exchange in system operation timeline
To estimate the empirical pdf of NARE, the method of HME is exploited in the Initialization
Interval of the system operation timeline (see Figure 4.4). In Figure 5.1, a simplified system operation
timeline is displayed to clearly display the internal structure of the Initialization Interval that lasts for
Tinit seconds.
The Initialization Interval consists of two consecutive time intervals, i.e., the synchronization
interval and the hello message exchange interval. At the beginning of the Initialization Interval, the
synchronization interval is allocated to synchronize the clocks of all the nodes to the beginning of the
hello message exchange interval which is allocated to carry out the procedure of HME. The
synchronization interval and the hello message exchange interval last for Tsyn seconds and Tnd
seconds, respectively, such that Tinit = Tsyn + Tnd. After Tinit seconds, the decentralized SWEET
algorithm starts.
The problem of synchronizing the free-running clocks of multiple nodes is of great challenge,
which however exceeds the scope of this thesis. Fortunately the node synchronization problem has
received well-deserved research that has been reported in many papers [16-19]. The solution for node
synchronization reported in [19] may be employed in the synchronization interval of our system,
because this solution synchronizes the clocks of all the network nodes to one clock at very low
expense of node energy. Hence we assume that this node synchronization solution is carried out in the
synchronization interval Tsyn before the procedure of HME starts. The node energy consumed on the
node synchronization is ignored in this study.
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Figure 5.1 Simplified system operation timeline.
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Figure 5.2 Slot-based time interval for Birthday protocol. In this specific example, three
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5.3 Neighborhood Average Residual Energy
In this section, the parameter estimates for the empirical pdf of node Neighrbohood Average
Residual Energy (NARE) are related to the discovery ratio. The discovery ratio is shown as having
decisive influence on the precision of parameter estimates.
In subsection 4.3.2 Chapter 4, the network residual energy is defined in a node’s neighborhood
area, which is confined by the node transmission radius dTR. In Lemma 3 Chapter 4, the NARE of
node ni is denoted Y Niˆ and defined as
Y iˆ =
N

where

Ei j

Nˆ −1

∑ j = 0 Eij / Nˆ

,

(5.3)

is a random variable representing the residual energy of node

nij

, node

nij

is a neighboring

node of node ni, ( N̂ -1) is the number of neighboring nodes of node ni. Y Niˆ has been proven to
approximate Gaussian distribution. The pdf of Y Niˆ is given in the following form
f

Y iˆ

N

( y iˆ ) =
N

1
2π σ

exp(−( y iˆ − µ
N

Y iˆ

Y iˆ

N

) 2 / 2σ 2 i ) ,
Y

(5.4)

Nˆ

N

where

µY i

and

Nˆ

σ Y2 i

denote the mean and the variance of the Gaussian distributed

Nˆ

Through the procedure of HME, good estimates

µ̂Y i

and

Nˆ

σˆY2 i

for

Nˆ

µY i

and

Nˆ

σ Y2 i

YN̂i ,

respectively.

may be calculated

Nˆ

based on the node residual energies eij collected from all the neighboring nodes, according to these
expressions

µˆ Y i = ∑
Nˆ

Nˆ −1 j
e
j =0 i

/ Nˆ , σˆ 2 i =
Yˆ
N

Nˆ −1

∑ j = 0 (eij − µˆY

The empirical pdf of NARE can be expressed by substituting

µ̂Y i

i
Nˆ

and

Nˆ

) 2 /( Nˆ − 1) .
σˆY2 i

for

Nˆ

µY i

(5.5)

and

Nˆ

σ Y2 i

in (5.4).

Nˆ

However, node ni may not receive messages from all the neighboring nodes, due to the fact that
messages are at high risk of collision. To include this uncertainty in

µ̂Y i

Nˆ

and

σˆY2 i

, these estimates are

Nˆ

related to the discovery ratio, as explained in the following.

Definition 1. The discovery ratio is defined as a ratio of the number of neighboring nodes from which
a node receives hello messages to the total number of neighboring nodes that this node has. The
discovery ratio is denoted pdr, which takes value in [0, 1].
Then the estimates

µ̂Y i

Nˆ
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and

σˆY2 i

Nˆ

are related to pdr, using the following formulas

µˆY i = ∑
Nˆ

σˆY2 i
ˆ

N

=

)
N −1 j
e
j =0 i

)
N −1

∑ j =0

(eij − µˆ

Y iˆ
N

)
/N ,

(5.6a)

)
) 2 /( N − 1) ,

(5.6b)

)

where N = pdrNˆ  ≤ N̂ , x denotes the greatest integer smaller than or equal to x. Then the empirical
pdf of node NARE can be developed by substituting

µ̂Y i

and

Nˆ

σˆY2 i

Nˆ

in (5.6a) and (5.6b) for µ Y i and σY2i
Nˆ

Nˆ

in (5.4), accordingly.
One can find from (5.6a) and (5.6b) that pdr has decisive effects on the accuracy of

µ̂Y i

Nˆ

and

σˆY2 i

.

Nˆ

The right-hand sides of (5.6a) and (5.6b) converge to the theoretical mean and variance in (5.4),
provided that

)
N

tends to infinity. To increase the accuracy of the estimated mean and variance for the

empirical pdf of node NARE, hello messages need to be efficiently exchanged among neighboring
nodes to make pdr closely approximate 1.
To this end, two solutions for achieving HME sufficiently in a resolvable time interval are
explained in the next two consecutive sections. The time duration and the node energy needed for the
course of HME based on the studied solutions are theoretically analyzed with respect to the discovery
ratio pdr and several key network parameters.

5.4 Birthday Protocol for Hello Message Exchange
In this section, we characterize the procedure of HME based on the Birthday protocol to achieve an
arbitrarily high discovery ratio. The Birthday protocol was designed in [8-10] for the purpose of
neighbor discovery. For this purpose, the operation of the Birthday protocol among multiple
neighboring nodes can be terminated when one of these nodes is discovered by at least one of its
neighboring nodes, as explained in subsection 5.4.1. In subsection 5.4.2, we will show that, by
relating the termination criterion of the Birthday protocol to the discovery ratio, an arbitrary
discovery ratio can be achieved through the procedure of HME; however, considerable time duration
and node energy are needed for this procedure, as analyzed in subsection 5.4.3.
5.4.1 Birthday protocol for neighbor discovery
The execution of the Birthday protocol is dependent on the slot-based time interval shown in Figure
5.2. The time interval Tnd consists of ns-number of slots. Each slot last for Ts = lmsg/Rb seconds, where
lmsg denotes the length of the hello message and Rb denotes the data transmission rate. In every slot, a
node independently decides to operate in one of three modes, i.e., Transmit mode, Listen mode, or
Sleep mode, with the corresponding probability pt, pl, and ps, such that pt + pl + ps =1. A node, say
node ni, discovers its neighboring node, say node nj, when node ni is in Listen mode, and node nj is
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the only neighboring node of node ni in the Transmit mode broadcasting a hello message.
Probabilities pt and pl were restricted to be pt = pl by Birthday protocol, in order to reduce the problem
dimension [8].
In Figure 5.2, a simple example is demonstrated to explain the operation of the Birthday protocol.
Consider that nodes n1, n2, n3 reside inside the neighborhood of each other. In the first slot, node n1 is
in Listen mode, node n2 is in Transmit mode and node n3 is in Sleep mode. Hence, node n1 discovers
node n2, whereas node n2 remains un-discovered by node n3. Such a slot is termed the nodediscovered slot. Node-discovered slots can be also found in the 4th and the 7th slot. In the 6th slot, the
un-discovered case appears: node n1 and n3 are both in Transmit mode. Thus the collision occurs, and
neither node n1 nor node n3 are discovered by node n2. In other cases where no node is in the
Transmit mode, no node is discovered despite the fact that there may be nodes in the Listen mode.
Consider that

N̂

number of neighboring nodes need to discover each other using the Birthday

protocol. In one slot Ts, the number of nodes in the Transmit mode has a binomial distribution ( N̂ , pt).
Thus the probability that only one node is in the transmit mode in a slot Ts is calculated in [8] to be
 Nˆ 
ˆ
Pr( T = 1) =   p t (1 − p t ) N −1 .
1
 

This means that a slot is the node-discovered slot with the probability

(5.7)
Pr(T = 1)

given in (5.7).

In a slot, the number of nodes in the Listen mode also has a binomial distribution ( N̂ -1, pl /(1- pt)).
The average number of neighboring nodes in Listen mode is calculated in [8] to be
E[ L | T = 1] =

( Nˆ − 1) pl ( Nˆ − 1) pl
=
.
pl + ps
1 − pt

(5.8)

Thus, in a node-discovered slot, the average ratio of neighboring nodes which discover the node in
Transmit mode can be computed to be
E[Discover] =

ˆ
E[ L | T = 1] Pr(T = 1) ( Nˆ − 1) pl
=
pt (1 − pt ) N −1 .
1 − pt
Nˆ

(5.9)

The maximum value of E[Discover] can be computed by letting the derivative of (5.9) equal to 0.
This yields pt = pl = 2/ Nˆ . Substitute pt = pl = 2/ Nˆ into E[Discover] in (5.9), and we get
max{E[ Discover ]} = ( Nˆ − 1)(

2 2
2 ˆ
) (1 − ) N − 2 .
ˆ
N
Nˆ

(5.10)

Substitute pt = pl = 2/ Nˆ into Pr(T=1) in (5.7), and we get
ˆ
Pr(T = 1, pt = pl = 2 / Nˆ ) = 2(1− 2 / Nˆ ) N −1 .
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(5.11)

With (5.10) and (5.11) it is easy to show that only a few slots are needed to terminate the Birthday
protocol for the purpose of neighbor discovery when the number of neighboring nodes N̂ is large. For
example, when

N̂

= 50, the values of max{E[Discover]} and Pr(T = 1, pt = pl = 2 / Nˆ ) are computed to be

0.011 and 0.2706, respectively. This means that a slot becomes the node-discovered slot with a
probability 0.2706. Assume node ni is the transmitting node in this node-discovered slot. Then node ni
is likely to have itself discovered by 0.011×50 = 0.55 number of neighboring nodes. In only a few
slots, node ni is most likely to be discovered by at least one neighboring node, such that the Birthday
protocol among

N̂

nodes can be terminated.

To achieving an arbitrarily high discover ratio, the procedure of HME based on the Birthday
protocol needs to last for a much longer time period, as explained in the following subsection.
5.4.2 Birthday protocol for hello message exchange
To achieve a given discovery ratio pdr, a node, say node ni, needs to be in the Transmit mode or the
Listen mode in a minimum number of node-discovered slots. This number is computed as follows.
After q-number of node-discovered slots, the average ratio of neighboring nodes which has not
received a message from node ni may be sufficiently reduced to (1 − max{E[Discover]})q . To achieve pdr,
q
we let (1 − max{E[Discover]}) ≤ (1 − pdr ) , such that q ≥ log(1 − pdr ) / log(1 − max{E[Discover]}) . Since

there are N̂ -number of nodes in the neighborhood area, the minimum number of node-discovered
slots needed to achieve pdr may be computed to be

∆ = Nˆ q = Nˆ log( 1 − p dr ) / log( 1 − max{ E [ Discover ]}) .

(5.12)

Because the probability of a node-discovered slot is small (see (5.11)), a large number of slots are
needed to achieve ∆-number of node-discovered slots before terminating the Birthday protocol. The
time duration and the node energy for the procedure of HME based on the Birthday protocol are
analyzed in the next subsection.
5.4.3 Analyses of time duration and node energy consumption
Because every node independently decides to be in Transmit, Listen or Sleep mode, the event that a
slot Ts becomes a node-discovered slot can be modeled as a Bernoulli trial. Over the slot-based time
interval Tnd, the number of node-discovered slots ns follows the binominal distribution B(ns ,
Pr(T =1, pt = pl = 2/ Nˆ ) ). According to the Chernoff bound [20], the value of ns can be computed to be

ns =

∆ − log(1 − p desire ) + log 2 (1 − p desire ) − 2∆ log(1 − p desire )
ˆ
2(1 − 2 / Nˆ ) N −1

,

(5.13)
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as shown in Appendix 5.1. Hereby the overall time duration for the procedure of HME Tnd can be
calculated to be

Tnd = nsTs =

∆ − log(1 − p desire ) + log 2 (1 − p desire ) − 2 ∆ log(1 − p desire )
ˆ
2(1 − 2 / Nˆ ) N −1

=

Ts

∆ − log(1 − p desire ) + log 2 (1 − p desire ) − 2∆ log(1 − p desire ) l msg

Rb ,

ˆ
2(1 − 2 / Nˆ ) N −1

(5.14)

where ∆ is given in (5.12), pdesire is a parameter introduced by the Chernoff bound representing the
confidence that is often set to be 0.99. After ns-number of slots, the energies that a node, say node ni,
consumes on transmitting and listening/receiving messages are denoted as etxi and erxi , respectively.
The total node energy consumption is denoted

i
emsg

and can be computed to be

2 n s l msg
i
i
i
emsg
= etx + erx
= Ptx pt nsTs + Prx pl nsTs = ( Ptx + Prx ) ˆ
,
N Rb

(5.15)

where ns is given in (5.13), Ptx and Prx are given in (5.1) and (5.2), respectively.
From (5.10-5.15), the time duration and the node energy consumption can be found as functions of
the discovery ratio pdr and several network parameters, including the length of a hello message lmsg,
the data transmission rate Rb, and the number of neighboring nodes

N̂

. For brevity of presentation,

the numerical results of (5.14) and (5.15) will be shown together with the confirmative simulation
results in Section 5.6. According to the numerical results, the Birthday protocol is found to require a
relatively long time duration and considerable amount of node energy to complete the procedure of
HME for a given node discovery ratio. Hence we are motivated to find a solution that renders a faster
and more energy-efficient procedure of HME, as introduced in the next section.

5.5 Carrier Sensing Mini-Slot (CSMS) Algorithm for Hello Message Exchange
In this section, we characterize the procedure of HME based on the Carrier Sensing Mini-Slot
(CSMS) algorithm to achieve an arbitrarily high discovery ratio. For a given discovery ratio, the
procedure of HME using the CSMS algorithm requires much shorter time duration and much less
node energy, in comparison to using the Birthday protocol. The CSMS algorithm is a set of channel
access rules modified from the solution for the initialization problem reported in [11]. Hence we
explain the initialization problem and the corresponding solution in subsection 5.5.1. Then the CSMS
algorithm is introduced in subsection 5.5.2. The time duration and the node energy required for the
procedure of HME based on the CSMS algorithm are analyzed in subsection 5.5.3.
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5.5.1 Initialization problem and corresponding solution
The initialization problem refers to assigning each node a distinct identification (ID) in a distributed
manner [11, 21, 22]. In [11], the initialization problem is discussed in the single-hop neighborhood
area of a node. The corresponding solution in [11] is based on the slot-based time interval shown in
Figure 5.3 (a). The entire time interval allocated for solving the Initialization problem is denoted Tnd,
which is divided into several time slots. Each time slot is denoted by Tmini, which is divided into three
mini-slots: the first, the second and the third mini-slot are termed the Initial Period (IP), the
Transmission Period (TP) and the Acknowledgement Period (AP), respectively. The time duration of
TP is set long enough to accommodate the transmission of a lmsg–bit hello message. The time duration
of AP is set long enough to accommodate the transmission of an acknowledgment packet which is
much shorter than lmsg in length. Thus, the time duration of AP can be ignored with respect to TP.
Over this slot-based time interval Tnd, the solution for the Initialization problem is performed in the
following procedure.
Multiple nodes are assumed to have been time-synchronized to the beginning of the first time slot
Tmini in Tnd. Then each node uses a probability pt to decide whether to broadcast a hello message in the
current slot. If a node, say node ni, decides to broadcast, it launches a random timer and senses (also
referred as listens to) the channel in the time period defined by the timer. The maximum duration that
the node timer can take is equal to the length of the IP. If the channel is sensed idle, node ni
immediately broadcasts its hello message. This message may be successfully received by other
neighboring nodes if no collision occurs during the message transmission. In this case the slot is
termed the successful transmission slot.
However, node ni is not aware of this successful transmission. This can be solved in the next
successful transmission slot Tmini, in which another transmitting node, say nj, appends the
acknowledgement to node ni in its hello message. When node ni successfully receives a message from
node nj, node ni knows that it has been discovered by neighboring nodes. Hence, node ni assigns
value 1 to its ID and becomes a “checker” for its neighboring nodes. Node ni acknowledge node nj by
sending an acknowledgment (ACK) packet in the AP of the current successful transmission slot. In
the ACK packet, node ni assigns value 2 to the ID of node nj. Henceforth node ni acknowledges every
transmitting node in the successful transmission slot until all the nodes are assigned with a distinct
ID. Using this solution, the time duration needed to solve the initialization problem is greatly
reduced.
The above solution is modified for the procedure of HME to achieve an arbitrarily high discovery
ratio, as explained in the next subsection.
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5.5.2 Carrier Sensing Mini-Slot algorithm for hello message exchange
In this subsection, the procedure of HME based on the CSMS algorithm is introduced. Firstly, we
present the slot-based time interval for the CSMS algorithm. Then the structure of a hello message is
explained. Finally we explain the CSMS algorithm that allows a node to achieve an arbitrarily high
discovery ratio through the procedure of HME.
In Figure 5.3 (b), the slot-based time interval for the CSMS algorithm is shown. The hello message
exchange interval Tnd is divided into ns–number of mini-slots. Each mini-slot lasts for Tmini seconds,
such that Tnd = nsTmini. A mini-slot Tmini consists of two time periods, i.e., a carrier sensing period Tcs
and a hello message transmission period Ts, such that Tmini = Tcs+Ts. The length of Ts can be calculated
as lmsg/Rb, where lmsg is the length of the hello message and Rb is the data transmission rate.
Furthermore, the carrier sensing period Tcs consists of two time periods that lasts for Tcs_msg seconds
and td seconds, respectively. To allocate adequate time for carrier sensing, Tcs_msg is set to be equal to
wt t d Nˆ , where wt is a weighting factor, td is the time delay to transmit the signal over distance in

length dTR, and N̂ is the number of neighboring nodes.
In summary, the time duration of a mini-slot Tmini can be expressed as
Tmini = Tcs +Ts = (Tcs_ msg + td ) + lmsg / Rb
= (wt t d Nˆ + t d ) + l msg / Rb .

(5.16)

The node hello message has a three-section structure. The first section contains the ID of the
transmitting node, the second section contains the value of the node residual energy, and the third
section is an acknowledgement (ACK) section. This ACK section contains the ID of the transmitting
node which broadcasted a hello message in the latest successful transmission slot.
The procedure of HME based on the CSMS algorithm in a mini-slot Tmini is explained in the form of
a flowchart in Figure 5.4. This procedure has five steps that take place in the following sequence.
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Step 2: launch timer tcs_msg
Sense channel for tcs_msg

Step 1 : node turns on

transceiver
yes

no
signal sensed?

Step 3 (case 1):
receive message

Step 3 (case 2):
Broadcast with pt?
no

read the value of node
residual energy

Step 4 (case 2): sense the
channel for (Tcs-tcs_msg)
record the node ID in the
received message
yes
check if node ID in ACK
is my ID

yes
Step 4 (case 1)
broadcast Hello
message: (my ID,
the value of my
residual energy, ID
of node in the latest
successful
transmission slot
(ACK))

Step 5: message detected
during (Tcs-tcs_msg\)?

no

no

yes
no longer broadcast
Hello message in Tnd

shut down transceiver
and wait for next Tmini

Figure 5.4 Flowchart of the CSMS algorithm in a mini-slot Tmini.

TABLE 5.1
ACRONYMS, DESCRIPTIONS AND VALUES FOR HELLO MESSAGE EXCHANGE USING BIRTHDAY
PROTOCOL AND CSMS
Acronym
εfs
εtr
εelec
dc
dCR
td

Description
Energy consumption of the transmitter
amplifier based on free space model
Energy consumption of the transmitter
amplifier based on two ray ground model
Energy consumption of electrical circuit
Threshold distance between transmitter and
receiver
Cluster radius
Signal transmission delay

Value
10
pJ/bit/m2
0.0013
pJ/bit/m4
50 nJ/bit
86 m
35 m
50 µs
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Step 1: Every node turns on the transceiver. The clocks of N̂ neighboring nodes are synchronized to
the beginning of a mini-slot Tmini.

Step 2: Every node, say nodes ni, launches a timer denoted by tcsi _ msg . The value of tcsi _ msg is assigned
based on a random variable that follows the uniform distribution in [0, Tcs_msg]. Then node ni turns its
transceiver on and senses the channel for the time period defined by

i
t cs
_ msg .

Step 3 - case 1: In tcsi _ msg if node ni senses the signal of a hello message from a neighboring node, it
receives this message. From the received message, node ni reads the residual energy of neighboring
node, say node nj. Node ni also reads if the ACK section of the message from node nj contains the ID
of node ni. If node ni’s ID is found in the ACK section, node ni is convinced that it has successfully
broadcasted its message. Hence, node ni will not broadcast any message in the rest time period of Tnd.
Then node ni turns off the transceiver until the next mini-slot Tmini begins.

Step 3 - case 2: If no message is detected by the expiry of

i
t cs
_ msg

, node ni decides to broadcast its

hello message with a probability pt.

Step 4 - case 1: With the probability pt, node ni broadcasts its hello message which is filled with
node ni’s ID in the first section, the value of its residual energy ei in the second section and the ID of
the transmitting node in the latest successful transmission slot in the third section (ACK section).
When the transmission is completed, node ni shuts off the transceiver until the next mini-slot Tmini
begins.

Step 4 - case 2: With probability (1-pt), node ni decides not to broadcast the hello message. Node ni
i

continues to sense the channel in the rest of the time period ( Tcs - tcs _ msg ).
i
Step 5: If a hello message is detected during period ( Tcs_ msg - tcs _ msg ), node ni receives this message

by following the same procedure as described in Step 3 - case 1. If no message is detected in ( Tcs _ msg
i

- t cs _ msg ), node ni turns off its transceiver until the next mini-slot Tmini begins.
The procedure of HME based on the CSMS algorithm in a mini-slot Tmini is completed.
We should note that, due to the time period td allocated after Tcs_msg, all the neighboring nodes can
receive the message from the transmitting node in a successful transmission slot. Hereby the
transmitting node is discovered by all of its neighboring nodes. This is the distinctive nature of the
CSMS algorithm. This nature has a notable significance that is two-fold as follows.
Firstly, by this nature the transmitting node in a successful transmission slot needs no immediate
feedback (acknowledgement) from the receiving nodes. The acknowledgement is piggybacked in the
hello message broadcasted in the next successful transmission slot, as embodied in Step 3 - case 1.
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Secondly, this nature makes the procedure of HME terminate quickly at small expense of node
energy, as analyzed in the next subsection.
5.5.3 Analyses of time duration and node energy consumption
i
In a mini-slot Tmini, at the expiry of carrier sensing timer tcs _ msg node ni decides to broadcast its

hello message with a probability pt. Therefore, a mini-slot becomes a successful transmission slot,
i
depending on the values of the probability pt and the timer tcs _ msg , i = 1,2,…, n̂

≤ N̂

. Note that the

i
value of tcs _ msg is uniformly distributed in [0, Tcs_msg].

Although each node independently decides whether to broadcast a hello message, the carrier
sensing periods of multiple nodes are heavily coupled. Suppose the timer

i
t cs
_ msg

of node ni is the

k
i
i
shortest carrier sensing period, i.e., tcs_ msg = min{t cs _ msg , k = 1,2,..., nˆ} . Suppose the timer tcs _ msg of
k

i
node nj is the second shortest carrier sensing period which is greater than tcs_ msg . When node ni

i
decides to broadcast a hello message at the expiry of tcs_ msg, its neighboring nodes can sense and

j
i
receive the signals of this hello message, only if tcs _ msg − tcs _ msg ≥ td , according to the nature of the

CSMS algorithm. In this regard, we can analyze the time duration and the node energy needed for the
procedure of HME using the CSMS algorithm to achieve a given discovery ratio, exploiting the
theories of order statistics [24] and Chernoff bound [20], as explained in the following.
i
nˆ
1
2
Let t cs _ msg , t cs _ msg ,..., t cs _ msg ,..., t cs _ msg denote the random carrier sensing periods that n̂ out

of

N̂

neighboring nodes launch from the beginning of a mini-slot Tmini. The values of these delays are
ˆ

ˆ

ˆ

ˆ ˆ

1:n
2:n
i:n
n:n
1:nˆ
put into a non-decreasing order {t cs _ msg , t cs _ msg ,..., t cs _ msg ,..., t cs _ msg , } , where t cs _ msg denotes
ˆ
nˆ :nˆ
the shortest period, t cs2:n_ msg denotes the second shortest period, and t cs _ msg denotes the longest

period. Then the probability that a mini-slot becomes a successful transmission slot may be calculated
to be
Pr( pt , Nˆ , t d ) =
 ˆ

N
1: nˆ
ˆ
ˆ
where Pr( nˆ ) =   p tn (1 − p t ) N − n , x = t cs _ msg
 nˆ 
ˆ

Nˆ

∑ nˆ = 1 Pr( nˆ ) × Pr(

y − x ≥ td ) ,

(5.17)

2:nˆ
and y = t cs _ msg , Pr( nˆ ) denotes the probability

that these n̂ nodes all broadcast hello messages at the expiry of their timers.
The probability

Pr( y − x ≥ td ) can

be computed exploiting the order statistic theory [24] as follows.

Note that x and y are the values of two identically distributed random variables X and Y, respectively.
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Pr( y − x ≥ t d )

X and Y follow the uniform distribution in [0, Tcs_msg]. Then

can be computed by using the

joint pdf of X and Y, denoted as f 1, 2:nˆ ( x , y ) and expressed as

f1, 2:nˆ ( x, y ) = nˆ (nˆ − 1)(1 − y / Tcs _ msg ) n − 2 / Tcs2 _ msg ,
ˆ

(5.18)

as shown in Appendix 5.2. Then Pr( y − x ≥ t d ) can be computed to be

1,


Pr( y − x ≥ t d ) = (1 − 1 /( w Nˆ )) nˆ ,
t


nˆ = 1;
nˆ ∈ [ 2 , Nˆ ),

(5.19)

as shown in Appendix 5.2. Substitute (5.19) into (5.17) to yield Pr( pt , Nˆ , t d ) as
Pr( p t , Nˆ , t d ) =

Nˆ

 Nˆ  nˆ
ˆ
ˆ
  p t (1 − p t ) N − nˆ (1 − 1 ) nˆ + Nˆ p t (1 − p t ) N −1 .
 nˆ 
wt Nˆ
nˆ = 2 

∑

(5.20)

The event that a slot becomes the successful transmission slot is a Bernoulli trial. In the slot-based
time interval Tnd, the total number of successful transmission slots follows a binominal distribution
B(ns , Pr( pt , Nˆ , td ) ). To achieve a given discovery ratio pdr, the number of the successful transmission
slot needs to be no smaller than pdr Nˆ . To have pdr Nˆ number of successful transmission slots, the
number of mini-slot ns can be calculated using the Chernoff bound as (see Appendix 5.3)
pdr Nˆ − log(1 − pdesire) + log2 (1 − pdesire) − 2 pdr Nˆ log(1 − pdesire)
ns =
,
Pr( p , Nˆ , t )
t

where

Pr( pt , Nˆ , td ) is

(5.21)

d

given in (5.20). Therefore, the time duration of Tnd can be expressed as

Tnd = Tminins
= [( wt t d Nˆ + t d ) + l msg / Rb ]

p dr Nˆ − log(1 − p desire ) + log 2 (1 − p desire ) − 2 p dr Nˆ log(1 − p desire )
.
Pr( p , Nˆ , t )
t

(5.22)

d

In the hello message exchange interval Tnd, node ni needs to broadcast its hello message at least qtimes

to

ensure

that

q ≥ log(ε ) / log(1 − Pr( pt , Nˆ , t d )) ,
4

at

least

one

successful

transmission

slot

occurs,

where

and ε is a parameter taking the value that can be arbitrarily small, e.g., 10-

. The total amount of energy that ni spends on broadcasting hello messages in Tnd is denoted by

i
etmsg

and may be computed as
i
etmsg
= PtxTs q = −4 PtxTs / log(1 − Pr( pt , Nˆ , t d )) .
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(5.23)

The total amount of energy that ni spends on receiving messages and sensing the channel in Tnd is
denoted by

i
ermsg

and may be computed as

∑t1cs:N_ msg + nsTs ) Pr(pt , Nˆ , td ) + PrxnsTcs (1 − pt ) Nˆ +
ˆ

i
e rmsg
≈ Prx (

ns

Prx (

∑ tcs1:N_ msg + nsTs )(1 − Pr( pt , Nˆ , t d ) − (1 − p t ) N ) .
ˆ

ˆ

(5.24)

ns

On the right-hand side of (5.24), the first term presents the node energy consumed by sensing channel
and receiving messages in the successful transmission slots over ns-number of mini-slots. The second
term presents the node energy consumed by sensing channel in the slots where no nodes decides to
transmit over ns-number of mini-slots. The third terms presents the node energy consumed by sensing
channel and receiving messages in the slots where collision occurs over ns-number of mini-slots. The
total time duration that node ni spends on carrier sensing over ns-number of mini-slots can be

∑ t 1cs: N_ msg
ˆ

expressed as

i
, which is shorter than nsTcs. Hence the node energy consumption e rmsg

ns

expressed in (5.24) may be no greater than the following
ˆ
i
e rmsg
≤ Prx n s (Tcs + Ts ) Pr( p t , Nˆ , t d ) + Prx n s Tcs (1 − p t ) N +

Prx ns (Tcs + Ts )(1 − Pr( pt , Nˆ , t d ) − (1 − p t ) N̂ )
ˆ

ˆ

= Prx ns [(Tcs + Ts )(1 − (1 − p t ) N ) + Tcs (1 − p t ) N ] .

(5.25)

Using (5.23-5.25), the total energy consumption that node ni spends in the procedure of HME based
i
on the CSMS algorithm to achieve a given discovery ratio pdr is denoted by emsg
and may be

computed to be
i
i
i
emsg
= etmsg
+ ermsg

1:Nˆ
ˆ
= − 4 Ptx Ts / log(1 − Pr( p t , Nˆ , t d )) + Prx (∑tcs _ msg + nsTs ) Pr(pt , N, t d ) +
ns

1:N
N
ˆ
Prx nsTcs (1 − p t ) N + Prx (∑ t cs
_ msg + ns Ts )(1 − Pr( pt , N , t d ) − (1 − p t ) )

ˆ

ˆ

ˆ

ns

≤

ˆ
ˆ
− 4PtxTs / log(1 − Pr( pt , Nˆ , t d )) + Prx ns [(Tcs + Ts )(1 − (1 − p t ) N ) + Tcs (1 − p t ) N ] .

Both the time duration Tnd in (5.22) and the node energy consumption

i
emsg

(5.26)

in (5.26) are dependent

on the discovery ratio pdr, the transmission probability pt, and several network parameters, including
the number of neighboring node

N̂

, the length of the hello message lmsg, the data transmission rate
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Rb, the signal transmission delay td and the weighting factor wt. To configure pt, we formulate an
optimization problem and solve it using numerical methods as follows.
In (5.26)

i
emsg

is heavily dependent on the number of mini-slots ns. Hence the probability pt is to be

configured to minimize ns. The optimization problem to minimize ns is formulated to be
p dr Nˆ − log(1 − p desire ) + log 2 (1 − p desire ) − 2 p dr Nˆ log(1 − p desire )
} , (5.27)
arg min{ n s } = arg min{
Pr( p , Nˆ , t )
p
pt

t

t

d

subject to: 0 < pt < 1.
Suppose the values of pdr,

N̂

, lmsg, Rb, td and wt, are known by nodes a priori. Every node, say node

ni , can independently compute pt to minimize the value of ns using numerical methods. For example,
when

N̂

= 40, lmsg = 150 Bytes, Rb = 256kbps, td = 1µs, wt = 20 and pdr = 0.99, the value of pt is

calculated to be 0.17 and the optimized value of ns is equal to 28.
i
for the
Using (5.22) and (5.26), the time duration Tnd and the node energy consumption emsg

procedure of HME using the CSMS algorithm are found much less than the counterparts for the HME
procedure using the Birthday protocol. For brevity of presentation, the numerical results of Tnd and
i
emsg

expressed in (5.22) and (5.26) will be presented together with the confirmative simulation results

in the next section.

5.6 Performance Evaluation by Simulations
This section consists of two subsections. In the first subsection, simulation-based investigations are
i
carried out to verify the time duration Tnd and the node energy emsg
of the HME procedure that uses
i
the Birthday protocol and the CSMS algorithm, respectively. The theoretical analyses of Tnd and emsg

presented in subsections 5.4.3 and 5.5.3 are found to agree well with the simulation results. For the
studied network parameters, the CSMS algorithm outperforms the Birthday protocol in requiring
i
much less Tnd and emsg
to achieve a given discovery ratio pdr through the HME procedure. In the

second subsection, simulation-based investigations are carried out to evaluate the effectiveness of the
decentralized SWEET algorithm and the energy-efficiency of the network based on the decentralized
SWEET algorithm with respect to the various discovery ratios. It is found that the decentralized
SWEET algorithm effectively achieves its design goal. Also, the network energy-efficiency is
significantly reduced when a high discovery ratio needs to be achieved in the HME procedure.
However, using the CSMS algorithm for the HME procedure, the energy-efficiency of the network
based on the decentralized SWEET algorithm can be attained, in comparison to the network based on
the Backoff clustering algorithm [25]. The simulator is developed using MATLAB®.
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(a) Time duration Tnd of the Hello Message Exchange procedure, N̂ and pdr vary, pdesire= 0.99,
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(b) Node ni’s energy consumption emsg
for the procedure of Hello Message Exchange, N̂ and pdr vary,
pdesire = 0.99, lmsg = 150 bytes, Rb = 1Mbps, wt = 20.

Figure 5.5 Time and node energy consumption for the procedure of Hello Message Exchange
based on the Birthday protocol and the CSMS algorithm, respectively. The number of
neighboring node N̂ and the expected discovery ratio pdr vary.
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(b) Node ni’s energy consumption emsg
for the procedure of Hello Message Exchange, N̂ and lmsg vary, pdr =
pdesire = 0.99, Rb = 1Mbps, wt = 20.

Figure 5.6 Time and node energy consumption for the procedure of Hello Message Exchange based
on the Birthday protocol and the CSMS algorithm, respectively. The number of
neighboring node N̂ and the length of a hello message lmsg vary.
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(b) Node ni’s energy consumption emsg
for the procedure of Hello Message Exchange, N̂ and Rb vary, pdr
= pdesire = 0.99, lmsg = 150 bytes, wt = 20.

Figure 5.7 Time and node energy consumption for the procedure of Hello Message Exchange based
on the Birthday protocol and the CSMS algorithm, respectively. The number of
neighboring node N̂ and the data transmission rate Rb vary.
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5.6.1 Performances evaluation of hello message change procedure based on Birthday protocol and
CSMS algorithm
According to (5.14), (5.15), (5.22) and (5.26), the time duration Tnd and the node energy
consumption

i
emsg

of node ni in the procedure of HME based on the Birthday protocol and the CSMS

algorithm are dependent on the discovery ratio pdr, the number of neighboring node

N̂

, the length of a

hello message lmsg and the data transmission rate Rb. To investigate the dependence of Tnd and

i
emsg

on

each of these parameters, three groups of simulations are conducted. In each group, two parameters
are varied and others are set to be constant.
In the first group of simulations, N̂ is increased from 10 to 80, pdr is increased from 0.50 to 0.99, Rb
is set to 1Mbps and lmsg is set to 150 bytes. In the second group, N̂ is increased from 10 to 80, lmsg is
increased from 100 bytes to 200 bytes, Rb is set to 1Mbps, pdr is set to 0.99. In the third group, N̂ is
increased from 10 to 80, Rb is increased from 256 kbps to 1Mbps, lmsg is set to 150 bytes, pdr is set to
0.99. For these three groups of simulations, the parameters used in the node energy consumption
model take the corresponding values listed in Table 5.1.
Graphic results of the first group of simulations are shown in Figure 5.5, where every value is the
averaged results over 500 repeated simulations. For the investigated values of N̂ , the CSMS
algorithm is found to require a much shorter period of time and charging a node much less energy to
attain a given pdr throughout the HME procedure. For example, for pdr = 0.99 and
i
emsg

N̂

= 40, Tnd and

needed by the CSMS algorithm is less than 0.5 second and 0.007 joules, respectively; whereas

Tnd and

i
emsg

required by the Birthday protocol are about 70 seconds and 0.32 joules, respectively.

When N̂ is increased to 80, to achieve pdr = 0.99, Tnd needed by the CSMS algorithm increases
slowly to be less than 2.5 seconds.
Graphic results of the second group of simulations are shown in Figure 5.6, where every value is
the averaged results over 500 repeated simulations. When the length of a hello messages lmsg
increases, the time duration Tnd and the node energy

i
emsg

are found notably increased to achieve a

given discovery ratio pdr throughout the HME procedure. Compared to using the Birthday protocol,
the procedure of HME using CSMS requires much shorter Tnd and much smaller
0.99 for the studied values of

N̂

i
emsg

to achieve pdr =

and lmsg. For example, for N̂ = 80 and lmsg = 150 Bytes, Tnd and

i
emsg

needed by the CSMS algorithm are less than 2 seconds and 0.025 joules, respectively; whereas Tnd
and

100

i
emsg

needed by the Birthday protocol are 310 seconds and 0.75 joules, respectively.

TABLE 5.2
ACRONYMS, DESCRIPTIONS AND VALUES FOR THE DECENTRALIZED SWEET ALGORITHM
Acronym
Rb
Tsetup
tc
δmax
δ min

td
Tsyn
Tdelay_frame
Tmb
Tsteady
ldata
lmsg
eDA
esens
Psen

Description
Data transmission rate
Duration of the setup phase
Time slot allocated in Tsetup for Backoff
algorithm
Parameter for configuring the random timer
in Backoff algorithm
Parameter for configuring the random timer
in Backoff algorithm
Signal transmission delay
Synchronization Interval
Time duration for the CH selection
procedure
Duration of the Membership Application
Interval
Duration of the steady phase
Node overhead message in the procedure of
cluster formation
Packet for uploading data
Length of hello message
Energy consumption for data aggregation
Energy cost on sensing data
Receiver sensitivity

dCR = 20

18

dCR = 30

16

Number of selected Cluster Head nodes

Number of selected Cluster Head nodes

0.01 s
5
2.8
50 µs
3s
5s
≈0

15 s
200 bits
4000 bits
1200 bits
5 nJ/bit
≈0
-82dBm

20

20

dCR = 40

14
expected number of CH node, k=9.62
12
10
8

expected number of CH node, k=4.27

6
4
2
0

Value
1 Mbps
≥ tc for Backoff

2

4

6

8

10
Round

d

16

dCR = 30

CR

12

14

(a) discovery ratio pdr = 0.50

16

18

20

= 20

dCR = 40

14
expected number of CH node, k=9.62

12
10
8

expected number of CH node, k=4.27
6
4
2

expected number of CH node, k=2.40

0

18

0

expected number of CH node, k=2.40

0

2

4

6

8

10
Round

12

14

16

18

20

(b) discovery ratio pdr = 0.99

Figure 5.8 Number of Cluster Head nodes selected by the decentralized SWEET algorithm in the
first 20 rounds of three simulations for two discovery ratios.
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Figure 5.9 Spatial distribution of Cluster Head nodes selected by the decentralized SWEET algorithm at
various cluster radii dCR and practical discovery ratios pdr. CH nodes are represented by stars.
Non-CH nodes are represented by circles.
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Figure 5.10 Network lifetime under the influences of hello message exchange
implemented using Birthday protocol and CSMS.
Graphic results of the third group of simulations are shown in Figure 5.7, where every value is the
averaged results over 500 repeated simulations. When the data transmission rate Rb becomes slow,
i
the time duration Tnd and the node energy emsg
are significantly increased to achieve a given discovery

ratio pdr throughout the HME procedure. Compared to using the Birthday protocol, the procedure of
HME based on the CSMS algorithm requires much shorter Tnd and much smaller
0.99 for the studied

N̂

i
emsg
to

and Rb. For example, for N̂ = 80 and Rb = 256 kbps, Tnd and

i
emsg

achieve pdr =

needed by the

CSMS algorithm are less than 3 seconds and 0.045 joules, respectively. These costs are hundreds of
times less than the counterparts by using the Birthday protocol.
In Figures 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7, there are notable discrepancies between the theoretical results and the
simulation results. These discrepancies may arise from the developed simulator on the basis of
MATLAB. MATLAB may be inferior to other network simulators in simulating time-driven events.
This pitfall of the MATLAB-based simulator may introduce a substantial amount of time offsets in
simulation results. The time offsets result in the differences in node’s energy consumptions.
5.6.2 Performance evaluation of the decentralized SWEET algorithm
In this section, the effectiveness of the decentralized SWEET algorithm and the energy efficiency
of the network based on the decentralized SWEET algorithm are evaluated via simulations with
respect to imperfect but practical discovery ratios.
Simulations are carried out using the following network settings. There are N = 200 nodes randomly
deployed according to the uniform distribution in A = 104 square meter area. Each node is initialized
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with e0 = 2 joules energy. The parameters for the decentralized SWEET algorithm take values from
Table 5.2. Parameters relevant to the node energy model take corresponding values from Table 5.1.
The decentralized SWEET algorithm is expected to achieve the design goal of the SWEET
algorithm at the practical discovery ratio pdr. The design goal of the SWEET algorithm is two-fold.
Firstly, a limited number of nodes are selected to become Cluster Head (CH) nodes. Secondly, the
CH nodes need to be evenly deployed over the entire network area. The expected number of CH
nodes selected by the SWEET algorithm k is relevant to the length of the cluster radius dCR, i.e.,
2
k =  2 3 A /( 9 d CR )  . In this view, two groups of simulations are conducted.





In the first group of simulations, the value of pdr is set to be 0.5, and the length of dCR increases
from 20 meters to 40 meters. The number of CH nodes selected by the decentralized SWEET
algorithm in the first 20 rounds of three simulations is shown in Figure 5.8 (a). In the second group of
simulations, the value of pdr is set to be 0.99, and the length of dCR increases from 20 meters to 40
meters. The number of CH nodes selected by the decentralized SWEET algorithm in the first 20
rounds of three simulations is shown in Figure 5.8 (b). For brevity of presentation, the snapshots of
CH node spatial distribution in one round of the simulations for various pdr and dCR are demonstrated
in Figure 5.9.
Figure 5.8 shows that the number of CH nodes selected by the decentralized SWEET algorithm is
sufficiently close to the expected value for the studied cluster radii dCR. Figure 5.9 shows that the
selected CH nodes are fairly evenly deployed over the entire network area for the studied cluster radii
dCR and discovery ratios pdr. These results confirm that the decentralized SWEET algorithm achieves
the design goal of the SWEET algorithm using the empirical pdf of Neighborhood Average Residual
Energy (NARE) developed through the HME procedure that attains the discovery ratio as low as 0.5.
It is known that the node energy consumption for the HME procedure significantly increases when
the value of discovery ratio pdr becomes large. To investigate the influence of practical pdr on the
lifetime of the network based on the decentralized SWEET algorithm, simulations are carried out as
follows. The cluster radius dCR is set to 35 meters, such that there are on average 40 nodes particulate
in the procedure of HME in a neighborhood area. In the system Initialization Interval, the procedure
of HME uses the Birthday protocol and the CSMS algorithm, respectively, to achieve a given
discovery ratio. The value of discovery ratio pdr is increased from 0.5 to 0.99 throughout the
simulations. The network lifetimes obtained from these simulations are presented in Figure 5.10.
In Figure 5.10, every value is the averaged results over 50 repeated simulations. The lifetime is
measured by HND and AllND which are defined in subsection 4.7.5 in Chapter 4 as follows. HND is
defined as the round when a half of the network nodes die. AllND is defined as the round when all the
network nodes die. For comparative purpose, the lifetime of the network running the Backoff
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algorithm is also presented in Figure 5.10. We shall note that the operation of the Backoff algorithm
needs no HME procedure, and thus is independent from the discovery ratio pdr.
Figure 10 shows that the lifetime of the network based on the decentralized SWEET algorithm is
notably influenced by the practical discovery ratio pdr. When pdr increases, the node energy
consumption needed for sufficiently exchanging hello messages is increased, accounting for reducing
the network lifetime. For a given pdr, the lifetime of the network which employs the CSMS algorithm
for the HME procedure lasts for a much longer period than the lifetime of a network that employs the
Birthday protocol for the HME procedure. This may be due to the superior energy-efficiency of the
CSMS algorithm over the Birthday protocol for the HME procedure to achieve a given pdr.
It can also be observed from Figure 5.10 that the decentralized SWEET algorithm outperforms the
Backoff algorithm in prolonging the network lifetime at high discovery ratios pdr if the CSMS
algorithm is used for the HME procedure. For example, when pdr = 0.8, the AllND lifetime of the
network based on the CSMS algorithm and the decentralized SWEET algorithm is 77.2 round and the
counterpart of the network based on the Backoff algorithm is 74.5 round. These results show that the
energy efficiency of the SWEET algorithm is attained in the decentralization procedure.

5.7 Chapter Conclusions
This chapter presents two solutions, i.e., the Birthday protocol and the Carrier Sensing Mini-Slot
(CSMS) algorithm, for the procedure of Hello Message Exchange (HME) which is used in
developing the empirical probability density function (pdf) of a node’s Neighborhood Average
Residual Energy (NARE). This empirical pdf is exploited by the decentralized SWEET algorithm to
achieve an energy efficient network operation.
The discovery ratio is introduced to quantify the sufficiency of message exchange in the procedure
of HME. A high discovery ratio is required to increase the precision of the estimates for the needed
empirical pdf. Using the Birthday protocol or the CSMS algorithm for the procedure of HME, an
arbitrarily high discovery ratio can be attained. However, the time duration and the node energy
consumption for such a procedure are considerably large in the neighborhood area of high node
density. According to theoretical analyses and simulation-based investigations, the CSMS algorithm
outperforms the Birthday protocol in accomplishing the HME procedure within a much shorter time
duration and at much less expense of node energy, for the same discovery ratio, network node
density, data transmission rate and length of the hello message.
Simulations are carried out to validate that the design goal of the decentralized SWEET algorithm is
effectively achieved at an imperfect but practical discovery ratio. When the discovery ratio is as low
as 0.5, the decentralized SWEET algorithm is still capable of selecting a limited number of energetic
cluster head nodes and deploying them evenly over the network area for a given cluster radius.
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Simulation results show that the lifetime of the network based on the decentralized SWEET algorithm
is notably reduced when the discovery ratio increases. However, when the CSMS algorithm is used
for the HME procedure, the lifetime of the network based on the decentralized SWEET algorithm is
longer than the counterpart of the network based on the Backoff algorithm for a high discovery ratio
that approximates 1. The energy efficiency of the network based on the decentralized SWEET is
hereby concluded being effectively attained.
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Chapter 6 Chip Interleaved DS-CDMA Systems to Mitigate
Flat Rayleigh Fading
6.1 Introduction
Chapter 2 shows that a large amount of fade margin is needed for wireless communication
systems to achieve reliable data acceptances in fading channel. The fade margin was set to be 30
dB in the node energy consumption model presented in Chapter 4. The large amount of fade
margin suggests significant node energy expenditure on data communications. Hence fadingmitigating techniques have been explored to save node’s energy for data communication. In
literature many fading-mitigating signal processing techniques, which exploit the signal processing
diversity in space, time, frequency, have been applied on WSNs, such as cooperative
communications [1-3], collaborative communications [4-6], Multi-Input-Multi-Output (MIMO)
signal processing [7-9], etc.
Recently the chip interleaving technique is found to effectively mitigate channel fading by
spacing out the chip signal transmission in time [10-30]. The chip interleaving and de-interleaving
can be accomplished by modifying the transceivers of Direct Sequence Code Division Multiple
Access (DS-CDMA) system at the expense of a few extra components without significantly
increase the complexity of signal processing. Hence, comparing to other fading-mitigating
techniques, the chip interleaving technique provides an alternative means to achieve energyefficient data communications in WSNs, which is to be investigated in Chapter 7.
The aim of this chapter is to study the capability of chip interleaving technique on mitigating flat
Rayleigh fading and this technique’s limitations and shortcoming. Of particular interests to this
study is the transceiver structure of Chip Interleaved DS-CDMA (CIDS-CDMA) systems, the
parameter configuration of chip interleaver and de-interleaver, and the acquisition of signal-tonoise gains attainable by transmitting chip-interleaved signals in flat Rayleigh fading channel.
A route map showing the studied CIDS-CDMA systems and their properties is presented in
Figure 6.1. We investigate the bit error performance of two CIDS-CDMA systems in Additive
White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel with flat Rayleigh fading. The first CIDS-CDMA system
performs binary data communication, Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) modulation and coherent
demodulation. For brevity, this system is referred to as the coherent CIDS-CDMA system
henceforth. The second CIDS-CDMA system performs M-ary communication, BPSK modulation
and non-coherent demodulation using the optimal demodulator. For brevity, this system is referred
to as the non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system. The components that distinguish these two systems
are greyed in Figure 6.1. For both systems, the single-user case and the multi-user cases are
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investigated. For these cases, the binary pseudo-random sequences of polarity values are used as
bit-spreading codes. In the multi-user cases, the time-synchronous and time-asynchronous models
of received signals from multiple users are investigated. In the time-synchronous model, the bit
epochs of received signals are aligned [35]. In the time-asynchronous models, the chip epochs of
received signals may be aligned or completely lack of alignment [35]. We should note that
sophisticated techniques, such as the channel coding, multi-antenna, channel equalization, etc, are
not employed in the studied CIDS-CDMA systems.
The contribution of this chapter is two-fold as follows.
Firstly, we develop the closed-form average bit error rate (BER) expressions for the two studied
CIDS-CDMA systems in AWGN channel with flat Rayleigh fading. The BER expressions clearly
present the fading-mitigating capability of these CIDS-CDMA systems. For the coherent CIDSCDMA system, the noisy phase error introduced in demodulator is alternatively considered. The
BER expressions of this system are functions of the spreading gain, the number of users and
parameters of the non-zero noisy phase error which may follow Gaussian, Tikhonov or uniform
distributions. For the non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system, the phase errors introduced in fading
channel and demodulator are canceled by the optimal demodulator. The BER expressions of this
system are functions of the spreading gain, the number of users and the number of bits per symbol.
For the multi-user cases of both systems, the Multiple Access Interference (MAI) is accurately
computed requiring no approximations.
Secondly, the developed theoretical BER expressions are verified via simulation-based
investigations which employ the m-sequences of polarity values as the pseudo-random spreading
codes. Analytical results of the theoretical BER expressions agree well with the simulation results.
Important findings from the above investigations are summarized herein. The chip-interleaving
signal processing is confirmed to effectively mitigate the flat Rayleigh fading, as per the numerical
BER results of CIDS-CDMA systems and the corresponding DS-CDMA systems. In the coherent
CIDS-CDMA system, when the value of spreading gain increases, the attainable signal-to-noise
gain is significantly increased. The presence of noisy phase error notably degrades the system bit
error performance. In the non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system, significant attainable signal-to-noise
ratio can be gained by increasing the spreading gain or the number of bits per symbol.
The reminder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 presents the literatures review
of CIDS-CDMA systems. Investigations of the coherent and non-coherent CIDS-CDMA systems
are presented in Sections 6.3 and 6.4, respectively. Section 6.5 presents the discussions about the
limitations and shortcomings of the studied CIDS-CDMA systems. This chapter is concluded in
Section 6.6.
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Figure 6.1 Two investigated CIDS-CDMA systems.
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6.2 Literature Review
In [10-30], the chip interleaving signal processing technique is integrated into DS-CDMA
systems to improve the system performance of data acceptance in fading channels.
In the block Chip-Interleaved DS-CDMA (CIDS-CDMA) system reported in [10-14], a block of
uncoded bits is directly spread into chips. Then the indexed chips of blocked bits are interleaved,
modulated and transmitted in turn in the transmitter. In the receiver the transmitted data bits are
recovered, reversing the signal processing steps performed in the transmitter. In the presence of
Rayleigh fading and AWGN, notable bit error gains were observed from the simulation results of
single-user CIDS-CDMA systems [10, 11, 13]. It has been understood that the bit error
improvement rises from the time diversity of chip interleaving, which effectively releases the
temporarily heavily-correlated channel response caused by fading [14].
Studies of CIDS-CDMA systems were extended to multi-user cases in [14-17], where the
influence from Multiple Access Interference (MAI) and Inter-symbol Interference (ISI) caused by
frequency-selective or fast fading were considered. In [17-30], a broad range of advanced signal
processing techniques, e.g., space-time channel coding, chip equalization, Rake receiver, multiuser detection, pilot signal, frequency equalization, etc, are added in the transceiver to enhance the
data acceptance performance of CIDS-CDMA systems. According to the simulation results, the
enhanced CIDS-CDMA systems are significantly superior to DS-CDMA systems in mitigating
various types of channel fading and suppressing MAI [20-25].
However, the procedure of developing closed-form average BER expressions of the block CIDSCDMA systems stays as an open issue. Moreover, such expressions are absent in existing
literature. These BER expressions may be used as the baseline for the study of CIDS-CDMA
systems enhanced by advanced signal processing techniques.
For the CIDS-CDMA systems studied in this chapter, we considered the influence of the noisy
phase error on the system BER, which is absent in the existing literature about CIDS-CDMA
systems. In [31-32] the noisy phase error is found dependent on the nature of practical
demodulators and may follow various distributions that are taken into account in our study.

6.3. Coherent Chip Interleaved DS-CDMA (CIDS-CDMA) System
This section presents investigations of the coherent CIDS-CDMA system which features the
binary data communication, BPSK modulation, and coherent demodulation. The channel is
considered to have AWGN and flat Rayleigh fading. The noisy phase error introduced in
demodulator is alternatively considered.
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The investigation begins with the single-user case in subsection 6.3.1. Then it is extended to the
multi-user cases. In the multi-user cases, the time synchronous and time-asynchronous models of
received signals are studied in subsections 6.3.2, 6.3.3 and 6.3.4. Closed-form average BER
expressions are developed for all the cases. The MAI in multi-user cases is accurately computed.
We should note that the investigation of CIDS-CDMA system based on the time-asynchronous
model where chip epochs have no alignment are absent in literature.
In subsection 6.3.5, simulations are carried out to verify the correctness and accuracy of the
theoretical BER expressions. Simulation results are found well matching the analytical results of
the derived BER expressions.
6.3.1. Single-user case of coherent CIDS-CDMA system
Figure 6.2 presents the block diagram of signal processing components in the transceiver of the
single-user case of coherent CIDS-CDMA system. This diagram is a simplified version which
aims at demonstrating the structures of chip interleaver and chip de-interleaver in the transceiver.
In transmitter, a block of data bits is transmitted at a time. The hth block of data is consists of Mnumber of bits which are denoted as ( b1( h) ,…, bi( h) ,…, bM( h) )T. Each bit, say bi(h) , takes values from
polarity alphabet { + 1 , − 1 } with equal probability. A bit bi( h) is spread into N-number of chips
using a binary pseudo-random sequence as the spreading code, which is denoted ( a1( i ) ,..., a k(i ) ,...a N(i ) ),
such that the spreading gain is equal to N.
The spreading code is taken from a set of orthogonal sequences possessing the following
properties given in [35]. A chip a k(i ) is considered to have the rectangular waveform ak(i ) (t ) and
normalized energy  ∫0 c (a k( i ) ( t ) ) dt  / T c = 1 , where Tc denotes the chip duration and is equal to
T



2



Tb/N, for the defined spreading gain N and bit duration Tb. The value that a chip ak(i ) takes is of
polarity { + 1 , − 1 }. These binary pseudo-random sequences are employed in this study, for they are
also used in the existing studies of CIDS-CDMA systems [14, 16, 17, 21].
Using Figure 6.2, we explain the procedure of chip interleaving as follows. In the transmitter, all
M bits of the hth data block are written into the chip-interleaver. The N chips of a bit are written
from left to right, and M bits are written from top to bottom. These MN-number of chips are then
interleaved, such that N columns of chips leave the chip interleaver from left to right in turn. The
kth chip column ( a k(1) ,..., a k(i ) ,..., ak( M ) )T has M chips. Every chip of these M chips is from one bit of M
bits. Then columns of chips go through the Pulse Shaping Filter (PSF) which is a standard
component of DS-CDMA system to control the spectrum of radiated power for minimal adjacent
frequency interference. The output of PSF is then modulated using the BPSK modulation scheme.
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Figure 6.2 Single-user case of coherent CIDS-CDMA system.
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The modulated N-columns of chips in the hth block of M bits are denoted as s(t). Ignoring the
effect of PSF, the waveform of s(t) may be expressed as [22]
s(t ) = P

+∞

M N

∑ ∑∑ bi(h)ak(i )uT (t − (hMN + kM + i − 1)Tc ) cos(ωct + θm ) ,

h = −∞ i =1 k =1

c

(6.1)

where P is the transmission power, ωc is the carrier frequency, and θm is the phase introduced by
modulator, uTc (t ) = 1 when −MTc ≤ t ≤ (−M + 1)Tc ; otherwise, uTc (t ) = 0 . We should note that the chipinterleaving system studied in [22] does not consider θm. To ease the comprehension of (6.1),
reader may refer to Appendix 6.1 where (6.1) is written in the format of a matrix.
The channel is considered to have flat Rayleigh fading and AWGN. The fading channel impulse
response of a chip a k(i ) in the hth data block may be characterized by its exponential form as

α k( h ) ( t ) = α k( h ) exp( j β k( h ) )δ ( t − τ k( h ) ) ,
or, following [36], in this form

α k( h ) ( t ) = α k( h ) cos( β k( h ) )δ ( t − τ k( h ) ) ,

(6.2)

where α k(h) is the Rayleigh fading coefficient, β k(h) is the phase angle introduced by fading, δ(t) is
the delta function, and τ k(h) is the signal transmission delay. The values of α k(h) , β k(h) , and τ k(h) are
random variables (RVs) which are often considered to be mutually independent [36, 39, 40].
The Rayleigh fading coefficient α k(h) represents the envelope of a complex Gaussian process
with unit variance in each quadrature component. The probability density function (pdf) of α k(h)
can be expressed as
f

α k( h )

( x) =

x

σ R2

exp( −

x2
) , x≥0.
2σ R2

(6.3)

The mean of (α k(h) ) 2 is denoted as E[ (α k(h) ) 2 ] which is equal to 2σ R2 . It is assumed that α k(h) stays
constant during the transmission of the kth-column of chips. The assumption may be achieved in
practice, since the value of M can be adaptively altered to accommodate the transmission of M
chips of a column in the channel coherence time [14]. For N columns of chips, coefficients α k(h) , k
= 1, 2, …, N, may be assumed to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) RVs. By
convention, the value of phase β k(h ) is assumed to follow uniform distribution in [-π, π) [36].
The AWGN is a stationary white Gaussian process with zero-mean and double-sided power
spectral density

σ2

equal to No/2. The signal waveform AWGN is denoted η(t) that may be
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expressed as η (t ) = ηc (t ) cos(ωc t + θ o ) − ηs (t ) sin(ωct + θo ) , where η c (t ) and η s (t ) are the quadrature
components, θ o can be any phase angle.
In receiver the received signal can be expressed as
s' (t ) = P

+∞ M N

∑ ∑∑bi(h)α k(h) ak(i)uT (t − (hMN + kM + i − 1)Tc − τ k(h) ) cos(ωct + θ k(h) ) + η(t) .

h=−∞ i =1 k =1

c

(6.4)

( h)
( h)
(h)
where θ k = θ m + β k − ωcτ k is the phase of received signal.

In receiver the time synchronization is assumed to be achieved for the system BER evaluation by
convention. This time synchronization allows τ k(h) taking the value zero. The received signals first
pass through the bandpass filter (BPF). Then the filtered signals are demodulated, assuming the
coherent demodulation on which this study is focused. In the coherent demodulation, the phases of
incoming signals receiver need to be captured by the demodulator. To this end, more than one
method has been reported available [47], which however exceeds the scope of this study. We
assume that the coherent demodulation can be achieved, because the random phase β k(h) introduced
by flat Rayleigh fading channel may take a constant value in the transmission of a column of M
chips. The demodulator is hereby represented by cos( ω c t + θ k( h ) + θ d ) , where θ d denotes the noisy
phase error introduced in demodulator. The output of the Low Pass Filter (LPF) after signal
demodulation is computed in Appendix 6.2. Ignoring the effect of BPF, this output is denoted r(t)
which may be expressed as

r ( t ) = LPF ( s ' ( t ) cos( ω c t + θ k( h ) + θ d ))
=

+∞ M N
P
1
cos(θ d ) ∑ ∑∑ bi( h)α k( h) ak(i)uTc (t − (hMN + kM + i − 1)Tc ) + ηc (t ) .
2
2
h = −∞ i =1 k =1

(6.5)

The output signals of LPF are de-interleaved in the chip de-interleaver as follows. The N
columns of chips are written into the chip de-interleaver from left to right in column. Then chips
are read out in row from top to bottom. The output signals of chip de-interleaver contain N chips
(i )
(i )
(i )
( h, i )
( h ) (i )
and may be denoted as ( aˆ1 , ..., aˆ k ,..., aˆ N ), where aˆ k = α k ak cos(θ d ) . These de-interleaved

chips are then sent to the correlator where the chip correlation is conducted using the spreading
code ( a1( i ) ,..., a k( i ) ,... a N( i ) ). This code is assumed to be known in the receiver a priori. The output of
the correlator is the value of a recovered bit bˆi(h) , which is then sent to the decision circuit.
Without loss of generality we analyse the case when h = 0. At the output of the correlator, the
value of one bit bˆi(0) , which is recovered from bi(0) , may be expressed as
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bˆi( 0 ) =

 N kTc

P
cos( θ d )  ∑ ∫
b i( 0 ) α k( 0 ) a k( i ) ( t ) a q( i ) ( t ) dt  + ξ o
( k −1) Tc
2
 k , q =1

=

P (0)  N (0 ) 
bi  ∑ α k Tc cos(θ d ) + ξ o , when k = q .
2
 k =1


In (6.6) ξ o is the noise term defined by ξ o =

1
2

N

qT c

∑ ∫( q −1)T

q =1

c

(6.6)

η c ( t )a q( i ) ( t ) dt .

Because a bit bi( 0) takes an alphabet from { + 1, − 1 } with equal probability, the instantaneous bit
error probability of single-user coherent CIDS-CDMA system is denoted Pe and calculated as
Pe = Pr( bˆi( 0 ) ≥ 0 | b i( 0 ) = − 1) Pr( b i( 0 ) = − 1) + Pr( bˆi( 0 ) < 0 | b i( 0 ) = 1) Pr( b i( 0 ) = 1)
=

 P  N (0)
1
 α
erfc 
 2 ∑ k
2
 k =1



T c cos( θ d ) /




2 var( ξ o )  ,



(6.7)

where erfc(.) is the complementary error function, var(ξ o ) is the variance of noise term equal
to N o NTc / 8 , as computed in Appendix 6.3. Probability Pe can also be expressed as

  PTb
1
Pe = erfc  
2
2
  N o N


 N (0) 
 ∑α k 


 k =1


2






1/ 2



 E  1
 1
cos(θ d )  = erfc   b 
  N o  N
 2




∑ α k(0) 
k =1

N

2

1/ 2








cos(θ d )  , (6.8)



N

where the energy per bit Eb is equal to PTb. Let γ~ = ∑ α k(0) , γˆ = γ~ / N , γ = γˆ 2 , γ = E b γ / N o . Then
k =1

(6.8) is rewritten into a concise format as follows
Pe= 0.5erfc( γ cos(θ d )) .

(6.9)

In the following, the average BER expression of single-user CIDS-CDMA system will be
developed by computing the expectation of Pe, i.e., E[Pe], using the pdf s of γ and θ d .
The pdf of γ is developed from the pdf of γ~ as follows. Clearly, γ~ is the sum of N-number of
i.i.d. RVs following Rayleigh distribution. The pdf of γ~ is developed in [41] basing on the small
argument approximation. This pdf of γ~ is claimed having high accuracy in [41] and expressed as
2γ~ 2 N −1 exp( −γ~ 2 /(νcN ))
f γ~ (γ~ ) =
,
ν N c N N N ( N − 1)!

(6.10)

where γ~ ≥ 0 , ν = E[ (α k( h) ) 2 ] = 2σ R2 , c = N −1[(2 N − 1)!!]1 / N , (2 N − 1)!! = (2 N − 1)(2 N − 3) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 3 × 1 . The pdf
of γ is denoted fγ (γ ) and can be computed from fγ~ (γ~) to be
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N −1
N γ
 N 
f γ (γ ) =  
exp − γ  ,
 νc  Γ( N )
 νc 
N

(6.11)

where γ ≥ 0 , Γ(⋅) is the gamma function, as shown in Appendix 6.4. This pdf confirms that γ is
the power of γˆ that follows Nakagami-m distribution where m=N. The pdf of γ is expressed as

N
f γ ( γ ) = 
 ν cE b / N o






N

γ

N −1



N
γ  , γ ≥ 0 ,
exp  −
Γ(N )
 ν cE b / N o 

(6.12)

which is computed straightforward from f γ~ (γ~ ) , as shown in Appendix 6.4.
For clarity in calculating E[Pe], the specific case when the noisy phase error θ d is equal to 0 is
considered first, and then the non-zero θ d , which may follow Tikhonov, Gaussian or uniform
distribution dependent on the nature of demodulator as studied in [31, 32, 43], are considered.
(i) If θ d = 0, Pe in (6.9) is equal to 0.5erfc( γ ) . The average BER, E[Pe], can be computed by
averaging Pe = 0.5erfc ( γ ) over the RV γ , using the mathematics given in [42] as follows
BER = E[Pe] =
≈

∫0

∞

0 . 5 erfc ( γ ) f γ ( γ ) d γ

(6.13)

1 1
Ω/ N
1
 π
 N −1 2k 
−
×  + arctanζ  ∑  
+
2 π 1 + Ω / N  2
 k =0  k  [4(1 + Ω / N )] k


N −1 k

sin(arctan ζ ) ∑

T
∑ [1 + Ω / N ] [cos(arctan
k

k =1 i = 1

where Ω = νcEb / N o , ζ =

 2k 
Ω/N
π
cot , Tik =  
1+ Ω / N
2
 k 

ζ ) ] 2 ( k − i ) +1  ,

ik



  2( k − i )  i




  k − i  4 [2 ( k − i ) + 1] .




(ii) If θ d follows Tikhonov distribution, which has the pdf given by [31, 32] as
fθd (θ d ) = exp(ε cos(θ d )) /(2πI 0 (ε )) , −π ≤ θ d ≤ π ,

(6.14)

where ε = K T γ , K T takes a constant value for a given receiver, I 0 (⋅) is the modified Bessel function
of the first kind of order zero, E[Pe] can be computed by averaging Pe = 0.5erfc( γ cos(θ d )) over
independent RVs γ and θ d using mathematics given in [31]. This yields an approximated
expression of E[Pe] as follows
BER = E[Pe] =
≈
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∞

π

∫0 ∫− π 0 . 5 erfc

 N /Ω


Γ(N )  1 + N / Ω

exp( 1 / K )

π (2 K ) N

( γ cos( θ d )) f γ ( γ ) f θ d (θ d ) d θ d d γ





N

 1+ N / Ω
IN 

K2







,

(6.15)

where I N (⋅) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind of order N.
(iii) If θ d follows Gaussian distribution, which has the pdf expressed given in [31] as
fθd (θd ) = [exp(−(θd ) 2 /(2ε −1 ))]/ 2πε −1 , −π ≤ θ d ≤ π ,

(6.16)

E[Pe] can be calculated using the mathematics in [31] as follows
N
1 2 ∞ ∞ (−1)i i!(1 / 4) 2 j Γ(i + 1 / 2)  N   (2i + 1)2 / 2K 
≈
−
×


BER = E[Pe]
∑∑
2 π i = 0 j = 0 Γ( N )Γ(i + j + 1) j!(2i + 1)!  Ω   N / Ω + 0.5 



N / Ω + 0.5 
+
I − N −i−2 j −0.5  (4i + 2)

2K




( N + i + 2 j + 0.5) / 2

(6.17)



 (4i + 2) N / Ω + 0.5  .
I
−
N
−
i
−
2
j
−
1
.
5


2K
( N / Ω + 0.5)(i + j + 1)2


(2i +1) 2 /(32K )

(iv) If θ d follows uniform distribution in [-φ, φ], which has the pdf given in [43] as
f θ d (θ d ) = 1 /( 2ϕ )

, 0≤ϕ ≤π ,

(6.18)

E[Pe] can be calculated using the mathematics in [43] as follows
BER = E[Pe] =

1
1
−
2 πϕ

∞

( −1) i sin( 2i + 1)ϕ  Ω 
∑ (2i + 1) 2  N 
i=0

i +1 / 2

+ i + 1 / 2, i + 1 / 2;2i + 2;− Ω / N )
,
F
2 1 ( − i − 1 / 2, N − i − 1 / 2; N ; 1)

2 F1 ( N

(6.19)

where 2 F1 ( x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 ) is the Gauss hypergeometric function.
From (6.13), (6.15), (6.17) and (6.19), the bit error performance of single-user coherent CIDSCDMA system in flat Rayleigh fading channel can be found as functions of the spreading gain N
and the parameters related to the noisy phase error. Numerical results of the derived BER
expressions will be presented, together with the confirmative simulation results and the numerical
BER results of single-user coherent DS-CDMA system, in subsection 6.3.5. According to these
results, the BER of single-user coherent CIDS-CDMA system is found substantially reduced when
the spreading gain increases. Even if a considerable amount of noisy phase error is present, the
single-user CID-CDMA system attains significant signal-to-noise gain, in comparison to the
single-user coherent DS-CDMA system.
The above findings suggest significant energy savings in data communications between two
sensor nodes which use the coherent CIDS-CDMA transceivers rather than the coherent DSCDMA transceivers in flat Rayleigh fading channel. The node energy saving arising from the use
of such coherent CIDS-CDMA transceiver will be investigated in Chapter 7.
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Hitherto, average BER expressions have been developed for the single-user case of coherent
CIDS-CDMA system. Henceforth, our study is extended to the multi-user cases of coherent CIDSCDMA system in the presence of flat Rayleigh fading, AWGN, and MAI. We investigate the timesynchronous and time-synchronous models of received signals from multiple users. Before
presenting these investigations, we explain the considered model of a multi-user coherent CIDSCDMA system in the following.
In the multi-user coherent CIDS-CDMA system, G-number of users concurrently transmit chipinterleaved signals towards a common receiver. This multi-user system is shown in Figure 6.3.
Each user has a transmitter that has the same structure as the transmitter shown in Figure 6.2. The
gth user, g = 1, 2, …, G, is assigned a unique binary pseudo-random sequence as its spreading code

that may be denoted as ( a g( i,)1 ,..., a g( i,)k ,... a g( i,)N ), i = 1, 2,…, M, where M represents M bits
( bg( h,1) ,…, bg( h,i) ,…, b g( h,M) )T in the hth data block. A chip a g( i,)k has the rectangular waveform a g(i,)k (t ) and
T

normalized energy ( ∫0 c ( a g( i,)k ( t )) 2 dt ) / Tc
N

=1.

The spreading codes of different users are assumed

T
orthogonal, i.e., ∑ ∫0 c a g( i,)k ( t ) a g(ˆi,)k ( t ) dt = 0 when
k =1

g ≠ gˆ

[35, 36]. The modulator is expressed as

cos(ωct+θg,m), where ωc is the carrier frequency and θg,m is the phase introduced in the modulator
of the gth user.
The receiver for the multi-user cases carries on the structure of the receiver shown in Figure 6.2.
Moreover, two assumptions are made for the receiver to accommodate the incoming signals from
multiple users. Firstly, the receiver is assumed capable of conducting coherent demodulation,
locking the phases of incoming signals from the desired user. Secondly, the receiver is assumed
knowing the signature code of the desired user a priori.
Without loss of generality, we develop the average BER expressions with respect to the 1st user
as the desired user, taking into account the MAI from other (G-1)-number of undesired users.
Suppose that the 1st user transmits M-number of binary bits, ( b1(,h1) ,… b1(,hi) ,…, b1(,hM) )T, in the hth data
block. One of these bits, b1(,hi) is spread using a binary random spreading code ( a1(,i1) ,..., a1(,ik) ,... a1(,iN) ).
The chips of M bits in the hth block are chip-interleaved, modulated and transmitted, as explained
in the single-user case. In channel the kth column of interleaved chips ( a 1(,1k) ,..., a 1(,ik) ,... a 1(,Mk ) )T are
affected by the Rayleigh fading coefficient α 1(,hk) , the phase β 1(,hk ) introduced by fading and the
signal transmission delay τ 1(,hk) . The kth column of interleaved chips in the hth data block of the gth
user, i.e., ( a g(1,)k ,..., a g( i,)k ,... a g( M, k ) )T, are affected by the Rayleigh fading coefficient α
β

(h)
g ,k
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introduced by fading, and signal transmission delay τ

(h )
g ,k

(h )
g ,k

, where g = 2, 3,…, G.

, the phase

The Rayleigh fading coefficients α1(,hk) and α g( h, k) , k = 1,2,…N, are assumed to be i.i.d. RVs which
follow Rayleigh distribution with the pdf given in (6.3). By convention the values of phases β 1(,hk )
and β g( h, k) are assumed to follow uniform distribution in [-π, π). RVs α 1(,hk ) , α g( h, k) , β 1(,hk ) , β g( h, k) ,
τ 1(,hk) and τ

(h)
g ,k

are mutually independent, due to the independency of channels among users.

With respect to the 1st user as the desired user, the received signals are expressed as

s ' (t ) =
G

+∞

P1

M

N

∑ ∑ ∑ b1(,hi )α 1(,hk) a1(,ik) uTc (t − ( hMN + kM + i − 1)Tc − τ 1(,hk) ) cos( ω c t + θ1(,hk ) ) +

h = −∞ i =1 k =1

+∞ M N

( h ) ( h ) (i )
( h)
( h)
∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ Pg bg ,i α g , k ag , k uTc (t − (hMN + kM + i − 1)Tc − τ g , k ) cos(ωct + θ g , k ) + η (t ) , (6.20)

g = 2 h = −∞ i =1k =1

where P1 and Pg stand for the signal power of the 1st user and the gth user, respectively,

θ 1(,hk ) = θ 1, m + β 1(,hk ) − ω c τ 1(,hk) , θ g( h, k) = θ g , m + β g( h, k) − ω c τ g( h, k) , η(t) is the waveform of AWGN.
Eq. (6.20) shows that the received signal of the 1st user is affected by the MAI of (G-1) undesired
users and AWGN. The randomness of signal transmission delays τ1(,hk) and τ g( h,k) , g = 2, 3, …, G,
which accounts for the lack of time asynchronism among G transmitters, place significant
difficulty to evaluate the system BER. For clarity, thoroughness and completeness of the
investigation, our study begins with the time-synchronous model in subsection 6.3.2, and then is
extended to the time-asynchronous models in subsections 6.3.3 and 6.3.4.
6.3.2. Time synchronous model of multi-user case in coherent CIDS-CDMA system
In this subsection, we focus on the coherent CIDS-CDMA system based on the timesynchronous model in which the bit epochs of signals from different users are aligned, i.e.,

τ 1, k = τ 2 , k =…= τ G , k = 0, as shown in Figure 6.4 (a). Although this time synchronous model is
unlikely to occur in practice, we study it to facilitate the subsequent investigations of timeasynchronous models, where τ 1, k ≠ τ 2 , k ≠ … ≠ τ G , k .
Without loss of generality, the bit error probability is analyzed using notations representing
signals in the h=0th data block of all the users. At the output of the correlator in receiver, a bit
recovered from b 1(,0i ) is denoted by bˆ1(,0i ) . The value of bˆ1(,0i ) may be computed as
N

P1 cos( θ d ) / 2 ) ∑ ∫(kTk −c 1 ) T b1(,0i ) aˆ 1(,0k, i ) ( t ) a 1(,ik) ( t ) dt +
c

bˆ1(,0i ) = (

k =1

G

∑

N

∑

g = 2 k = 1, q = 1

(0) (0,i)
(i )
c
ˆ
( Pg / 2 ) ∫(kT
k − 1 ) T c b g , i a g , q ( t ) a1, k ( t ) dt + ξ 1, o ,

(6.21)
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τ 1, k
b1(,01) â1(,01,1)

st

1 user

b1(,02) â1(,01,2)

b1(,0M) aˆ1(,01,M ) b1(,01) â1(,02,1) b1(,02) â1(,02,2)

b1(,0M) aˆ1(,02, M )

b1(,01) aˆ1(,1N)

bg(0,2) aˆ g( 0,1,2)

) ( 0, M )
bg( 0,1) aˆ g(0,2,1)
bg( 0, M
aˆ g ,1

bg( 0,2) aˆ g(0,2,2)

) (0, M )
bg(0, M
aˆ g ,2

bg( 0,1) aˆ g(0, ,N1) bg( 0,2) aˆ (g0, ,N2)

) ( 0, M )
bg( 0,M
aˆ g , N

bG( 0,)2 aˆG( 0,1,2)

bG( 0,)M aˆ G(0,,1M ) bG( 0,1) aˆG( 0,,21)

bG( 0,)2 aˆ G( 0,,22)

bG( 0,)M aˆ G(0,,2M )

bG( 0,1) aˆ G( 0,,N1)

bG( 0,)M aˆ G(0,,NM )

b1(,02) aˆ1(,2N)

b1(,0M) aˆ1(,MN )

τ g ,k
bg( 0,1) aˆ g(0,1,1)

gth user

τ G, k
( 0) ( 0,1)

Gth user bG ,1aˆ G ,1

bG( 0,)2 aˆG( 0,,N2)

Time-synchronous model of coherent CIDS-CDMA system, τ 1,k = τ 2,k =… = τ G,k

(a)

τ 1,k
st

1 user

b1(,01) â1(,01,1) b1(,02) â1(,01,2)

b1(,0M) aˆ1(,01,M ) b1(,01) â1(,02,1) b1(,02) â1(,02,2)

b1(,0M) aˆ1(,02,M )

b1(,01) aˆ1(1, N)

b1(,02) aˆ1(,2N)

b1(,0M) aˆ1(,MN )

τ 2,k = Tc
( −1) ( −1,M )

2nd user b2,M aˆ2, N

( 0) (0,1)
b2(0, M) −1aˆ2(0,1, M −1) b2(0,M) aˆ2(0,1,M ) b2,1 â2,2

b2(0,1) â2(0,1,1)

b2(0,M) −1aˆ2(0,2,M −1)

b2(0,M) aˆ2(0, N,M−1) b2(0,1) aˆ 2(0, N,1)

b2(0, M) −1aˆ2(0, N, M −1)

b3(,0M) aˆ3(0, N,M−2) b3(,01) aˆ3(0, N,1)−1

b3(,0M) −1aˆ3(0, N,M−1−1)

τ 3,k = (M +1)Tc
( −1) ( −1,M )

b3(,−M1)−1aˆ3(−, N1,M −1)
(0) (0,1)
b3(,−M1) aˆ3(−, N1,M ) b3,1 â3,1

( −1) ( −1,1)

3rd user b3,M aˆ3, N −1 b3,1 aˆ3, N

b3(,0M) −1aˆ3(0,1,M −1)

τ g,k = ((g − 2)M +1)Tc
gth user (−1) (−1,M )
ˆ

bg(−,11) aˆ g(−, N1,1−)( g −2)+1

bg,M ag , N −( g −2)

1) (−1, M )
bg(−,M
aˆ g , N −( g −2)+1
( −1)
( −1,M −1)
bg(−,11) aˆ g(−, N1,1−)( g −2)+2
bg ,M −1aˆ g, N −( g −2)+1

) (0,M )
bg(0,M
aˆ g , N −( g −2)−1
1)
(−1,M −1)
ˆ
bg(−, M
a
−1 g , N −( g −2)+2
bg(0,1) aˆ g(0,,N1)−( g −2)

)
ˆ (0, M −1)
bg(0,M
−1ag , N −( g −2)

τ G,k = ((G − 2)M +1)Tc
bG(−,1M) aˆG(−,1N,M−()G−2)+1
( −1)
( −1,M −1)
bG,M −1aˆG, N −(G−2)+1
bG(−,11) aˆG(−,1N,1−) (G−2)+2

bG(−,11) aˆG(−,1N,1−)(G−2)+1

Gth user (−1) (−1, M )
ˆ

bG, M aG, N −(G−2)

bG(0,)M aˆG(0,,NM−)(G−2)−1
1)
( −1, M −1)
ˆ
bG(−,M
a
−1 G, N −(G−2)+2
b(0) aˆ (0,1)

bG(0,)M −1aˆG(0,,NM−−(1G)−2)

G,1 G, N −(G−2)

(b) Chip-level synchronization model of coherent CIDS-CDMA system: the chip epochs are aligned, e.g.,
τ g →1 = n g Tc , ng = ((g-2)M+1), g = 2,3,...,G, and G is smaller than N.
τ1, k
st

1 user

b1(,01) â1(,01,1) b1(,02) â1(,01,2)

b1(,0M) aˆ1(,01,M ) b1(,01) â1(,02,1) b1(,02) â1(,02,2)

b1(,0M) aˆ1(,02,M )

b1(,01) aˆ1(,1N)

b1(,02) aˆ1(,2N)

b1(,0M) aˆ1(,MN )

τ 2,k = Tc + ∆τ 2
2nd user

b2(−,M1) aˆ2(−, N1,M ) b2(0,1) â2(0,1,1)

∆τ 2
3rd user

(0) (0,1)
b2(0,M) −1aˆ2(0,1,M −1) b2(0,M) aˆ2(0,1,M ) b2,1 â2,2

b3(,−M1)−1aˆ3(,−N1,M −1)

∆τ 3

b2(0,M) −1aˆ2(0, N,M −1)

b3(,−M1) aˆ3(,−N1,M ) b3,1 â3,1

(0) (0,1)

b3(,0M) −1aˆ3(0,1,M −1)

b3(,0M) aˆ3(0, N,M−2) b3(,01) aˆ3(0, N,1)−1

b3(,0M) −1aˆ3(0, N,M−1−1)

τ g,k = ((g − 2)M +1)Tc + ∆τ g

bg(−,11)aˆ (g−, 1N,1−)(g −2)+1

bg,M ag, N−( g−2)

1) (−1,M )
bg(−,M
aˆ g,N−( g −2)+1
(−1)
(−1,M −1)
bg(−,11) aˆ g(−, N1,1−)(g−2)+2
bg,M −1aˆ g, N−( g−2)+1

∆τ g
Gth user

b2(0,M) aˆ2(0, N,M−1) b2(0,1) aˆ2(0, N,1)

τ3,k = (M +1)Tc + ∆τ3

b3(,−M1) aˆ3(−, N1,−M1 ) b3(,−11) aˆ3(,−N1,1)

gth user (−1) (−1,M )
ˆ

b2(0,M) −1aˆ2(0,2,M −1)

) (0,M )
bg(0,M
aˆ g, N−( g−2)−1
1)
(−1,M −1)
ˆ
bg(−,M
a
−1 g,N −( g −2)+2
b(0) aˆ (0,1)

)
ˆ (0,M −1)
bg(0,M
−1ag, N −( g −2)

g,1 g, N −( g −2)

τG,k = ((G − 2)M +1)Tc + ∆τG
bG(−,11) aˆG(−,1N,1−)(G−2)+1

bG(−,1M) aˆG(−,1N,M−()G−2)

bG(−,1M) aˆG(−,1N,M−()G−2)+1
(−1)
bG,M −1aˆG(−,1N,M−(−G1−) 2)+1

bG(−,11)aˆG(−,1N,1−)(G−2)+2

bG(0,)M aˆG(0,,NM−)(G−2)−1
bG(−,1M) −1aˆG(−,1N,M−(−G1−) 2)+2
b(0) aˆ (0,1)

bG(0,)M −1aˆG(0,,NM−−(1G)−2)

G,1 G, N −(G−2)

∆τ G

(c) Complete asynchronization model of coherent CIDS-CDMA system: completely lack of chip epoch
alignments, e.g., τ g →1 = n g Tc + ∆τ g , ng = ((g-2)M+1), g = 2,3,...,G, 0 < ∆τ g < Tc , and G is smaller than N.

Figure 6.4 Time-synchronous and time-asynchronous models for the multi-user cases of coherent
CIDS-CDMA system.
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( 0 ,i )
(0) (i)
(0,i )
(0)
(0) (i )
(0)
where i = 1, 2, …, M, aˆ1, k ( t ) = α 1, k a1, k ( t ) , aˆ g , q (t ) = cos(φ g , q )α g , q a g , q (t ) , φ g ,q denotes

the phase of received signals of the qth chip column in the 0th data block from the gth user, b 1(,0i )
and b g( 0,i) denote the bits in the 0th data block of the 1st user and the gth user, respectively, ξ1,o is the
( 0)
( 0)
( 0)
(0)
noise term. Phase φ g ,q may be expressed as φ g , q = θ g ,m + β g ,q − θ1,m − β1, k + θ d . Since the

coherent demodulation is assumed to lock the phases of incoming signals from the 1st user, φ 1(,0q)
may take the value zero. With respect to φ 1(,0q) = 0 , the phase errors φ g( 0,q) of other users are i.i.d.
RVs which may be assumed to be uniformly distributed in [-π, π). For simplicity, the ideal power
control is assumed to make P1 and Pg equal, i.e., P1 = ... = PG = P. The value of noise term ξ1,o
may be expressed as

ξ 1, o =

1
2

N

kT c

∑ ∫( k −1)Tc η c ( t )a 1(,ik) (t ) dt
k =1

.

(6.22)

In the right-hand side of (6.21), the first term is the value of received signal of the 1st user, the
second term is the MAI of (G-1) undesired users. Because b g( 0, i) takes binary values { + 1,−1 } with
equal probability, the MAI term can be proven to follow Gaussian distribution with zero mean and
a variance var(MAI) that is accurately computed to be P (G − 1) NTc2σ R2 / 4 , as shown in Appendix
6.5. The noise term ξ1,o also follows the Gaussian distribution, which has zero mean and a
variance computed to be var(ξ1, o ) = N o NTc / 8 . The MAI term and the noise term are mutually
independent. Then the average BER expression for multi-user coherent CIDS-CDMA system
based on this time synchronous model is developed, taking into account the noisy phase error θ d
and MAI from undesired users.
Because the MAI and the noise term in (6.21) are both Gaussian RVs, the probability of bit error
for the 1st user in the considered system is denoted Pe and may be expressed as
Pe =

 P  N (0) 
1

 T cos( θ d ) /
erfc 
α
 2  ∑ 1, k  c
2
 k =1




2
 1 N
1
(0) 
= erfc   
∑ α 1 , k  cos( θ d )
2

   N k = 1

2


2 (var( ξ 1, o ) + var( MAI ))  ,




  Eb
  N
 o





−1


N
+ 
 2 ( G − 1)σ

−1

  N (0) 


E 
N
Let γ ' =   ∑ α 1, k  / N  , γ ' = γ ' Ω , where Ω =   b  + 
N

2
(
G
−
1)σ R2


  k =1

 o 






−1 





2
R






−1



 



1/ 2



 . (6.23)



−1

. Then Pe in (6.23)

may be written into the following concise format
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Pe = 0.5erfc ( γ ' cos(θ d )) .

(6.24)

This format coincides with the bit error probability of single-user coherent CIDS-CDMA system
given in (6.9). Note that the pdf of γ ' is straightforward from the pdf of γ given in (6.12). The
closed-form expressions of average BER for multi-user CIDS-CDMA systems can be derived by
−1


N
  E b 
ˆ
+ 
replacing Ω in (6.13), (6.15), (6.17) and (6.19) with Ω = ν c  
2

 No 
 2 ( G − 1)σ R







−1 





−1

,

when the noisy phase error θ d equals to zero, or follows Tikhonov distribution, Gaussian
distribution or uniform distribution, accordingly.
According to the MAI term in (6.21), in the time-synchronous case of multi-user coherent CIDSCDMA system, the value of a received bit bˆ 1(, 0i ) in the 0th data block of the 1st user is affected by
the interfering signals in the 0th data block of the gth user. In the following, our study is extended to
the time-asynchronous models where τ1, k ≠ τ 2 , k ≠ … ≠ τ G , k . Analyses of the system BER
based on time-asynchronous models become very complicated, because bˆ 1(, 0i ) may be affected by
the multiple interfering chip signals in two consecutive data blocks of each undesired user [17, 21].
For clarity, we consider two time-asynchronous models. The first model is named as the chiplevel synchronization model, in which the chip epochs of signals from multiple users are assumed

being aligned, as explained in [21]. This assumption is relaxed in the second model, referred to as
the complete asynchronization model, in which the chip epochs of signals from multiple users
have no alignment. For both models, we derive the corresponding average BER expressions in
which MAI is accurately calculated. The BER of multi-user CIDS-CDMA system based on the
chip-level synchronization model provides the upper bound for the BER of the same system based
on the complete asynchronization model.
6.3.3. Chip-level synchronization model of multi-user coherent CIDS-CDMA system
In this subsection, we study the coherent CIDS-CDMA system based on the chip-level
synchronization model. In this model, the time offset between the received signal of the gth user

and the received signal of the 1st user is denoted τ g →1 and may be expressed as
τ g →1 = τ g , k − τ 1, k = n g T c , for g = 2, 3, ..., G,

(6.25)

where ng takes an integer value uniformly distributed in (0, MN). If ng is equal to 0 or MN, this
chip-level synchronization model is reduced to the time synchronous model studied in subsection
6.3.2.
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Due to the random nature of ng, the signal of a recovered chip in a recovered bit, say bˆ1(,0i ) , of
the 1st user is affected by the signal of one interfering chip from every undesired user. The
interfering chips of an undesired user are related to the bits in two consecutive data blocks [21].
Without loss of generality, the bits in these two consecutive data blocks of the gth user are denoted
as b g( −, 1i ) and b g( 0, )i corresponding to h = -1 and h = 0, respectively.
Figure 6.4 (b) shows a specific example of this chip-level synchronization model as follows. The
time offset of the gth user τ g →1 is equal to n gTc , where ng = ((g-2)M+1), g = 2, 3, ..., G, and G is
smaller than N. In Figure 6.4 (b) it is evident that every recovered chip in bˆ1(,0i ) , i.e., b1(,0i ) aˆ 1(,0k, i ) , is
affected by one interfering chip from one undesired user. In this regard, the value of bˆ 1(,0i ) is
formulated, taking into account the randomness of ng as follows.
The value of a received bit bˆ1(,0i ) , i = 1, 2, …, M, at the output of the correlator may be computed
using the following expression
N

bˆ1(,0i ) = ( P1 cos( θ d ) / 2 ) ∑ ∫(kTk −c 1 ) T b1(,0i ) aˆ1(,0k, i ) ( t ) a1(,ik) ( t ) dt +
c
k =1

G

x

∑

∑

g = 2 k = 1 , qˆ = 1

N −x

G

∑

P g / 2 ) ∫ (kTk −c 1 ) T b g( −, iˆ1 ) aˆ g( −, q1ˆ , i ) ( t ) a 1(,ik) ( t ) dt +
ˆ

(

c

~

∑

g = 2 k =1, q~ =1

c
( Pg / 2 ) ∫(kT
b g( 0, ~i) aˆ g( 0, q,~i ) (t ) a 1(,ik) (t ) dt + ξ 1, o ,
k −1)T
c

(6.26)

ˆ
ˆ
(0,i )
(0) (0,i )
where aˆ1,k (t) = α1,k a1,k , 1<x<N, aˆ g( −, q1ˆ, i ) (t ) = cos( φ g( −, q1ˆ ) )α g( −, q1ˆ ) a g( i,)qˆ (t ) , φg(−,qˆ1) = θmg + βg(−,qˆ1) −θm1 − β1(,0k) +θd −ωcτ g→1 ,

aˆ

~
(0,i )
~
g ,q

( t ) = cos( φ

(0 )
g , q~

)α

(0 )
g , q~

a

~
(i )
g , q~

( t ) , φ g( 0, q~) = θ mg + β g( 0, q~) − θ m 1 − β 1(,0k ) + θ d − ω cτ g →1 , P1 and Pg

stand for the received signal power of the 1st and the gth user, respectively. For simplicity, the ideal
power control is assumed to make P1 and Pg equal, i.e., P1 = ... = PG = P.
On the right-hand side of (6.26), the first term is the value of received signal of the 1st user. The
second and third terms denote the MAI from (G-1) undesired users. In the second term, subscript
q̂

is related to the interfering chip a g(i,)qˆ that comes from bit bg( −,iˆ1) in the h = -1th data block of the gth
ˆ

~
user. The number of such chip is represented by x; in the third term, subscript q is related to the

interfering chip a g(i,)q~ that comes from bit bg( 0, ~)i in the h = 0th data block of the gth user. The number
of such chip is (N-x). The fourth term is the noise term ξ1,o that has the same expression as (6.22).
In (6.26) the second term and the third term can be proven to follow Gaussian distributions that
are presented as N(0, P(G − 1) xTc2σ R2 / 4 ) and N(0, P(G − 1)( N − x)Tc2σ R2 / 4 ), respectively, as shown in
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Appendix 6.6. Thus the variance of the total MAI may be computed by summing up the variances
of these two terms as var(MAI) = P(G −1)xTc2σ R2 / 4 + P(G −1)(N − x)Tc2σ R2 / 4 = P(G − 1) NTc2σ R2 / 4 .
Because the MAI terms and the noise term in (6.26) are all Gaussian RVs, the probability of bit
error for the 1st user in the specialized multi-user CIDS-CDMA time asynchronous system is
denoted Pe and may be expressed as
Pe =

 P  N (0) 
1

erfc 
α T cos( θ d ) /
 2  ∑ 1, k  c
2
=
k
1





2
 1 N
1
( 0) 
= erfc  
∑ α1, k  cos(θ d )
2

   N k =1
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  N
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2 (var( ξ 1 , o ) + var( MAI ))  ,
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 2(G − 1)σ R






1/ 2 
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(6.27)

Clearly, Pe in (6.27) has the same form as the bit error probability expressed in (6.23) for the timesynchronous case of multi-user coherent CIDS-CDMA system. The average BER expressions of
coherent CIDS-CDMA system based on the chip-level synchronization model are hereby the same
as those of the same system based on the time synchronous model studied in subsection 6.3.2.
6.3.4. Complete asynchronization model of multi-user coherent CIDS-CDMA system
In this subsection, the study of coherent CIDS-CDMA system is extended to much general
circumstances, where the chip epochs of received signals of multiple users are completely lack of
alignment. In this regard, the time offset between the signal from gth user and the signal from the
1st user is denoted is denoted τ g→1 and may be expressed as
τ g→1 = τ g , k − τ 1, k = n g Tc + ∆τ g , for g = 2, 3, .... , G,

(6.28)

where n g = (τ g ,k −τ 1,k ) / Tc  , 0 ≤ n g < MN , the sign  y  denotes that an integer value is equal to or no
greater than y. The time delays ∆τ g , for g = 2, 3, ..., G, may be assumed to be i.i.d. RVs which
follow uniform distribution in ( 0 , T c ) . Parameters ng and ∆τ g are independent RVs. If ∆τ g is equal
to 0 or Tc, this complete asynchronization model is reduced to the chip-level synchronization
model discussed in subsection 6.3.3.
Because of the random nature of ng and ∆τ g , the signal of a recovered chip in a recovered bit
st
bˆ1(,0i ) of the 1 user is affected by the signals of multiple interfering chips from multiple undesired

users. This complicates the analysis of MAI to a great extend. Due to the randomness of ng, the
interfering chips of an undesired user are related to bits from two consecutive data blocks. Without
loss of generality, the bits in these two consecutive data blocks of the gth user may be denoted by
b g( −, i1 )
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and

b g( 0, i)

corresponding to h = -1 and h = 0, respectively. Due to the randomness of ∆τ g , the

signal of a recovered chip in bˆ1(,0i ) is interfered by the signals of two consecutive chips from the
same undesired user. To ease the comprehension, Figure 6.4 (c) shows a specific example of this
complete asynchronization model. In this example, the time offset of the gth user

τ g →1

is equal to

n g Tc + ∆τ g , where ng = ((g-2)M+1), g = 2, 3, ..., G, ∆τ g takes a value uniformly distributed in
(0, Tc ) and G is smaller than N.

In Figure 6.4 (c) it is evident that every recovered chip in bˆ1(,0i ) , i.e., b1(,0i ) aˆ 1(,0k, i ) , is affected by two
consecutive interfering chips from the same undesired user. In this regard, the value of bˆ 1(,0i ) is
formulated, taking into account the randomness of ng and ∆τ g in general circumstances.
The value of a received bit bˆ 1(,0i ) at the output of the correlator may be computed as
N

bˆ1(,0i ) = ( P1 cos( θ d ) / 2 ) ∑ ∫ (kTk −c 1 ) T b1(,0i ) aˆ 1(,0k, i ) ( t ) a 1(,ik) ( t ) dt +
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b g( −,iˆ1+)1 aˆ g( −, q1ˆ ,i +1) ( t ) a 1(,ik) ( t ) dt +
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c
( Pg / 2 ) ∫(kT
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(6.29)

where , i = 1, 2, …, M, P1 and Pg denote the received signal power of the 1st and the gth user,
respectively. The ideal power control is assumed to make P1 = ... = PG = P. Due to its randomness,
ng may take an integer value in [0, MN). Several notations in (6.29) are slightly abused to avoid
cumbersome presentations otherwise: b g( −,iˆ1) aˆ g( −,q1ˆ,i ) (t ) and b g( −,iˆ1+)1 aˆ g( −,q1ˆ,i ) (t ) are the waveforms of two
ˆ

ˆ

consecutive chips b g( −,iˆ1) a g(i,)qˆ and b g( −,iˆ1+)1 a g(i,+qˆ1) , respectively, in the h=-1th data block of the gth user.
ˆ

ˆ

These two chips may come from the same chip column or two consecutive chip columns.
~

~

~

Likewise, b g( 0, ~i) aˆ g( 0, q,~i ) ( t ) and bg(0,~i) +1aˆ g(0,q,~i +1) (t ) are the waveforms of two consecutive chips b g( 0, ~i) a g( i, q~)
~

and b g( 0, ~i) +1 a g( i, q~+1) , respectively, in the h=0th data block of the gth user. These two chips may come
from the same chip column or two consecutive chip columns.
Because the waveforms of the chip signals a1(,ik) (t ) and a g(i,)q (t ) are rectangular, (6.28) may be
written into the following format
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N
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(6.30)

On the right-hand side of (6.30), the first term is the value of received signal of the 1st user. The
second, third, fourth and fourth terms are MAI terms from (G-1) undesired users. The fifth term is
the noise term. The four MAI terms can be proven to be Gaussian RVs. The total MAI which
combines these four MAI terms is hereby a Gaussian RV with zero mean and a variance calculated
to be var(MAI) = P(G − 1) NTc2σ R2 / 6 , as shown in Appendix 6.7.
Because the MAI term and the noise term in (6.30) are both Gaussian, the probability of bit error
for the 1st user in the specialized multi-user CIDS-CDMA time asynchronous system, Pe, may be
expressed as
Pe =

 P  N (0) 

1
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(6.31)

Eq. (6.31) closely resembles the probability of bit error for single-user coherent CIDS-CDMA
system in (6.23). Hence the closed-form average BER expressions of the multi-user coherent
CIDS-CDMA system based on the complete asynchronization model can be derived by replacing

~
 E
Ω in (6.13), (6.15), (6.17) and (6.19) with Ω = νc  b
  No






−1


3N
+ 
2
 4(G − 1)σ R






−1 





−1

, when the received

signal phase θ d equals to zero, or follows Tikhonov, Gaussian or uniform distributions,
respectively.
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Hitherto, average BER expressions have been developed for the multi-user cases of coherent
CIDS-CDMA system based on the time-synchronous and time-asynchronous models. These
expressions will be verified via simulation-based investigations in subsection 6.3.5. We will show
that, for a given number of users, the coherent CIDS-CDMA system attains significant signal-tonoise gain than the corresponding coherent DS-CDMA system, in the presence of flat Rayleigh
fading and AWGN and considerable amount of noisy phase error.
The above findings suggest that significant energy savings can be achieved in data
communications among sensor nodes using the coherent CIDS-CDMA transceiver shown in
Figure 6.3 rather than the coherent DS-CDMA transceivers for multi-user cases in AWGN channel
with flat Rayleigh fading. These sensor nodes may conduct concurrent communications at the
expense of MAI. A wireless sensor network that consists of sensor nodes using coherent CIDSCDMA transceivers for multi-user cases will be explained in Chapter 7.
6.3.5. Simulation-based investigation of coherent CIDS-CDMA systems
In this section, we present the results of simulation-based investigations to confirm the analytical
results of the average BER expressions developed for the coherent CIDS-CDMA systems studied
in subsections 6.3.1-6.3.4, in the presence of flat Rayleigh fading, AWGN and noisy phase error.
For concision of presentation, in the presented results the noisy phase error θd is equal to zero or
follows Tikhonov distribution. In simulations the m-sequences of large period (214-1) and polarity
values are generated to be users’ spreading/signature codes for bit-spreading.
To clearly present the capability of coherent CIDS-CDMA systems on mitigating Rayleigh
fading, the average BER expressions of coherent DS-CDMA systems using BSPK modulation
scheme are employed for the comparison purpose. The BER expression of single-user coherent
DS-CDMA system is denoted BER single
CDMA . The BER expression of multi-user coherent DS-CDMA
system based on the time synchronous model is denoted BER syn
CDMA . These two expressions have
been accurately computed in [44] and [36], respectively, and expressed as
BER single
CDMA =

vEb / N o
1 
1−
2 
1 + vEb / N o


1 1    vEb
syn
BER CDMA = − 1 + 
2 2    No
 






−1


,



(6.32)
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 2(G − 1)   


−1 / 2

,

(6.33)

where v = 2σ R2 . We should note that the “depth” of chip interleaver (see Figure 6.2) M is set to be N
in simulations, so as to have fair comparison between the coherent CIDS-CDMA system and the
coherent DS-CDMA system.
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(b) Phase error θd follows Tikhonov distribution, K T = 10. Rayleigh fading 2σR2 = 1.

Figure 6.5 BER of the single-user case of the coherent CIDS-CDMA system in the presence of
Rayleigh fading, AWGN and the noisy phase error, in comparison to the BER of the
single-user case of coherent DS-CDMA system. Note that no phase error is considered
for the coherent DS-CDMA system. Every value is the average results of 5×105
simulations.
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(a) Phase error θd = 0. Spreading gain N = 64. Rayleigh fading 2σR2 = 1.
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(b) Phase error θd follows Tikhonov distribution, K T = 10. Spreading gain N=64. Rayleigh fading 2σR2 = 1.

Figure 6.6 BER of the multi-user case of the coherent CIDS-CDMA system based on the time
synchronous model in the presence of Rayleigh fading, AWGN and the phase error, in
comparison to the BER of the multi-user case of coherent DS-CDMA system. Solid
lines represent the theoretical results, and dot lines represent the simulation results.
Note that no phase error is considered for the coherent DS-CDMA system. Every value
is the average results of 5×105 simulations.
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Figure 6.7 BER of the multi-user case of the coherent CIDS-CDMA system based on the chiplevel synchronization model.
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Figure 6.8 BER of the multi-user case of coherent CIDS-CDMA system based on the complete
asynchronization model.
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Figure 6.5 (a) and (b) show the BER of single-user coherent CIDS-CDMA system and the
single-user coherent DS-CDMA system in the presence of flat Rayleigh fading, AWGN and noisy
phase error. Simulation results of the coherent CIDS-CDMA system are found greatly agreeing
with the analytical results of corresponding theoretical expressions. When the spreading gain N
increases, Rayleigh fading is found substantially reduced by the coherent CIDS-CDMA system
compared to the coherent DS-CDMA system. For given values of BER and N, the signal-to-noise
ratio Eb/No required by the coherent CIDS-CDMA system is much less than the Eb/No required by
the coherent DS-CDMA system. Comparing Figure 6.5 (a) to Figure 6.5 (b), one can find that, for
a given BER value, the single-user coherent CIDS-CDMA with non-zero phase error needs greater
Eb/No than the single-user coherent CIDS-CDMA without phase error. This means that the
presence of phase error notably degrades the system bit error performance. In spite of the presence
of phase error, the chip interleaving technique allows DS-CDMA system to gain significant Eb/No.
Figure 6.6 (a) and (b) show the BER of multi-user coherent CIDS-CDMA system based on the
time synchronous model, in comparison to the BER of multi-user coherent DS-CDMA system
bases on the time-synchronous model. The simulation results of coherent CIDS-CDMA system are
found closely matching the analytical results. For given values of BER and the number of users G,
the coherent CIDS-CDMA system requires much less Eb/No than the counterpart required by the
coherent DS-CDMA system. Comparing Figure 6.6 (a) to Figure 6.6 (b), one can find that, for a
given number of users, the values of Eb/No required by the coherent CIDS-CDMA system to
achieve a target BER increases when a considerable amount of phase error is present.
Figure 6.7 (a), (b), (c) and (d) illustrate the BER of multi-user coherent CIDS-CDMA system
based on the chip-level synchronization model. The number of users G is set to be 3 or 4, the noisy
phase error θd is equal to zero or follow Tikhonov distribution where K T is set to be 10. The
simulation results agree extremely well with the analytical results of the BER expression in (6.27).
Figure 6.8 (a), (b), (c) and (d) illustrate the BER of multi-user coherent CIDS-CDMA system
based on the complete asynchronization model. The number of users G is set to be 3 or 4, the
noisy phase error θd is equal to zero or follows Tikhonov distribution where K T is equal to 10. The
simulation results agree well with the analytical results of the BER expression in (6.31).
Comparing Figure 6.7 to Figure 6.8, one can find that, for given values of G and N, the BER
curve of coherent CIDS-CDMA system based on the chip-level synchronization model is always
above the BER curves of coherent CIDS-CDMA system based on the complete asynchronization
model. This finding confirms the claim in subsection 6.3.2 that the BER of coherent CIDS-CDMA
system based on the chip-level synchronization model provides the upper bound for the BER of
coherent CIDS-CDMA system based on the complete asynchronization model. This is because the
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MAI in (6.31) for the system by complete asynchronization model is computed to be smaller than
the MAI in (6.27) for the system by the chip-level synchronization model.
Hitherto, the theoretical closed-form average BER expressions are developed for the coherent
CIDS-CDMA systems in the presence of Rayleigh fading, AWGN, MAI, and the alternatively
considered noisy phase error.
In the next section, our study is moved onto the non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system, which has
many features different from those of the coherent CIDS-CDMA system. However, reader will
find that many calculation practices in the next section are built upon studies in this section.
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Figure 6.9 Single-user case of non-coherent CIDS-CDMA.
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6.4 Non-coherent Chip Interleaved DS-CDMA (CIDS-CDMA) System
In this section, the non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system is investigated. The non-coherent CIDSCDMA system employs transceivers that conduct BPSK modulation and binary pseudo-random
sequences for symbol-spreading; however it is distinct from the coherent CIDS-CDMA system,
for the transceivers perform M-ary communication and non-coherent demodulation using the
optimal quadrature demodulator.
The investigation begins with the single-user case in subsection 6.4.1. Then it is extended to the
multi-user cases. In the multi-user cases, the time synchronous and time-asynchronous models of
received signals are studied in subsections 6.4.2, 6.4.3 and 6.4.4. For all of the cases, the closedform average BER expressions are developed in which the MAI is accurately computed.
In subsection 6.4.5, simulations are carried out to verify the correctness and accuracy of the
theoretical BER expressions. Simulation results are found well matching the analytical results of
the derived BER expressions.
6.4.1 Single-user case of non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system
Figure 6.9 presents the block diagram of signal processing components in the transceiver for the
single-user case of non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system. The transceiver structure in Figure 6.9
shows the distinctive components that perform M-ary communications and non-coherent
demodulation as explained in the following.
In the transmitter, M-ary communication is conducted basing on the bits-to-symbol component
and the symbol-to-chip-sequence component. First, the binary data bits are grouped to specify
symbols in the bits-to-symbol component: Kb-number of bits, ( b1i , b2i ,..., b Ki b ), are grouped together
to specify a symbol denoted as mi. The total number of symbols specified by various combinations
of Kb bits is denoted Ms which is equal to 2 Kb . The set of Ms symbols is denoted {mi, i =1, 2, …,
Ms}. Each of these symbols is to be transmitted with equal probability.
Then each symbol mi is spread into N chips in the symbol-to-chip-sequence component, using
binary pseudo-random sequence as the spreading code. The spreading code for symbol mi may be
written as (a1i ,..., aki ,..., a iN ) . To be consistent with the investigation in the Section 6.3, the spreading
codes in use possess the following properties: a chip aki has the rectangular waveform aki (t ) and
T

the normalized energy ( ∫ c ( aki (t )) 2 dt ) / Tc = 1 . The chip duration is denoted by Tc, which is equal to Ts
0
/N for the defined spreading gain N and the symbol duration Ts. The value that a chip aki takes is of
polarity { +1,−1 }. The spreading codes for different symbols are orthogonal, i.e.,
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N

Tc

∑ ∫0
k = 1, q = 1

 NT c ,
ˆ
a ki ( t ) a qi ( t ) dt = 
 0,

i = iˆ , k = q ;
otherwise.

(6.34)

Using Figure 6.9, we explain the procedure of chip interleaving as follows. In the transmitter, Mnumber of symbols of the hth data block are written into the chip interleaver. The N chips of a
symbol are written from left to right, and M symbols are written from top to bottom. These MNnumber of chips are then interleaved, such that N columns of chips leave the chip interleaver from
left to right in turn.
In the hth data block, the chip sequence representing the transmitted symbol mi on the jth row of
the chip-interleaver is written as (a1h, i, ( j ) ,..., akh,i, ( j ) ,..., a Nh,i, ( j ) ) , where i = 1, 2, …, or Ms, and j = 1, 2, ...,
M. Note that symbols on M rows may take different alphabets from the set {mi, i = 1, 2, …, Ms }
with equal probability. Hence, in the kth column of chips ( akh,i, (1) ,..., akh, i, ( j ) ,...akh, i, ( M ) )T the superscript i
in akh,i, ( j ) may arbitrarily take an integer value in [1, Ms]. Then columns of chips go through the
Pulse Shaping Filter (PSF). The output of PSF is modulated using the BPSK modulation scheme.
The modulated N-columns of chips in the hth data block are denoted as s(t). Ignoring the effect of
PSF, the waveform of s(t) may be expressed as
s (t ) =

+∞

P

M

N

∑ ∑ ∑ a kh , i , ( j ) (t )u T

h = −∞ j = 1 k = 1

c

( t − ( hMN + kM + j − 1)T c ) cos( ω c t + θ m ) ,

(6.35)

where P is the transmission power, i =1, 2, …, or Ms, ωc is the carrier frequency, θm is the phase
introduced in the modulator, uTc (t) = 1 when −MTc ≤ t ≤ (−M +1)Tc ; otherwise, uTc (t ) = 0 .
The channel is considered to have AWGN and flat Rayleigh fading. The characterization of such
channel has been explained in subsection 6.3.1 and is carried over in this section. To ease reading,
the models characterizing this fading channel are duplicated herein. The fading channel impulse
response of a chip akh,i, ( j ) in the hth data block has the same expression as (6.2), i.e.,
α k( h ) (t ) = α k( h ) cos( β k(h ) )δ (t − τ k( h ) ) , where α k(h ) is the fading coefficient, β k(h ) is the phase angle

introduced by fading, δ(t) is the delta function, and τ k(h) is the signal transmission delay. The
values of α k(h) , β k(h) , and τ k(h) are mutually independent random variables (RVs).
The Rayleigh fading coefficient α k(h) is a Rayleigh distributed RV, which has the probability
density function (pdf) defined in (6.3). Coefficient α k(h) is assumed to take a constant value during
the transmission of the kth-column of chips. Coefficients α k(h) , k = 1, 2,…, N, for N columns of
chips may be assumed to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) RVs.
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By convention the phase β k(h) is assumed to follow uniform distribution in [-π, π). We assume a
special case that β k(h) may take a constant value during the transmission of MN-number of chips of
the hth data block. This assumption significantly simplifies the notation β k(h) to be β (h) , eliminating
its dependency on the index of chip column k. Note that we propose the study of the case where
th

β k(h ) may take a constant value during the transmission of M-number of chips of the h data block

to be our future work.
The AWGN is a stationary white Gaussian process with zero-mean and double-sided power
spectral density

σ2

equal to No/2. The waveform of AWGN is denoted η(t), which can be

expressed as η (t ) = ηc (t ) cos(ωc t + θ o ) − η s (t ) sin(ωc t + θ o ) , where η c (t ) and η s (t ) are quadrature
components, θ o can be any phase angle.
Then the received signals may be expressed as
+∞

s ' (t ) =

P

M

N

∑ ∑ ∑ α k( h ) a kh , i , ( j )uT

h = −∞ j =1 k =1

c

(t − ( hMN + kM + j − 1)Tc − τ k( h ) ) cos( ω c t + θ k( h ) ) + η (t ) .

(6.36)

where θ k( h) = θ m + β ( h) − ωcτ k( h) is the phase of the received signal.
In receiver the time synchronization is assumed to be achieved for the system BER evaluation by
convention. The time synchronization allows τ k(h) taking the value zero. The received signals first
pass through the band-pass filter (BPF). Then the filtered signals are demodulated on the basis of
the optimal quadrature demodulator. The optimal demodulator has the two branches, the In-phase
branch (I-branch) and the quadrature branch (Q-branch). In I-branch, the received signals are
multiplied by cos(ωct+θd); in Q-branch, the received signals are multiplied by sin(ωct+θd), where

θd denotes the noisy phase error introduced in demodulator.
In non-coherent demodulation, the time synchronization is assumed for the received signal to
have τ k = 0, but no such assumption is made about the phase θ k(h) = θ m + β (h) [45]. Hence the output
of the low-pass filter (LPF) in the I-branch is denoted rc(t) which may be expressed as
rc (t ) = LPF ( s ' (t ) cos( ω c t + θ d ))
=

P +∞ M N ( h ) h,i ,( j )
1
(t )uTc (t − ( hMN + kM + j − 1)Tc ) cos(θ ( h ) ) + η c (t ) .
∑ ∑ ∑ α k ak
2 h=−∞ j =1k =1
2

(6.37)

where θ ( h) = θ k( h) − θ d . Likewise, the output of the LPF in Q-branch is denoted rs(t) which may be
expressed as
rs (t ) = LPF ( s' (t ) sin(ωc t + θ d ))
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=−

P +∞ M N ( h) h,i,( j )
1
(t )uTc (t − (hMN + kM + j − 1)Tc ) sin(θ (h ) ) + η s (t ) . (6.38)
∑ ∑ ∑α k ak
2 h=−∞ j =1k =1
2

Then the outputs of LPFs in the I-branch and the Q-branch are de-interleaved, respectively. In the
chip de-interleaver of each branch, the N columns of chips are written from left to right in column,
and then chips are read out in row from top to bottom.
In I-branch, the output signals of de-interleaver contain N chips. These chips may be denoted as
h,i,( j )
( aˆ ch1, i , ( j ) ,..., aˆ ckh , i , ( j ) ,..., aˆ cN
), where aˆ ckh,i,( j ) = α k( h ) a kh,i ,( j ) cos(θ ( h ) ) , the subscript i of aˆ ckh,i,( j ) arbitrarily

takes an integer value in [1, Ms] with equal probability. In Q-branch, the output signals of chip deh,i,( j )
interleaver also contain N chips. These chips may be denoted as ( aˆ sh1, i , ( j ) ,..., aˆ skh , i , ( j ) ,..., aˆ sN
), where

h ,i ,( j )
h ,i , ( j )
aˆ sk
= −α k( h ) a kh,i ,( j ) sin(θ ( h ) ) , the subscript i of aˆ sk
takes the same value as the subscript i of aˆ ckh,i,( j )

takes. Then these two outputs are sent to the correlators in each branch, respectively.
In each branch, there are Ms-number of correlators placed in parallel at the output of chip deinterleaver (see Figure. 6.9). In the ith correlator, the pseudo-random sequence used to spreading
symbol mi is assumed to be known a priori. The output of each correlator is squared. Then the
squared outputs of the ith correlator in I-branch and the squared output of the ith correlator in Qbranch are summed up. Then multiple summed outputs from pairs of correlators are all sent to the
Maximum Likelihood (ML) decision circuit to decide which symbol has been transmitted. Finally
the decided symbol is converted to the corresponding bit sequence.
The non-coherent demodulation is based on the optimal demodulator, by which the phase angles
of received signals are canceled. The phase cancelation will be shown in the procedure of
calculating symbol error probability (SEP) later. From SEP the average BER expression can be
derived directly, as explained in the following.
Without loss of generality, we analyze the symbol error probability of the 1st transmitted symbol
in the 0th data block, i.e., j=1 and h =0. Without loss of generality, the first symbol is assumed to
be m1. So at the output of chip de-interleaver in the I-branch and the Q-branch, the chip sequence
0,1, (1)

0 ,1,(1)
may be expressed as ( aˆ c01,1,(1) ,..., aˆ ck0 ,1,(1) ,..., aˆ cN
) and ( aˆ s1

0,1, (1)
0,1, (1)
,..., aˆ sk
,..., aˆ sN
), respectively.

The outputs of correlator corresponding to m1 in the I-branch and the Q-branch are denoted as rc1
and rs1 , respectively. The values that rc1 and rs1 take may be computed to be
rc1 =
rs1 = −
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P
N
c
ˆ 0 ,1, (1) a 1k ( t ) dt  + ξ co = γ~ P Tc cos( θ ( h ) ) / 2 + ξ1co ,
cos( θ ( h ) )  ∑ ∫(kT
k −1) Tc a ck
2
 k =1


(6.39)

P
N c

sin(θ ( h ) )  ∑ ∫(kT
aˆ 0 ,1,(1) (t ) a 1k (t ) dt  + ξ so = − γ~ P Tc sin( θ ( h ) ) / 2 + ξ1so ,
k −1)Tc sk
2
 k =1


(6.40)

1 N kT
1 N kT
~ N (0)
1
1
where γ = ∑ α k , ξ1co = ∑ ∫( k −c1)Tc ηc (t )ak (t )dt and ξ1so = ∑ ∫( k −c1)Tc η s (t )ak (t ) dt .
2 k =1
2 k =1
k =1

On the right-hand side of (6.39) and (6.40), respectively, the first term is the value of the
received signal, ξ1co and ξ1so are the noise terms. The squared sum of rc1 and rs1 is denoted by r1 2 ,
i.e., r12 = rc21 + rs21 .
The outputs of other correlators corresponding to mi in the I-branch and the Q-branch are
denoted as rci and rsi , respectively. The values that rci and rsi take may be computed as
rci =

rsi = −

N
P
N c
i
c
ˆ h ,1,(1) a ki ( t ) dt  + ξ ico , where ξico = 1 ∑ ∫(kT
cos( θ ( h ) )  ∑ ∫(kT
k −1) Tc a ck
k −1)Tc ηc (t )ak (t )dt ,
2
2 k =1
 k =1


(6.41)

P
1 N kTc
N c

h ,1,(1)
i
i
ˆ
sin(θ ( h ) )  ∑ ∫(kT
a
(
t
)
a
(
t
)
dt
+
ξ
ξ
=
∑ ∫(k −1)Tc ηs (t )ak (t )dt , (6.42)
,
where
k
iso
iso
k −1)Tc sk

2
2 k =1
 k =1


i = 2, 3,…, Ms. On the right-hand side of (6.41) and (6.42), respectively, the first term is the value
of the received signal, ξ ico and ξ iso are the noise terms. The squared sum of rci and rsi is denoted
ri2 , i.e., ri = rci + rsi .
2

2

2

Then r12 and ri2 , for i = 2, 3,…, Ms, are sent to ML decision circuit to decide which symbol has
been transmitted according to the decision rule to be presented later.
The expressions of ξ1co , ξ1so , ξ ico and ξ iso in (6.39 - 6.42) can be found to closely resemble the
noise term given in (6.6). Thus it is easily to show that ξ1co , ξ1so , ξ ico and ξ iso are i.i.d. RVs which
follow the same Gaussian distribution denoted as N(0, N o NTc / 8 ).
Let Rc1 , Rs1 , R12 and Ri2 denote the RVs for the random values of rc1 , rs1 , r12 and ri2 ,
respectively. For a given value of phase θ ( h) , Rc1 and Rs1 can be shown to follow Gaussian
distributions, denoted as
Rc1 = γ~ PTc cos(θ (h ) ) / 2 +N(0, N o NTc / 8 ) = N( γ~ P Tc cos( θ ( h ) ) / 2 , N o NTc / 8 ),

(6.43)

Rs1 = − γ~ PTc sin(θ (h ) ) / 2 +N(0, N o NTc / 8 ) = N( − γ~ P T c sin( θ ( h ) ) / 2 , N o NTc / 8 ),

(6.44)

respectively. Then the squared-envelope decision variable R12 can be computed as
R12 = (N( γ~ P T c cos( θ

(h)

)/2

, N o NTc / 8 ) )2 + (N( − γ~ PTc sin(θ (h ) ) / 2 , N o NTc / 8 ))2

= ( N o NT c / 8 N( 2γ cos( θ ( h ) ) ,1) )2 + ( N o NT c / 8 N( − 2γ sin(θ ( h ) ) ,1))2
2
= ( N o NTc / 8) χ (2,2γ E s / N o ) ,

(6.45)
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2
where χ ( 2, 2γ E s / N o ) is a non-central chi-squared RV with two degree of freedom and non-

centrality parameter 2γEs / No ,

γ = γˆ 2

, γˆ = γ~ / N , Es = PNTc . Clearly, the phases θ (h) in (6.43) and

(6.44) are canceled in (6.45).
Likewise, the squared-envelope decision variables Ri2 can be computed to be
2

2

2

2

Ri2 = (N(0, N o NTc / 8 ) ) + (N(0, N o NTc / 8 )) = ( N o NTc / 8 N(0,1) ) + ( N o NTc / 8 N(0,1))

= ( N o NTc / 8) χ 2 ( 2,0) = ( N o NT c / 8) χ 2 ( 2 ) ,

(6.46)

where i = 2, 3, ..., Ms, χ 2 (2) is a central chi-squared RV with two degree of freedom.
Because R12 and Ri2 have the same scale factor ( N o NTc / 8) , the symbol error probability (SEP)
can be calculated using the normalized decision statistics defined as follows. Let
Z1 =

R12 /( No NTc / 8) and Zi =

Ri2 /( No NTc / 8) ,

(6.47)

so that Z1 and Zi have the corresponding pdf expressed as
f Z1 ( x ) = 0 .5 exp(( − x + 2γ E s / N o ) / 2 ) I o ( 2 xγ E s / N o ), x ≥ 0 ,

f Zi ( x) = 0.5 exp(− x / 2), x ≥ 0 ,

(6.48)
(6.49)

where i = 2,3,..., Ms, I 0 (⋅) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order zero.
In ML decision circuit, the decision on which symbol m̂ has been transmitted is made upon the
optimal rule. This rule is defined as follows

mˆ = mk , if and only if Rk2 = max{Ri2 , i = 1,2,...M s } .
i

(6.50)

Let z1 and zi represent the values that Z1 and Zi take, respectively. According to z1 and zi, the ML
decision circuit may make wrong decision that mi rather than m1 has been transmitted. This is
clearly an error which occurs with a instantaneous probability denoted by Ps (e | m1, Z1 = z1,γ ) . Let the
probability that a right decision is made be denoted as
1 − Ps (C | m1 , Z1 = z1 , γ ) .

the value of

Ps (C | m1 , Z1 = z1 , γ )

such that Ps (e | m1, Z1 = z1,γ ) =

Because the decision variables Zi, i = 2, 3, ..., Ms, are statistically independent,

Ps (C | m1 , Z1 = z1 , γ )

may be calculated as [33]

Ps (C | m1 , Z1 = z1 , γ ) = Pr{ Z 2 < z1 , Z 3 < z1 ,..., Z M s < z1 | Z 1 = z1 , γ }
2

2

2

i

i

i

z
z
= ∏ Pr{ Z i < z1 | Z 1 = z1 } = ∏ ∫ 0 1 f Z i ( x ) dx = ∏ ∫0 1 0 .5 exp( − x / 2 ) dx
2

= ∏ (1 − exp( − z1 / 2 )) = (1 − exp( − z 1 / 2 )) M s − 1 .
i
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(6.51)

The mean of Ps (e | m1, Z1 = z1,γ ) conditional on γ is denoted Ps ( e | γ ) and may be calculated as
Ps ( e | γ ) = 1 − E [ Ps ( C | m 1 , Z 1 = z 1 , γ )] = E[
M s −1 

=

∑ 
i =1 

M

M s −1  M

∑ 

i =1



− 1
∞
( −1) i +1 ∫0 exp( −iz1 / 2) dz 1 ]
i 

s

− 1  ( − 1) i + 1
 − i γE s

exp 
i
 i+1
 i+1 No

s



 ,


(6.52)

as shown in Appendix 6.8. Then SEP may be developed by calculating (6.52) over all the values
that the RV γ takes as
M s −1 

SEP( E s / N o ) = E[ Ps (e | γ )] = ∑ 
i =1 
M s −1 

= ∑ 
i =1


where ν

= 2σ R2

M

M

− 1  ( − 1) i +1 

E  exp
i

 i +1

s

 − i γE s

 i +1 N
o


− 1  ( − 1) i +1  N  N ( N − 1)!  i E s
N 



+



i
Γ ( N )  i + 1 N o ν c 
 i + 1  νc 

s




 

−N

,

(6.53)

, Γ(•) represents the gamma function, as shown in Appendix 6.9. Thus the average

BER of the consider single-user non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system is computed to be


M s / 2 M s −1  M s − 1 (−1)i +1 ( N − 1)!  iKb νc Eb
Ms /2


=
+ 1
∑ 
SEP ( K b Eb / N o )
BER =
M s − 1 i =1  i  i + 1 Γ( N )  i + 1 N N o 
M s −1

−N

, (6.54)

where K b = log 2 M s , c = N − 1 [( 2 N − 1)!! ]1 / N , ( 2 N − 1)!! = ( 2 N − 1)( 2 N − 3) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 3 × 1 .
From (6.54) the bit error performance of single-user non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system in flat
Rayleigh fading channel can be found as functions of the spreading gain N and the “level” of Mary compunction Ms which is equal to 2 Kb , Kb is the number of bits per symbol. Numerical results
of the derived BER expression will be presented, together with the confirmative simulation results
and the numerical BER results of the single-user non-coherent DS-CDMA system, in subsection
6.4.5. According to these results, significant signal-to-noise gains are found being attained by
increasing N or Ms of the single-user non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system compared to the singleuser non-coherent DS-CDMA system.
The above findings suggest significant energy savings in data communications between two
sensor nodes which use the non-coherent CIDS-CDMA transceivers rather than the non-coherent
DS-CDMA transceivers in flat Rayleigh fading channel. The node energy saving arising from the
use of such non-coherent CIDS-CDMA transceiver will be investigated in Chapter 7.
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Figure 6.10 Multi-user case of non-coherent CIDS-CDMA.
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Hitherto, average BER expression has been developed for the single-user case of the noncoherent CIDS-CDMA system. Note that the mathematical expressions of signal demodulation
and chip de-interleaving processing in the I-branch (or the Q-branch) of the optimal quadrature
demodulator in non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system closely resemble the mathematical expressions
of coherent demodulation and chip de-interleaving processing in coherent CIDS-CDMA system
presented in subsection 6.3.1. Awareness of this resemblance facilitates the subsequent studies
that are extended to the multi-user cases of non-coherent CIDS-CDMA systems in the presence of
flat Rayleigh fading, AWGN and MAI from undesired users. Reader will find that, in the
subsequent studies, many calculation practices are based on the studies presented in subsections
6.3.2-6.3.4.
In multi-user cases of the non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system, we investigate the timesynchronous and time-asynchronous models of signals received from multiple users. Before
presenting these investigations, we explain the considered model of a multi-user non-coherent
CIDS-CDMA system in the following.
In this considered model, G-number of users concurrently transmit blocked data (symbols)
towards a common receiver. The transceiver for the multi-user non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system
is presented in Figure 6.10. In the transmitter of the gth user, g = 1, 2, …, G, the signal processing
components for M-ary communication and chip-interleaving are carried over from the counterparts
in the transmitter shown in Figure 6.9. In the bits-to-symbol component, Kb-number of bits,

(b gi ,1 , b gi , 2 ,..., b gi , K b ) , are grouped together to specify a symbol denoted by mgi. The total number
of symbols specified by various combinations of Kb bits is denoted by Ms which is equal to 2 Kb .
This symbol set is denoted {mgi, i = 1, 2, …, Ms}. Every symbol in this set is to be transmitted with
equal probability. In the symbol-to-chip-sequence component, a symbol mgi is spread into Nnumber of chips using the binary pseudo-random sequences as the spreading codes. The spreading
code for symbol mgi may be written as (a ig ,1 ,..., a gi ,k ,..., a gi , N ) . To be consistent with the investigation
in subsection 6.4.1, spreading codes in use have the following properties: the value that a chip a ig ,k
takes is of polarity { +1,−1 }. A chip a gi , k has the rectangular waveform denoted as a ig ,k (t ) and the
T
i
2
normalized energy ( ∫0 c ( a g , k ( t )) dt ) / T c = 1 . The chip duration is denoted by Tc, which is

equal to Ts /N for the defined spreading gain N and symbol duration Ts. The spreading codes for
different symbols are orthogonal, i.e.,
N

Tc

∑ ∫0

k = 1, q = 1

 NT c ,
ˆ
a ig , k ( t ) a ig , q ( t ) dt = 
 0,

i = iˆ , k = q ;
otherwise.

(6.55)
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We shall note that, for different users, the combination of bits may vary in specifying a symbol
in the bits-to-symbol component. Also, different users may define different spreading codes for
symbol spreading in the symbol-to-chip-sequence component. If so, the spreading codes of
different users have to be orthogonal, i.e.,
N
 NT c ,
T
i
iˆ
∑ ∫0 c a g , k ( t ) a gˆ , k ( t ) dt = 
k =1
 0,

g = gˆ ;
otherwise.

(6.56)

In practice, it can be highly demanding to find spreading codes that well preserve the orthogonality
as defined in (6.55) and (6.56), in particular, when the number of users G or the “level” of M-ary
communication Ms is large. Hence we consider that, for G-number of users, the components of Mary communication have the same specification, i.e., mgi = mi, ( b gi ,1 , b gi , 2 ,..., b gi , K b ) = ( b1i , b 2i ,..., b Ki b ) ,
(a ig ,1 ,..., a gi ,k ,..., a gi , N ) = (a1i ,..., aki ,..., a iN ) , g = 1,2,...,G. However, to preserve the clarity of presentation,

we keep the subscript g in mgi, (bgi ,1 , bgi ,2 ,..., bgi , K b ) and (a ig ,1 ,..., a ig ,k ,..., a ig , N ) to identify users.
In the transmitter of the gth user, the output chip sequence (a ig ,1 ,..., a ig ,k ,..., a ig , N ) of the symbol-tochip-sequence component is multiplied with the binary signature code assigned to the gth user.
This signature code is denoted (c g( ,j1) ,..., c g( ,j k) ,...c g( j, )N ) . The value that a chip c g( j,k) takes is of polarity
{ +1,−1 }. A chip c g( ,jk) has the rectangular waveform denoted as c g( j,k) (t ) and the normalized energy
(∫0Tc (cg( ,jk) (t ))2 dt) / Tc = 1 . The chip duration is denoted Tc, which is equal to Ts/N for the defined

spreading gain N. Note that the chip rate of signature code is the same as the chip rate of spreading
( j)
( j)
T
code. The signature codes for different users are orthogonal, i.e., ∫0 b c g , k (t ) c gˆ , k ( t ) dt = 0 when

g ≠ gˆ [35]. The “signed” chip sequence may be expressed as ( c g( ,j1) a gi ,1 ,..., c g( ,j k) a ig , k ,..., c g( j, N) a ig , N ) .

Then the “signed” chip sequences representing M symbols in a data block are written into the chipinterleaver.
In the chip-interleaver of the gth user, all together M rows of chip sequences in the hth block are
interleaved (see Figure 6.10). In the jth row of chip interleaver, the chip sequence representing a
symbol mgi is written as ( c g( j,1) a gh ,,1i , ( j ) , ,..., c g( j, k) a gh ,,ik, ( j ) ,..., c g( j, )N a gh ,, iN, ( j ) ) . In the kth column of chip
interleaver, the chip sequence is written as ( c g(1,)k a gh ,,ik, (1) ,..., c g( j, k) a gh ,,ik,( j ) ,..., c g( M, k ) a gh ,,ik, ( M ) )T. These MNnumber of chips are interleaved such that N columns of chips leave the chip interleaver from left to
right in turn. The interleaved chip sequences are modulated using BPSK. The modulator may be
expressed as cos(ωct+θgm), where ωcis the carrier frequency and θgm is the phase angle introduced
in the modulator of the gth user.
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The receiver for the multi-user case of non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system is shown in Figure
6.10. The notable difference between this receiver and the receiver shown in Figure 6.9 is
explained herein. In I-branch (and Q-branch) of the optimal demodulator, the output signals of the
chip de-interleaver are multiplied with the signature code of the desired user before further signal
processing. The signature code of the desired user is assumed to be known in the receiver a priori.
Without loss of generality, we will develop the average BER with respect to the 1st user as the
desired user. This development is based on the calculation of symbol error probability, taking into
account the MAI from (G-1)-number of undesired users.
Consider that the 1st user transmits M-number of symbols in the hth data block. One of these
symbols, say m1i, is spread using the spreading code denoted as ( a1h,1, i ,..., a1h, ,ki ,..., a1h, ,Ni ) . Then every
( j)
( j)
( j)
row of chip sequence in the hth data block is multiplied with signature code (c1,1 ,..., c1, k ,...c1, N ) .

Then M rows of “signed” chip sequences are interleaved, modulated and transmitted in turn. The
(1) h ,i ,(1)

kth column of interleaved chips ( c1,k a1,k

,..., c1(,kj ) a1h,k,i ,( j ) ,..., c1(,Mk ) a1h,k,i ,( M ) )T are affected by the

Rayleigh fading coefficient α1(,hk) , the phase β1(,hk ) introduced by fading and the transmission delay

τ1(,hk) during data transmission in fading channel. Likewise, the kth column of interleaved chips in
(1)

h,i ,(1)

the hth data block of the gth user, i.e., ( c g ,k a g ,k

,..., c g( j,k) a gh,,ik,( j ) ,..., c g( M,k ) a gh,,ik,( M ) )T, g = 2, 3, ..., G,

( h)
are affected by the Rayleigh fading coefficient α g( h, k) , the phase β g , k introduced by fading, and
( h)
transmission delay τ g ,k .

The channel coefficients α1(,hk) and α g( h, k) , where k = 1, 2,…, N and g = 2, 3, ..., G, are assumed to
be i.i.d. RVs following the same Rayleigh distribution with the pdf given in (6.3). It is reasonable
( h)
( h)
( h)
to assume that α1(,hk) , α g( h, k) , β1(,hk ) , β g , k , τ1,k , and τ g ,k , g = 2, 3, ..., G, are mutually independent,

due to the independency of channels among different users.
To be consistent with the study in subsection 6.4.1, assumptions about the channel parameters
are carried over as follows. Rayleigh fading coefficients α1(,hk) and α g( h, k) , g = 2, 3, ..., G, are
assumed to take a constant value during the transmission of the kth-column of chips. The phases
β1(,hk ) and β g(h, k) , g = 2, 3, ..., G, may take a constant value, respectively, in the transmission of MN( h)
number of chips of the hth block. Hence, notations β1(,hk ) and β g , k are simplified to be β1( h) and

β g( h ) , respectively, eliminating the dependency on the chip column index k.

Then the received signals may be expressed as
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+∞

M N

P1 ∑ ∑ ∑ α 1(,hk) c1(, jk) a1h, ,ki , ( j ) u Tc (t − ( hMN + kM + j − 1)Tc − τ 1(,hk) ) cos( ω c t + θ1(,hk) ) +

s ' (t ) =

h = −∞ j = 1k =1
+∞ M N

G

(h) ( j ) h,i, ( j )
(h)
(h)
∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ Pg α g , k cg, k ag , k uTc (t − (hMN + kM + j − 1)Tc − τ g , k ) cos(ωct + θ g, k ) + η(t ) . (6.57)

g =2 h = −∞ j =1k =1

where P1 and Pg stand for the received signal power of the 1st and the gth user, respectveily,
θ1(,hk) = θ1, m + β1(h ) − ωcτ 1(,hk) , θ g( h, k) = θ g , m + β g( h ) − ωcτ g( h, k) , η(t ) is the waveform of AWGN. In (6.57) the

parameter i may arbitrarily take an integer value in [1, Ms] with equal probability. The noncoherent demodulation of received signals s ' (t ) is based on the optimal quadrature demodulator
which has two branches, i.e., I-branch and Q-branch, as follows.
In I-branch, the output of low-pass filter (LPF) after the demodulation is denoted rc(t) and may
be expressed as
rc ( t ) = LPF ( s ' ( t ) cos( ω c t + θ d ))
P1

=

2
G

∑

+∞

M N

∑ ∑ ∑ α 1, k c1, k a1, k

( h) ( j ) h,i, ( j )

h = −∞ j =1k =1
+∞

M N

∑ ∑∑

g = 2 h = −∞ j =1k =1

Pg
2

uTc (t − ( hMN + kM + j − 1)Tc − τ 1(,hk) ) cos(θ1( h ) ) +
1
2

α g( h, k) c g( ,j k) a gh,,ik, ( j ) uTc (t − ( hMN + kM + j − 1)Tc − τ g( h, k) ) cos(θ g( h ) ) + η c (t ) ,

(6.58)

where θ 1( h ) = θ 1(,hk) + θ d = θ1, m + β1(h) − ωcτ1(,hk) + θd , θ g( h) = θ g( h, k) + θ d = θ g ,m + β g( h) − ω cτ g( h,k) + θ d , θ d stands for
the noisy phase error introduced in demodulator. Likewise, in Q-branch the output of low-pass
filter (LPF) after the demodulation is denoted rs(t) and may be expressed as
rs ( t ) = LPF ( s ' ( t ) sin( ω c t + θ d ))
=−
G

P1 + ∞ M N ( h ) ( j ) h , i , ( j )
(h)
(h)
∑ ∑ ∑ α 1, k c1, k a1, k uTc (t − ( hMN + kM + j − 1)Tc − τ 1, k ) sin(θ1 ) −
2 h = −∞ j =1k =1
+∞

M N

∑ ∑ ∑∑

g = 2 h = −∞ j =1k =1

Pg
2

1
2

α g( h, k) c g( j, k) a gh,,ik, ( j )uTc (t − ( hMN + kM + j − 1)Tc − τ g( h, k) ) sin(θ g( h) ) + η s (t ) . (6.59)

Then the demodulated signals expressed in (6.58) and (6.59) go through the chip de-interleaver in
I-branch and Q-branch, respectively, to proceed with further signal processing.
Clearly, (6.58) and (6.59) show that the received signal of the 1st user is affected by the MAI
from (G-1) undesired users and AWGN. The randomness of signal transmission delays τ1(,hk) and
τ g( h,k) , g = 2,…, G, which accounts for the lack of time asynchronism among G transmitters, place

great difficulty to evaluate the system BER. For clarity, thoroughness and completeness of the
investigation, our study begins with the time-synchronous model in subsection 6.4.2, and then is
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extended to the time-asynchronous models in subsections 6.4.3 and 6.4.4. Reader will find that
many calculations in the subsequent studies are heavily relevant to the studies presented in
subsections 6.3.2-6.3.4.
6.4.2. Time synchronous model of multi-user case in non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system
In this subsection, we focus on investigating the non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system based on the
time-synchronous model in which the bit epochs of signals from different users are aligned, i.e.,

τ 1, k = τ 2 , k =…= τ G , k = 0. Although this time synchronous model is unlikely to occur in practice,
we study it to facilitate the subsequent investigations of time-asynchronous models, where τ 1, k
≠

τ 2,k

≠ …≠

τ G ,k .

In each branch of the optimal demodulator, the de-interleaved chip signals are multiplied with
the signal of signature code ( c1(,1j ) ,..., c1(, jk) ,... c1(, jN) ) of the 1st user, and then are sent to Ms-number of
correlators. Without loss of generality, we will analyze the probability that the first symbol, in the
0th data block of the 1th user is transmitted in error, i.e., j = 1 and h = 0, due to the flat Rayleigh
fading, AWGN and MAI from (G-1) undesired users. Without loss of generality, this first symbol
is assumed to be m11.
In the receiver, the outputs of correlators related to m1 in the I-branch and the Q-branch are
denoted as rc1 and rs1 , respectively. The values that rc1 and rs1 take may be computed as
N

( 0 ) (1)
(1)
0 ,1, (1)
c
rc1 = ( P1 cos( θ 1( 0 ) ) / 2 ) ∑ ∫(kT
(t ) a 1k (t ) dt +
k −1)T α 1, k c1, k ( t ) c1, k ( t ) a1, k
c

k =1

G

N

kT

∑ ∑ ∫( k −c1)Tc

g = 2 k −1

Pg α g( 0, k) c g(1,)k (t )c1(,1k) (t ) a g0 ,,ik, (1) (t ) a1k (t ) cos(θ g( 0 ) ) / 2 dt + ξ1co ,
G

N

kT
( 0) (1)
(1)
0, i , (1)
1
( 0)
= γ~ PTc cos(θ1(0) ) / 2 + ∑ ∑ ∫( k −c1)Tc Pg α g , k c g , k (t )c1, k (t )a g , k (t )ak (t ) cos(θ g ) / 2dt + ξ1co , (6.60)
g = 2 k −1

N

( 0 ) (1)
(1)
0 ,1, (1)
c
rs1 = ( − P1 sin( θ 1( 0 ) ) / 2 ) ∑ ∫(kT
(t ) a 1k (t ) dt −
k −1) T α 1, k c1, k ( t ) c1, k ( t ) a1, k
k =1

G

N

kT

∑ ∑ ∫( k −c1)Tc

g = 2 k =1

c

Pg α g( 0, k) c g(1,)k (t )c1(,1k) (t ) a g0,,ik, (1) (t ) a1k (t ) sin(θ g( 0 ) ) / 2 dt + ξ1so
G

N

kT
(0) (1)
(1)
0,i , (1)
1
( 0)
= − γ~ P Tc sin( θ 1( 0 ) ) / 2 − ∑ ∑ ∫(k −c1)Tc Pg α g , k cg , k (t )c1, k (t )ag , k (t )ak (t ) sin(θ g ) / 2dt + ξ1so ,
g = 2 k =1

(6.61)

where P1 and Pg stand for the signal power of the 1st user and the gth user, respectively,
γ~ = ∑k =1αk(0) , θ1( 0 ) = θ1,m + β 1( 0 ) + θ d , θ g(0) = θ g ,m + β g(0) + θ d , θ g( 0 ) is assumed to follow uniform
N

distribution in [-π, π). No assumption needs to be made on the distribution of θ1(0) , because it will
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be canceled in the calculation of SEP to be presented later. On the right-hand side of (6.60) and
(6.61), respectively, the first term is the value of received signal of the 1st user. The second term is
the MAI from undesired users. The noise terms in (6.60) and (6.61) are denoted as ξ1co and ξ1so ,
which carry on the corresponding expressions given in (6.39) and (6.40), respectively. For
simplicity, the ideal power control is assumed to make P1 and Pg equal, i.e., P1=...=PG =P. The
squared sum of rc1 and rs1 is denoted r12 , i.e., r12 = rc21 + rs21 .
In the I-branch and the Q-branch, the outputs of other correlators corresponding to mi are
denoted by rci and rsi , respectively, which can be calculated as
N

( 0) (1)
(1)
0,1, (1)
c
rci = ( P1 cos(θ1(0) ) / 2) ∑ ∫(kT
(t )aki (t )dt +
k −1)T α1, k c1, k (t )c1, k (t ) a1, k
k =1

G

c

N

kT
( 0) (1)
(1)
0, i , (1)
i
( 0)
∑ ∑ ∫( k −c1)Tc Pg α g , k c g , k (t )c1, k (t )a g , k (t )ak (t ) cos(θ g ) / 2dt + ξ ico ,

g = 2 k =1

(6.62)

N

( 0 ) (1)
(1)
0 ,1, (1)
c
rs1 = ( − P1 sin(θ1( 0 ) ) / 2) ∑ ∫(kT
(t ) aki (t ) dt −
k −1)T α 1, k c1, k (t )c1, k (t ) a1, k
k =1

G

N

kT

∑ ∑ ∫( k −c1)Tc

g = 2 k =1

c

Pg α g( 0, k) c g(1,)k (t )c1(,1k) (t ) a g0 ,,ik, (1) (t )a ki (t ) sin(θ g( 0 ) ) / 2dt + ξ iso ,

(6.63)

where i = 2, 3,…, Ms, P1=...=PG =P. On the right-hand side of (6.62) and (6.63), respectively, the
first term is the value of signal from the 1st user, and the second term denotes the MAI from
undesired users. The terms ξico and ξiso in (6.62) and (6.63) are the noise terms which carry on
the corresponding expressions given in (6.41) and (6.42), respectively. The squared sum of rci and

rsi is denoted ri2 , i.e., ri2 = rci2 + rsi2 .
In the following we develop the average BER expression for multi-user non-coherent CIDSCDMA system based on the time synchronous model. Exploiting the studies in subsection 6.3.2
and subsection 6.4.1, it becomes easy to develop this BER expression.
One may find that (6.60) and (6.61) closely resemble (6.21) in subsection 6.3.2. The two MAI
terms in (6.60) and (6.61) can be shown to be i.i.d. RVs following a Gaussian distribution, denoted
as N(0, P (G − 1) NTc2σ R2 / 4 ), with zero-mean and the variance var(MAI) equal to P(G − 1) NTc2σ R2 / 4 .
The two noise terms ξ1co and ξ1so can be shown to be i.i.d. RVs following a Gaussian distribution,
denoted as N(0, N o NTc / 8 ), with zero-mean and the variance equal to N o NTc / 8 . Hence the sum of
MAI term and noise terms in (6.60) as well as the sum of MAI term and noise terms in (6.61)
follows the same Gaussian distribution denoted as N(0, P (G − 1) NTc2σ R2 / 4 + N o NTc / 8 ).
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Likewise, (6.62) and (6.63) also closely resemble (6.21). Hence the two MAI terms in (6.62) and
(6.63) can be shown to be i.i.d. RVs following the same Gaussian distribution as the MAI terms in
(6.60) and (6.61) follow. The two noise terms ξico and ξiso (6.62) and (6.63) can be shown to be
i.i.d. RVs following the same Gaussian distribution as the noise terms in (6.60) and (6.61) follow.
Let Rc1 , Rs1 and R12 represent the RVs for rc1 , rs1 and r12 , respectively. For a given value of
phase θ ( h) , Rc1 and Rs1 can be proven to follow Gaussian distributions, denoted as
Rc1 = N( γ~ PTc cos(θ ( h ) ) / 2 , P(G − 1) NTc2σ R2 / 4 + N o NTc / 8 ),

(6.64)

R s1 = N( − γ~ PTc sin(θ ( h ) ) / 2 , P(G − 1) NTc2σ R2 / 4 + N o NTc / 8 ),

(6.65)

respectively. Then the squared-envelope decision variable R12 can be computed as
2
R12 = (N( γ~ PTc cos(θ ( h ) ) / 2 , P (G − 1) NTc2σ R2 / 4 + N o NTc / 8 ) ) +

(N( − γ~ PTc sin(θ ( h) ) / 2 , P (G − 1) NTc2σ R2 / 4 + N o NTc / 8 ))2
= Ω χ 2 ( 2,2γ Ω ) ,

(6.66)

where χ 2 ( 2 , 2 γ Ω ) is a non-central chi-squared RV with two degree of freedom and noncentrality
−1

−1
−1
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Clearly, the phases θ ( h) in (6.64) and (6.65) is canceled in (6.66). Likewise, the squared-envelope
decision variables Ri2 , i = 2, 3,..., Ms, can be computed as
Ri2 = (N(0, P (G − 1) NTc2σ R2 / 4 + N o NTc / 8 ) ) + (N(0, P (G − 1) NTc2σ R2 / 4 + N o NTc / 8 ))
2

= Ωχ 2 (2,0) = Ωχ 2 (2) ,

2

(6.67)

where i = 1, 2, …, M, χ 2 (2) is a central chi-squared RV with two degree of freedom.
The expressions of squared-envelope decision variables given in (6.66) and (6.67) can be found
closely resembling the corresponding decision variables expressed in (6.45) and (6.46). Hence, by
following the same procedure of mathematical calculations presented in subsection 6.4.1, the
symbol error probability (SEP) conditional on γ ' is denoted Ps (e | γ ' ) and computed to be
M s −1  M

Ps (e | γ ' ) = ∑ 
i =1 

− 1  ( − 1) i + 1
 −i


exp 
Ωγ  .
i  i +1
 i +1


s

(6.68)

Then SEP may be developed by calculating (6.68) over all the values that RV γ takes as follows
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M s −1 

SEP( Ω ) = E[ Ps (e | γ ) ] = ∑ 
i =1 

=

M

M s −1  M

∑ 
i =1 

− 1  ( − 1) i + 1 
 −i

E  exp 
Ωγ
i
i+1

 i +1

s





−N
− 1  ( − 1) i +1  N  N ( N − 1)!  i
N

Ω+  .
 

i  i + 1  νc 
Γ( N )  i + 1
νc 

s

(6.69)

Thus the average BER expression for the multi-user case of non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system
based on the time synchronous model can be computed to be
i +1

M s / 2 M s − 1  M s − 1  ( − 1)
Ms / 2

=
∑ 
SEP( Ω )
BER =
M s − 1 i = 1  i  i + 1
Ms −1

( N − 1)!  i ν c

Ω + 1

Γ(N )  i + 1 N


−N

, (6.70)
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In the following, our study is extended the time-asynchronous models, where τ 1, k ≠ τ 2 , k
≠

… ≠ τ G , k . Analyses of the system based on time-asynchronous models becomes very

complicated, because the symbol from the desired user is affected by the multiple interfering chip
signals in two consecutive data blocks of each undesired user [21].
For clarity, we consider two time-asynchronous models, i.e., the chip-level synchronization
model and the complete asynchronization model, as defined in Section 6.3. In the chip-level
synchronization model, the chip epochs of signals from multiple users are assumed being aligned;
in the complete asynchronization model, the chip epochs of signals from multiple users have no
alignment. For both models, we derive the corresponding average BER expressions in which MAI
is accurately calculated. The BER of the multi-user non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system based on
the chip-level synchronization model provides the upper bound for the counterpart of the same
system based on the complete asynchronization model.
6.4.3. Chip-level synchronization model of multi-user non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system
In this subsection, the epoch of chip signals from undesired users are assumed to be aligned with
the epoch of chip signals from the 1st user. To this end, the time offset between the signal from gth
user and the signal from the 1st user is denoted τ g →1 and may be expressed as

τ g →1 = τ g,k −τ1,k = n g Tc , for g =2, 3, ..., G,

(6.71)

where ng takes an integer value uniformly distributed in (0, MN). If ng is equal to 0 or MN, this
chip-level synchronization model is reduced to the time synchronous model studied in subsection
6.4.2.
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Due to the random nature of ng, the signal of a recovered chip in a recovered symbol of the 1st
user is affected by the signal of one interfering chip from every undesired user. The interfering
chips of an undesired user are related to symbols in two consecutive data blocks [21]. Without loss
of generality, these two consecutive data blocks of the gth user may be distinguished by the
superscript h in the relevant notations, i.e., h = -1 and h = 0, respectively.
In the receiver, the outputs of the correlators corresponding to m1 in the I-branch and the Qbranch are denoted as rc1 and rs1 , respectively. The values that rc1 and rs1 take may be computed
using the following expressions
N

( 0 ) (1 )
(1 )
0 ,1, (1 )
c
rc1 = ( P1 cos( θ 1( 0 ) ) / 2 ) ∑ ∫(kT
( t ) a 1k ( t ) dt +
k − 1 ) T c α 1 , k c1 , k ( t ) c1 , k ( t ) a 1 , k
k =1

G

x

∑

∑

G

N−x

g = 2 k =1, qˆ =1

∑

∑

g = 2 k =1, q~ =1

kT
( −1) ( j )
(1)
−1, i , ( j )
1
( −1)
∫( k −c1)Tc Pg α g , qˆ c g , qˆ (t )c1, k (t )a g , qˆ (t )ak (t ) cos(θ g ) / 2dt +

kT

∫( k −c1)Tc

ˆ

ˆ ˆ

~

~ ~

Pg α g( 0, q)~ c g( j, q~) (t )c1(,1k) (t ) a g0,, iq~, ( j ) (t ) a1k (t ) cos(θ g( 0 ) ) / 2 dt + ξ1co ;

(6.72)

N

( 0 ) (1 )
(1 )
0 ,1 , (1 )
c
P1 sin( θ 1( 0 ) ) / 2 ) ∑ ∫(kT
( t ) a 1k ( t ) dt −
k − 1 ) T c α 1 , k c1 , k ( t ) c1 , k ( t ) a 1 , k

rs 1 = ( −

k =1

G

x

∑

∑

G

N −x

g = 2 k =1, qˆ =1

∑

∑

g = 2 k =1, q~ =1

kT

Pg α g( −, q1ˆ ) c g( ,j q)ˆ (t )c1(,1k) (t ) a g−1, q,ˆi , ( j ) (t )a1k (t ) sin(θ g( −1) ) / 2dt −

kT

Pg α g( 0, q)~ c g( ,j q~) (t )c1(,1k) (t ) a g0,, iq~, ( j ) (t ) a1k (t ) sin(θ g( 0) ) / 2 dt + ξ1so , (6.73)

∫( k −c1)Tc

∫( k −c1)Tc

ˆ

ˆ ˆ

~

~ ~

where θ1(0) = = θ 1,m + β 1( 0) + θ d , θ g(h) = = θ g , m + β g( h ) − ω cτ g →1 + θ d , h = -1 or 0, P1 and Pg stand for
the received signal power of the 1st and the gth user, respectively. The ideal power control is
assumed to make P1 and Pg equal, i.e., P1=...=PG =P.
On the right-hand side of (6.72) and (6.73), the first term is the value of received signal of the 1st
user that can be computed to be γ~ PTc cos(θ1(0) ) / 2 and − γ~ PTc sin(θ1(0) ) / 2 , respectively. The second
and third terms denote the MAI from undesired users. In MAI terms, the subscript
superscripts

ĵ

q̂

and

and iˆ are related to the interfering chips from the h = -1th data block of the gth user.

The number of such chip is represented by x. Likewise, the subscript q~ and superscripts ~j and
~
th
th
i are related to the interfering chips from the h = 0 data block of the g user. The number of such

chip is (N-x). The fourth term is the noise term that carries on the corresponding expression in
(6.39) and (6.40). The squared sum of rc1 and rs1 is denoted by r12 , which is expressed as
r12 = rc21 + rs21 .
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In the receiver, the outputs of other correlators corresponding to mi in the I-branch and Q-branch
are denoted as rci and rsi , respectively. The values that rci and rsi take may be computed using the
following expressions
N

( 0 ) (1 )
(1 )
0 ,1, (1 )
c
rci = ( P1 cos( θ 1( 0 ) ) / 2 ) ∑ ∫(kT
( t ) a ki ( t ) dt +
k − 1 ) T c α 1, k c1, k ( t ) c1, k ( t ) a1, k
k =1

G

x

∑

G

N −x

g = 2 k =1, qˆ =1

∑

kT
( −1) ( j )
(1)
−1, i , (1)
i
( −1)
∫( k −c1)Tc Pg α g , qˆ c g , qˆ (t )c1, k (t ) a g , qˆ (t )ak (t ) cos(θ g ) / 2dt +
ˆ

∑

∑

g = 2 k =1, q~ =1

kT
∫( k −c1)Tc

ˆ

~

~

Pg α g( 0, q)~ c g( ,j q~) (t ) c1(,1k) (t ) a g0 ,, iq~, (1) (t ) a ki (t ) cos( θ g( 0 ) ) / 2 dt + ξ ico ;

(6.74)

N

( 0 ) (1 )
(1 )
0 ,1, (1)
c
rs1 = ( − P1 sin( θ 1( 0 ) ) / 2 ) ∑ ∫(kT
( t ) a ki ( t ) dt −
k − 1) T c α 1, k c1, k ( t ) c1, k ( t ) a1, k
k =1

G

∑

x

∑

g = 2 k =1, qˆ =1

G

∑

N −x

∑

g = 2 k =1, q~ =1

kT

∫( k −c1)Tc
kT

∫( k −c1)Tc

Pg α g( −, q1ˆ ) c g( j, q)ˆ (t )c1(,1k) (t ) a g−1, q,ˆi , (1) (t ) a ki (t ) sin(θ g( −1) ) / 2dt −
ˆ

ˆ

~

~

Pg α g( 0, q)~ c g( ,j q~) (t )c1(,1k) (t ) a g0,, iq~, (1) (t ) a ki (t ) sin(θ g( 0 ) ) / 2dt + ξ iso ,

(6.75)

where i=2,3,…,Ms. On the right-hand side of (6.74) and (6.75), respectively, the first term is the
value of received signal of the 1st user, the second and third terms are the MAI from undesired
users. ξ ico and ξ iso are the noise terms which carry on the expressions given in (6.41) and (6.42),
respectively. The squared sum of rci and rsi is denoted ri2 , i.e., ri2 = rci2 + rsi2 .
In the following, we develop the average BER expression for the multi-user non-coherent CIDSCDMA system based on the chip-level synchronization model. Exploiting the study presented in
subsections 6.3.3, 6.4.1 and 6.4.2, it becomes easy to develop this BER expression.
One can find that (6.72) and (6.73) closely resemble (6.26). Hence the second MAI term and the
third MAI term in (6.72) and (6.73) can be proven to follow Gaussian distributions, N(0,
P(G − 1) xTc2σ R2 / 4 ) and N(0, P(G − 1)( N − x)Tc2σ R2 / 4 ), respectively. Thus the variance of the total MAI

may be computed by adding up the variances of two MAI terms, i.e., var(MAI) = P(G −1)xTc2σ R2 / 4 +
P(G − 1)(N − x)Tc2σ R2 / 4 = P (G − 1) NTc2σ R2 / 4 . The noise terms in (6.72) and (6.73) have the same

expressions as those for the noise terms given in (6.41) and (6.42), respectively. Therefore they
can be proven to follow a Gaussian distribution, denoted as N(0, N o NTc / 8 ). Thus the sum of MAI
terms and noise term in (6.72) as well as the sum of MAI terms and noise term in (6.73) are i.i.d.
RVs following a Gaussian distribution as N(0, P (G − 1) NTc2σ R2 / 4 + N o NTc / 8 ).
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Likewise, (6.74) and (6.75) closely resemble (6.26). The two MAI terms in (6.74) and (6.75) can
be proven to be i.i.d. RVs following the same Gaussian distribution as the MAI terms in (6.62) and
(6.63) follow. The two noise terms in (6.74) and (6.75) can be proven to be i.i.d. RVs following
the same Gaussian distribution as the noise terms in (6.41) and (6.42) follow. Thus the sum of
MAI terms and noise term in (6.74) as well as the sum of MAI terms and noise term in (6.75) are
i.i.d. RVs following a Gaussian distribution as N(0, P (G − 1) NTc2σ R2 / 4 + N o NTc / 8 ).
Therefore, the average BER expression for the multi-user case of the non-coherent CIDS-CDMA
system based on the chip-level synchronization model can be developed by following the same
procedure of mathematic calculation presented in subsection 6.4.2. This BER expression has the
same form as the BER expressed in (6.70) as
M s / 2 M s −1  M s − 1  ( − 1) i +1 ( N − 1)!  i ν c

Ms /2

Ω + 1
∑ 

SEP ( Ω ) =
BER =
M s − 1 i =1  i  i + 1 Γ ( N )  i + 1 N
M s −1


K E
where Ω =   b b
 No






−1


N
+
 2(G − 1)σ 2
R







−1 

−N

,

(6.76)

−1


 , Kb and c are defined in (6.54).


6.4.4. Complete asynchronization model of multi-user non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system
In this subsection, the study of multi-user non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system is extended to
much general cases, where no assumption is made about the time synchronization of signals
received from multiple users. This means the epochs of chip signals from multiple users are
completely lack of alignment. To this end, the time offset between the signal from gth user and the
signal from the 1st user is denoted τ g →1 and may be expressed as

τ g →1 = τ g , k − τ 1, k

= n g Tc + ∆τ g , for g = 2, 3, ..., G,

(6.77)

where ng = (τ g , k −τ1, k ) / Tc  , 0 ≤ ng < MN , the sign  y  denotes the random integer equal to or no
greater than y. The time delay ∆τ g , for g = 2, 3, ..., G, may be assumed to be i.i.d. RVs which
follow uniform distribution in ( 0 , T c ) . Parameters ng and ∆τ g are independent RVs. If ∆τ g is
equal to 0 or Tc, this complete asynchronization model is reduced to the chip-level synchronization
model studied in subsection 6.4.3.
Due to the random nature of ng and ∆τ g , the signal of a recovered chip in a recovered symbol of
the 1st user is interfered by the signals of multiple interfering chips from multiple undesired users.
This complicates the analysis of MAI, as explained in the following. Due to the randomness of ng,
the interfering chips of an undesired user are related to symbols from two consecutive data blocks.
Without loss of generality, these two consecutive data blocks of the gth user may be distinguished
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by the superscript h in the relevant notations, i.e., h = -1 and h = 0, respectively. Due to the
randomness of ∆τ g , the signal of a recovered chip from the desired 1st user is affected by the
signals of two consecutive chips from the same undesired user.
In receiver the outputs of the correlators related to symbol m1 in the I-branch and the Q-branch
are denoted as rc1 and rs1 , respectively. The values that rc1 and rs1 take may be computed as
N

( 0 ) (1 )
(1 )
0 ,1, (1 )
c
rc1 = ( P1 cos( θ 1( 0 ) ) / 2 ) ∑ ∫(kT
( t ) a 1k ( t ) dt +
k − 1) T c α 1, k c1, k ( t ) c1, k ( t ) a1, k

k =1

G

( ∑

x

( k −1)T + ∆τ g

∑ ∫( k −1)Tcc

g = 2 k =1, qˆ =1

G

∑

N −x

( k −1)T + ∆τ g

∑

g = 2 k =1, q~ =1
G

( ∑

∫( k −1)Tcc

Pg α g( −, q1ˆ) c g( ,j q)ˆ (t )c1(,1k) (t )a g−1, q,ˆi , ( j ) (t )a1k (t ) cos(θ g( −1) ) / 2dt +
ˆ

ˆ ˆ

~

~ ~

Pg α g(0, q)~ c g( j, q~) (t )c1(,1k) (t )a g0,, iq~, ( j ) (t )a1k (t ) cos(θ g(0) ) / 2dt ) +

x

kT
( −1) ( j )
(1)
−1, i , ( j +1)
(t )a1k (t ) cos(θ g(−1) ) / 2dt +
∑ ∫( k −c1)Tc + ∆τ g Pg α g , qˆ c g , qˆ (t )c1, k (t )a g , qˆ
ˆ

ˆ ˆ

~

~ ~

g = 2 k =1, qˆ =1
G

∑

N −x

∑

g = 2 k =1, q~ =1

kT
( 0) ( j )
(1)
0, i , ( j +1)
(t )a1k (t ) cos(θ g(0) ) / 2dt ) + ξ1co ; (6.78)
∫( k −c1)Tc + ∆τ g Pg α g , q~ c g , q~ (t )c1, k (t )a g , q~

N

( 0 ) (1 )
(1 )
0 ,1, (1 )
c
rs1 = ( − P1 sin( θ 1( 0 ) ) / 2 ) ∑ ∫(kT
( t ) a 1k ( t ) dt k − 1 ) T c α 1 , k c1 , k ( t ) c1 , k ( t ) a 1 , k
k =1

G

( ∑

x

( k −1)T + ∆τ g

Pg α g( −, q1ˆ) cg( ,jq)ˆ (t )c1(,1k) (t )ag−1, q,ˆi , ( j ) (t )a1k (t ) sin(θ g( −1) ) / 2dt -

( k −1)T + ∆τ g

Pg α g(0, q)~ c g( ,j q~) (t )c1(,1k) (t )a g0,, iq~, ( j ) (t )a1k (t ) sin(θ g(0) ) / 2dt ) -

∑ ∫( k −1)Tcc

g = 2 k =1, qˆ =1
G

∑

N −x

∑

g = 2 k =1, q~ =1
G

( ∑

x

∑

g = 2 k =1, qˆ =1
G

∑

N−x

∑

g = 2 k =1, q~ =1

∫( k −1)Tcc

ˆ

ˆ ˆ

~

~ ~

kT

Pg α g( −, q1ˆ) c g( j, q)ˆ (t )c1(,1k) (t )a g−1, q,ˆi , ( j +1) (t )a1k (t ) sin(θ g( −1) ) / 2dt -

kT

Pg α g( 0, q)~ c g( j, q~) (t )c1(,1k) (t )a g0,, iq~, ( j +1) (t )a1k (t ) sin(θ g( 0 ) ) / 2dt ) + ξ1so ,

∫( k −c1)Tc + ∆τ g

∫( k −c1)Tc + ∆τ g

ˆ

ˆ ˆ

~

~ ~

(6.79)

where P1 and Pg denote the signal power of the 1st and the gth user, respectively. The ideal power
control is assumed to make P1 = ... = PG = P.
Due to the random nature of ng, which may take an integer value in [0, MN), several notations in
(6.78) and (6.79) are slightly abused to avoid cumbersome presentations otherwise:
( −1) ( j )
−1,i ,( j +1)
(t ) are the waveforms of two consecutive
α g( −, q1ˆ ) c g( j, q)ˆ ( t ) a g− 1, q,ˆi , ( j ) ( t ) and α g ,qˆ c g ,qˆ (t )a g ,qˆ
ˆ

ˆ

ˆ

ˆ

ˆ ˆ

ˆ
ˆ ˆ
chips c g( j, q)ˆ a g− 1, q,ˆi , ( j ) and c g( j, q)ˆ a g− 1, q,ˆi , ( j + 1 ) , respectively, in the h = -1th data block of the gth user.

ˆ

ˆ

ˆ

These two chips may be from the same chip column, or two consecutive chip columns. Likewise,
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α

(0 )
g , q~

~

~

c g( ,j q~) ( t ) a g0 ,, iq~ , (
~

~
j)

( t ) and α

~ ~

~

~

~
(0) ( j )
c
~
g , q g , q~

~

~

( t ) a g0 ,, iq~ , ( j + 1) ( t ) are the waveforms of two consecutive

~

( j ) 0 , i ,( j )
chips c g , q~ a g , q~
and c g( j, q~) a g0 ,, iq~ , ( j + 1 ) , respectively, in the h = 0th data block of the gth user. These

two chips may be from the same chip column, or two consecutive chip columns.
Because the waveforms of all the chip signals are rectangular, (6.78) and (6.79) may be written
into the following formats
N

( 0 ) (1 )
(1 )
0 ,1 , (1 )
c
rc 1 = ( P1 cos( θ 1( 0 ) ) / 2 ) ∑ ∫(kT
( t ) a 1k ( t ) dt +
k − 1 ) T c α 1 , k c1 , k ( t ) c 1 , k ( t ) a 1 , k
k =1

G

( ∑

x

∑

g = 2 k = 1 , qˆ = 1

G

∑

N −x

∑

g = 2 k = 1 , q~ = 1
G

( ∑

x

G

P g / 2 )α

(

P g / 2 )α

~
~ ~
( 0 ) ( j ) (1 ) 0 , i , ( j ) 1
c
c
a
ak
~
~
g , q g , q 1 , k g , q~

cos( θ g( − 1 ) ) ∆ τ

g

+

cos( θ g( 0 ) ) ∆ τ

g

)+

( Pg / 2)α g( −, q1ˆ) c g( ,j q)ˆ (t )c1(,1k) a g−1, q,ˆi , ( j +1) (t ) a1k cos(θ g( −1) )(Tc − ∆τ g ) +
ˆ

∑

g = 2 k =1, qˆ =1

∑

( − 1 ) ( ˆj ) ( 1 ) − 1 , iˆ , ( ˆj ) 1
ak
g , qˆ c g , qˆ c 1 , k a g , qˆ

(

N −x

∑

g = 2 k =1, q~ =1

ˆ ˆ

~

~ ~

( Pg / 2 )α g( 0, q)~ c g( ,j q~) (t ) c1(,1k) a g0 ,, iq~, ( j +1) a 1k cos( θ g( 0 ) )(Tc − ∆ τ g ) ) + ξ1co ; (6.80)
N

( 0 ) (1 )
(1 )
0 ,1, (1 )
c
P1 sin( θ 1( 0 ) ) / 2 ) ∑ ∫(kT
( t ) a 1k ( t ) dt k − 1 ) T c α 1 , k c1 , k ( t ) c 1, k ( t ) a 1, k

rs 1 = ( −

k =1

G

( ∑

x

∑

g = 2 k = 1 , qˆ = 1
G

∑

N −x

∑

g = 2 k = 1 , q~ = 1

G

( ∑

x

∑

g = 2 k =1, qˆ = 1
G

∑

N −x

∑

g = 2 k = 1, q~ = 1

(

P g / 2 )α

(

P g / 2 )α

( − 1 ) ( ˆj ) (1 ) − 1 , iˆ , ( ˆj ) 1
ak
g , qˆ c g , qˆ c 1 , k a g , qˆ

(0 )
g , q~

~

~

c g( j, q~) c 1(,1k) a g0 ,, iq~ , (

~
j)

sin( θ g( − 1 ) ) ∆ τ

a 1k sin( θ

(0)
g

)∆ τ

g

-

g

)-

( Pg / 2 )α g( −, q1ˆ ) c g( j, q)ˆ c1(,1k) a g−1, q,ˆi , ( j + 1) ( t ) a 1k sin( θ g( − 1) )(Tc − ∆ τ g ) ˆ

ˆ

ˆ

~

~ ~

( Pg / 2 )α g( 0, q)~ c g( ,j q~) c1(,1k) a g0 ,, iq~, ( j + 1) (t ) a 1k sin( θ g( 0 ) )(Tc − ∆ τ g ) )+ ξ1so . (6.81)

On the right-hand side of (6.80) and (6.81), the first term is the value of received signal of the 1st
user. The second to fourth terms are MAI terms from (G-1) undesired users. The fifth term is the
noise term. The squared sum of rc1 and rs1 is denoted by r12 , which is expressed as r12 = rc21 + rs21 .
In I-branch and Q-branch of the receiver, the outputs of other correlators related to symbol mi are
denoted as rci and rsi , respectively. The values that rci and rsi take may be computed using the
following expressions
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N

kT c

P1 cos( θ 1( 0 ) ) / 2 ) ∑

∫( k − 1 ) T c α 1 , k c1 , k ( t ) c1 , k ( t ) a 1 , k
k =1

rci = (

G

x

( ∑

( k −1)T + ∆τ g

g = 2 k =1, qˆ =1

N −x

G

∑

g = 2 k =1, q~ =1
G

(1 )

(1 )

0 ,1 , ( 1 )

( t ) a ki ( t ) dt +

Pg α g( −, q1ˆ) cg( ,j q)ˆ (t )c1(,1k) (t )ag−1, q,ˆi , (1) (t )aki (t ) cos(θ g( −1) ) / 2dt +

∑ ∫(k −1)Tcc

∑

(0)

( k −1)T + ∆τ
∫( k −1)Tcc g

ˆ

ˆ

~

~

Pg α g(0, q)~ cg( ,jq~) (t )c1(,1k) (t )a g0,, iq~, (1) (t )aki (t ) cos(θ g(0) ) / 2dt ) +

x

kT
( −1) ( j )
(1)
−1,i , ( j +1)
(t )aki (t ) cos(θ g(−1) ) / 2dt +
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ˆ

ˆ ˆ

g = 2 k =1, qˆ =1
N −x

G

∑

∑

g = 2 k =1, q~ =1

~

~ ~

kT
(0) ( j )
(1)
0, i , ( j +1)
(t )aki (t ) cos(θ g(0) ) / 2dt ) + ξico , (6.82)
∫( k −c1)Tc + ∆τ g Pg α g , q~ c g , q~ (t )c1, k (t )a g , q~

N
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k =1

G

( ∑

x

∑
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G
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i
( −1)
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N −x

∑

g = 2 k =1, q~ =1

G

( ∑

kT

∫( k −c1)Tc

ˆ

ˆ

~

~

Pg α g( 0, q)~ c g( j, q~) (t )c1(,1k) (t ) a g0,, iq~, (1) (t ) a ki (t ) sin(θ g( 0 ) ) / 2dt ) -

x

kT
(−1) ( j )
(1)
−1,i , ( j +1)
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ˆ

ˆ ˆ

~

~ ~

g = 2 k =1, qˆ =1
G

∑

N −x

kT
( 0) ( j )
(1)
0, i , ( j +1)
(t )aki (t ) sin(θ g(0) ) / 2dt ) + ξiso,
∑ ∫(k −c1)Tc + ∆τ g Pg α g , q~ cg , q~ (t )c1, k (t )a g , q~
~

g = 2 k =1, q =1

(6.83)

where i = 2, 3,…, Ms. Because the waveforms of all the chip signals are considered rectangular,
(6.82) and (6.83) may be written into the following format, accordingly
N

( 0 ) (1)
(1)
0 ,1, (1)
c
rci = ( P1 cos( θ 1( 0 ) ) / 2 ) ∑ ∫(kT
( t ) a ki (t ) dt +
k − 1) T α 1, k c1, k ( t ) c1, k ( t ) a1, k
c

k =1

G

(

x

Pg / 2 )α g( −, q1ˆ ) c g( ,j q)ˆ c1(,1k) (t ) a g−1, q,ˆi , (1) a ki cos( θ g( −1) ) ∆ τ g dt +

∑ ∑(

ˆ

g = 2 k =1, qˆ =1
G

∑

N −x

∑

g = 2 k = 1 , q~ = 1
G

( ∑

x

∑

g = 2 k =1, qˆ =1

G

∑

g = 2 k = 1, q~ = 1
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~
~
( 0 ) ( j ) (1 ) 0 , i , (1 ) i
c
c
a
ak
~
~
g , q g , q 1 , k g , q~

cos( θ g( 0 ) ) ∆ τ

g

)+

( Pg / 2)α g( −, q1ˆ ) c g( ,j q)ˆ c1(,1k) a g−1, q,ˆi , ( j +1) a ki cos(θ g( −1) )(Tc − ∆τ g ) +

N −x

∑

( P g / 2 )α

ˆ

ˆ

ˆ ˆ

~

~ ~

( Pg / 2 )α g( 0, q)~ c g( j, q~) c1(,1k) a g0 ,, iq~, ( j + 1) a ki cos( θ g( 0 ) )(Tc − ∆ τ g ) ) + ξ ico ;

(6.84)

N

P1 sin( θ 1( 0 ) ) / 2 ) ∑

kT c

∫( k − 1) T
k =1

rsi = ( −
G

( ∑

x

∑

G

( Pg / 2 )α g( −, q1ˆ ) c g( j, q)ˆ c1(,1k) ( t ) a g− 1, q,ˆi , (1) a ki sin( θ g( − 1) ) ∆ τ g dt -

N −x
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( ∑
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g = 2 k = 1, qˆ = 1
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g = 2 k =1, q~ =1

α 1(,0k) c1(,1k) ( t ) c1(,1k) ( t ) a10, ,k1, (1 ) ( t ) a ki ( t ) dt ˆ

g = 2 k = 1, qˆ = 1

∑

c

(

Pg / 2 )α

ˆ

~
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( 0 ) ( j ) (1 ) 0 , i , (1 ) i
ak
g , q~ c g , q~ c 1 , k a g , q~

sin( θ g( 0 ) ) ∆ τ

g

)-

( Pg / 2 )α g( −, q1ˆ ) c g( j, q)ˆ c1(,1k) a g− 1, q,ˆi , ( j + 1) a ki sin θ g( − 1) )(Tc − ∆ τ g ) ˆ

~

ˆ

ˆ

~ ~

( Pg / 2 )α g( 0, q)~ c g( ,j q~) c1(,1k) a g0 ,, iq~, ( j + 1) a ki sin( θ g( 0 ) )(Tc − ∆ τ g ) ) + ξ iso .

(6.85)

where i =2, 3,…, Ms. On the right-hand side of (6.84) and (6.85), respectively, the first term is the
value of received signal of the 1st user, the second to fourth terms are the MAI from (G-1)
undesired users, the noise terms ξico and ξiso carry on the expressions given in (6.41) and (6.42),
respectively. The squared sum of rci and rsi is denoted ri 2 , i.e., ri 2 = rci2 + rsi2 .
In the following, we will develop the average BER expression for the completely timeasynchronous case of multi-user non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system. Based on the studies in
subsections 6.3.4, 6.4.1, 6.4.2 and 6.4.3, it becomes easy to develop this BER expression.
One may find that (6.82) and (6.83) closely resemble (6.30). The four MAI terms in (6.82) and
(6.83) can be proven to be Gaussian RVs. The total MAI of these four MAI terms can be proven to
follow a Gaussian distribution, denoted as N(0, P(G − 1) NTc2σ R2 / 6 ), with zero mean and the variance
equal to P(G − 1) NTc2σ R2 / 6 . The noise terms in (6.82) and (6.83) have the same expression as those
of the noise terms in (6.41) and (6.42). Therefore the noise terms in (6.82) and (6.83) can be
proven to be i.i.d. RVs following the a Gaussian distribution denoted as N(0, N o NTc / 8 ). Thus the
sum of total MAI term and noise term in (6.82) and the sum of total MAI term and noise term in
(6.83) can be proven to be i.i.d. RVs follows a Gaussian distribution denoted as N(0,
P(G − 1) NTc2σ R2 / 6 + N o NTc / 8 ).

Likewise, (6.84) and (6.85) also closely resemble (6.30). The total MAI terms in (6.84) and
(6.85) can be proven to be i.i.d. RVs following the same Gaussian distribution as the MAI terms in
(6.82) and (6.83) follow; the two noise terms in (6.84) and (6.55) can be proven to i.i.d. RVs
following the same Gaussian distribution as the noise terms in (6.41) and (6.42) follow. Thus the
sum of total MAI term and noise term in (6.74) and the sum of total MAI term and noise term in
(6.75) can be proven to be i.i.d. RVs follows a Gaussian distribution denoted as N(0,
P(G − 1) NTc2σ R2 / 6 + N o NTc / 8 ).
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Therefore, the average BER expression for the multi-user case of the non-coherent CIDS-CDMA
system based on the complete asynchronization model can be developed by following the same
procedure of mathematical calculation presented in subsection 6.4.2. This BER expression is given
in the following form
i +1

M s / 2 M s −1  M s − 1 (−1) ( N − 1)!  i νc ~ 
Ms /2

=
Ω + 1
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SEP ( Ω )
BER =
M s − 1 i =1  i  i + 1 Γ( N )  i + 1 N
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~   Eb

Ω
=
where
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3N
+
 4(G − 1)σ 2
R







−1 

−N

,

(6.86)

−1


 , Kb and c are defined in (6.54).


Hitherto, average BER expressions have been developed for the multi-user cases of the noncoherent CIDS-CDMA system based on the time-synchronous and time-asynchronous models.
These expressions will be verified via simulation-based investigations in subsection 6.4.5. We will
show that, for a given number of users, the non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system attains significant
signal-to-noise gain by increasing the spreading gain N or the “level” of M-ary communication Ms.
The above findings suggest that significant energy savings can be achieved in data
communications among sensor nodes using the non-coherent CIDS-CDMA transceiver shown in
Figure 6.10 in AWGN channel with flat Rayleigh fading. These sensor nodes may conduct
concurrent communication at the expense of MAI. A wireless sensor network that consists of
sensor nodes using non-coherent CIDS-CDMA transceivers for multi-user cases will be explained
in Chapter 7
6.4.5. Simulation-based investigation of non-coherent CIDS-CDMA systems
To demonstrate the capability of non-coherent CIDS-CDMA systems in mitigating Rayleigh
fading, the average BER of non-coherent DS-CDMA system are presented for the comparison
purpose. The non-coherent DS-CDMA system conducts M-ary communication and BSPK
modulation. The BER expressions for the single-user case of non-coherent DS-CDMA system in
AWGN
Rayleigh
AWGN channel and in flat Rayleigh fading channel are denoted as BER CDMA
and BER CDMA
,
AWGN
Rayleigh
respectively. Expressions of BER CDMA
and BER CDMA
are given by [33] as follows

AWGN
BER CDMA

Rayleigh
BER CDMA

where v = 2σ R2 , K b = log 2 M s .
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(a) Spreading gain N is set to 16, level of M-ary communications Ms varies from 2 to 16. Rayleigh
fading 2σR2 =1.

Figure 6.11 BER of the single-user case of non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system (to be continued).
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(b) Spreading gain N is set to 128, level of M-ary communications Ms varies from 2 to 16. Rayleigh
fading 2σR2 = 1.

Figure 6.11 BER of the single-user case of non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system in the presence of
flat Rayleigh fading, AWGN and noisy phase error, in comparison to the BER of the
single-user case of the non-coherent DS-CDMA system. Note that no phase error is
considered for the non-coherent DS-CDMA system
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Figure 6.12 BER of the single-user case of the non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system in the presence
of flat Rayleigh fading, in comparison to the BER of the single-use case of the noncoherent DS-CDMA system. G is the number of users, Ms is the level of M-ary
communication, N is the spreading gain.
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Figure 6.13 BER of the multi-user case of the non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system based on the
time synchronous model. G is the number of users, Ms is the level of M-ary
communication, N is the spreading gain.
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Figure 6.14 BER of the multi-user case of the non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system based on the
chip-level synchronization mode. G is the number of users, Ms is the level of M-ary
communication, N is the spreading gain.
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Figure 6.15 BER of the multi-user case of the non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system based on the
complete asynchronization model. G is the number of users, Ms is the level of M-ary
communication, N is the spreading gain.
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The “depth” of chip interleaver (see Figure 6.9) M is set to be N in the simulations, in order to
have fair performance comparison of these two systems in flat Rayleigh fading channel. In
simulations, the m-sequences of large period (214-1) and polarity values are generated and assigned
to users as the symbol spreading codes and the user signature codes.
We have shown that the phase of the desired user is canceled due to the use of optimal
demodulator in receiver. Although we simulated the cases when the noisy phase error presents, the
simulation results are the same as the results when the noisy phase error is absent.
In (6.54) the bit error performance of this non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system in flat Rayleigh
fading channel is a function of the spreading gain N and the “level” of M-ary communication Ms.
Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12 present the simulation and analytical results of the average BER of
single-user non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system compared to the single-user non-coherent DSCDMA system, for various N and Ms. Figure 6.11 (a) and (b) demonstrate the results where N is
set to a fixed value of 16 or 128, and Ms increases from 2 to 16. Figure 6.12 (a) and (b)
demonstrate the results where Ms is set to a fixed value of 2 or 16, and N increases from 16 to 128.
In Figure 6.11 (b) and Figure 6.12 (a), one can observe that the simulation results greatly match
the analytical results when Ms is small and N is large. In Figure 6.11 (a) and Figure 6.12 (b), it is
found that, when Ms becomes large and N is small, the discrepancy between the simulation results
and the analytical results is notably augmented; however, this discrepancy is efficiently redeuced
when N increases, in particular when N increases greater than 64. This may be due to the nature of
the m-sequence used in simulations. The maximum value that the auto-correlation of m-sequence
takes is dependent on the value of spreading gain N. The maximum value becomes much greater
than zero when N increases, which results in less decision errors made by the decision circuit.
More results are shown Figure A6.10.1 and Figure A6.10.2 in Appendix 6.10 to verify this
finding. Note that in practical CDMA systems, e.g., those regulated by I-95 standard [13, 33], N
often takes values greater than 128. The correctness of the developed expression is hereby
confirmed by the simulation results.
In Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12, it is evident that when Ms or N increases, the signal-to-noise
ratio Eb/No needed by the non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system to achieve a given target BER is
much less than the counterpart required by the non-coherent DS-CDMA system, This confirms
that the non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system effectively mitigate the fading.
Figure 6.13, Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15 present the simulation and analytical results of the
average BER expressions of multi-user non-coherent CIDS-CDMA systems based on the timesynchronous model, the chip-level synchronization model and the complete asynchronization
model, respectively. It is found that analytical results match very well with the simulation results
when Ms takes small values and N takes large values. When Ms becomes large and N is small, the
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discrepancy between the simulation and analytical results become augmented; however, this
discrepancy can be effectively reduced by increasing the value of N. More simulation results can
be found in Figures A6.10.3-A6.10.5 in Appendix 6.10. The correctness of the developed BER
expressions for multi-user non-coherent CIDS-CDMA systems is hereby confirmed. The
discrepancies between the simulation and theoretical results may arise from the nature of the msequence in use. These m-sequences are not completely orthogonal.
The results in Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15 shows that, for a given value of G, the BER curve of
non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system based on the chip-level synchronization model is always above
the BER curve of the non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system based on the complete asynchronization
model.

6.5 Discussions
In this section, limitations and shortcoming of the two CIDS-CDMA systems studied in Section
6.3 and Section 6.4 are discussed, in order to create wireless communication applications based on
chip interleaving techniques.
Limitations of the studied CIDS-CDMA systems root in the assumptions made about the signal
processing components used in the transceiver and the flat fading channel.
In the coherent CIDS-CDMA system, the receiver is assumed capable of capturing the phase of
incoming signals to conduct coherent demodulation. Because the channel is considered having flat
fading, the phases of the incoming signals representing M-number of chip in a column is assumed
to stay constant within the channel coherence time. In this regard, signal processing components,
such as the Phase Locked Loop, may be used to lock in the phases of incoming signals on time.
In the receiver of non-coherent CIDS-CDMA systems, the optimal quadrature demodulator is
exploited to perform non-coherent demodulation that needs no acquisition of signal phase angle.
However further assumption is made about the flat fading channel that the phase of signals
representing MN-number of chips in a data block takes a constant value. This means that the
channel coherence time is extended M times than that assumed in the coherent CIDS-CDMA
system. We put the study of the case where the random phase takes a constant value during the
transmission of M-number of chips into our future work.
These limitations suggest that the considered CIDS-CDMA systems may achieve their expected
performances in the channels of the assumed conditions. In the channels of more harsh conditions,
such as the fast fading or frequency-selective fading, the bit error performances of the studied
CIDS-CDMA systems may degrade. In spite of the degradation, these CIDS-CDMA systems are
likely to outperform the counterpart DS-CDMA systems in the channel of identical conditions.
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The shortcoming of chip interleaving signal processing technique is introducing time delay that
was reported in [14]: because the chips representing a block of bits (or symbols) are interleaved
together, the receiver has to collect all of the interleaved chips for chip de-interleaving. This
inherent shortcoming constrains the use of chip interleaving techniques in applications which
demand high data transmission rate. However, the chip interleaving technique is of appealing
interests to low-rate applications, such as wireless sensor networks which prioritize energy saving
to data transmission rate.

6.6 Chapter Conclusions
In this chapter we investigate the data acceptance performance of two CIDS-CDMA systems,
i.e., the coherent CIDS-CDMA system and the non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system, in the presence
of flat Rayleigh fading, AWGN, MAI and noisy phase error. We contribute to the development of
average BER expressions for these two systems. The obtained BER expressions clearly present the
fading-mitigating capability of CIDS-CDMA systems, in comparison to the corresponding DSCDMA systems. Studies of these two CIDS-CDMA systems are summarized in the next two
consecutive subsections.
6.6.1 Summary of coherent CIDS-CDMA system
The considered coherent CIDS-CDMA system performs binary data communication, uses BPSK
modulation and exploits binary pseudo-random sequences as the spreading/signature codes. We
investigated the single-user and multiuser cases of coherent CIDS-CDMA system. In multi-user
cases, we investigated the system based on the time-synchronous and time-asynchronous models.
For time-asynchronous models, we consider the condition of chip epoch alignment and the
condition of no chip epoch alignment. The derived expressions show that the system BER is a
function of the number of users G, the spreading gain N and the parameters related to the
distribution of noisy phase error.
The derived BER expressions are verified by simulations. Numerical results confirm that the
coherent CIDS-CDMA systems sufficiently mitigate the flat Rayleigh fading, in comparison to the
coherent DS-CDMA system.
For given values of the BER and the spreading gain, substantial signal-to-noise gain is attained
by the single-user coherent CIDS-CDMA system than the coherent single-user DS-CDMA system.
When the spreading gain N increases, the signal-to-noise gain achieved by the single-user CIDSCDMA system significantly increases. The system bit error performance is degraded in the
presence of noisy phase error; however, when the spreading gain is increased to large values, the
degradation of bit error performance caused by phase error is substantially reduced.
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In multi-user cases of the coherent CIDS-CDMA systems, the BER for the time-synchronous
model and the BER for the chip-level synchronization model are found identical. For given values
of the number of users and the spreading gain, the BER for the CIDS-CDMA system based on the
chip-level synchronization model provides an upper bound for the BER for the CIDS-CDMA
system based on the complete asynchronization model.
6.6.2 Summary of non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system
The studied non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system performs M-ary communication, uses BPSK
modulation and exploits binary pseudo-random sequences as the spreading and signature codes.
We investigated the single-user and multiuser cases of the non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system. In
multi-user cases, we also investigated the system based on the time-synchronous and timeasynchronous models. The derived expressions show that the system BER is a function of the
number of users G, the spreading gain N and the level of M-ary communication Ms, irrespective of
the presence of noisy phase error.
The derived BER expressions are verified by simulations. Numerical results confirm that the
effect of the flat Rayleigh fading on the bit error probability is sufficiently reduced when N or Ms
increases in the non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system, in comparison to the corresponding noncoherent DS-CDMA system. The average BER of the non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system based
on the chip-level synchronization model provides the upper bound for the BER of the same system
based on the complete asynchronization model.
It is understood that the chip-interleaving signal processing has the inherent shortcoming of
introducing time delay during the data transmission.
With the derived BER expressions of CIDS-CDMA systems, the effectiveness of the chip
interleaving technique on reducing the flat Rayleigh fading for DS-CDMA systems can be
quantified. From the BER curves, it is evident that the fade margin needed to achieve a given BER
value is significantly reduced when the chip interleaving technique is embedded into the DSCDMA transceivers. This significant reduction of fade margin suggests substantial transmit power
savings in wireless communications by using the chip interleaved transceivers. Therefore, in the
next chapter the chip interleaving signal processing is employed as an alternative physical layer
algorithm for the energy-constrained WSNs. In Chapter 7 several WSNs are developed basing on
sensor nodes that are equipped with chip-interleaved transceiver to transmit data in fading channel.
The chip interleaving technique will be shown to greatly increase the energy efficiency of WSNs.
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Chapter 7 Energy Efficient Wireless Sensor Networks based on
Chip Interleaving Signal Processing
7.1 Introduction
The study in Chapter 6 has shown that chip interleaving signal processing significantly brings down
the signal-to-noise ratio for a given value of the bit error rate (BER) in flat Rayleigh fading channel.
This promises a large reduction of transmit power in wireless communications. However, one
question left unanswered in Chapter 6 is how much power can be saved by utilizing chip interleaving
technique. This chapter hereby investigates the energy savings of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs)
that employ the chip interleaving signal processing as an alternative physical layer algorithm for
sensor nodes to transmit data in the fading channel. By the author’s best knowledge, this is the first
study which investigates energy savings of using the chip interleaving technique for the energy
conservation of WSNs.
The investigation is focused on theoretical aspects, firstly aiming at quantifying the energy saving
of sensor nodes using transceivers that are embedded with or without chip interleaving signal
processing to transmit data in flat Rayleigh fading channel. Then, the aim is extended to investigate
the energy saving of a cluster-based network which consists of sensor nodes that use transceivers with
or without chip interleaving. These nodes may be clustered by using the clustering algorithms studied
in Chapter 4. In this way, the third and fourth objectives of this thesis (see Section 1.2) are achieved
in this chapter.
As for transceivers without chip interleaving processing, the Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum
(DSSS) transceivers in compliance with IEEE 802.15.4 [1] are considered, due to the strong industrial
influence of this standard. In the rest of this chapter, these transceivers are referred to as the DSSS
transceivers.
The route map of this chapter is shown in Figure 7.1 and explained as follows.
To achieve the first investigation aim, our study takes two steps which are introduced in Sections
7.3 and 7.4, respectively. In Section 7.3 the BER expressions of the DSSS transceivers and the
corresponding Chip-Interleaved DSSS (CIDS) transceivers in flat Rayleigh fading channel are
obtained, in order to determine the fade margins of the considered transceivers in meeting the
targeted BER value. In Section 7.4 a node power consumption model is developed and related to the
fade margin obtained in Section 7.3 to compute the node transmit power. With this model, the energy
saving is calculated for nodes that use CIDS transceivers rather than DSSS transceivers to conduct the
node-to-node communication in flat Rayleigh fading channel.
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Figure 7.1 Wireless sensor networks based on the Chip-Interleaved DSSS transceivers and the DSSS
transceivers in compliance with IEEE 802.15.4.
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To achieve the extended investigation aim, the developed node power consumption model is used
to analyze the energy saving of cluster-based WSN that consists of nodes using CIDS transceivers
rather than DSSS transceivers to transmit data in flat Rayleigh fading channel the in Section 7.5.
Section 7.6 presents the numerical results of the energy savings of the node-to-node communication
and the cluster-based networks. To obtain these results, parameters take values from off-the-shelf
transceivers which are compliant with IEEE 802.15.4. Via simulations the cluster-based WSNs are
formed, based on the Backoff [2] and SWEET algorithms explained in Chapter 4. The numerical
results confirm that using the chip interleaving technique can significantly save a node’s energy
expenditure, although the values of the energy saving are dependent on a few parameters, including
the transmission distance, the path loss exponent and the transceiver circuit power.
WSNs that comprise sensor nodes using chip-interleaved transceivers to conduct CDMA-based data
communications are proposed in Section 7.7. In Section 7.8 the findings of this chapter are
concluded.

7.2 Literature Review
IEEE 802.15.4 standardizes the physical layer (PHY) and Medium Access Control (MAC) layer to
interconnect low-power short-range radio frequency data communication devices [1]. The PHY
specification stipulates a range of transmitting techniques, including DSSS signal processing.
However, the structures of the DSSS transceivers are ambiguously stated in [1]. Hence, it is difficult
to justify the signal acceptance performance of the transceiver. In this regard, the DSSS transceivers
that conduct coherent modulation or non-coherent demodulation are considered in Section 7.3 for
completeness of this study. The BER expressions of the considered DSSS transceivers in Additive
White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) Channel with or without flat Rayleigh fading are developed in
Section 7.3.
In [3-5] WSNs are developed basing on DS-CDMA (Direct Sequence Code Division Multiple
Access) techniques which permit multiple sensor nodes to transmit concurrently at the expense of
multiple access interference (MAI). To overcome MAI, several methods are reported in [6-8] for
CDMA-based WSNs by setting time-division or frequency-division multiple accesses upon CDMAbased channel access. However, the structure of employed transceiver is not given in [3-8]. In [3-5]
great effort is devoted to investigating the data capacity of such CDMA-based WSNs. Studies in [3-8]
neither consider the Rayleigh fading channel, nor investigate the node energy consumption in fading
channel.
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TABLE 7.1
IEEE 802.15.4 PHYSICAL LAYER SPECIFICATIONS (RELEVANT TO PSK MODULATION SCHEME)
Bandwidth
PHY Frequency band
(MHz)
(MHz)
(MHz)
total/each
channel
868

868-868.6

0.6/0.6

915

902-928

26/2

2450

2400-2483.5

83.5/5

Binary data

Differential encoder:
modulo-2 addition,
bˆn = bn ⊕ bn−1

Modulat
ion
scheme

Mary

Bit
rate
(kb/s)

Chip
rate
(kc/s)

BPSK
OQPSK
BPSK
OQPSK
OQPSK

2
16
2
16
16

20
100
40
250
250

300
400
600
1000
2000

Proce
Sensitivity
ssing
(dBm)
gain N
15
16
15
16
32

-92
-85
-92
-85
-85

Modulated signal
Bit-to-chip seq.
ˆb → (c , c ,...,c )
n

0 1

14

BPSK
modulation

(a) Signal processing diagrams in DSSS transmitters using BPSK in the 826/915MHz frequency bands

Binary data

Modulated signal
Bit-to-symbol

(b1, b2, b3, b4 ) → mi

Bit-to-chip seq.

mi → (c0, c1,...,c15)

OQPSK
modulation

(b) Signal processing diagrams in DSSS transmitters using OQPSK in the 826/915MHz frequency bands

Binary data

Modulated signal
Bit-to-symbol

(b1, b2, b3, b4 ) → mi

Bit-to-chip seq.

mi → (c0, c1,...,c31)

OQPSK
modulation

(c) Signal processing diagrams in DSSS transmitters using OQPSK in the 2450MHz frequency band

Figure 7.2 Signal processing diagrams in transmitters using PSK defined in IEEE 802.15.4. bi stands
for a bit, mi stands for a symbol, ci stands for a chip.

7.3 DSSS Transceivers and Chip-Interleaved DSSS Transceivers
This section begins with the introduction of the DSSS transceivers that conduct Phase Shift Keying
(PSK) modulations as specified in IEEE 802.15.4. The BER expressions are obtained for the
considered DSSS transceivers in AWGN channel and in flat Rayleigh fading channel, respectively.
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The BER expressions for the considered CIDS transceivers in flat Rayleigh fading channel are also
presented. With these BER expressions, the required fading margins are quantified for all the studied
transceivers.
7.3.1 DSSS and PSK in Physical layer specifications of IEEE 802.15.4
The DSSS signal processing and PSK modulation schemes specified in the IEEE 802.15.4 standard
are shown in Table 7.1, which also presents the values for a set of parameters, including frequency
band, available bandwidth, modulation schemes, M-ary communications, bit rate, chip rate, spreading
gain, and receiver sensitivity. Important properties of these specifications are summarized as follows.
Three frequency bands relevant to DSSS and PSK are defined in IEEE 802.15.4. These frequencies
bands are 868 MHz (868-868.6MHz) band, 926 MHz (902-928MHz) band and 2450 MHz (24002483.5MHz) band.
In the 868/926MHz frequency bands, two PSK modulation schemes, namely Binary Phase Shift
keying (BPSK) and Offset Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (OQPSK), are employed. The signal
processing block diagram of the transmitter employing BPSK modulation is shown in Figure 7.2 (a).
In this transmitter data bits are differentially encoded, then each bit is directly spread into 15-chips
(the spreading gain is hereby equal to 15), and then the chip sequences are modulated using BSPK
modulation. The signal processing block diagram of the transmitter employing OQPSK modulation is
shown in Figure 7.2 (b). In this transmitter the M-ary communication is carried out first, in the way
that four data bits are grouped to specify one of 16 symbols which is then spread into 16 chips per
symbol (the spreading gain is hereby equal to 16). Then the chip sequences are modulated using
OQPSK modulation.
In the 2450 MHz frequency band, the OQPSK modulation scheme is employed. The corresponding
transmitter block diagram is shown in Figure 7.2 (c). This diagram closely resembles the transceiver
diagram in Figure 7.2 (b). The difference of these two transmitters resides in the symbol spreading
component. For the DSSS transmitter in 2450 MHz band, the spreading gain is 32.
7.3.2 BER of DSSS transceivers in AWGN channel
The transceiver’s data acceptance performance is fully recognized dependant on the demodulation
method in receiver. However, IEEE 802.15.4 does not specify the demodulation method in the
receiver. Hence, for completeness of this study, for the DSSS transmitter using BSPK modulation, the
receiver is considered to conduct coherent or non-coherent demodulation, respectively. For the DSSS
transmitter using OQPSK modulation, the receiver conducts non-coherent demodulation. The BER
expressions of the considered transceivers in the AWGN channel are obtained in the following.
(1) Transceiver using BPSK chip modulation
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The DSSS receiver performing coherent BPSK chip demodulation is reported in [9-10]. This type
of receiver is utilized to develop a DSSS coherent BPSK transceiver compliant with IEEE 802.15.4 in
this study. In AWGN channel, the BER expression for the DSSS coherent BPSK transceiver before
ndecoded
and given in [10] in the following form
the differential decoder is denoted BER coh_BPSK_u
AWGN

ndecoded
BER coh_BPSK_u
= 0.5erfc( Eb / N o ) ,
AWGN

(7.1)

∞

2
where erfc ( z ) = ( 2 ∫ z exp( − t )dt ) / π is the complimentary error function, Eb/No is the bit-energy-

to-noise ratio, Eb denotes the bit energy and No denotes the single-sided power spectral density of
AWGN.
A DSSS non-coherent BPSK transceiver compliant with IEEE 802.15.4 is regarded as being
developed based on an optimal demodulator in the receiver to conduct non-coherent demodulation
[10, 12, 13]. In AWGN channel, the BER for the DSSS non-coherent BPSK transceiver before the
undecoded
differential decoder is denoted BER ncoh_BPSK_
that is expressed in [10] as
AWGN

undecoded
BER ncoh_BPSK_
= 0.5 exp(−0.5Eb / N o ) .
AWGN

(7.2)

The use of differential encoding increases the BER because error multiplications are introduced in
the receiver [14]. It means that if one bit is received incorrectly, two consecutive bits would be
incorrectly generated at the differential decoder's output. This downside approximately doubles the
BER of the transceiver (including differential decoder in the receiver) at the bit-energy-to-noise ratios
for which errors rarely occur in consecutive bits [14]. Hence, taking into account the differential
coding/decoding, the BER expressions for the considered DSSS coherent BPSK transceiver and
DSSS non-coherent BPSK transceiver, denoted as BER coh_BPSK
and BER ncoh_BPSK
, respectively, may be
AWGN
AWGN
computed to be
ndecoded
BER coh_BPSK
≈ 2 BER coh_BPSK_u
= erfc ( E b / N o ) ;
AWGN
AWGN
undecoded
BER ncoh_BPSK
≈ 2 BER ncoh_BPSK_
= exp( −0 .5 E b / N o ) .
AWGN
AWGN

(7.3)
(7.4)

(2) Transceiver using OQPSK chip modulation
For the DSSS OQPSK transceivers compliant with IEEE 802.15.4 in the 868/915/2450 MHz
frequency bands, the non-coherent demodulation is considered in the receiver. The BER expressions
for these transceivers in AWGN channel have a unified form denoted as BER OQPSK
AWGN , which is given in
[10] in the following form
BER OQPSK
AWGN =
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M s / 2 M s −1  M s − 1 (−1) i +1
− i K b Eb

exp(
),
∑
M s − 1 i =1  i  i + 1
1+ i No

(7.5)

where Kb = log2 Ms, Ms = 16, Kb stands for the number of bits per symbol, and Ms denotes the “level”
of M-ary communication. It is worth noting that (7.5) is irrelevant to the spreading gain.
7.3.3 BER of DSSS transceivers in flat Rayleigh fading channel
The BER for the DSSS coherent BPSK transceiver, the DSSS non-coherent BPSK transceiver and
the DSSS OQPSK transceiver in AWGN channel with flat Rayleigh fading are denoted as
ncoh_BPSK
BER coh_BPSK
and BER OQPSK
Rayleigh , respectively, which can be computed from (7.3), (7.4) and
Rayleigh , BER Rayleigh

(7.5) to be the following expressions
BER coh_BPSK
Rayleigh = 1 −

BER ncoh_BPSK
=
Rayleigh

BER OQPSK
Rayleigh =

Eb / N o
,
1 + Eb / N o

1
,
1 + 0.5Eb / N o

M s / 2 M s −1  M s − 1
(−1) i +1


,
∑
M s − 1 i =1  i  1 + i + iK b Eb / N o

(7.6)
(7.7)

(7.8)

respectively, as shown in Appendix 7.1. The analytical results of (7.3-7.8) are shown in Figure 7.3.
7.3.4 BER of Chip-Interleaved DSSS transceivers in flat Rayleigh fading channel
Figure 7.3 also presents the analytical results of the BER expressions of four CIDS transceivers,
which are the CIDS coherent BPSK transceiver, the CIDS non-coherent BPSK transceiver, and two
CIDS OQPSK transceivers, in AWGN channel with flat Rayleigh fading. The CIDS coherent BPSK
transceiver has the structure of transmitter and receiver shown in Figure 6.2. The CIDS non-coherent
BPSK transceiver has the structure of transmitter and receiver shown in Figure 6.9. The CIDS
OQPSK transceivers have the structure of transmitter and receiver shown in Figure 7.4.
To have a fair comparison with the DSSS transceivers presented in subsection 7.2.1, the spreading
gains of the considered CIDS transceivers are set as follows. For the CIDS coherent/non-coherent
BPSK transceivers, the spreading gain N is equal to 15. For the CIDS OQPSK transceiver in the 926
MHz band, N is equal to 16. For the CIDS OQPSK transceiver in the 2450 MHz band, N is equal to
32. The BER expressions of the considered CIDS transceivers in flat Rayleigh fading channel are
given as follows.
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Figure 7.4 Chip-interleaved DSSS transceiver using OQPSK modulation scheme. ( b1( h ) , b2( h ) ,..., bK( h ) )
denotes the bit sequence, s i(h ) stands for a symbol, ( a1(i ) , a 2(i ) ,..., a N(i ) ) is the spreading
sequence.
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•

The BER expression for the CIDS coherent BPSK transceiver is denoted BER coh_BPSK
Rayleigh, CIDS and
expressed in (6.13) in the following form
BER coh_BPSK
Rayleigh, CIDS ≈

1 1
1
Ω/ N
 π
 N −1 2k 
−
×  + arctan ζ  ∑  
+
2 π 1 + Ω / N  2
 k =0  k  [4(1 + Ω / N )] k


Tik
[cos(arctanζ )] 2(k −i)+1  ,
k
k =1 i=1 [1 + Ω / N ]


N −1 k

sin(arctanζ )∑∑

where Ω = cEb / N o , c = N −1[(2 N − 1)!!]1/ N , ζ =

 2k 
π
Ω/ N
cot , Tik =  
1+ Ω / N
2
k 

(7.9)
  2(k − i )  i




  k − i 4 [2(k − i ) + 1] , N =




15.
•

The BER expression for the CIDS non-coherent BPSK transceiver is denoted BER ncoh_BPSK
Rayleigh, CIDS and
expressed in (6.54) as
BER ncoh_BPSK
Rayleigh, CIDS


M / 2 M s −1  M s − 1 (−1) i +1 ( N − 1)!  iK b c E b



= s
+ 1
∑

M s − 1 i =1  i  i + 1 Γ( N )  i + 1 N N o


−N

,

(7.10)

where K b = log 2 M s , c = N −1[(2 N − 1)!!]1/ N , (2 N − 1)!! = (2 N − 1)(2 N − 3) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 3 × 1 , Ms = 2, N = 15.
•

The transmitter in the CIDS OQPSK transceiver shown in Figure 7.4 can be regarded as a pair of
orthogonal chip interleaved transmitters as shown in Figure 6.9 with half chip time delay in one of
the branches. Therefore, the BER expressions of the CIDS OQPSK transceivers in the 926MHz
and the 2450MHz bands have a unified form, denoted as BER OQPSK
Rayleigh, CIDS , which may take the
expression given in (6.54) as
BER OQPSK
Rayleigh, CIDS


M / 2 M s −1  M s − 1 (−1) i +1 ( N − 1)!  iK b c E b



= s
+ 1
∑

M s − 1 i =1  i  i + 1 Γ( N )  i + 1 N N o


−N

,

(7.11)

where K b = log 2 M s , c = N −1[(2 N − 1)!!]1/ N , (2 N − 1)!! = (2 N − 1)(2 N − 3) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 3 × 1 , Ms = 16, N is equal to 16
for the 926 MHz band, and N is equal to 32 for the 2450MHz band.
7.3.5 Fade margins of DSSS transceivers and Chip-Interleaved DSSS transceivers
In this subsection, the fade margins required by the considered transceivers to achieve a targeted
value of BER are quantified. Let the fade margins of the DSSS transceivers and the CIDS
transceivers be denoted as

DSSS
rmar

(in Walt, or denoted as

CIDS
as rmar
_ dB in dB), respectively. Then the fade margins

DSSS
rmar
_ dB

DSSS
rmar
_ dB

CIDS
in dB) and rmar
(in Walt, or denoted

CIDS
and rmar
_ dB can be computed using the

following expressions
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Figure 7.3 BER curves of the considered DSSS and CIDS transceivers, in AWGN channel and in flat
Rayleigh fading channel.
TABLE 7.2
FADE MARGINS OF DSSS TRANSCEIVERS AND CIDS TRANSCEIVERS IN FLAT RAYLEIGH FADING
CHANNEL
DSSS Transceiver
( Eb / N o ) DSSS
AWGN (dB)

( Eb / N o ) DSSS
Rayleigh
DSSS
rmar
_ dB

DSSS
coherent
BPSK
8.77

DSSS noncoherent BPSK

DSSS OQPSK
(926 MHz band)

12.64

7.18

DSSS OQPSK
(2450 MHz
band)
7.18

(dB)

37.55

43.52

37.00

37.00

(dB)

28.78

30.88

29.82

CIDS coherent
BPSK

CIDS noncoherent BPSK

CIDS OQPSK
(926 MHz band)

29.82
CIDS OQPSK
(2450 MHz
band)

10.74

17.85

12.85

12.18

1.97

5.21

5.67

5

CIDS Transceiver
(Eb / No )CIDS
Rayleigh (dB)
CIDS
rmar
_ dB (dB)

N.B.: The value of targeted BER is set to be 10-4 [15].
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DSSS

DSSS
DSSS
rmar
_ dB = ( Eb / N o ) Rayleigh - ( Eb / N o ) AWGN

,

CIDS
CIDS
DSSS
rmar
_ dB = ( Eb / N o ) Rayleigh - ( Eb / N o ) AWGN ,

(7.12a)
(7.12b)

where ( Eb / N o ) DSSS
AWGN denote the bit-energy-to-noise ratio required by a DSSS transceiver to achieve
CIDS
the targeted BER value in AWGN channel, ( Eb / N o ) DSSS
Rayleigh and ( Eb / N o ) Rayleigh denote the bit-energy -

to-noise ratios (in dB) required by a DSSS transceiver and a CIDS transceiver to achieve the targeted
BER value in flat Rayleigh fading channel, respectively. Strictly speaking, in (7.12b) ( Eb / N o ) DSSS
AWGN
should be taken by the bit-energy-to-noise ratio of CIDS transceiver in AWGN channel. However, we
CIDS
compute rmar
_ dB using (7.12b) to clearly present the reduction of fade margin gained by using the

CIDS transceivers, as explained in the next paragraph.
When the targeted BER value, denoted as Pe, is set to be 10-4 for WSNs [15], the values of
CIDS
CIDS
DSSS
DSSS
( Eb / N o ) DSSS
Rayleigh , ( Eb / N o ) Rayleigh , ( Eb / N o ) AWGN , rmar _ dB and rmar _ dB are quantified straightforwardly from

Figure 7.3 and presented in Table 7.2. It is evident that, compared to the fade margins for the DSSS
transceivers, the fade margins for the CIDS transceivers are at least 24 dB less. These large
reductions of fade margin promise significant amounts of savings of transmit power by using the
CIDS transceivers. The power/energy savings for the scenarios of node-to-node communication and
cluster-based network will be quantified in the next two consecutive sections.

7.4 Energy Saving in Node-to-Node Communication Using Chip Interleaving
To quantify the node energy savings, a comprehensive node power consumption model is
developed first in this section. Then this model is used in computing the energy saving of nodes that
use CIDS transceivers rather than DSSS transceivers to conduct the node-to-node communication in
fading channel.
7.4.1 Development of a node power consumption model
The developed node power consumption model is a function of fade margin, transmission distance,
path loss exponent, and transceiver circuit energy, as explained in the following paragraphs.
The power that a node consumes to transmit data over the transmission distance d is termed the
node transmit power and denoted as Ptx, which may be expressed as
Ptx = Pelec + Pr d χ / Η ,

(7.13)

where Η = d oχ (λ / 4π d o )2 , λ = C f / f c , Pelec is the power of the transceiver circuit, Pr is the power of the
received signal, χ > 1 denotes the path loss exponent, do is the reference distance for the antenna farfield, λ is the signal wavelength, Cf is the speed of light, and fc is the carrier frequency. For given
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values of do and λ, Η is a constant.The power that a node consumes on receiving signals is termed the
node receive power and denoted as Prx. Usually, Prx is assumed to be equal to Pelec [16, 17]; however,
they may take different values in off-the-shelf transceivers, as shown in Section 7.5.
It is worth noting that Pr in (7.13) can be expressed as Pr = ( Ptx − Pelec )Η / d χ , which has a form
consistent with the simplified path loss model reported in [18] and studied in subsection 2.3.4.
Although the simplified path loss model excludes the effects of shadow fading and Rayleigh fading
from the signal power loss, it is used in computing the node transmit power in (7.13) for it has a
concise format and calculates the estimate of signal path loss at an acceptable accuracy [18]. While
we do not claim that the shadow fading has no effect on the signal power loss, the calculation of the
received signal power Pr in (7.13) only considers the fade margin for Rayleigh fading. This permits
us to compute the node energy savings arising from the reduction of fade margin by using the chip
interleaving technique, as explained in the following.
For a receiver to receive a signal at a given BER value Pe in the fading channel, the power of
received signal Pr may be expressed as
Pr = Psen × rmar ,

(7.14)

where Psen (in Walt) is the receiver sensitivity defined as the minimum power of the received signal to
meet Pe in AWGN channel [19], rmar is the fade margin (in Walt, or rmar _ dB in dB) for compensating
the signal power loss by channel fading. For the DSSS transceivers studied in subsection 7.2.1,
DSSS
rmar _ dB takes the values assigned to rmar
_ dB ; for the CIDS transceivers studied in subsection 7.2.4,
CIDS
CIDS
DSSS
rmar _ dB takes the values assigned to rmar
_ dB . The values of rmar _ dB and rmar _ dB are shown in Table 7.2.

The node power consumption model formulated in (7.13) and (7.14) is used in quantifying the
energy saving of nodes which use CIDS transceivers rather than DSSS transceiver in the scenario of
node-to-node communication, as presented in the next subsection.
7.4.2 Energy saving of nodes using chip interleaving in node-to-node communication
In node-to-node direct communication, a transmitting node transmits data directly to a receiving
node over a distance denoted as d. The total energy needed for this pair of nodes to transmit and
receive one bit is denoted

En 2 n ,

which may be expressed in the following form
En 2 n = ( Ptx + Prx ) / Rb .

(7.15)

where Rb is the data transmission rate.
Let

CIDS
E nDSSS
2n and E n 2n

stand for the energy consumption of nodes using the DSSS transceiver and the

CIDS transceiver in the node-to-node communication, respectively. Then we have
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DSSS χ
d / Η + Prx ) / Rb ,
E nDSSS
= ( Pelec + Psen rmar
2n

(7.16a)

CIDS χ
E nCIDS
= ( Pelec + Psen rmar
d / Η + Prx ) / Rb .
2n

(7.16b)

Then the energy saving of nodes which use the CIDS transceiver rather than the DSSS transceiver
to perform node-to-node direct transmission in flat Rayleigh fading is defined as a ratio as follows
EnergySavi ng (%) =

=

=

CIDS
E nDSSS
2n − En2n

E nDSSS
2n

× 100 %

DSSS χ
CIDS χ
( Pelec + Psen rmar
d / Η + Prx ) / R b − ( Pelec + Psen rmar
d / Η + Prx ) / R b
DSSS χ
( Pelec + Psen rmar
d / Η + Prx ) / R b

× 100 %

DSSS
CIDS
( rmar
− rmar
) Psen d χ / Η
× 100 % ,
DSSS
Pelec + Psen rmar
d χ / Η + Prx

(7.17)

where Η is given in (7.13).
DSSS
and
According to (7.17) the energy saving is a function of the fade margins ( rmar

CIDS
rmar

), the

transmit distance d and the node’s transceiver circuit powers ( Pelec and Prx ). Based on Table 7.2, the
fade margin

DSSS
rmar

CIDS
is greater than the fade margin rmar
for the considered transceivers. Hence the

energy saving defined in (7.17) has non-negative value that increases when the transmission distance
d increases. However, the increase rate is dependent on the path loss exponent χ.
When d is large, the signal path loss becomes dominant. Then (7.17) may be reduced to be
CIDS
DSSS
EnergySavi ng (%) = (1 − rmar
/ rmar
) × 100 % .

(7.18)

Eq. (7.18) means that, when d becomes large, the node energy saving approximates a constant value
smaller than 100%.
To keep the flow of presentation, the numerical results of (7.17) will be presented in Section 7.6. In
the next section, the energy saving analysis is extended to the cluster-based network.

7.5 Energy Efficiency of Cluster-based Sensor Network
In this section, we analyze the energy saving of the clustered-based WSN that consists of sensor
nodes using CIDS transceivers rather than DSSS transceivers to transmit data in flat Rayleigh fading
channel. For consistency of the thesis, the cluster-based WSN considered in this chapter has the same
network topology as that explained in subsection 4.2.2 in Chapter 4 and shown in Figure 7.5.
In Chapter 4 the energy efficiency of the cluster-based WSN is evaluated in terms of the network
lifetime. For consistency of the thesis, this merit is adhered to in calculating the energy saving. The
energy saving of cluster-based WSN is defined as the extension of network lifetime in the following
expression
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EnergySaving (%) =

CIDS
DSSS
Tnw
− Tnw
DSSS
Tnw

× 100% ,

(7.19)

CIDS
where TnwDSSS and Tnw
are the two versions of the lifetime of the cluster-based WSN, denoted as Tnw ,

in fading channel: TnwDSSS is the lifetime of the network based on sensor nodes using the DSSS
CIDS
transceivers; Tnw
is the lifetime of the network based on sensor nodes using the CIDS transceivers.

In [20] the average network lifetime is defined as the ratio of the overall energy of all the network
nodes to the overall power consumption of all the network nodes. According to this definition, in the
context of cluster-based network, the lifetime may be computed using the following expression
T nw =

2
k ( λπ d CR
)eo
,
kE cluster

(7.20)

2
where k denotes the number of network clusters, (λπd CR
) is the number of member nodes in a cluster,

dCR is the cluster radius, λ is the node density, e0 is the initial energy of a sensor node, Ecluster is the
cluster energy consumption which is computed using the node power consumption model given in
(7.13) and (7.14), as shown in the following.
The cluster energy consumption

Ecluster

may be computed using the expression
Ecluster = EtoCH + E DA + EtoDS ,

where

EtoCH

(7.21)

stands for the overall energy consumption of member nodes and CH node in transmitting

and receiving data,

EDA

stands for the CH node energy consumption on data aggregation,

EtoDS

stands

for the energy consumption that a CH node spends on directly transmitting data to the base station.
The energy

EtoCH

is defined as the energy expenditure composed of two parts. One part is spent by

every cluster member node on transmitting ldata-bit of data to the CH node. The other part is spent by
the CH node on receiving ldata-bit from each of the member nodes. The calculation of

EtoCH

is hereby

related to the transmission distance between a member node and the CH node. Because nodes are
randomly deployed according to the uniform distribution (see subsection 4.2.2), the transmission
distance d between a member node and the CH node is a random variable which has a probability
density function given in [16] as
2
f d ( x) = 2 x / d CR
, 0 ≤ x ≤ d CR .

Hence, the average value of

EtoCH

may be calculated exploiting (7.13), (7.14) and (7.22) as
d CR

EtoCH = ( l data / R b )( λπ d CR )[
0
2

= ( Pelec
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(7.22)

∫

( Pelec + Psen rmar x χ / Η ) f d ( x ) dx + Prx ] ,

χ
2
2 Psen rmar d CR
( λπ d CR
) l data
+
+ Prx )
.
( χ + 2)Η
Rb

(7.23)

2
The data aggregation is conducted at a CH node as such that a CH node aggregates (λπd CR
)l data -bit

of data from all member nodes to a ldata-bit length packet. The energy that the CH node spends on
data aggregation is denoted

and may be hereby calculated as

EDA

2
EDA = PDA (l data / Rb )(λπd CR ) ,

where

PDA

(7.24)

stands for the node power consumption (in Walt) for data aggregation.

The energy consumption

EtoDS

of a CH node in transmitting ldata–bit of aggregated data to the BS

may be calculated using the following expression
EtoDS = ( Pelec + Psen rmar d 2χDS / Η ) /(l data / Rb ) .

(7.25)

where d2BS denotes the distance between the CH and the base station.
In comparison to

EDA

and

EtoDS , EtoCH

is the dominant term in (7.21) due to the large number of

member nodes in a cluster. In this regard,

Ecluster

Ecluster ≈ ( Pelec +

may be approximately reduced to be
χ
2
2 Psen rmar d CR
( λπ d CR
) l data
+ Prx )
,
( χ + 2)Η
Rb

(7.26)

Substituting (7.26) in (7.20), we get the network lifetime Tnw expressed as
Tnw =

Replacing rmar in (7.27) with

DSSS
rmar

eo Rb

χ

( Pelec + 2 Psen rmar d CR /(( χ + 2)Η ) + Prx )l data

,

(7.27)

CIDS
or rmar
, we get the expressions of the lifetimes of the clustered

WSNs based on nodes that use the DSSS transceiver (that is TnwDSSS ) or the CIDS transceiver (that is
CIDS
CIDS
Tnw
), respectively. Then, substituting the expressions of TnwDSSS and Tnw
into (7.19), we get the

energy saving of the cluster-based WSN expressed as
EnergySavi ng % =

CIDS
DSSS
T nw
− T nw
DSSS
T nw

× 100 %

DSSS χ
 ( P + 2 Psen rmar
d CR /(( χ + 2)Η) + Prx ) 
=  elec
− 1 × 100% .
CIDS
χ
 (P + 2P r

d
/((
χ
+
2
)
Η
)
+
P
)
elec
sen
mar
rx
CR


DSSS
In (7.28) the energy saving is a function of the fade margins ( rmar
and

CIDS
rmar

(7.28)

), the cluster radius dCR

and the node’s transceiver circuit powers ( Pelec and Prx ). According to Table 7.2, the fade margin
DSSS
rmar

CIDS
is greater than the fade margin rmar
for the considered transceivers. Hence the energy saving

defined in (7.28) has non-negative values that increase when the cluster radius dCR grows.
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Nevertheless, the increase rate is dependent on the path loss exponent χ. These findings will be
confirmed via simulations to be presented in the next section.

7.6 Numerical Results
In this section the numerical results of the energy savings in the scenarios of node-to-node
communication and cluster-based networks are presented. In the numerical evaluations, the
parameters related to the transceivers take values from the off-the-shelf transceiver products that are
compliant with IEEE 802.15.4.
For extensiveness of the study, two transceivers AT86RF212 [21] and CC2420 [22], which operate
in two frequency bands, are considered. A concise datasheet of these two products is presented in
Table 7.3. AT86RF212 and CC2420 transceivers operate in the 868/915 MHz frequency bands and
the 2450 MHz frequency band, respectively. They both conduct DSSS signal processing, yet use
different modulation schemes: the AT86RF212 transceiver conducts BPSK modulation by default;
the CC2420 transceiver conducts OQPSK modulation. One can find from [21, 22] that the
AT86RF212 and CC2420 transceivers both perform non-coherent demodulation. Thus, AT86RF212
and CC2420 are regarded as a DSSS non-coherent BSPK transceiver and a DSSS OQPSK
transceiver, respectively.
Corresponding to the two DSSS transceivers considered above, the CIDS non-coherent BSPK
transceiver and the CIDS OQPSK transceiver are hereby employed in the energy saving evaluations.
Strictly speaking the energy consumed on chip interleaving signal processing should be counted in
evaluating the node energy consumption by using the CIDS transceivers. However, it was reported in
[23] that the 3000 instructions could be executed at the same energy charge as that of wirelessly
sending a bit for a distance of 100 meters. The energy discharged on the chip interleaving signal
processing in a CDIS transceiver is hereby ignored in the following numerical investigations.
The configuration of parameters for evaluating the node energy savings is given in Table 7.4. The
fade margins for the considered transceivers take the values shown in Table 7.2. The evaluation
results are presented in the next two consecutive subsections.
7.6.1 Energy saving evaluation in the node-to-node communication
DSSS
For the given values of fade margins ( rmar
and

CIDS
rmar

) and transceiver circuit power ( Pelec and Prx ),

the energy saving in (7.17) for the node-to-node communication in the fading channel is a function of
the path loss exponent χ and the transmission distance d. Hence this node energy saving is evaluated
by setting χ to a fixed value and then varying the length of d. The investigated values of χ are 4 or 6,
which are reported in [9] to characterize the path loss exponent in indoor environment. Numerical
results of the energy saving are shown in Figure 7.6.
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TABLE 7.3
DATASHEET OF AT86RF212 AND CC2420 TRANSCEIVERS
Acronym
fc
Rb
U
Irx
Iidle
Psen

Description
frequency band (MHz)
central carrier frequency (MHz)
Modulation scheme
transmission data rate (kbps)
DSSS
operating voltage (typical, Volt)
currency for receiving states (mA)
currency for idle states (mA)
receiver sensitivity (dBm)

AT86RF212 [17]

CC2420 [18]

868-868.6 / 902-828
868.3 / 915
BPSK
OQPSK
(default)
20, 40
100-1000
yes
3
9
0.4
-110

2400-2483.5
2450
OQPSK
250
yes
3
17.4
0.4
-95

TABLE 7.4
ACRONYMS, DESCRIPTIONS AND VALUES FOR NODE ENERGY SAVING EVALUATION IN CLUSTER-BASED
SENSOR NETWORKS
Acronym
do
Cf
χ
2σ R2

Description
reference distance for the antenna farfield
speed of light
path loss exponent
Expectation of the power of Rayleigh
fading coefficient

Value
5m
3.0 × 108 m/s
2.0 ~ 6.0 [33]
1

DSSS
rmar
_ dB

5 × 10-12 mW/bit/signal
[35]
length of data bits
200 bits
bit error probability
10-4
length of the steady phase
15 s
AT86RF212
CC2420
central carrier frequency (MHz)
915
2450
modulation
BPSK
OQPSK
transmission data rate (kbps)
40
250
Receiving power, Prx= UIrx
27 mW
52.2 mW
electronic circuitry power, Pelec = UIidle
1.2 mW
1.2 mW
receiver sensitivity
- 110 dBm
- 95 dBm
fade margin for DSSS transceiver (in dB)
30.88
29.82

CIDS
rmar
_ dB

fade margin for CIDS transceiver (in dB)

PDA
ldata
Pe
Tsteady
fc
Rb
Prx
Pelec
Psen

data aggregation power

5.21

5.0
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Figure 7.5 Cluster-based sensor network. Figure 7.6 Node energy savings in the node-to-node
communication in flat Rayleigh fading channel.
The findings from Figure 7.6 are consistent with the theoretical analyses presented at the end of
subsection 7.3.2. It is evident that, for a given value of χ, the energy saving is an increasing function
of d. This means that, when the transmission distance increases, using CIDS transceivers is more
energy efficient than using DSSS transceivers to transmit data in flat Rayleigh fading channel.
However, the increase speed of the curves in Figure 7.6 is dependent on the values of χ. When the
value of χ becomes large, the increase speed of energy saving becomes greater. When d grows large,
the maximum energy saving approaches a constant value that is smaller than 100%.
7.6.2 Energy saving evaluation in cluster-based wireless sensor networks
In this subsection, simulation-based investigations are carried out to evaluate the energy saving of
clustered nodes which use CIDS transceivers rather than DSSS transceivers to transmit data in flat
Rayleigh fading channel. In simulations nodes are organized by using two clustering algorithms that
are studied in Chapter 4. These algorithms are the Backoff algorithm [2] and the SWEET algorithm.
The simulated network setting has the following properties. Over an area of 500 × 500 m2, there are
100 nodes randomly deployed according to the uniform distribution. A base station resides in the
center of the area. Every node is assigned 5 joules initial energy.
Four groups of simulation-based studies are carried out to evaluate the node energy savings in
cluster-based sensor networks. In the first group, nodes are considered as being equipped with DSSS
non-coherent BPSK transceivers (AT86RF212). In the second group, nodes are considered as being
equipped with CIDS non-coherent BPSK transceivers. In the third group, nodes are considered as
being equipped with DSSS OQPSK transceivers (CC2420). In the fourth group, nodes are considered
as being equipped with CIDS OQPSK transceivers.
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(a) Network lifetime, cluster radius dCR is equal to100, every round lasts for 15 seconds.
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(b) Energy saving of cluster-based sensor network, nodes use the DSSS transceiver or the CIDS transceiver.
The DSSS transceiver is AT86RF212.

Figure 7.7 Energy savings of cluster-based sensor network. (to be continued)
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(d) Energy saving of cluster-based sensor network, nodes use the DSSS transceiver or the CIDS transceiver.
The DSSS transceiver is CC2420.

Figure 7.7 Energy savings of cluster-based sensor network.
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DSSS
CIDS
For the given values of fade margin ( rmar
and rmar
) and transceiver circuit power ( Pelec and Prx ),

the energy saving expressed in (7.28) is a function of path loss exponent χ and cluster radius dCR.
Hence the energy saving is evaluated by setting χ to a fixed value and then altering the length of dCR.
The values that the path loss exponent χ takes are 2.5 and 3 in simulations. These values are reported
in [9] to be typical for outdoor wireless communication applications. For a given value of χ, dCR is
increased from 40 meters to 100 meters.
Figure 7.7 demonstrate the analytical and simulation results of energy savings of cluster-based
sensor networks. In Figure 7.7 (a) the results are drawn from one simulation in the first and the
second group of simulations, respectively. The results show the number of nodes alive over time (in
rounds). Likewise, in Figure 7.7 (c) the results are drawn from one simulation of the third and the
fourth group of simulation, respectively. From these results, it is evident that the network lifetime is
significantly extended by using the CIDS transceivers rather than the DSSS transceivers.
In Figure 7.7 (b) and (d), the analytical and simulation results of the energy savings of the clusterbased sensor networks are demonstrated as functions of the path loss exponent χ and the cluster
radius dCR. Every value in these two figures is the averaged result of 30 repeated simulations. To
determine the energy saving, the round when half of the network nodes die (HND) is defined as the
network lifetime and measured in simulations. The network lifetime is measured by HND because
HND represents the average network lifetime, which is used to calculate the energy saving of clusterbased sensor network (see (7.19)-(7.28)).
According to Figure 7.7 (b) and (d), the theoretical results can be found to agree well with the
simulation results. The energy saving of cluster-based sensor network is an increasing function of the
cluster radius dCR, and the increasing speed depends on the value of χ. When the pass loss exponent χ
is large, significant energy savings can be attained even at relatively short cluster radii. For example,
we can find from Figure 7.7 (b) that, when dCR is equal to 100 and χ is equal to 2.5, the energy saving
is 1%; whereas, when dCR is kept to be 100 and χ increases to 3, the energy saving reaches up to 5%.
In Figure 7.7 (d), when dCR is equal to 100 and χ is equal to 2.5, the energy saving is close to 100%;
whereas, when dCR is kept to be 100 and χ increases to 3, the energy saving reaches up to 500% (this
means the network lifetime is extended 5 times).
From Figure 7.7 (b) and (d), it is found that, although the energy savings of network (using chipinterleaved transceiver) by the SWEET algorithm and the Backoff algorithm are similar, the SWEET
algorithm allows the network to gain more energy savings at small values of cluster radius and large
values of path loss exponents. This means the network energy efficiency is significantly improved by
using the chip interleaving technique and the SWEET algorithm in combination.
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7.7 Sensor Networks based on Chip-Interleaved DS-CDMA Communications
Hitherto sensor nodes are considered as being equipped with CIDS transceivers to save energy in
wireless communications. These CIDS transceivers correspond to the transceivers for the single-user
cases of the CIDS-CDMA systems studied in Chapter 6. According to the theoretical analyses and
simulation-based investigations, significant energy savings have been confirmed for sensor nodes
using CIDS transceivers to transmit data in fading channel.
In Chapter 6, we also investigated the CIDS transceivers for the multi-user cases of CIDS-CDMA
systems. Employing these transceivers, new sensor networks may be developed. In the new sensor
networks, multiple sensor nodes which are equipped with the CIDS transceivers can communicate
concurrently at the expense of Multiple Access Interference in receivers. For the given values of the
number of users and the targeted BER value, the bit-energy-to-noise ratios required by the
transceivers of the CIDS-CDMA systems have been found to be much less than those needed by the
transceivers of the DS-CDMA systems. Such reduction of the bit-energy-to-noise ratio suggests
significant energy savings. We leave the investigation of sensor networks which are composed of
sensor nodes using the CIDS transceivers to conduct CDMA-based communications to future work.

7.8 Chapter Conclusions
In this chapter chip interleaving signal processing is employed as an alternative physical layer
algorithm to improve the energy efficiency of wireless sensor networks. From the theoretical
perspective, this chapter investigates the energy savings of wireless sensor networks which consist of
sensor nodes using CIDS transceivers rather than DSSS transceivers to transmit data in flat Rayleigh
fading channel.
We study the DSSS transceivers that are specified by IEEE 802.15.4. The BER expressions of the
DSSS transceivers and the corresponding CIDS transceivers in AWGN channel and in flat Rayleigh
fading channel are obtained. These BER expressions are used to determine the fade margins that are
needed by the considered transceivers to compensate the fading effects.
A node power consumption model is developed and related to the fade margin to quantify the
energy savings of nodes which use the CIDS transceivers rather than the DSSS transceivers to
transmit data in the fading channel. Exploiting this model, the energy savings are analyzed for the
scenarios of node-to-node communication and cluster-based network.
From the theoretical analyses and simulation-based investigations, significant energy savings are
confirmed by using CIDS transceivers. The value of energy saving is heavily dependent on the values
of the path loss exponent and the transmission distance (or the cluster radius in a cluster-based
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network). When the path loss exponent or the transmission distance becomes large, network energy
efficiency can be significantly increased due to the use of CIDS transceivers.
From the simulation results of the cluster-based networks in this chapter and in Chapter 4, we may
conclude that network energy efficiency can be significantly improved by using the SWEET
clustering algorithm and the chip interleaving technique individually or in combination.
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Chapter 8 Conclusions and Future Work
This thesis tackles several problems that are related to organizing stationary sensor nodes into networks
and reducing the energy consumption of sensor nodes in carrying out wireless communications. The
ultimate target is to maximize the lifetime of wireless sensor network (WSN) in providing satisfactory
service of data sensing and transmission. Studies are dedicated to developing energy-efficient
communication algorithms in the network layer and the physical layer of the WSN protocol stack.
The developed network layer algorithms are the Slotted Waiting period Energy-Efficient Time driven
(SWEET) algorithm and its decentralized version, which organize sensor nodes in the form of clusters.
The chip interleaving signal processing is employed as the physical layer algorithm for sensor nodes to
save energy in transmitting data in fading channel. In regard to these developed algorithms, the chipinterleaving technique provides an alternative means for sensor nodes to conduct energy-efficient data
transmissions in the cluster-based networks that may be formed basing on the SWEET algorithm.
This chapter summarizes the important findings in the development of these algorithms, the
performance evaluation of these algorithms and the performance evaluation of the networks based on
these algorithms. Also, suggestions for future work are presented in the reminder of this chapter.

8.1 Summary of Important Findings
The first step of this research was to understand the random nature of sensor node’s energy dissipation.
According to this nature, the residual energies of network nodes were characterized to be the distribution
of Network Residual Energy (NRE) from the network perspective. The residual energies of nodes in the
neighborhood area of a node were characterized to be the distribution of Neighborhood Area Residual
Energy (NARE). Both NRE and NARE were proven to approximate Gaussian distribution on the basis of
the Central Limit Theorem.
Then the distribution of NRE was utilized in the design of the SWEET algorithm. The SWEET
algorithm aims at selecting energy-rich cluster head (CH) nodes and distributing them evenly over the
network area to coordinate the communications of cluster member nodes. To this end, the CH node
selection criterion of the SWEET algorithm combines the residual energy and spatial distribution of
sensor node. Using NRE, a node can estimate how many neighboring nodes have more remaining energy
than itself. With this estimate, a node calculates the probability of becoming a CH node. This probability
is recursively increased in a backoff procedure. Due to this backoff procedure, multiple neighboring CH
nodes are prevented from being selected.
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Via simulation-based investigations, the design goal of SWEET algorithm was confirmed to be
effectively achieved. The SWEET algorithm encourages energetic nodes to become CH nodes, but
cannot guarantee that the CH nodes have the most residual energy in the network. This is because a
trade-off is made between the node’s residual energy and the spatial separation among CH nodes in the
CH selection procedure. For the investigated network node densities and cluster radii, the distance
between neighboring CH nodes is roughly equal. It means the cluster radii of formed clusters take nearly
the same length. The number of CH nodes varies when the length of cluster radius changes, irrespective
of the variation of node density.
Via simulations, it was found that SWEET algorithm outperformed several representative clustering
algorithms in improving the lifetime and the data capacity of cluster-based networks for the investigated
cluster radii and node densities. This improvement was understood due to the selection of energetic CH
nodes and the even spatial distribution of CH nodes which take important roles by virtue reducing the
energy consumption rate of network nodes and alleviating the inter-cluster transmission interference.
For networks with high node density, the SWEET algorithm was effectively decentralized exploiting
the NARE. The empirical pdf of NARE was independently developed by every node via the method of
Hello Message Exchange (HME). The precision of this empirical pdf was related to the discovery ratio
which defines the sufficiency of the HME procedure. To carry out the procedure of HME in a resolvable
time period, the Birthday protocol and the Carrier Sensing Mini-Slot access (CSMS) algorithm were
employed for nodes to develop the empirical pdf of NARE.
The amounts of node energy consumption and time required by the procedure of HME, which is based
on the Birthday protocol or the CSMS algorithm, were formulated as functions of the discovery ratio and
several network parameters, including network node density, length of hello message and data
transmission rate. For a given value of discovery ratio, the required time and node energy consumption
becomes large when the network node density increases, or the length of a hello message increases, or
the data transmission rate deceases. For given values of the network parameters (i.e., the node density,
length of hello message and the data transmission rate), the amounts of node energy consumption and
time increase greatly when the discovery ratio becomes high.
For a given value of discovery ratio, the energy consumed in the procedure of HME was taken into
account in evaluating the lifetime of network based on the decentralized SWEET algorithm. It was found
that the design goals of the SWEET algorithm are achieved by the decentralized SWEET algorithm with
respect to imperfect yet practical discovery ratios. It was also found that the network lifetime decreases
significantly when the discovery ratio increases. However, when the CSMS algorithm was used for the
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HME procedure, the lifetime of network based on the decentralized SWEET algorithm was greater than
another competing clustering algorithm even if the discovery ratio is increased to approximate 100%, as
showed in Figure 5.10.
From the study of WSN clustering algorithms, it was understood that significant fade margin are often
needed to compensate the effects of channel fading on signal power loss. We considered exploiting chipinterleaving signal processing, which had been confirmed effective in reducing the channel fading, as the
energy-efficient physical layer algorithm for sensor networks. In this regard, the fading-mitigating
capability of chip-interleaving signal processing was investigated. Then, the chip-interleaving technique
was employed for sensor nodes to save energy in conducting data transmissions in fading channel.
To determine the fading-mitigating capability of the chip interleaving technique, the bit error rate
(BER) expressions were developed for two types of Chip-interleaved DS-CDMA (CIDS-CDMA)
systems in flat Rayleigh fading channel. These CIDS-CDMA systems were referred to as the coherent
CIDS-CDMA system and the non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system. The signal-user case and the multiuser cases were investigated for these two CIDS-CDMA systems. For the multi-user cases, the bit error
performances of CIDS-CDMA systems based on the time synchronous and time asynchronous models
were studied, and the corresponding BER expressions were derived. In these BER expressions the
multiple access interference (MAI) of undesired users was accurately computed with no approximation.
The derived BER expressions are verified by simulations. Simulation results confirmed that, for a
given BER value, the signal-to-noise ratio needed by the CIDS-CDMA systems was much less than that
needed by the corresponding DS-CDMA systems. For example (see Figure 6.11), given that the bit error
probability is set to be 10-4, a single-user 4-ary non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system with a spreading gain
equal to 128 can reduce the required signal-to-noise ratio (Eb/No) by more than 24 dB, compared to the
Eb/No of the corresponding single-user DS-CDMA system. This means that the fade margin needed by
the CIDS-CDMA transceivers is much less than that required by the conventional DS-CDMA
transceivers to compensate the channel fading.
In regard to the reduction of fade margin, the energy savings of sensor nodes which were equipped
with chip-interleaved DSSS transceivers rather than DSSS transceivers are quantified. The DSSS
transceivers were compliant with the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. The energy savings were analyzed for
nodes in the scenarios of node-to-node communication and cluster-based network. It was found that the
significant energy savings were attained by using the chip-interleaved DSSS transceivers. However, for
given values of fade margins, the values of energy savings were dependent on the path loss exponent and
the transmission distance (or the cluster radius in cluster-based network). According to the theoretical
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analysis and simulations, when the values of path loss exponent and cluster radius were increased, it was
found that the lifetime of cluster-based network could be extended several times in some cases. In
simulations, clustered networks were formed basing on the SWEET algorithm and the Backoff
algorithm. It was found that the energy savings of the networks based on the SWEET algorithm and the
chip-interleaved transceivers were greater than the energy savings of the networks based on the Backoff
algorithm and the chip-interleaved transceivers. This allows us to conclude that the network energy
efficiency can be improved by using the SWEET algorithm and the chip interleaving technique
individually or in combination.

8.2 Suggestions for Future Work
Large scale wireless sensor networks will carry on rising in popularity, offering many opportunities for
diverse military and civilization applications. In regard to the emerging applications and related
requirements on the communications between sensor nodes, there are always rooms for possible
extensions that would extend the results in this thesis. A few suggestions are made to push the research
forward along several directions as follows.
Firstly, the Gaussian distributed Network residual Energy may facilitate the design of communication
algorithms in other protocol layers. For example, it may be utilized to design medium access control
(MAC) algorithms which prioritize nodes with more residual energy to access the wireless channel.
Secondly, investigations of CIDS-CDMA systems may be extended to channels of more complicated
nature, such as the frequency selective fading channel and the fast fading channel [1-3]. In addition, the
acquisition of channel status and time synchronization needs to be studied to implement the chipinterleaved DS-CDMA systems.
Thirdly, investigations of WSNs which are composed of sensor nodes using chip-interleaved DSSS
transceivers to conduct CDMA-based communications are left as future work. For fairness of the study,
the performances of these CIDS-CDMA-based WSNs are suggested to be studied with respect to the
CDMA-based WSNs. It is worth noting that the CDMA-based WSNs systems have been reported in a
handful of papers [4-14]. In these papers investigations about the performances of DS-CDMA-based
WSNs are based on channels other than Rayleigh fading channel.
Last but not least, harvesting the understanding of node energy savings from cooperative
communications [15, 16], collaborative communications [17], chip-interleaving signal processing and
multi-hop relay [18], a systematic study may be conducted, aiming at maximizing the network energy
efficiency by using these techniques in an optimal manner.
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Appendix 4.1 Proof of Network Residual Energy in Approximating Gaussian Distribution
Two cases need to be considered herein for the proof of Lemma 1 in Section 4.3.
Case 1: The node residual energies, E1, …, Ei, …, EN are Independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)

random variables, with the same mean µ and variance σ 2 , as extensively assumed in existing literature
(see [23-25] in Chapter 4).
The proof for Case 1 is straightforward. According to the Central Limit Theorem (CLT), the
distribution of Network Residual Energy defined in (4.6), which is a sum of N i.i.d. random variables,
approaches Gaussian distribution as N increases.
Case 2: The node residual energies, E1, …, Ei, …, EN are independent random variables, yet may have

different distributions. Their distribution functions are denoted by F1,…, Fi, …, FN, accordingly.
The proof for Case 2 uses a generalized CLT under the Lindeberg’s condition (see [26] in Chapter 4).
Let emax denote the maximum initial energy of all the N nodes. This emax is a constant and can be
i
expressed as emax = max{ eo , i = 1,2,..., N } .

Denote Ei = Ei / emax ,

E = E1 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + E N =

∑i=1 Ei / emax . Hence,
N

E[Ei ] = E[Ei / emax] = µi / emax ,
E = E / emax , where E =

(A4.1.1)

∑ i =1 E i .
N

(A4.1.2)

Let the variance of E be denoted by σ E2 . Because E1, …, Ei, …, EN are independent, σ E2 can be
expressed and calculated as
σ 2 = Var ( E ) = Var (∑
E

N

i =1

E

E i / e max ) =

2
2
= ∑ σ i2 (t ) / e max
.
∑i=1Var(Ei ) / emax
i =1
N

N

(A4.1.3)

is a random variable that approaches Gaussian distribution, because it is a sum of independent random

variables, E1 , …, E N , that satisfy the Lindeberg’s condition that can be expressed and reduced as
N

∀ε > 0 ,

∑

1

∫

lim
X i2 dFi (t )
2
N →∞
σ
i =1 E X i ≥ε ×σ
E

N

≤ lim ∑
N →∞

1

∫

dFi (t ) = 0 ,
2
i =1 σ E Xi ≥ε ×σ
E

(A4.1.4)

where X i = Ei − E[ Ei ] , Fi is the distribution function of Ei . On the right-hand side of (A.4.1.4), the
greater or equal symbol holds, because Ei and E[ Ei ] are both bounded by 1.
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Note that E is a linear function of E in (A4.1.2). The Network Residual Energy E hereby is a random
variable following the Gaussian distribution. Because E1, …, Ei, …, EN are mutually independent, the
mean and variance of E may be calculated as
µ E = E [ E ] = E [∑

σ E2 = Var ( ∑

N
i =1

N
i =1

Ei] =

∑ i = 1 E [ E i ] = ∑ i =1 µ i
N

N

,

(A4.1.5)

Ei ) =

∑i =1Var ( E i ) = ∑i =1σ i2 .

(A4.1.6)

1

 (e − µ E ) 2
exp  −

2σ E2


(A4.1.7)

N

N

The pdf of E, f E (e) , may be expressed as
f E (e) =
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2π σ E


.



Appendix 4.2 Proof of Average Network Residual Energy in Approximating Gaussian
Distribution
The probability distribution of YN, as defined in Lemma 2 in Chapter 4, is a function of E. By the
Fundamental Theorem in probability theory, the pdf of YN can be calculated as

fYN ( y N ) =

=

 ( NyN − µ E )2 
f E ( NyN )
1

exp −
=

2σ E2
| ( E / N )′ |
2π σ E / N


 ( y − µ / N )2
exp − N 2 E 2
2σ E / N
2π σ E / N

1


=



1
2π σ YN

 ( y N − µYN ) 2 

exp −
2

,
2
σ
YN



(A4.2.1)

which follows the pdf of E given in (A4.1.7). The mean and variance of YN can be expressed as

µ YN = E[Y N ] = µ E / N =
σ Y2N = Var (Y N ) = σ

2
E

/N

2

=

1
N

∑i=1 µ i ,
N

1
N

∑ i =1 σ i2 .
N

2

(A4.2.2)

(A4.2.3)
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Appendix 4.3 Probability of Selecting Multiple Cluster Head Nodes in the Same
Neighborhood
~ ~
~
The probability that n~ out of N nodes become CHs, p br ( n | N ) , can be formulated as
~

~

i =1

i =1

n
n
~
~
~ ~
)
)
pbr ( n~ | N ) = ∏ pi(,mCH) = ∏ (γ m pi(,0CH
) = (γ m pi(,0CH
) n = (γ m / N ) n ,

(A4.3.1)

~
~
~
~
)
= − log γ N . Thus, the probability pbr (n ≥ 2 | N ) can be
where 0 < n~ ≤ N , 0 ≤ m ≤ M , M = log γ p i(,0CH

computed as
~

~ N m ~ n~ ( γ
~
pbr (n ≥ 2 | N) = ∑(γ | N) =
n~=2

m

~
~ ~
/ N ) 2 − ( γ m / N ) N +1
~
.
1−γ m / N

(A4.3.2)

~
~
Let pnbr (N ) denote the probability that none of the N nodes become a CH after m-number of delay
~

chips, such that p nbr ( N ) can be expressed as
~

~

i=1

i=1

N
N
~
~ ~
)
pnbr ( N ) = ∏ (1 − pi(,mCH) ) =∏ (1 − γ m pi(,0CH
) = (1 − γ m / N ) N .

(A4.3.3)

~
Thus, the probability pbr (n~ = 1 | N ) can be expressed as

~
~
~
pbr (n~ = 1 | N ) = 1 − pbr (n~ ≥ 2 | N ) − p nbr ( N ) .

(A4.3.4)

~

Substituting (A4.3.2) and (A4.3.3) into (A4.3.4), we have pbr (n~ = 1 | N ) expressed as
~
~ ~
(γ m / N ) 2 − (γ m / N ) N +1
~
~ N~
m
~
p br (n = 1 | N ) = 1 −
−
(
1
−
γ
/
N
) .
~
1− γ m / N
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(A4.3.5)

Appendix 5.1 Number of Time Slots for Hello Message Exchange by Birthday Protocol
In this Appendix, the number of time slot needed to sufficiently exchange hello message by Birthday
protocol is derived, using the Chernoff bound (see [20] in Chapter 5).

Theorem (Chernoff bound): Let X1, X2, …, Xn be independent Bernoulli trial such that, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
Pr[Xi = 1] = p and Pr[Xi = 0] = 1-p, where 0 < p < 1. Then, for X = ∑ i =1 X i , E[X] =
n

∑i =1 p
n

= np, and

0 < ε ≤ 1,

Pr[ X < (1 − ε ) E [ X ]] < exp( − ε 2 E [ X ] / 2 ) ,

(A5.1.1)

and the random variable X follows the binomial distribution B(n, p).
In the slot-based time interval Tnd, there are ns-number of time slot Ts. Over Tnd, the total number of
node-discovered slot follows the binominal distribution B(ns, Pr(T = 1, pt = pl = 2 / Nˆ ) ), where
N −1
Pr( T = 1, p t = p l = 2 / Nˆ ) = 2(1 − 2 / Nˆ )
.
ˆ

The aim is to achieve the desired discovery ratio pdr in ns-number of slot with high confidence denoted
by pdesire ∈ (0,1). In ns-number of slots, ∆ -number of node-discovered slots needs to occur, where

∆=

Nˆ log(1 − p dr )
2 2
2 Nˆ −2
, max{E[Discover]} = ( Nˆ − 1)( ˆ ) (1 − ˆ )
, N̂ is the number of
log(1 − max{ E [ Discover ]})
N
N

neighboring node.
Therefore, according to (A.5.1.1), it is easy to show that


(1 − ε ) n s Pr( T = 1, p t = p l = 2 / Nˆ ) = ∆ ;

 exp( − ε 2 n s Pr( T = 1, p t = p l = 2 / Nˆ ) / 2 ) = (1 − p desire ).

(A5.1.2)

Solve (A5.1.2) to yield the number of time slots needed as

ns =

∆ − log(1 − p desire ) + log 2 (1 − p desire ) − 2∆ log(1 − p desire )
ˆ
2(1 − 2 / Nˆ ) N −1

.

(A5.1.3)
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Appendix 5.2 Probability of a Mini-slot Becoming a Successful Transmission Slot
This Appendix calculates the probability that a mini-slot Tmini becomes a successful transmission slot.
This probability was given in subsection 5.5.3 in the following form
Pr( pt , Nˆ , t d ) =

Nˆ
Pr(nˆ ) Pr( y − x ≥ td )
nˆ =1

∑

,

(A5.2.1)

 ˆ

N nˆ
Nˆ − nˆ
1:nˆ
1:nˆ
where Pr(nˆ) =  ˆ  pt (1 − pt )
, x = tcs
_ msg and y = t cs _ msg , N̂ denotes the number of neighboring nodes,
n

n̂ denotes the number of nodes that broadcast with probability pt at the expiry of their timers.

Let X and Y represent the random variable for x and y, respectively. The joint pdf of X and Y, denoted
as f1,2:nˆ ( x, y) , can be calculated according to the order statistics given in [24] in Chapter 5 as

f1,2:nˆ ( x, y) =

nˆ!
ˆ
(1 − F ( y))n −2 f ( x) f ( y) ,
(nˆ − 2)!

(A5.2.2)

where x < y, F(y) stands for the probability function of Y, f(x) and f(y) are the probability density function
of X and Y.
Random variables X and Y follow the same uniform distribution defined in [0, Tcs_msg]. The
corresponding probability density function of X and Y can be expressed as

f X (x) = fY (y) =1/Tcs_ msg, 0 ≤ x ≤ Tcs _ msg , 0 ≤ y ≤ Tcs_ msg.

(A5.2.3)

The probability distribution function of Y can be expressed as

FY ( y) = y / Tcs_ msg , 0 ≤ y ≤ Tcs_ msg.

(A5.2.4)

Substituting (A5.2.3) and (A5.2.4) into (A5.2.2) yields

f1,2:nˆ ( x, y) = nˆ(nˆ −1)(1 − y / Tcs _ msg)n−2 / Tcs2 _ msg .
ˆ

(A5.2.5)

where Tcs_msg is equal to w t t d Nˆ , wt is the weighting factor. Then the probability Pr(y − x ≥ t d ) can be
computed as:

Pr( y − x ≥ t d ) =
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Tcs _ msg − t d

∫0

Tcs _ msg

∫x +td

f1, 2:nˆ ( x , y )dydx

=

Tcs _ msg − t d

∫0

nˆ
x + t d nˆ −1
(1 −
) dx
wt Nˆ t d
wt Nˆ t d

1,

=
ˆ nˆ
 (1 − 1 /( w t N )) ,

nˆ = 1;
nˆ ∈ [ 2 , Nˆ ).

(A5.2.6)

Substitute (A5.2.6) into (A5.2.1) to yield Pr(pt , Nˆ , td ) as follows

Pr( pt , Nˆ , t d ) =

Nˆ

 Nˆ  nˆ
ˆ
ˆ
  pt (1 − pt ) N − nˆ (1 − 1 ) nˆ + Nˆ pt (1 − pt ) N −1
.
 ˆ
wt Nˆ
nˆ = 2 n 

∑

(A5.2.7)
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Appendix 5.3 Number of Time Slots Needed for Exchanging Hello Message by CSMS
In this Appendix, the number of time slot Tmini needed to sufficiently exchange hello message by
CSMS is derived, using the Chernoff bound (see [20] in Chapter 5). The Chernoff bound was presented
in Appendix 5.1.
In the slot-based time interval Tnd, there are ns-number of slots Tmini, i.e., Tnd=nsTmini. The event that a
mini-slot Tmini becomes the successful transmission slot is a Bernoulli trial. Then, the total number of
successful transmission slots follows binominal distribution B(ns , Pr(pt , Nˆ , t d ) ), where Pr(pt , Nˆ , t d ) was
given in (5.20).
Our aim is to achieve the desired discovery ratio pdr in ns-number of slot with high confidence denoted
by pdesire ∈ (0,1). Thus, in ns-number of slots, the number of node-discovered slots can be expressed as
p dr Nˆ

, where N̂ is the number of neighboring node.

Therefore, according to the Chernoff bound in (A5.1.1) in Appendix 5.1, it is easy to have


(1 − ε ) n s Pr( pt , Nˆ , t d ) = p dr Nˆ ;

exp( −ε 2 n s Pr( pt , Nˆ , t d ) / 2 ) = (1 − p desire ).

(A5.3.1)

Solve (A5.3.1) to yield the number of time slot needed as
p dr Nˆ − log(1 − p desire ) + log 2 (1 − p desire ) − 2 p dr Nˆ log(1 − p desire )
ns =
,
Pr( p , Nˆ , t )
t

(A5.3.2)

d

where

Pr( pt , Nˆ , t d ) =
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Nˆ

 Nˆ 

1

∑  nˆ  ptnˆ (1 − pt ) N − nˆ (1 − w Nˆ )nˆ + Nˆ pt (1 − pt ) N −1 .

nˆ = 2 



ˆ

t

ˆ

(A5.3.3)

Appendix 6.1 Chip-Interleaving in Modulated Signals in the Single-user Case of Coherent
CIDS-CDMA System
In this Appendix, the signals expressed in (6.1) are rewritten in the format of a matrix. In (6.1), s(t)
stands for the continuous signal of N-columns of chips in the hth block of M bits after chip-interleaving
and modulation. The expression of s(t) is duplicated herein
s(t ) = P

+∞ M N

∑ ∑∑bi(h)ak(i)uT (t − (hMN + kM + i −1)Tc ) cos(ωct + θm ) .

(A6.1.1)

c

h = −∞ i =1 k =1

In (A6.1.1) the index of chip column is governed by k, the index of bit row is governed by i.
In the chip-interleaver, signals of the MN–number of chips in the hth data block can be written in the
form of a matrix as
M

N

∑∑ bi(h ) ak(i ) uT

c

i =1 k =1

(t − (hMN + kM + i − 1)Tc )


b1(h) a1(1)uTc (t − MTc )

...

 b(h) a(i)u (t − (M + i −1)T )
c
 i 1 Tc
...

b(h) a(M )u (t − (M + M −1)T )
c
 M 1 Tc

=






...
...
...
...

(h) (M )
(h) (M )
... bM ak uTc (t − (kM + M −1)Tc ) ... bM aN uTc (t − (NM + M −1)Tc )
...
...
...

b1(h) ak(1)uTc (t − kMTc )
...
(h) (i)
bi ak uTc (t − (kM + i −1)Tc )

...
...
...

b1(h) aN(1)uTc (t − NMTc )
...
(h) (i)
bi aN uTc (t − (NM + i −1)Tc )

.

(A6.1.2)

M×N

In time domain, these signals leave the chip-interleaver in the following sequence:
b1( h ) a1(1)uTc (t − MTc ) + b2( h ) a1( 2)uTc (t − ( M + 1)Tc ) +...+
( h) ( M )
bi( h ) a1(i )uTc (t − ( M + i − 1)Tc ) +...+ bM
a1 uTc (t − ( M + M − 1)Tc )

+

(chips in the first column)
b1( h ) a2(1)uTc (t − 2MTc ) + b2( h ) a2( 2)uTc (t − (2M + 1)Tc ) +...+
bi( h ) a2(i )uTc (t − (2M + i − 1)Tc )

+ ...+ bM( h) a2( M )uTc (t − (2M + M − 1)Tc ) +

(chips in the second column)
... +
b1( h ) a N(1)uTc (t − NMTc ) + b2( h ) a N( 2)uTc (t − ( NM + 1)Tc ) +...+
( h) ( M )
bi( h ) a N(i )uTc (t − ( NM + i − 1)Tc ) +...+ bM
a N uTc (t − ( NM + M − 1)Tc ) .

(A6.1.3)

(chips in the Nth column)
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Appendix 6.2 Demodulated Signal in Single-user Case of Coherent CIDS-CDMA System
In Figure 6.2, ignoring the effect of BPF, the output of LPF after demodulation can be calculated as
r (t ) = LPF ( s' (t ) cos(ω c t + θ ))
+∞ M N

= LPF  P ∑ ∑∑ bi( h )α k( h ) a k(i ) uTc (t − (hMN + kM + i − 1)Tc − τ k( h ) ) cos(ω c t + θ k( h ) ) cos(ω c t + θ k( h ) + θ d ) +
h = −∞ i =1 k =1


)

η c (t ) cos(ω c t + θ o ) cos(ω c t + θ k( h ) + θ d ) − η s (t ) sin(ω c t + θ o ) cos(ω c t + θ k( h ) + θ d ) .

(A6.2.1)

Let the noise phase angle θ o equal to θ k( h) + θ d . Then (A 6.2.1) can be computed to be

(

)

+∞ M N

r (t ) = LPF  P ∑ ∑∑ bi( h )α k( h ) a k(i ) uTc (t − (hMN + kM + i − 1)Tc − τ k( h ) ) cos(2ω c t + 2θ k( h ) + θ d ) + cos(θ d ) / 2 +
h = −∞ i =1 k =1


(

)

(

) )

η c (t ) cos(2ω c t + 2θ k( h ) + 2θ d ) + cos(0) / 2 − η s (t ) sin(2ω c t + 2θ k( h ) + 2θ d ) + sin(0) / 2
=
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+∞ M N
P
1
cos(θ d ) ∑ ∑∑ bi( h )α k a k(i ) uTc (t − (hMN + kM + i − 1)Tc − τ k ) + η c (t ) .
2
2
h = −∞ i =1 k =1

(A6.2.2)

Appendix 6.3 Variance of Noise Term in Single-user Case of Coherent CIDS-CDMA
System
Recall the noise term ξ o in (6.6) takes the value expressed as
1 N qTc
η c (t )a q( i ) (t ) dt ,
∑
2 q =1 ∫( q −1)Tc

ξo =

where the quadrature white Gaussian noise η c (t ) and random signature sequence aq(i ) are mutually
independent. To simplify the notation, ξ o also represent the corresponding random variable in this
Appendix.
Strictly speaking, because η c (t ) is obtained after a low pass filter, it is not white noise anymore.
However, its spectrum is flat over the bandwidth of interest. Hence, noise signal η c (t ) can be regarded as
a white Gaussian noise with zero-mean and a variance equal to No/2 (see [33] in Chapter 6).
Therefore, the expectation of ξ o , E[ξ o ] , is equal to 0. The variance of ξ o can be calculated as
var(ξ o ) =

E[ξ o2 ] −

2

2
 
 1   N qT c
(i )

E [ξ o ] = E    ∑ ∫( q −1) T η c ( t )a q ( t ) dt   − 0
  2   q =1
c
 



2

=



N

Note that E  ∑

qT c

∫
 q = 1 ( q −1 ) T


c

(a

(i )
q

(t )

(

 N qT c
E ∑ ∫
a q( i ) ( t )
(
q
−
1
)
T
c
4
 q = 1

σ

) dt 
2



2

)

2


dt  .


(A6.3.1)

is the auto-correlation of ( a1(i ) , a 2(i ) ,…, a N(i ) ), which equals to

NTc. Hence, var(ξ o ) in (A6.3.1) is calculated to be
var(ξ o ) =

Tc Nσ 2 NN o Tc
=
4
8

.

(A6.3.2)
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Appendix 6.4 Probability Density Function of Average Sum of Multiple Rayleigh
Distributed Random Variables
N

Recall the probability density function (pdf) of γ~ = ∑ α k , which is given in [41] in Chapter 6 as
k =1

2γ~ 2 N −1 exp(−γ~ 2 /(νcN ))
,
f γ~ (γ~ ) =
ν N c N N N ( N − 1)!

(A6.4.1)

where γ~ ≥ 0 , ν = E[α k2 ] = 2σ R2 , and c = N −1[(2 N − 1)!!]1 / N . The pdf of γˆ = γ~ / N can be computed to be
f γˆ (γˆ ) = Nf γ~ ( Nγˆ ) =

N
= 
 νc 

N

2 N N γˆ 2 N −1 exp(− Nγˆ 2 /(νc))

ν N c N ( N − 1)!

2γˆ 2 N −1
 N

exp − γˆ 2  , γˆ ≥ 0 .
Γ( N )
 νc 

(A6.4.2)

Clearly, the pdf of γˆ coincides with the pdf of the Nakagami-m distribution, where m=N. The pdf of
γ = γˆ 2 , which can be regarded as power 2 of γˆ , can be computed as

f γ (γ ) = ( γ )' f γˆ ( γ ) =

N
= 
 νc 

N

γ

N −1

Γ( N )

N
1 2N γ

2 γ

 N 
exp − γ  ,
 νc 

2 N −1

exp(− N γ

2

/(νc))

ν c ( N − 1)!
N N

γ ≥0.

(A6.4.3)

Then, the pdf of γ = Eb γ / N o can be computed as
f γ (γ ) = (E b / N o )−1 f γ ((E b / N o )−1 γ )

N
= 
ν
cE
b / No
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N

γ N −1



N
exp −
γ  , γ ≥ 0 .
Γ( N )
 νcEb / N o 

(A6.4.4)

Appendix 6.5 Variance of Multiple Access Interference and Noise Term in Coherent
CIDS-CDMA System based on Time-synchronous Model
The Multiple Access Interference (MAI) term in (6.21) is expressed as
MAI =

G

N

∑ ∑

g = 2 k =1, q =1

Pg
2

kTc

∫( k −1)T

c

b g( 0,i) aˆ g( 0,q,i ) (t ) a1(,ik) (t ) dt .

(A6.5.1)

(0,i )
(0)
( 0 ) (i )
where aˆ g ,q (t ) = cos(φ g ,q )α g ,q a g ,q (t ) . The fading coefficients α g(0,q) , where g = 2, 3,…, G and q = 1, 2,…,

N, are i.i.d. random variables (RVs) following Rayleigh distribution which has E[(α g( 0,q) ) ] = 2σ R2 . The
2

cumulative density function (CDF) of α g(0,q) is denoted Fα (x) and can be expressed as

Fα ( x) = 1 − exp(−x 2 /(2σ R2 )) , x ≥ 0 .

(A6.5.2)

The phase errors φ g(0,q) , for g = 2, 3,…, G, are i.i.d. RVs which are assumed to follow uniform
distribution in [-π, π). RVs α g( 0,q) and φ g(0,q) are consider being mutually independent.
kT

c
Let ρ1k,g,q = ∫(k −1)T bg(0,i) a g(i,)q (t )a1(,ik) (t )dt , x g ,q = α g(0,q) cos(φ g(0,q) ) . Then (A6.5.1) can be concisely written as
c

MAI =

G

N

∑ ∑

g = 2 k =1, q =1

P k ,q
ρ 1, g x g , q ,
2

(A6.5.3)

where ρ1k, g,q takes a binary value from { b g( 0,i) T c , − b g( 0, i) T c }.
Because b g( 0, i) takes a binary value from { +1,−1 } with equal probability, the mean of ρ1k, g,q is zero. The
value of x g , q is a RV denoted by Xg,q which can be proved to follow the standard Gaussian distribution
with zero mean and the variance equal to σ R2 in the following.
The pdf of φ g(0,q) can be expressed as f φ (φ ) =

1
. Let y = cos(φ g(0,q) ) , and then the value of y is a RV
2π

denoted by Y. The pdf of Y can be calculated as
f Y ( y) = −(arccos y)' /(2π ) =

1
2π 1 − y 2

, −1 ≤ y ≤ 1 .

(A6.5.4)

Then the CDF of Xg,q can be calculated as
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Pr(X g, q ≤ xg, q ) = Pr(α g, q y ≤ xg, q ) =

=∫

∞

−1

1
2π


  x 2

g,q

1 − exp −  y 

 




(2σ ) 
2
R

∞

∫−1 Fα ( x g , q / y ) fY ( y )dy

1

2
 1 − y


1 
2π 2π 


=

dy

∞

∫−1

(A6.5.5)
 x
g,q
exp − 

2
y
1− y
 
1






2

 

(2σ )dy .
2
R

 

Let y = sin ψ , where −π / 2 ≤ ψ ≤ π / 2 , and then (A6.5.5) can be calculated to be

Pr(X g , q ≤ xg , q ) = 1 −

π /2

1

π ∫0

 x g2 ,q
1
exp  −
 2σ R2 sin 2 ψ



 dψ .



(A6.5.6)

Note that the second term on the right-hand side of (A6.5.6) is an alternative representation of the
Gaussian Q-function (see [42] in Chapter 6). Then (A6.5.6) can be expressed as
 x2
 g,q
Pr( X g , q ≤ x g , q ) = 1 − Q
 σ R2




 .


(A6.5.7)

The pdf of Xg,q can be derived by computing the derivative of the CDF of Xg,q as

(

)

f X g ,q ( x g ,q ) = −Q′ xg , q / σ R =

 xg2, q 
exp − 2  .
 2σ R 
2π σ R


1

(A6.5.8)

This pdf shows that Xg,q follows the standard Gaussian distribution N(0, σ R2 ). The proof is completed.
It can be observed from (A6.5.3) that the MAI term is the sum of (G-1)N-number of i.i.d. standard
Gaussian distributed RVs weighted by

P k ,q
ρ .
2 1, g

Therefore, the MAI term is a RV following a standard

Gaussian distribution with zero mean and the variance calculated as
 G N P k ,q
 P(G - 1) NT 2
c
var(MAI)= var ∑ ∑
ρ1,g x g ,q  =
var( x g ,q )
 g =2 k ,q=1 2

4


=

P(G-1) NTc2σ R2
4

.

(A6.5.9)

An useful proposition can be drawn here that the product of a Rayleigh distributed RV(~ Rayleigh( σ R )
and the cosine function of a RV uniformly distributed in [-π, π) is a RV which follows a standard
Gaussian distribution N(0, σ R2 ).
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Appendix 6.6 Distribution of Multiple Access Interference in Coherent CIDS-CDMA
System Based on Chip-level Synchronization Model
The second MAI term and the third MAI term in (6.26) are duplicated herein as
G

MAI1=

x

∑ ∑

g = 2 k = 1, qˆ = 1

G

MAI2= ∑

N −x

∑~

g = 2 k =1, q =1

Pg
2

Pg
2

kT c

( − 1)

∫( k −1)T c b g , iˆ

ˆ

~

kT c

∫( k −1)T

aˆ g( −, q1ˆ, i ) ( t ) a1(,ik) ( t ) dt ,

c

ˆ

b g( 0, ~i) aˆ g( 0, q,~i ) ( t ) a1(,ik) ( t ) dt ,
ˆ

(A6.6.1)

(A6.6.2)

~

ˆ
ˆ
(0,i )
(0)
(0) ( i )
where 1<x<N, aˆ g( −, q1ˆ, i ) (t ) = cos(φ g( −, q1ˆ ) )α g( −, q1ˆ ) a g(i,)qˆ (t ) , aˆ g ,q~ (t ) = cos(φg ,q~ )α g,q~ ag ,q~ (t ) , and P1=...Pg=...=PG =P.

MAI1 in (A6.6.1) can be taken as a weighted sum of multiple i.i.d. RVs. The value of this weight is
equal to

± Tc P
, and these RVs follow the same standard Gaussian distribution denoted as N(0, σ R2 ), as
2

per the proposition drew in Appendix 6.5. The number of these Gaussian distributed RVs is (G-1)x.
Therefore, MAI1 can be easily proven to be a RV that has a standard Gaussian distribution denoted as
N(0, (G − 1) xPTc2σ R2/ 4 )). Likewise, MAI2 in (A6.6.2) can be proven to be a RV that has a standard
Gaussian distribution denoted as N(0, (G − 1)( N − x) PTc2σ R2/ 4 )).
Clearly, the variance of MAI1, which is denoted var(MAI1), is equal to (G − 1) xPTc2σ R2/ 4 , and the variance
of MAI2, which is denoted var(MAI2), is equal to (G − 1)( N − x) PTc2σ R2/ 4 .
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Appendix 6.7 Distribution of Multiple Access Interference in Coherent CIDS-CDMA
System Based on Complete Asynchronization Model
The four MAI terms in (6.30) are duplicated herein as
G

MAI1=

P ( −1)
b
cos( φ g( −, qˆ1) )α g( −,q1ˆ ) ∆ τ g ,
2 g ,iˆ

(A6.7.1)

P (0)
b ~ cos( φ g( 0, q) )α g( 0, q) ∆ τ g ,
2 g ,i

(A6.7.2)

∑

P (−1)
bg ,iˆ cos(φ g( −,qˆ1) )α g(−,q1ˆ ) (Tc − ∆τ g ) ,
2

(A6.7.3)

( N - x)

P ( 0)
b ~ cos(φ g(0,q) )α g(0,q) (Tc − ∆τ g ) .
2 g,i

(A6.7.4)

∑ ∑

g = 2 k =1, q =1
G

MAI2=

x

( N -x)

∑ ∑

g = 2 k = 1, q = 1

G

MAI3= ∑

x

g =2 k =1,q=1
G

MAI4= ∑

∑

g =2 k =1,q =1

MAI1 in (A6.7.1) can be taken as a weighted sum of multiple i.i.d. RVs. The value of this weight is
equal to

P ( −1)
b ∆τ g , and these RVs follow the same standard Gaussian distribution denoted as N(0, σ R2 ),
2 g ,iˆ

as per the proposition drew in Appendix 6.5. The number of such RVs is (G-1)x. Hence MAI1 can be
easily proven to be a RV that has a standard Gaussian distribution denoted as N(0, (G − 1) xP(∆τ g ) 2 σ R2/ 4 ).
Likewise, MAI2, MAI3 and MAI4 in (A6.7.2), (a6.7.3) and (A6.7.4) can be proven to be RVs that have
standard Gaussian distributions denoted as N(0, (G − 1)( N − x) P(∆τ g ) 2 σ R2/ 4 ), N(0, (G − 1) xP(Tc − ∆τ g ) 2 σ R2/ 4 ),
and N(0, (G − 1)( N − x) P(Tc − ∆τ g ) 2 σ R2/ 4 ), respectively.
The variance of MAI1, MAI2, MAI3 and MAI4 can be found conditional on ∆τ g . The value of ∆τ g is a
RV that is assumed to follow uniform distribution in (0, Tc).
Therefore, the total MAI which combines all of these four MAI terms is a Gaussian distributed RV
with zero man and the variance calculated as
var(MAI) =

Tc

∫0

(var(MAI1 | ∆τ g ) + var(MAI2 | ∆τ g ) + var(MAI3 | ∆τ g ) + var(MAI2 | ∆τ g )) / Tc d (∆τ g )
Tc

= ∫ (( ∆τ g ) 2 + (Tc − ∆τ g ) 2 )(G − 1) Nσ R2 P /( 4Tc ) d (∆τ g )
0

= P (G − 1) NT c2σ R2 / 6 .
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(A6.7.5)

Appendix 6.8 Calculation of Instantaneous Symbol Error Probability
This Appendix presents the calculation of Ps (e | γ ) expressed in (6.52).
Probability Ps (e | γ ) in (6.52) represents the mean of symbol error probability Ps (e | m1 , Z 1 = z1 , γ )
conditional on

γ

, where the pdf of RV Z1 is given in (6.48) and [33] in Chapter 6 as
f Z1 ( x ) = 0 .5 exp(( − x + 2γ E s / N o ) / 2 ) I o ( 2 xγ E s / N o ), x ≥ 0 .

(A6.8.1)

Hence Probability Ps (e | γ ) is computed as
Ps (e | γ ) = 1- E[(1 − exp(− z1 / 2)) M s −1 ]
M s −1  M

= 1- E[ ∑ 
i =1


where E[exp(−iz1 / 2)] =

∞

∫0

− 1
(−1) i exp(−iz1 / 2)]
i 

s

M s −1  M

= ∑ 
i =1


− 1
(−1) i +1 E[exp(−iz1 / 2)] ,
i 

s

(A6.8.2)

exp( − iz1 / 2 ) f Z1 ( z1 ) dz1

∞

= ∫ 0.5 exp(−iz1 / 2) exp((− z1 + 2γE s / N o ) / 2) I o ( 2 z1γE s / N o )dz1
0

=

∞

∫0

0 .5 exp( − (i + 1) z1 + 2γ E s / N o ) / 2 )I o ( 2 z1γ E s / N o ) dz 1

∞
2γE s / N o 2γE s / N o
2γE s / N o
1
= ∫ 0.5 exp(− ((i + 1) z1 + 2γEs / N o +
−
))I o ( (1 + i) z1
)dz1
0
2
1+ i
1+ i
1+ i
∞1
1
2γEs / N o
1
2γEs / N o
2γEs / N o
= exp(− (2γEs / N o −
))∫
exp(− ((i + 1) z1 +
))I o ( (1 + i) z1
)dz1
0
2
1+ i
2
2
1+ i
1+ i

=

2γ E s / N o i
2γ E s / N o
2γ E s / N o
1
1
∞1
exp( −
) ∫0 exp( − ((i + 1) z1 +
))I o ( (1 + i ) z1
)dz1
1+ i
2
1+ i
2
2
1+ i
1+ i

=

2γ E s / N o i
1
exp( −
)
1+ i
2
1+ i

=

−i γE s
1
exp(
).
1+ i
1+ i No

(A6.8.3)

Hence Ps (e | γ ) is expressed as
M s −1  M


Ps (e | γ ) = ∑ 
i =1 

− 1  ( −1) i +1
 − i γEs

exp 
i  i +1
 i +1 No

s


.



(A6.8.4)
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Appendix 6.9 Calculation of Average Symbol Error Probability
This Appendix presents the calculation of average symbol error probability (SEP) expressed in (6.53).
SEP can be computed by calculating probability Ps (e | γ ) expressed in (6.52) over all the values that the
RV

γ

takes. RV

γ

N

is defined as γ = ( ∑ α k( 0) / N ) 2 .
k =1

The probability density function of

γ

was given in (6.11) as
N −1
N γ
 N 
f γ (γ ) =  
exp − γ  , γ ≥ 0 .
 νc  Γ ( N )
 νc 
N

(A6.9.1)

Hence SEP expressed in (6.53) can be computed as
SEP( Es / N o ) = E[ Ps (e | γ )] =


 − i γE s
where E  exp 

 i +1 No

  N 
 =  

   ν c 

N

∞
1
γ
∫
0
Γ( N )

N 
= 
 νc 

N

∞
1
γ
∫
0
Γ(N )

M s −1  M

N −1

∑ 

i =1



− 1 ( −1) i +1

i  i + 1

s

 − i γE s
exp 
 i +1 No

N −1

  − i γE s
E exp
  i + 1 N o


 ,

 

(A6.9.2)


N
 exp  − γ  d γ

 νc 



i γE s
N
exp  − (
+
γ
 i + 1 N o νc


) d γ .


(A6.9.3)

Note that it was given in [46] in Chapter 6 that
∞

∫0

x n exp( − ax ) dx =

n!
a n+1

.

(A6.9.4)

Then (A6.9.3) can be calculated to be
  − i γE s
E exp
  i + 1 N o


N 
 = 


 νc 


N

( N − 1)!  i E s
N 


+
Γ ( N )  i + 1 N o ν c 

−N

.

(A6.9.5)

Hereby SEP is calculated to be
M s −1

SEP( Es / N o ) =
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∑
i =1

 M s − 1 (−1) i +1  N  ( N − 1)!  i E s N 



+ 
 

 i  i + 1  νc  Γ ( N )  i + 1 N o νc 
N

−N

.

(A6.9.6)

Appendix 6.10 Additional Numerical Results of Non-coherent CIDS-CDMA Systems
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(a) Spreading gain N is set to 32, level of M-ary communication Ms increases from 2 to 16. Rayleigh fading 2σR2 =
1.

Figure A6.10.1 BER of the single-user case of the non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system (to be continued).
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Figure A6.10.1 BER of the single-user case of the non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system in the presence of
flat Rayleigh fading, AWGN and noisy phase error, in comparison to the single-user
case of the non-coherent DS-CDMA system.
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Figure A6.10.2 BER of the single-user case of the non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system in the presence of
flat Rayleigh fading and AWGN, in comparison to the BER of the single-user case of the noncoherent DS-CDMA system. Ms is the level of M-ary communication, N is the spreading gain.
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Figure A6.10.3 BER of the multi-user case of the non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system based on the time
synchronous model (to be continued).
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Figure A6.10.3 BER of the multi-user case of the non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system based on the time
synchronous model. G is the number of system users, Ms is the level of M-ary
communication, N is the spreading gain.
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Figure A6.10.4 BER of the multi-user case of the non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system based on the chiplevel synchronization model (to be continued).
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Figure A6.10.4 BER of the multi-user case of the non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system based on the chiplevel synchronization model. G is the number of system users, Ms is the level of M-ary
communication, N is the spreading gain.
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Figure A6.10.5 BER of the multi-user case of the non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system based on the
complete asynchronization model (to be continued).
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Figure A6.10.5 BER of the multi-user case of the non-coherent CIDS-CDMA system based on the
complete asynchronization model. G is the number of system users, Ms is the level of Mary communication, N is the spreading gain.
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Appendix 7.1 Bit Error Rate Expressions of the DSSS transceivers compliant with
IEEE802.15.4 in flat Rayleigh fading channel
In this Appendix, the BER expressions of the considered DSSS transceivers in the presence of flat
Rayleigh fading are developed.
The Rayleigh fading coefficient is denoted α, which is a random variable following Rayleigh
distribution. The probability density function of α is given in the form
f α (α ) =

 α2
α
−
exp
 2σ 2
σ R2
R



 dα



.

(A7.1.1)

where E[α 2 ] = 2σ R2 =1.
The BER expression of the DSSS coherent BPSK transceiver in flat Rayleigh fading channel is
denoted BER coh_BPSK
Rayleigh , which can be developed basing on the BER expression of this transceiver in
AWGN channel as follow. The BER expression of this transceiver in AWGN channel is denoted
BER coh_BPSK
AWGN

and given in (7.3) as
BER coh_BPSK
AWGN

= 0.5erfc( Eb / N o ) .

(A7.1.2)

In fading channel, the power of received signal is affected by a random variable α 2 . Hence, the BER of
DSSS coherent BPSK transceiver in flat Rayleigh fading channel, denoted as BER coh_BPSK
may be
Rayleigh ,
expressed as
2
BER coh_BPSK
Rayleigh = E[erfc( α E b / N o )] .

(A7.1.3)

Then BER coh_BPSK
Rayleigh can be developed by calculating all the values that α takes. In [10] in Chapter 7,
E[0.5erfc(

α 2 Eb
No

)]

is computed to be equal to

Eb / N o
1
(1 −
).
2
1 + Eb / N o

BER coh_BPSK
Rayleigh

= 1−

Then BER coh_BPSK
Rayleigh can be expressed as

Eb / N o
1 + Eb / N o

.

(A7.1.4)

Likewise, the BER expression of DSSS non-coherent BPSK transceiver in flat Rayleigh fading channel
is denoted BER ncoh_BPSK
which can be developed basing on the BER expression of this transceiver in
AWGN
AWGN channel as follow. The BER expression of this transceiver in AWGN channel is denoted
and given in (7.4) as
BER ncoh_BPSK
AWGN
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BER ncoh_BPSK
= exp( − 0.5 E b / N o ) .
AWGN

(A7.1.5)

Hence, the BER of DSSS non-coherent BPSK transceiver in flat Rayleigh fading channel, denoted as
, may be expressed as
BER ncoh_BPSK
AWGN
BER ncoh_BPSK
= E[exp(−0.5α 2 E b / N o )] .
Rayleigh

(A7.1.6)

Then BER ncoh_BPSK
can be developed by calculating all the values that α takes as follows
AWGN
BER ncoh_BPSK
= E[exp(−0.5α 2 E b / N o )] .
Rayleigh
∞



= ∫0 exp  −


=

0.5α 2 E b
No

1
1 + σ R2 E b

=
/ No

 α
 α2

−
exp
 2σ 2
σ 2
R
 R


1
1 + 0.5 E b / N o


 dα =



∞

∫0

1
2σ R2

 0.5 Eb

1
exp − (
+
)α 2 d (α 2 )
2


N
2σ R
o



.

(A7.1.7)

The BER expression of DSSS OQPSK transceiver in flat Rayleigh fading in channel is denoted
BER OQPSK
Rayleigh

which has been derived in [11] in Chapter 7. The closed-form expression of BER OQPSK
Rayleigh is

given as
 M s / 2 M s −1  M s − 1 (−1) i +1
− i K bα 2 Eb 


BER OQPSK
exp(
)
∑
Rayleigh = E 
1+ i
No
 M s − 1 i =1  i  i + 1

=

where

K b = log 2 M s ,

M s / 2 M s −1  M s − 1
(−1) i +1


∑
M s − 1 i =1  i  1 + i + iK b E b / N o

.

(A7.1.8)

Kb is the number of bits per symbol. Ms is the “level” of M-ary communication.
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